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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 

July – September 2019 
 
Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community leaders, public 
officials - inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service organizations, the following list 
emerged as issues needing media attention and support. 
 
The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced shows and 
newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement campaigns, and sales 
marketing campaigns. 
 

 Community Issues 
 

Accidents and Disasters 

Business & Industry 

Children & Youth 

Consumer 

Crime and Law Enforcement 

Cultural 

Deaths 

Diversity 

Education 

Employment/Labor 

Entertainment 

Environment 

Foreign News 

Funerals and Memorials 

Government and Politics 

Health and Medical 

Housing 

Immigration 

Lifestyle 

Religion 

Safety 

Severe Weather 

Technology 

Transportation
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS 
 
 
Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to address community 
issues, concerns and needs. The programs are as follows: 
 
 NBC4 News Conference  

The NBC4 News Conference is a weekly program airing on most Sundays from 
9am-9:30am featuring topical, informative interviews with public figures, 
community leaders, and government officials. 

 
NBC4 News – Daily Local News Programs 

KNBC's daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues and community 
problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 

 

Program Time Days Channel 

Today in LA 4:00am – 5:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 5:00am – 6:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 6:00am – 7:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11a 11:00am – 11:30am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 4 4:00pm – 5:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 5 5:00pm – 6:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 6 6:00pm – 6:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00pm – 11:35pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News 5:00pm – 5:30pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00pm – 11:30pm Saturday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Conference 9:00am – 9:30am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News 5:00pm – 5:30pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News 6:00pm – 7:00pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00pm – 12:00am Sunday 4.1 

 

The complete program schedule for KNBC’s main 4.1 channel for the quarter is attached. 
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1:03 7/1/2019 11:13p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

you're about to see an emergency landing as it happened from 
inside the cockpit.  we're talking to the pult who landed the plane 
safely.  the pilot says he was flying over the muhauvy desert with his 
wife on sunday when all the suden the engine died.  video shows 
the propels not even moving.  now he is a pilot examiner for the faa.  
so he says he was calm but his wife was a little bit worried.  i 
needed to focus around something so i said it would be really good 
if you would videotape this. 

0:46 7/1/2019 11:14p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

they've recovering the cockpit voice recorder from the twin engine 
plane.  federal investigators are still trying to figure out what went 
wrong outside of dallas and nbc news has learned investigates have 
surveillance photo that shows the plane lose control on take off.  
and that's indicative of a single engine failure. 

2:36 7/8/2019 11:06p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

thousands of aftershocks from thursday's 6.4 and friday's 7.1 
earthquakes are still being felt in the ridgecrest area and 
seismologists are warning that the danger is not over.  all this as 
president trump approves a request from the governor for an 
emergency declaration.  kim is live near the epicenter with more on 
the recovery efforts.  reporter: we're right in front of the dollar tree.  
you can see this huge crack spreading several feet across the 
building.  and you see the stucco that got knocked down to the 
sidewalk.  on this side, we see some shattered glass still laying 
here.  a lot of the people dealing with the damage and clean-up.  
some still without water as they're coming together in this time of 
need.  the four square family center in trona serving as a safe haven 
for a community still reeling after two powerful earthquakes.  it felt 
like somebody was outside just shaking the house.  with both 
hands, shaking it with all their forceful.   reporter: they suffered their 
own damage.  they pushed it aside to make room for all the 
donations.  robert martinez said they're coming in from across the 
state. 

0:44 7/8/2019 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

it has been a double disaster for one family, after the earthquake 
and then to watch their home burn to the ground.  14-year-old 
esmeralda said after they ran outside, immediately they smelled 
gas.  my brother was still in his room.  we were yelling for him to 
come out and he finally came outside.  he said mom, it smells like 
something is burning. 

0:26 7/8/2019 11:19p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a 4-year-old girl was run over by a truck.  the 4-year-old was 
crouched over, playing in the sand when the truck on a routine 
beach patrol rolled right over her.  we don't know the extent of her 
injuries but a spokesperson for children's hospital in san diego told 
our station there that she's in good condition. 

0:24 7/9/2019 11:04p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

developing now, a death now being connected to the 6.4 
earthquake.  a man was found dead this afternoon near the 
california-nevada border.  deputies found the 56-year-old pinned 
underneath a jeep about 100 miles away from the epicenter near 
ridge crest. 
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1:40 7/9/2019 11:04p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

federal fund also soon be on the way for the areas hit near ridge 
quest.  hedy chang shows us how one man is committed to helping 
the community rebuild before he helps himself.  reporter: the crest 
behind the first baptist church here, surrounded by deep cracks in 
the dry ground.  the ground started to open up, so i told everybody 
to run.  reporter: he said he ran straight to the open field as one of 
the buildings collapsed.  the ceiling inside caved in.  reporter: pastor 
cox suited up today in different attire.  a haz/mat suit as he begins to 
repair his church.  he wears the same positive attitude.  we were 
already going to do a lot of renovations in our building.  i always tell 
people, god's just started the process a little earlier for us. 

0:16 7/10/2019 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
new tonight, a dui driver crashes into a cactus.  the plant pierced the 
wind shield this morning on arizona road, appropriately enough. 

0:23 7/10/2019 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

also new at 11:00, flying objects may be a lot closer than they 
appear.  video posted on youtube yesterday shows a driver here on 
the 91 freeway approaching the atlantic exit. 

0:38 7/10/2019 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

bug bombs triggered an explosion that danned several apartment 
units in north hollywood today.  we got a look at the damage inside 
one of those units.  the blast blew out a window.  lapd says a renter 
set off several bug foggers but didn't remember to turn off the gas. 

0:43 7/10/2019 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

near the eni center of last week's powerful quakes in ridge crest, a 
town hall meeting was packed at the high school gym.  gas and 
electricity, up and running tonight.  water restored to most 
households, but free bottles were offered all day long.  many at the 
evening grateful the town is getting back on its feet. 

0:19 7/10/2019 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, damage from friday's take is forcing the closure of a 
building here in long beach.  this is on the campus of cal state long 
beach. 

0:34 7/11/2019 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

more breaking news now.  three people are dead in two separate 
accidents tonight.  this first one is an overturned car from an 
accident on laguna road.  it landed on its roof in a ditch after 
colliding with another vehicle.  two people in the overturned car 
were kid, two others are recovering from minor injuries. 

0:25 7/11/2019 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

stunning video here as a run away taxi plows into a crowd outside of 
a new york city restaurant.  amazingly, nobody was seriously hurt.  
the driver says someone rear ended his cab, shoving it on to the 
sidewalk and then into the restaurant patio. 

0:27 7/11/2019 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

new video shows the moment an explosion rocked an empty 
kentucky fried chicken in north carolina.  that explosion was 
powerful enough to shake houses, left a half mile debris field in 
eden, north carolina, about 2 1/2 hours northeast of charlotte. 

0:33 7/11/2019 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

an out of control brush fire on the island of maui is forcing 
thousands from their homes.  the fire is creating thick clouds of 
smoke over the resort on the island.  wind gusts we understand are 
causing the fire to spread quickly, moving it right aloss as thousands 
of evacuated residents are moving towards the southern part of the 
island. 
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2:08 7/12/2019 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a week ago tonight, the second of two powerful earthquakes jolted 
southern california.  a few nerves were rattled again this morning 
with a strong aftershock.  in ridgecrest many are still having a hard 
time trying to get back to normal.   reporter: getting back to normal 
on hold.  the priority, taking care of each other.  as we witnessed 
tonight after two young women reached out on social media to help 
a stranger they had only just met.  donations from ridgecrest 
residents arriving at a moment for karina hernandez, a mother of 
three who purchased her home four months ago.   in a couple of 
seconds, minutes, my home was completely destroyed.  it was 
gone.   reporter: it's been seven days since that 7.1 earthquake 
struck and still a tent in rachel payton's front yard.  seconds after we 
spoke, the smell of gas and the utility company warning to get even 
farther away.  here in this desert town where the cinema and parts 
of the community college are too damaged to reopen, shared 
anxiety. 

0:24 7/12/2019 11:18p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

the temecula man who disappeared of leaving the pachonga resort 
casino asking for privacy and prayers.  he turned up safe today after 
being reported missing on monday. 

2:01 7/15/2019 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

all of a sudden, just boom.  it was just boom.  1 big loud boom.  now 
at 11:00, reduced to rubble, burned wood and debris where a home 
used to be.  new details at deadly explosion at house and narrow 
escape for people who live there.  hetty chang is in marietta, spoke 
to homeowner first time.  terrible.  reporter: shocking panic as 
flames engulfed the corner home.  force of the deadly gas explosion 
so powerful neighbors several doors down thought not again.   
thought a strong earthquake.   big loud boom and gas flying.  
employee killed and another hurt.  also among the 15 injured, three 
firefighters and the homeowner.  says his wife went into the house 
to grab baby supplies for two young children when house exploded.  
escaped with minor injuries, children unharmed.   you could lose 
your home in a flash like that.  reporter: contractor doing work on the 
home damaged the gas line, southern california gas company 
confirming didn't get call from the contractor as required by state 
law. 

1:07 7/15/2019 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

major blackout now in fullerton, thousands don't have power and 
some streetlights are also out.  gill avis is overhead.  you can see 
major intersection here.  lights out.  wide shot, this power outage is 
north of the 91 freeway all the way through the city.  hopscotching 
through, lights on and off.  cal state fullerton is not impacted but 
fullerton college is.  5,780 customers affected at this hour due to the 
power outage.  a substation.  power may be out at least until 2:30 
tonight. 

1:01 7/15/2019 11:07p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

chased by a man with a knife is what orange county hiker who spent 
four days lost in forest is telling search and rescue tonight.  found 
tonight.  cheryl powell with husband, son and daughter by herself.  
said a man approached her when husband moved jeep.  she 
wandered off with dog to check out scenery and needed to use 
restroom.   pants were down, guy comes from behind a tree, 
whatever, and grabs a hold of me.  really scary, threatened with 
knife, he's going to get my -- first thing that's going to happen here, 
going to use this knife on your dog. 

0:41 7/15/2019 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

not often a casino comes off a loser but was today.  without warning 
the roof collapsed.  sending gamblers scrambling.  nearly a dozen 
people hurt and seven sent to the hospital.  for gamblers who like to 
play the odds, getting out best bet.   i don't know what happened, 
bomb, i don't know. 
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1:06 7/15/2019 11:11p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

faithful k rock fan on the mend after heart attack on the air.  tom 
burkhardt called in to win contest tickets as chest pains intensified.  
almost forgot to tell you you won.  on the way to urgent care.  stuck 
in traffic so went ahead and called.  surprisingly calm on the phone 
with hosts as he was having very real heart attack.  rushed to 
emergency room, had surgery as they hung up.  told us the call took 
the pain off his mind.  not going to win but get my mind off it, i'll call. 

0:23 7/15/2019 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

that is new video into the newsroom.  shows the moment a 
pendulum type ride snapped in half.  amusement park in india.  two 
people killed and 29 people injured when main shaft broke. 

2:27 7/16/2019 11:05p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

and we're learning more about the 15 people who were injured and 
the southern california gas technician killed in that gas explosion in 
riverside county.  among those mourning his death, colleagues and 
friends and the homeowner who survived.  hetty chang right now in 
murrieta with new details about her harrowing escape.  hetty? 
reporter: when you look at the destruction and damage here, it is 
hard to believe that anyone survived.  take a look at this.  this is the 
neighbor's home.  you can see the force of that explosion so 
powerful that it took out the whole front of his home.  his neighbor 
did manage to climb through a window and escape.  she tells us 
she's grateful but tells us her heart is with the familiar of the man 
who did not survive.  as recovery begins on wooden horse trail, we 
are hearing more stories of neighbors coming to the rescue.  
citizens helping the hurt in the midst of chaos.  he was shaking.  he 
was sitting down.  i rubbed his back and i said breathe, breathe.  
reporter: 15 injured including the young man inside this leveled 
home. 

0:27 7/16/2019 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

this body cam footage shows people moving through a wildlife park.  
they were searching for a 9-year-old boy with special needs.  he 
apparently climbed a fence, managed to get into a bison enclosure 
of officers found him about 30 minutes later. 

0:22 7/16/2019 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a mother and daughter rolling out of a car wash and mom hits the 
gas instead of the brakes.  it happened at the car wash.  they ran 
over to help.  they were already out of the car when first responders 
got there. 

0:19 7/16/2019 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

 and a toddler in an inflatable raft.  in the shape of a duck, the child's 
mother apparently lost control of the duck, or hold of it time the wind 
came up. 

0:29 7/17/2019 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

more breaking news.  seismologists warned of strong aftershocks, 
they were right, another in ridgecrest area, 4.6, this one happened 
just before 9:00 p.m.  in coso junction, a lot of people on social 
media say they felt it. 

0:23 7/17/2019 11:14p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

certainly not your typical day at the beach.  single engine plane 
crashed into the water.  went down about quarter mile offshore last 
night, then floated back to the beach. 
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1:48 7/18/2019 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

anger and frustration after a family’s home is damaged by a fire in 
south los angeles.  now for the first time, we’re hearing from the 
homeowner’s daughter who says the homeless are to blame here.  
rick is live with us with the story.  reporter: and chuck, the fortunate 
part here is lafd was able to stop the fire from destroying the home 
altogether.  tonight this family is scared and angry.  they say this 
terrifying close call should and could have been prevent.  it started 
as a trash fire behind the family’s home.  you can see a huge plume 
of black smoke.  this is in south l.a.  in an alley between woodlawn 
avenue and wall street.  the family that lives where this happened 
tells our partners at telemundo 52 that they have complained about 
the homeless living behind their house since they moved in two 
months ago. 

0:25 7/18/2019 11:14p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

there was a fire in this man’s building.  he scaled 16 stories heading 
down outside of the building as firefighters evacuated people.  
firefighters had already put out the flame here but they were still 
trying to get people out because of all the thick smoke. 

0:36 7/18/2019 11:14p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

that is a yellow runaway bus in minnesota.  deputies out trying to get 
this bus.  it was out of control.  they quickly figured out the only way 
to slow it down was to get out in front of it and slowly apply their 
brakes.  eventually they figured the bus would stop. 

1:25 7/19/2019 11:06p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

 a family in compton, trying stay positive for their son who lost his 
hand in a fireworks explosion.  the boy's family is asking for the 
community's help during this long road to recovery.   that day was 
my birthday too.  he will remember his tenth birthday for the rest of 
his life.  but for all the wrong reasons.  on july 6th, while he was 
playing outside his home in compton.  two adults, neighborhood 
men, tossed homemade fireworks at him.  they lit them and they 
said my name --  initially he lost all the fingers from his left hand.  
but his family now said he has lost his left hand completely. 

0:31 7/19/2019 11:07p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

now, it was an explosion that shook an entire neighborhood.  this is 
new video of the deadly blast the moment pit happened.  this ring 
video doorbell, from next door, the house next door, shows the 
explosion as it happened. 

0:41 7/19/2019 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

the four families in the city of orange are out of their homes tonight.  
after a pickup truck slammed in to their apartment building.  the 
apartment is red tagged at this point t the driver of the pickup said 
he swerved and lost control when another car cut him off.  none of 
the residents were hope when the crash occurred -- were home 
when the crash occurred. 

0:16 7/22/2019 11:01p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
now breaking news in huntington beach.  two people killed in a car 
crash.  one of the cars jumped the medium on beach boulevard. 

1:22 7/22/2019 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a toddler is in the hospital tonight after fall twog stories out a window 
at a home in chino cheels.  this happened while family members 
were just steps away.  nbc 4's kim tobin is live with more.   reporter: 
the girl was stabilize at the home and rushed here with serious 
injuries.  she fell about 15 feet out the window.  her family nearby as 
it unfolds.  paid medics gather around the ambulance.  the child was 
playing in the upstairs living room.  she got on top after a sofa and 
fell through an open window, popping out the screen.  he tumbled 
two stories between 15 and 18 feet to the driveway below. 

0:18 7/23/2019 11:08p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
 you see it on your screen there.  the explosivives shooting into the 
air.  several nearby homes with were vacuated as a precaution. 
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0:28 7/23/2019 11:19p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a bay area officer climbing into a burning carer to save the man 
trapped inside likely that move saved his life.  get away from this 
car, all right.  stand up for me.  you can see the ofrls dragging him 
out there. 

0:59 7/24/2019 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we have breaking news right now at 11:00.  two lapd officers rear-
ended by a car in pacoma and pain is bad enough to send to the 
hospital.  this crash occurred on san fernando road.  two lapd 
officers in their squad car were rear-ended bit black vehicle you see 
here.  suffered significant damage.  unclear what caused the crash 
but those two officers did suffer some injuries, were transported to 
the hospital. 

0:27 7/24/2019 11:04p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

quite a scene in pacific palisades, chopper overhead, search going 
on for a missing swimmer.  they got a call from someone who saw a 
swimmer's flipper.  after about a 90-minute search they think it was 
probably just a sea lion. 

0:28 7/24/2019 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

dangerous moves with tragic consequences, bicyclist hit by car 
riding on the freeway in san bernardino, northbound on the 
southbound side of the 215 moments before he was hit.  woman 
driving the car said she had no time to react as he darted across the 
lane, she stayed in her lane. 

0:24 7/24/2019 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

oh, my god! that was a toss.  terrifying moments as bison charges 
toward a girl in yellowstone national park and tosses the nine-year-
old in the air, she was hurt, expected to be okay. 

0:39 7/26/2019 11:08p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a sigh of relief tonight, after a brush fire threatened homes in 
thousand oaks near newberry park.  you saw this unfold live.  and 
we just got off the phone with ventura county fire.  they tell us the 
fire is contained.  for a few hours, the fire threatened a number of 
homes in that area. 

0:28 7/26/2019 11:08p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

members of team usa's water polo squad are all safe and accounted 
for after the collapse of a balcony at a nightclub in south korea.  two 
korea men died and ten people were injured in that collapse. 

2:17 7/29/2019 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

one minute, u.s.  athletes were celebrating the world championship 
win for the water polo team, and the next that celebration turned into 
tragedy when a balcony clamsed.  and a water polo star is sharing 
his story of survival.  hetty? we went in tonight's interview thinking 
that no way johnny hooper would be ready to practice with his 
teammates here in torrence tomorrow night.  but he says he is ready 
to jump back in the water for the first time since surviving that 
traumatic fall.  johnny hooper shares this photo with water polo 
teammates momentums before their night of celebration turned into 
terror.   we felt the rumbling and the next thing you know, you are 
suspended and your life kind of goes right before your eyes and 
you're like, is this it? the second floor loft into a night club collapses.   
the most dangerous part about it, the bottles became dagers.  as 
soon as they broke off the top, they are kniveses.   he e escaped 
with a few cuts to his hand. 

0:42 7/29/2019 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a heartbreaking moment when a family in chino hills looks at what is 
left of their home.  we learned a bird caused this.  a bird landed on a 
power line, caught fire.  when i dropped to the ground, it started the 
brush fire there.  she says her family built this house 27 years ago.   
this is very difficult to see it like this. 
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2:17 7/30/2019 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

now at 11:00, tents torch, metal melted.  brush burned.  fire rips 
through this large homeless encampment in the sepulveda 
encampment.  some lost the only home they know.  others say the 
camps are creating a clear and present danger.   hetty chang in 
encino where she talked to two people with very different problems 
there.  hetty? reporter: we know from watching our story yesterday 
on the nbc 4 news that yes, there are dozens of homeless 
encampments right in this area.  but what caused the fire, we really 
don't know at this point.  it's still under investigation.  you can see 
behind us there in the distance, fire crews are here.  they'll be 
monitoring for hot spots overnight.  and we want to show you that 
they're doing that through thermal imaging.  this drone you're seeing 
now is flying over the burn area tonight.  you can see that there is 
still a lot of active flame.   reporter: the thick, black smoke could be 
seen for miles.  bright orange flames several feet high quickly 
devoured trees in the sepulveda basin. 

0:58 7/30/2019 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

injured, but not defeated.  the last remaining member of the usa 
women's water polo team is now home after a deadly accident that 
occurred at a nightclub in south korea.  that's when the balcony 
suddenly collapsed.  this was the scene at john wayne airport as 
kylie gilchrist embraced her family for the first time since her 
terrifying ordeal.  gilchrist was with the team celebrating their third 
world championship at the korea club when a balcony gave way 
without warning. 

0:42 7/31/2019 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight a navy pilot is still missing after his f-18 super hornet 
crashed in the mojave desert.  it was about 60 miles east of the 
naval air weapons station at china lake near ridgecrest.  new video 
shows the charred ground where the $70 million jet crashed.  this is 
an area known as star wars canyon. 

0:29 7/31/2019 11:11p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a hike turns into a long night.  the rescue is caught on camera.  
you're looking at new video from the aviation search and rescue 
team hoisting two hikers from overnight.  three friends went on a 
hike a little after 6:00. 

0:36 7/31/2019 11:18p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

imagine how scary this would be? incredible water rescue.  all 
caught on camera.  as officers pulled two people to safety after they 
went over a dam in iowa.  hold on! don't let go! back up! it took six 
officers in des moines and a lot of rope to that you have a man and 
a bottom undernight. 

0:24 7/31/2019 11:19p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

don't move! in this video, good samaritans helped officers pull a 
motorcyclist who was trapped in her car in nevada.  he made an 
unsafe lane change and then hit the rear end of a pickup truck. 

0:47 8/1/2019 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

it was an unusual sight on a highway near tacoma.  it landed on the 
road.  the emergency landing was seen from a patrolman's car.  you 
can see it kind of bounced a couple times on the roadway.  
fortunately the cars got out of the way.  it got dangerously close to 
commuters before stopping, actually, at a red light.  i thought it was 
a remote controlled plane. 
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2:26 8/2/2019 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we begin with breaking news at 11:00.  southern california goes 
dark.  power outables freeze flights at john wayne airport.  nothing 
in, nothing out.  frustrated people forced to find another way or 
another day to fly.  the outage hit thousands of people in orange 
county.  there was even a power outage tonight several miles north 
in west l.a.  hetty chang is in santa ana with surprised travelers.   
reporter: chuck and colleen, things are starting to calm down here at 
john wayne airport.  the lights are back on because the generators 
kicked in around 8:00 tonight.  you can see the track lights are still 
out.  some travelers still trying to get to their destinations.  friday 
night thankfulers outside of terminal b had to go to their plan b after 
a southern california edison substation fire knocked out power to 
nearly 30,000 orange keep the customers including a big one, john i 
want airport.  >>ity have a birthday party for my father tomorrow 
morning.  i'm not sure if i can make that.  so i'm trying to get out of 
lax to get back to new jersey. 

0:36 8/2/2019 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we've got more breaking news.  we've learned nearly all of the 
power is now back on in parts of westwood and the saw tell area.  
around 12,000 customers lost electricity a little after 6:00 this 
evening.  i mylar balloon may be to blame for the out and. 

1:47 8/2/2019 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news out of san diego county tonight.  that's where the 
death toll in the afternoon's sudden collapse of a cliff has now risen 
to three.  this happened at grand view beach.  it's a popular beach in 
encinitas about 30 miles north of san diego.   these cliffs are 
unstable and this stuff slides all the time.   reporter: the grand view 
beach is a popular spot with surfers nestled in northern san diego 
county.  today at 2:45 p.m., everything changed.  when the cliffside 
bob them came crumbling down.   you could see them aggressively 
doing cpr in the back of the truck.  it was really hard to watch.   
unfortunately this afternoon it fell away from the bluff and it came off 
in a slab form.  landed on the beach.   reporter: beachgoers were 
buried beneath a ten-foot slab of rock and soil. 

0:32 8/5/2019 11:14p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

watch closely, it happens fast.  this is what happens when you fall 
asleep at the wheel.  if you look at the right side of the screen, 
there's an suv that crosses the traffic lanes.  you see them hit the 
ditch and go airborn. 

0:26 8/6/2019 11:11p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

it was supposed to be a group hike and it turned in to tragedy this 
afternoon.  a woman was separated from the group, died near the 
circle x ranch.  this is the former boy scout camp that sits above 
malibu in the santa monica mountains. 

0:35 8/6/2019 11:14p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we have break news in mission hills where a violent crash occurred 
about an hour ago, involved two cars this crash was so violent that 
firefighters had to cut the roof off one of the cars.  they know at least 
one person is dead and another injured and there may be more 
injuries. 

0:28 8/6/2019 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a propane tank set off a brush fire.  this fire started around 8:00, 
nearby burbank boulevard, south of where the fire burned and traffic 
was not affected.  several homeless camps burned.  you recall a 
much larger fire, displaced about 100 homeless individuals who set 
up shelters in the basin. 

0:21 8/7/2019 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

new video in to our newsroom, shows a driver being rescued after a 
car went off the cliff and then dropped 100 feet.  in fact, you see the 
roof of that car crushed after it went off of the road. 

0:14 8/7/2019 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

and two people died after a small plane crashed near the airport.  
this single engine plane went down a thousand feet away from the 
run way. 
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0:24 8/8/2019 11:18p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

car crash at this school bus stop is serving as a reminder for all 
drivers as the new school years begins again.  this happened near 
fresno, as you can see, one car stopped for the school bus, that had 
lights flashing and another vehicle behind hit, slammed in to the 
back of the first car fortunately no one was seriously hurt. 

0:16 8/9/2019 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

police say that a 40-year-old nan was struck near haskel avenue 
this evening.  he's in critical company.  met link called in service for 
about two hours. 

0:51 8/9/2019 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a brush fire burned near 210 freeway this afternoon.  the flames 
were near rocksford street.  a witness said he saw someone walking 
along the freeway just before the fire erupted.  i saw a guy hanging 
out over there by the side of the freeway.  i was kind of wondering 
what he was doing walking up this, and as i was walking away, i 
started seeing the smoke. 

0:52 8/9/2019 11:14p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

he was trapped for more than a day.  i was so blessed to have an 
individual i was hiking in the mount baldy area to hear my screams 
for help.  that's ramon and guillo speaking with news 4 exclusively.  
he wasn't found until wednesday night.  today he openedup about 
got him through.  i think about my family, my children, my wife, and 
then concern about not being able to make it out. 

0:14 8/9/2019 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters pulled a father and his son off a cliff in san francisco this 
evening.  the boy apparently fell down the cliff as he was riding his 
bicycle ajd his father went down to get him. 

0:41 8/12/2019 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we have some new video that shows the moment escape orders 
were launched into the air after he was hit by a speeding truck in a 
bell gardens neighborhood.  surveillance video captured the chigs 
that happened on quinn street near gephardt avenue.  the 
skateboarder suffered injuries but is expected to recover. 

0:22 8/12/2019 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a bus driver's very quick actions saved nine passengers.  mostly 
they were seniors.  the bd happened this afternoon in san jose.  
several passengers complained of pain but none was taken to the 
hospital. 

0:37 8/12/2019 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

and a teenager saved a woman from a burk car.  it was just outside 
washington, d.c.  the 19-year-old steven drove by early saturday 
morning and saw an suv on fire, a woman screaming.  i did not even 
think i was capable of it.  and the woman was inside.  she suffered a 
broken hip but she is going to be okay. 

0:26 8/14/2019 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a fresno minor league baseball team is calling off its taco eating 
championship.  41-year-old dana hutchins was downing tacos last 
night in the competition at the grizzlies' ballpark. 

0:48 8/14/2019 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a large chunk of hiside came crashing down.  a nation photographer 
happened to be flying at the time.  one of the kayakers got a much 
closer view.  that is some collapse.  they were on a too far sand 
stone cliffs in northern michigan when this happened.  a tour guide 
said a large collapse into lake superior missed them by about 50 
feet. 
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2:15 8/15/2019 11:05p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

now, new at 11:00, two quick thinking police officers helped save 
the life of a 5-year-old boy.  tonight, jane is live for news culver city 
for the unexpected reunion.  jane? reporter: tonight, the 5-year-old 
boy is so excited to see the officers.  both e officers wore body 
cameras.  responding to the call.  we want to warn you, some of the 
video may be difficult to watch and the mom tonight still emotional 
talking about what happened.  i thought i knew -- he was gone.   
reporter: rosa crying at the thought of holding her 5-year-old last 
month she says he appeared to be choerking when they called 911.  
the two police officers answered the call.  their cameras rolling as 
they race in the apartment.   i saw a mother holding her son and he 
wasn't breathing.   our biggest issue was trying to get her to release 
the child.   the guy told me, give him to me.  reporter: crying 
uncontrol bli, she handed him to officers.  the officers waste any 
time. 

1:37 8/15/2019 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

it was as close a call as anything that he faced on the racetrack.  
dale earnhardt jr.  was in a jet that crashed and burst into flames.  
he and his family walked away with hardly a scratch.  a frightens 
scene.  a private jet carries dale earnhardt jr., his rife and daughter 
skids off the runway, and bursts in flames, everyone escapes.   i 
think it was burning when they got off it.  yes.  according to some 
witness statements, just after they hit the ground.   reporter: a tweet 
from dale jr.'s sister confirmed all three e earnhardts are okay and 
taking to the hospital.   we are extremely blessed and fortunate.  
reporter: smoke filled the sky, and they tried to keep the fuel from 
are reaching the fire. 

0:41 8/19/2019 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

flames in paramount today.  and now a new twist.  an lapd detective 
tells nbc 4 two people were seen leaving that building severely 
burned and were transported.  this cell phone video captured one of 
several big explosions this morning.  this huge fireball and black 
clouds definitely rattled nerves out there. 

0:23 8/19/2019 11:11p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

squad 304.  and take a look at this.  new video in tonight from san 
bernardino county firefighters.  this is from their body cams as they 
battle a burning home from the inside. 

0:35 8/19/2019 11:14p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a boston gas station's opening day was caught short when a car 
caught fire filling up.  video shows people running for their lives as 
the flames spread from one car to another.  quick acting employees 
with fire extinguishers rushed to put out the flames. 

0:51 8/19/2019 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

demolition derby disaster.  spectators were stunned watching two 
different demolition derby events.  one of those crashes sadly 
turned deadly.  this video was shot at a zombie school bus race 
over the weekend in indiana.  the driver lost control of the bus and it 
crashed through the fence.  no one was seriously hurt here.  
[ bleep ]! but a night of turn turned traj nick montana last night. 
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2:26 8/20/2019 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we have new details on the dump truck disaster here.  we covered 
this extensively earlier.  the driver and two others injured after the 
truck ripped through the walls there and the inside of this apartment 
building reduced to rubble.  robert kovacik spoke with one of several 
families out there, forced out of their home tonight.  robert? reporter: 
keep in mind that the los angeles fire department's elite urban 
search and rescue team deployed to new york post 9/11 new 
orleans for hurricane katrina, rushed here to make sure that no one 
was trapped inside.  in the apartment that took a direct hit, a 
woman, caring for two young children.  no one who lives in this 
building is sleeping here tonight.  residents of 28 units escorted in 
by the lafd to get what they need and get right back out.  but for the 
lira family, there is nothing to salvage.  the place was destroyed by a 
30,000 pound dump truck.  i spoke to the truck driver.  and he said a 
lady cut him off and he had no way to control it.  reporter: the 
surveillance video shows a truck and car colliding. 

0:55 8/20/2019 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

tragedy on the tracks.  a woman who may have been distracted by 
her phone is hit and killed by a metrolink train in sylmar.  witnesses 
say they spotted the young woman making her way west to cross 
san fernando.  her head was down, looking at her phone, 
headphones in her ears.  she never stopped walking.  witnesses say 
it was like watching a horror movie, but it was all too real. 

0:55 8/20/2019 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

two people survived what pilots call an unplanned water landing in 
half moon bay in northern california tonight.  the pilot and his 
passenger, alive thanks to friends who were flying around their 
downed aircraft.  all right.  we're floating around now in the [ bleep ] 
pacific ocean.  i'm holding on to my window shade as a flotation 
device.  i'm on the seat cushion.  we have a seat cushion here. 

0:44 8/20/2019 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

storms in south carolina hit some workers, who were out there 
setting up a tent.  this cell phone video was taken yesterday.  it 
shows the tent blowing around before it gave way.  a group of 
employees ran out to hold it down.  but before they knew it, they too 
were tossed around.  it took a second to register. 

0:41 8/21/2019 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

take a look at this video right here.  see the plane on fire? it's hard to 
believe all ten people on board this business jet are alive to talk 
about it tonight after it caught fire at a northern california airport.  the 
twin engine cessna slid off the runway, caught fire after the pilots 
aborted takeoff at oroville airport. 

0:24 8/21/2019 11:18p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

and take a look at there new video shows a moment a car slammed 
into a restaurant.  this happened near san diego.  the suv crashed 
through the front and right into a fish tank about 20 people to e 
people were dining inside this restaurant when the crash happened. 

0:33 8/21/2019 11:18p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

tourists got in trouble.  at 11:00, we have the scooters gone rogue.  
what you see here are three men who were cruising through 
freeway traffic in wisconsin.  cars whizzing around them.  once the 
men realized they had become lost, they had to run across traffic. 

0:31 8/22/2019 11:09p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

well, new tonight smoke close in on a cabinet of a hawaii airlines 
flight and soent seven people to the hospital.  nearly 200 
passengers and crew were on board the flight.  about 20 min pts 
before the skej canalled landing. 
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0:16 8/26/2019 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

new video just into our newsroom shows a large house fire in 
sylmar.  the started about 45 minutes ago on a home near telfair 
avenue. 

0:39 8/26/2019 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

new at 11:00, we have surveillance video that shows a man wearing 
a hospital gown as he wanders around a west hills neighborhood 
trying to get inside homes.  this came from one home a few blocks 
away from west hills hospital.  the homeowner spotted him trying to 
open a glass door. 

0:22 8/27/2019 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a car with two people inside plunges into a river after the bridge 
beneath them suddenly crumbles.  the bridge just gave way without 
any kind of warning. 

0:48 8/28/2019 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a colorado couple ended up in hand to hand combat, if you will, with 
a bear in their kitchen and they lived to tell about it.  the bear got 
hamburger guns on the table.  the 71-year-old ended up in a boxing 
match with the bear.  that's when his wife grabbed a baseball bat.  
all i remember seeing was this big brown blob in front of me. 

3:01 9/3/2019 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

catastrophe off the coast.  my daughter alexander was on the 
conception.  and she died.  reporter: dozens of people trapped by 
fire on a dive boat.  the search for survivors now suspended.  it is 
never an easy decision to suspend search efforts.  we know that this 
is a very difficult time for families and friends of the victims.  
reporter: tonight, heart break fills the harbor for the 34 lives lost in 
this tragedy.  crazy, crazy things can happen.  cherish the life that 
you have right now.  reporter: the burned out wreckage of that boat 
now rests on the ocean floor.  the cause of the fire is still unknown 
and some of the evidence might have burned or drifted out to sea.  
a family of five, a teacher and young students are among those 
presumed dead in the boat fire disaster.  two of the victims lived in 
the same santa monica complex.  hetty chang is live outside that 
complex.  those neighbors telling us the two friends had so much in 
common.  mostly both of them love life and both loved diving.  that's 
what we're hearing about so many of the presumed victims including 
the family of five celebrating a birthday.  neighbors tell us charles 
was the kind of person you want to be around.  he's the kind of guy 
who is always happy.  and 8:00 in the morning, he's happy. 

2:27 9/3/2019 11:06p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

there are so many questions as investigators try to piece together 
exactly what led to this weekend's deadly fire on that dive boat.  
thick smoke engulfed the tight sleeping quarters below deck, making 
it incredibly difficult for anyone to get out.  beverly white is live bhixd 
a growing memorial with the latest on the investigation.  that's right.  
the national transportation safety board is now taking the lead into 
the investigation of the deadly fire on board the conception.  they're 
determined on figure out the accident that took so many lives.  
investigators boarded the vessel from the same owner to learn how 
the dive trip ended in disaster.  confirming the coroner now has 
remains of 11 women and nine men.  there were several other 
victims seen by the divers between four and six, that are still within 
the wreckage.  but due to the positioning of the boat, they were 
unable to be recovered.  reporter: as the mass casualty probe 
continues, mourners are drawn to the boat dock where the mother 
and the woman revealed she died on the labor day excursion. 
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2:04 9/3/2019 11:11p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

as hurricane dorian bears down on the southeast, los angeles city 
firefighters are on their way to help out.  fema requested the highly 
trained urban search and rescue teams.  we caught up with a 
specialist as they packed their gear at fire station 88 in sherman 
oaks.  shortly after this they left and are expected to arrive in florida 
sometime tomorrow.  we've seen in past years, some of the 
flooding.  even post storm seems to be our biggest problems.  and it 
could be just in time.  dorian is on the move again barreling toward 
the u.s.  after decimating parts of the bahamas.  absolute 
devastation.  it is heart breaking.  tonight the bahamas 
unrecognizable.  an island paradise turned into paradise lost.  just 
from the air, it looks completely 11th.  homes surrounded by water.  
boets littered the island.  it was hit with hush force winds nearly two 
days straight. 

0:27 9/3/2019 11:18p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

new at 11:00, dash cam video shows a you haul trailer hitting two 
firefighters.  they're standing in the rain when an suv crashes and 
causes a chain reaction that leads to the u-haul swinging around 
and hitting the two men. 

2:50 9/5/2019 11:00p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news now at 11:00, the orange glow of danger.  fire flare-
ups dance along fences.  choke up firefighters, and evacuate 
neighborhoods.  i did not know it was mandatory.  it's mandatory.  
the race to save homes from an angry wind-fueled fire.  for 
secondary, it looked like it died down.  it pops back up and it's 
everywhere.  the fire, it doubled in size today and left the air thick 
with smoke.  firefighters concerned a flare-up could happen once 
again.  this fire has burned nearly 2,000 acres thus far.  it was last 
reported 10% contained.  although the flame have slowed down, 
poor air quality is prompting another day of school closures all 
across murrieta.  570 homes remain under mandatory evacuation 
orders.  tonight nbc 4's hetty chang is outside one home that was 
burned.  reporter: that's right.  we want to show you this 
neighborhood.  this is mountain side court.  you can see behind us, 
it is virtually a ghost town.  a lot of people taking these mandatory 
evacuation orders very seriously.  they saw how quickly kit quhang 
the erratic winds taefrl a look at the damage with that roof top.  
reporter: as night falls on the tenaja fire, the worries remain. 

0:48 9/5/2019 11:08p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

meantime the owners of the dive boat caught fire killing 34 people 
have now filed a lawsuit to avoid liability in this case.  truth aquatics 
inc.  which end to conception filed under an old pre civil war 
maritime law.  thought as the ntsb interviews five surviving crew 
members.  one reported waking up to a noise and then seeing 
flames coming from the galley area. 

1:02 9/5/2019 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a story of bravery under terrifying circumstances.  an 8-year-old boy 
tried to fight off a 65-pound mountain lion.  this happen in colorado.  
pike carlson's scars are now healing.  this attack happened two 
weeks ago.  the boy was playing in the backyard with his brother 
near denver when he spot the big cat, the boom a grabbed him by 
the head and then dragged him under a tree.  i was just punching.  
trying to grab anything i can. 

0:19 9/6/2019 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a section of the hollywood hills was on fire tonight.  news chopper 4 
alpha got a bird's eye view of a house on fire about 30 minutes ago 
off beverly drive in the cold water canyon area. 
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2:32 9/6/2019 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

hundreds of people in santa barbara remember the 34 people killed 
in the deadly dive poet boat fire earlier this week.  nbc 4's jonathan 
gonzalez was at the vigil tonight as the community struggles to find 
strength in this tragedy.   reporter: we learned from authorities that 
of the 34 vick  victims one of the bodies has yet to be recovered and 
the cause of death was smoke inhalation.  earlier santa barbara 
came out to remember them.  \m amazing grace, how sweet the 
sound \m in a town too familiar with tragedy --  tonight, once again, 
we gather to pull together.  reporter: one thing the people of santa 
barbara have learned is how to heal.   to listen and understand, to 
grieve and to comfort.  reporter: the hundreds who came to the park 
tonight know that to heal, they must be able to feel the pain and the 
loss.  though it can be very hard, be encouraged that what you may 
feel also is connected to what you love.   reporter: that love was 
shown tonight for the 34 people who died off the coast of santa cruz 
island monday morning when their both caught fire. 

0:24 9/6/2019 11:05p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

meanwhile, investigators are indeed revealing more details about 
the final moments on that boat.  today the santa barbara county 
sheriff said that the victims likely died from smoke inhalation, not the 
actual fire. 

0:30 9/6/2019 11:18p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters warning muir yet that residents to be on alert in case of a 
major flare-up out there.  tonight it is holding at just under 2,000 
acres.  it's 25% contained.  firefighters are working in steep and 
rugged terrain out there. 

0:24 9/6/2019 11:18p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

cruise control lands two fishermen in dangerous water passenger.  
they woke up with their boat wedged inside a san diego cave.  the 
men say they were headed home from a fishing trip when they put 
their 26-foot boat on autopilot. 

0:19 9/10/2019 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

and new surveillance video into our newsroom radio shows a boat 
collision on a river in tampa bay.  a rider did a u-turn in front of an 
oncoming boat on sunday. 

2:10 9/12/2019 11:04p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

what is left of the dive boat from last week's deadly fire is now 
moving to a secure location after being raised to the surface today.  
and with it more answers could emerge about the fire that killed 34 
people.  jane yamamoto is live in port hueneme.  reporter: the boat 
is being towed to the naval base, but because of the heavy fog, it's 
delayed its arrival.  hoisted up bay train newschopper alpha 
overhead as the conception dive boat raised from the waters just off 
santa cruz island this afternoon and then put on a barge and towed 
off.  the remains of the 75-foot boat was under water since it 
engulfed in flames on labor day, killing 34 people on board.  today 
we learned the identity of the final victim.   bernice felipe, 16 of 
santa cruz.  reporter: scene here in this picture given to nbc 4 news 
from her mom, she was the youngest person killed in the early 
morning boat fire.  the santa barbara sheriff bill brown says her 
remains recovered yesterday in a cove about a third of a mile from 
where the conception sank. 

0:40 9/12/2019 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, a postal employee lucky to be alive after a car strikes 
him, then pins him against his mail truck.  this happened early this 
afternoon near san diego.  the worker was doing his regular rounds 
when the car suddenly hit him, causing severe injuries to both of his 
legislation. 
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2:04 9/13/2019 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

new details about this boat that capsized after slamming into rocks 
in long beach harbor.  we learned the man that was pulled from the 
water has died despite a frantic attempt to rescue him.  we received 
confirmation from the long beach police department.  they are 
calling him a drowning victim.  we are here three to four miles from 
where the boat actually crashed and we are getting our first up close 
view of the boat.  if you hear it, there is a high pitched ringing noise.  
there is a sensor on the boat.  you can see the damage to the left 
side of it.  as far as what happened, it is still a mystery.  rescue 
crews towed the boat still upside down through the long beach 
harbor and tonight sits secure near mother's beach.  tomorrow the 
investigation begins how and why the 21-foot vessel slammed into 
the rocks.  we want to make sure that this is isolated and find out 
what happened. 

0:42 9/13/2019 11:08p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

this man narrowly escaped being hit by a suv as it slams into an 
office building in sano springs.  you can see the man hop out of the 
way just in time.  the driver hit the gas instead of the brakes.  a 
woman working in the building at that time also had a close call.  
turned back, speaking to one of the recruiters. 

0:42 9/16/2019 11:07p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

stuck on space mountain.  a man and his wife in a wheelchair 
carefully escorted off when there was a problem with a ride at 
disneyland.  paul ellis shared this video of the fire department 
carrying his wife down the backstairs.  they were among the riders 
stuck on space mountain this afternoon. 

0:36 9/16/2019 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a crossing guard still hospitalized.  the guard and a student were hit 
by a deliver during morning rush hour in valley glen.  surveillance vi 
captured the impact here.  the crossing guard.  and a 16-year-old 
girl was sent flying into the air.  the driver stayed at the scene tells 
nbc 4 he was blinded by the sun. 

0:43 9/16/2019 11:14p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

screams of terror filled a new york city neighborhood after a toddler 
crawled out of a window on the 13th floor and on to an air 
conditioning unit.  the child's mother who says the toddler has 
autism said he sneaked away while she was cooking dinner.  i'm a 
good mother.  people was yelling and hollering and going crazy. 

0:25 9/17/2019 11:14p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

three people were hurt tonight when a car crashed into the lobby of 
the trump plaza in new york.  driver and two passengers were hur 
hurt.  not clear what caused the driver to crash into the lobby. 

0:36 9/18/2019 11:05p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

one of the su viechling crew members of the deadly dive boat fire is 
suing the owner of that boat.  the complaint was first reported by the 
pacific coast business times.  ryan simms claims truth aquatics did 
not properly maintain the boat or provide them with adequate 
evacuation procedures. 

0:32 9/18/2019 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, emergency sirens mistakenly set off cause quite a 
scare for people in hawaii.  what's going on? those loud sirens 
blaring earlier this evening on the island of oahu, the honolulu police 
department say they accidentally set off the sirens during a training 
exercise. 

0:16 9/19/2019 11:02p 
accidents and 

Disasters 
and in montebello, three firefighters are now recovering after they 
were injured while battling a commercial fire. 
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2:16 9/19/2019 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

it was just shocking because out of nowhere, i see him.  and out of 
nowhere, he's gone.  new developments surrounding this plane that 
crashed into a building in torrance.  tonight we're learning more 
about one of the victims in this deadly accident.  nbc 4's hetty chang 
is live in torrance where friends of the man have come by to confirm 
what they feared.  that's right.  we spoke with a few friends tonight 
who say they came by here to pay their respects to their friend.  
someone they describe as a very experienced pilot.  they say they 
also wanted to see the wreckage for themselves.  the tail of the 
plane still sticking out from the roof.  wreckage from the deadly 
crash still lodged in the roof of a torn strip mall.  witnesses say they 
saw the cessna 177 teetering and knew something was wrong.  hey, 
going to crash, going to crash.   reporter: tonight for the first time 
we're hearing the air traffic control from zamperini field airport. 

0:44 9/19/2019 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

one of the surviving crewmembers from the dive boat inferno that 
killed 34 people is now suing the boat's owner and operator.  ryan 
simms, the boat's chef, broke his leg trying to escape the fire.  he 
had only been on the job three weeks.  through his attorney, simms 
says the conception wasn't seaworthy, properly maintained or 
stocked with adequate safety equipment. 

0:23 9/19/2019 11:15p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

some new video shows a very close call for a father and his 
teenaged son.  they drive right through a railroad crossing and into 
the path of a passenger train. 

0:17 9/20/2019 11:06p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

new at 11:00, a man is dead after a possible fall from a cliff.  
dispatchers received a call for help around 5:30 tonight to help a 
man who had apparently fallen from a cliff but it was too late for a 
rescue. 

0:39 9/20/2019 11:13p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

we have new details tonight on a deadly tour bus accident in 
national park in utah.  four passengers were killed outright and 
dozens seriously injured on a bus trip that originated here in 
southern california.  investigators now believe that this bus rolled 
over when the driver suddenly swerved on utah's highway 12, that's 
near bryce canyon. 

0:21 9/20/2019 11:14p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

this is the moment a deck collapsed in new jersey last weekend.  it's 
new video just released by police.  you can see a group of people 
sitting on the porch and then in a split second that deck comes 
crashing down. 

0:41 9/23/2019 11:03p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news in east l.a.  where firefighters are battling a house 
fire.  reporter: you can see the fire continuing and it has now 
engulfed the entire atting.  ia see a lot of smoke through the entire 
structure but you see the response by the l.a.  county fire 
department.  but lot of people out of their houses right now watching 
the fire activity grow. 

0:24 9/23/2019 11:08p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

crews are still working to get all lanes of the 405 back open after a 
tanker truck carrying jet fuel caught fire around 1:00 this afternoon.  
the driver tried unsuccessfully to put out the flames. 

0:33 9/23/2019 11:17p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a hair product turned into a projectile insad car, causing the 
extensive damage.  a single bottle of dry shampoo is responsible.  
she left the can inside her car on a hot day.  straight off its hinges 
and blew the whole thing off and shot up through the sun roof and it 
was about 50 feet away. 

0:24 9/24/2019 11:10p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a horrific hay fire.  more than a dozen animals have died trying to 
escape the burning barn.  this erupted after 4:00 p.m.  those flames 
spread to vournding pens and ten goats and four cows had died. 
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0:24 9/26/2019 11:16p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

terrifying moments for a truck driver whose brakes failed as the 
truck barrelled through an intersection.  the truck came down the 
street honking and trying to warn cars. 

0:20 9/27/2019 11:05p 
accidents and 

Disasters 

a pedestrian is dead after being hit by a car on pacific coast 
highway in malibu.  it happened just before 7:30 near rambla vista.  
all lanes on pch were initially shut down. 

2:07 7/8/2019 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

other snpt imagine giving birth to babies, twins, that are not yours.  a 
couple is suing a los angeles fertility clinic claiming they spent 
thousands of dollars on ivf treatments and were ill planted with 
someone else's embryos.  then they had to give up the babies.  on 
its webb, the fertility clinic calls itself world renowned with facilities in 
seoul, south carolina, and mid city, los angeles.  now an unnamed 
couple claims it made a big mistake and mixed up their embryos.  
they allege the couple from new york came to landfall for medical 
attention to get pregnant, using their own eggs and sperm.  the 
couple was told the two embryos were female.  in march the woman 
gave birth to two boys who were not of asian descend.  the couple 
claims they were not related to the couple either because they came 
from two different couples.  the lawsuit states they had to turn over 
custody of the babies and they don't know what happened to their 
embryos. 

1:01 7/8/2019 11:18p 
Business & 

Industry 

a man who was kicked off a kids ride in busch gardens, florida, says 
he was a victim of height discrimination.  he came over with the key 
and he said matter of fact, you cannot be on this.  that's shawn 
moore.  he said he wants the policies reviewed after he tried to get 
on with a child who was scared.  he is 3'9".  the park webb said 
riders have to be under 36 inches to ride.  they wouldn't let him on 
because he's an adult. 

1:34 7/10/2019 11:08p 
Business & 

Industry 

new details on a fertility clinic mixup.  the couple who says their 
embryo was implanted in another woman, now suing the clinic.  john 
cadiz klemack sat down with the couple as they talked about what 
they called an unbearable experience.  it was heartbreaking.  it was 
terrible.  reporter: speaking about what she's been through as a 
mother, craving to have a child, only to find out her embryo led to 
birth for another woman half a world away.  finding out that you're 
pregnant, going through those ultrasounds, feeling the baby kick in 
my belly.  reporter: annie sat down with us to explain the heartache 
when she found out her embryo was mistakenly implanted into a 
woman from new york in august last year. 

2:16 7/16/2019 11:02p 
Business & 

Industry 

a controversy is lighting up west hollywood.  a developer parentsly 
wants to build a marijuana restaurant, the first of its kind, near a 
jewish synagogue and the rabbi wants no part of it.  live right now in 
west hollywood.  reporter: the decision has been made and it is 
called a landmark one.  here tonight in west hollywood.  what you 
see right here at la brea and lexington will be the first of its kind.  
this comes despite those seeking a higher power who now fear a 
contact high.  the rabbi left without a word leaving others to mark the 
moment.  reporter: with tonight's approval, this is what the first 
cannabis restaurant will look like.  we've learned to mitigate and 
work with a neighborhood and create a safe environment with the 
community.  reporter: it is called lowell farms.  a cannabis cafe.  a 
smoking area, too.  it is an open air restaurant directly across from 
la brea from a synagogue and a rabbi who asked for the business 
license to be rejected. 
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0:30 7/18/2019 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

general motors unveiled the new 2020 corvette in orange county.  
what a beauty! this is a first for chevy engineers who moved the v-8 
engine from the front to the middle of the car.  i thought it was most 
phenomenal vet i’ve seen. 

0:23 7/23/2019 11:18p 
Business & 

Industry 

new tonight forever 21 is under fire accused of sending diet bars to 
plus-size can customers.  outraged customers posting pictures of 
atkins diet bars on top of their purchases. 

0:29 7/25/2019 11:32p 
Business & 

Industry 

southwest airlines announced today it will not fly the troubled boeing 
37 max jets.  it's stopping service to and from newark.  consumers 
could be paying more for holiday travel.  the max has been 
grounded since march after two deadly crashes. 

0:28 7/26/2019 11:18p 
Business & 

Industry 

have you heard about the blockbuster merger of t-mobile and sprint.  
it cleared a hurdle today.  the department of justice green lighted the 
$26 billion deal.  but attorneys general from 14 states, including 
here in california, have sued to stop the takeover. 

0:18 8/6/2019 11:18p 
Business & 

Industry 

new at 11:00, walgreen’s is closing some 200 stores around the 
country.  that news came out with a filing in the security exchange 
commission. 

0:22 8/6/2019 11:19p 
Business & 

Industry 

california of’s largest recycling center has closed all of their 284 
recycling centers and laid off the entire workforcity.  they are 
shutting down because of increased operating costs and a reduction 
in state fees. 

0:21 8/7/2019 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

birthday parties at pizza hut may be a thing of the past.  they are 
planning to closes hundred-s of dine-in restaurants.  they want the 
to shift focus to growing their carry-out and delivery business. 

0:34 8/15/2019 11:18p 
Business & 

Industry 

have you seen this glass building? it's located near the 405 freeway 
in westminster.  maybe you wonder what it is with the cars stacked 
up.  it's actually a vending machine for used cars.  a company 
calledcarvana says it's the first one in california. 

0:45 9/6/2019 11:17p 
Business & 

Industry 

some 7-eleven stores in l.a.  are using loud classical music to stop 
the homeless from loitering outside.  \m\m this is a 7-eleven in north 
hollywood.  7-eleven franchise owners say the homeless have been 
causing problems and scaring away customers.  one store clerk told 
us the loud classical music seems to be working. 

0:24 9/16/2019 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

new tonight, a fashion brand is facing a back lash for its school 
shooting hoodies.  they feature the name of mass school shootings 
like sandy hook and columbine.  they have tails meant to resemble 
bullet holes. 

0:23 9/17/2019 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

another horse died at, this makes 31 dying at the track since 
december 26.  a 4 year-old was diagnosed with a pelvic fracture.  
while working on the training track monday. 

0:19 9/25/2019 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

the federal trade commission is suing the owner of match.com for 
tricking customers.  the ftc says the online dating site used fake 
profiles and phoney messages to persuade customers to pay for 
subscriptions. 

0:56 7/1/2019 11:03p children & youth 

and new at 11:00, a 12-year-old boy recovering from surgery to 
repair his breken elbow and his mother claim as teacher's aid is to 
blame.  these are photos given us to guy his monther.  she says he 
was bruised and injured while enrolled at dorothy gibson high school 
in ontario.  speaking with her attorney she tells evan got in a 
physical fight and he backed away but that's when he was assaulted 
by a teacher's aid. 
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0:40 7/19/2019 11:16p children & youth 

and it is a graduation speech that went viral.  a student calling out 
faculty members and the district said that the accusations are all 
rumors.  to the teacher that was regularly intoxicated during class 
this year.  to my counselor, thanks to --  one teacher was busted for 
being drunk on the job and called her guidance counselor always 
available. 

0:49 8/1/2019 11:11p children & youth 

the family of 10-year-old anthony avalos filed a $50 million lawsuit 
against the department of children and family services today.  the 
family carried signs and chanted outside dcfs headquarters today 
accusing the department of gross negligence.  anthony's mother 
and boyfriend are charged with the murder and the torture of that 
little boy. 

0:25 8/2/2019 11:10p children & youth 

a 15-year-old could face felony charges for hacking into a school's 
computers and changing grades.  this happened at encore high 
school for the arts in riverside.  the student reportedly emailed 
teachers and somehow managed to trick them into providing their 
passwords. 

0:50 8/6/2019 11:33p children & youth 

the -- outlaws are now world series winners.  same kind of scream 
there, but they ar-- but they are exci they won the series, they 
arrived at lax this evening.  the teams all-star season started on 
memorial day with a tournament in irvine, and they could not have 
had a better ending.  when john threw the last strike and we all 
started to throw our gloves up. 

2:05 8/19/2019 11:04p children & youth 

new outrage tonight after disturbing video surfaces showing okay 
county high school students appearing to raise their hands in a nazi 
salute, even singing a nazi march.  this is the second time oc 
students have been caught in a nazi school controversy.  patrick 
healy has more from garden grove.  reporter: in the video posted on 
the website, daily beast, the arms of student athletes rise in a nazi 
salute, as voices sing a nazi march.  call it out for what it is.  this 
type of anti-semitic expressions are inexcusable.  reporter: that the 
students were from the school is not disputed and they strongly 
condemn the video recorded of some students who engaged in 
offensive gestures.  it goes on to say that the video was recorded 
last november, prior to a student athletics banquet off campus.  
what i want to look at is why do they think it was acceptable at a 
school function or before a school function to participate in this? why 
did they think it was okay to film it and then share it on social 
media? reporter: that is not unique. 

2:21 8/20/2019 11:05p children & youth 

we told you about the students in garden grove seen on a video 
giving a nazi salute.  now pacifica high school students, the ones 
that had nothing to do with that incident, are getting death threats.  
and beverly white is live at the school now with new reaction to the 
videos.  beverly? reporter: that's right, chuck.  the police were 
present at the garden grove school board meeting amid the angry 
and death threats.  but voices came out tonight, united against hate, 
amid concerns for the pacifica high school school year that begins in 
just eight days.  educators from pacifica high speaking out against 
nazi and racist videos, featuring students from their school, upset by 
the messages and how they got the news.  we as teachers were not 
informed of this event by our administration or district leadership.  
we are were completely blind sided and feel outraged.  it is 
recognized as an award winning school, and we have been accused 
of horrible things on social media. 
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0:27 9/3/2019 11:15p children & youth 

more fallout for an orange county high schooler.  these incidents 
involving pacifica high school students came up at the garden grove 
school district board meeting.  the district decided to document a 
student wellness resolution to provide a safe and welcoming school 
climate for all. 

1:48 9/5/2019 11:04p children & youth 

snpt a special needs student being bullied here as you can see.  
here's more on what happened and how the school is now handling 
it.  it is what happened outside the classroom.  but they said the 
bullying aimed at his friend in the blue shorts actually started inside.  
they got in their face.  reporter: he and another friend said the boy 
was at his desk eating a peanut butter and jelly sandwich minding 
his own business.  the girl would not leave him alone.  she tried to 
prevent and it got hit in the face.  reporter: who hit her? i'm not really 
sure.  reporter: as the boys stepped outside, things escalated.  
schafer said his friend is a special needs student.  is only reacting to 
what one of the girls just did to him.  she gives him a gatorade bottle 
and then throws it at his head. 

0:51 9/12/2019 11:10p children & youth 

he was a special needs student killed on his school's campus in a 
golf cart crash.  the boy's mother, an attorney are set to speak out 
tomorrow.  meanwhile, students at his orange county high school 
staged a walkout today demanding action.  sophomore manny 
perez died moments after getting behind the wheel of that golf cart 
monday at el modena high. 

0:47 9/12/2019 11:15p children & youth 

a marine is being criticized for the way he stopped a fight at a 
stockton high school.  cell phone video captures the moment the 
marine body slammed two students.  both fell to the ground at 
edison high school.  the marine was on campus for a recruiting 
event on wednesday.  his commanding officer says the marine 
thought he was stopping a dangerous situation. 

0:51 9/16/2019 11:02p children & youth 

we can only hope tonight that a fight that was caught on camera at a 
local middle school does not have a devastating outcome.  we 
stopped the video right before the punch.  the boy closest to the 
building went down, struck his head along the side of the believe.  
this happened at landmark middle school in moreno valley.  police 
start an investigation.  after that boy was taken to the hospital with 
what we are told was significant injuries. 

0:47 9/16/2019 11:08p children & youth 

when a high school football team from san diego came up to san 
clemente, the game took second place to the action off the field.  
visiting lincoln high school players and cheerleaders were taunted 
with racial slurs.  the principal at lincoln said the "n" word was 
repeatedly directed at players and cheerleaders during the game. 

2:16 9/17/2019 11:05p children & youth 

new at 11:00.  11 year-old student with autism walked awa u from 
school and ended up in handcuffs.  the dad said special needs 
students are not safe in the school district.  nbc4 live in lancaster 
with more.  on what the father says he is going to do.  the father 
attended the school board meeting tonight and told us his son might 
be changing schools after the drama.  the boy left campus three 
times.  the most recent incident caught on tape.  you should go 
home.  leave me alone.  the father of abraham gave permission to 
share video of his 11 year-old son in handcuffs in a squad car.  after 
a melt down yesterday at school.  he has autism and special needs.  
the sheriffs department has been out standing.  they did a 
remarkable job in caring for him and looking after him until i arrived 
on scene.  they did what they had to.  he was found after walking a 
mile away from school.  he placed blame on the school district.  our 
children deserve better. 
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1:09 9/18/2019 11:18p children & youth 

a chilling public service announcement about school shootings is 
going viral and getting mixed reactions worldwide tonight.  these 
new sneakers are just what i needed for the new year.  this jacket is 
a real must-have.  my parents told me to skate when i wanted.  it's 
pretty cool.  this will come in handy.  color pencils, too.  the psa was 
filmed at milican high school in long beach.  it starts with children 
talking about their back to school items, but the tone quickly 
changes as kids use those items to escape from an active shooter. 

0:27 9/20/2019 11:04p children & youth 

new at 11:00 students pepper sprayed and this cellphone video 
shows the frantic moments the superintendent says it started with a 
fight between two students and then 20 students started throwing 
food. 

0:53 9/20/2019 11:07p children & youth 

organizers call it the largest climate march in history.  streets across 
the u.s.  and around the world filled today with students taking part 
in a global climate change protest with millions walking out of 
classrooms and demanding urgent action on the climate crisis.  
students came together at this large demonstration in downtown l.a.  
actress jane fonda loaning her star power to the cause. 

1:24 9/26/2019 11:04p children & youth 

another night of mourning.  families students and staff remember a 
middle schoolboy bullied to death.  we have some of the emotional 
messages shared at the middle school tonight.  video provided 
shows students, staff and parents tonight.  at landmark middle 
skoochl.  last week a 13 year-old student struck his head on a pillar 
during a fistfight.  dying days later of the injuries in the hospital.  led 
by classmates in memory.  last night at another memorial.  grief 
turned to rage.  and the superintendent was escorted to safety.  
tonight he comforted mourners before speaking to us. 

0:54 9/27/2019 11:06p children & youth 

new tonight, the family of a temecula high schooler with brain 
cancer claims their son was the target of constant bullying that 
resulted in a violent attack.  take a look at these pictures posted on 
facebook.  they show bloody cuts on the face of 18-year-old nolan 
waters.  his mother says several students at great oak high school 
had been ridiculing him for weeks because of his medical condition. 

0:48 7/15/2019 11:15p consumer 

fbi warning aspiring actors and other entertainment professionals 
about a cash grab aimed at them.  scammers pose as entertainment 
executives with jobs overseas and do their best to get them on flight 
to indonesia and promise to reimburse travel expenses.  forced to 
pay significant money to the driver.  then led through various other 
personnel in indonesia and forced to pay. 

0:46 7/17/2019 11:15p consumer 

age-altering app that everyone from kevin hart to carrie underwood 
is apparently using but promoting serious privacy concerns.  app 
uses a filter to show what you'll look like when you're older.  
developed in russia and according to the terms of the service 
agreement you give the developer right to store your information. 

0:29 7/18/2019 11:17p consumer 

talk about an uber ooms.  it causes drivers to be overcharged in a 
big way.  one man says his wife was charged $9600 for what should 
have been a $96 charge.  another man was charged $1,200 instead 
of $12. 

0:20 7/24/2019 11:17p consumer 
alergen is recalling breast implants because showing cancer.  33 
have died.  fda is not recommending they be removed unless 
experiencing symptoms like swelling, pain and irritation. 
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0:33 7/24/2019 11:33p consumer 

this isn't something you want to see if you have your food delivered.  
driver puts mouth on a drink before handing it over.  caught on one 
of the ring doorbell cameras in chicago.  fortunately the 12-year-old 
saw the video, didn't eat the food, called jimmy john's to tell them 
what happened. 

0:27 7/26/2019 11:17p consumer 

 another warning tonight about scammers.  this time, they're asking 
for donations for fake animal rescue organizations.  your dollars will 
save the animals from high-kill shelters.  they are using photos to 
make the scam seem real. 

2:25 7/31/2019 11:15p consumer 

to some it may sound like a movie plot but this is very real.  hackers 
able to control your car while you're behind the wheel.  a watch dog 
group has released an alarming report about new cars.  so what 
does it mean for you? our consumer investigator randy mac tonight 
has an industry insider who helped write this report.  it will be very, 
very difficult.  our insider says most new 2020 cars feature info at 
the same time systems with open entertainment systems that link 
with the car's technology.  all the hacker needs to crash the car 
you're driving.  this is happening.  this is not science fiction.  i know 
what automotive technologyists have the kill switch.  it provides 
consumers with a mechanism or switch to disconnect their car's 
critical safety system like steering, brakes and engine from 
continuous internet activity which could put control of your car at a 
hacker's finger tips.  if i want to do harm, i forget about the election 
systemful i go to your car.  in china they produce videos where they 
controlled a tesla through its internet controlled computer. 

2:35 8/2/2019 11:08p consumer 

when you go to the gas pump, you expect what you put in your tank 
will not damage your car.  but a woman claims that a gas station in 
santa clarita sold contaminated fuel that caused thousands of 
dollars in damage to her car.  new at 11:00, beverly white live 
tonight at a shell station and how they are responding to this.  
beverly? reporter: colleen, you're right.  fuel supply integrity is 
something everyone comes to expect buttant a local driver is 
looking at damage estimates in the $3,000 range after a possibly 
corrupted tank of gas infected her nine-day old car.  we met her in a 
loaner car in a dealership where her brand-new bmw x3 awaits 
repairs.  the fuel pump, spark plug would need to be replaced.  they 
need to drain the tank.  i don't know if it's damaged the engine itself.   
reporter: yu is an engineer who faults the tankful of gas she pumped 
at this shell station at via princessa and cierre ha highway.   monday 
when my husband was starting the car to go to work it, didn't start.  
it stalled.  after their dying nos ticks, that wednesday i received a 
call from the service adviser stating they found diesel minimum tour 
in the gasoline. 

0:50 8/2/2019 11:11p consumer 

as you look at this bright pink house, is it art or retaliation? the pink 
color and the giant emojis pained on this duplex in manhattan beach 
are pitting neighbor against neighbor tonight.  people say it all 
started when they reported the owner's illegal short-term rentals to 
the city and find $4,000.  neighbors, some who didn't want to go on 
camera, believe the bold paint choice is the owner's revenge. 
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3:38 8/2/2019 11:15p consumer 

now, let's talk about a crime trend that authorities say is exploding 
across southern california.  it's a so-called sub leasing scam and 
many car thiefs get the keys handed right to them and a 30-day 
head start before the victim realizes their car's been stolen.  our 
investigative reporter eric leonard has details on victims who once 
had a stellar credit rating.  and now find themselves hundreds of 
thousands of dollars in debt.  i saw the opportunity that turned into a 
nightmare.   susan herman says she was looking to earn a little 
extra money while waiting for back surgery.   i was looking for like a 
part-time or at home opportunity.  i looked on craigslist.   she had 
spent years rebuilding her credit score after the mortgage melt 
down.   i no debt.   then she saw this ad, use your good credited to 
earn good money.   get a couple of cars and then you have some 
residual income.   she went to the dealership with the broker.  she 
would finance the car, then the broker would make monthly paints 
and sub lease the cars at a markup.   i was supposed to get paid a 
certain percentage of the profits.  within weeks, she had financed 
seven hide dollar cars a mercedes, two pickups, a jaguar two, 
bmws.   oh and a hellcat charter.  totaling more than half a million 
dollars.  now the two men who promised to make her money are on 
trial facing 54 counts of theft.  they were in san fernando court 
accused of dee frauding more than a dozen victims out of $4 million.   
i'm supposed to be a smart person and got taken in by this. 

0:38 8/5/2019 11:15p consumer 

douse ago fire, that's what los angeles -- dousing a fire, that's what 
the los angeles -- plans to do.  now the company sunfire defense 
put together this video, showing had what wood treated with their 
chemical can do when set on fire.  the city attorney said the claims 
are false and misleading. 

0:35 8/5/2019 11:17p consumer 

hundred-s of women say they have been sexually harassed by men 
using ride share services, including lyft, a woman had to take 
dramatic action.  i remember realizing that the door was locked and i 
said is, please unlock the door and he didn't and then he continued 
to drive passed my apartment and so, i pried the lockup and jumped 
out of the car. 

0:28 8/8/2019 11:19p consumer 

visa is testing a cloud based system using artificial intelligence, 
something known as deep learning.  they have fraud detection 
systems already in place that has prevented about $25 billion in 
fraud. 

0:55 8/9/2019 11:11p consumer 

a cremation service is being blamed.  a viewer told us the them tune 
society called her 98-year-old grandmother and gave her the bad 
news.  beverly said her grandmother was told that her husband's 
ashes were on a shelf in sherman oklahoma city.  not where they 
were supposed to have been.  they were never scattered.  it's be a 
year and a half and we've moved on and we're doing really well and 
to throw this at her at this time is pretty bad. 

0:26 8/9/2019 11:17p consumer 
the country's largest fire department may have been hit by a huge 
data breach.  the u.s.  fire department says that more than 10,000 
patients may have been impacted because an fdny gave it to them. 

0:45 8/19/2019 11:06p consumer 

a santa monica man says he became ill after drinking tainted 
alcohol in costa rica.  he says he and his family were visiting during 
the fourth of july.  that's when his mother bought some local rum, 
which barnes drank.  the day after he got home, he spent five days 
in the hospital.  his mother then came across an article showing the 
rum she bought was linked to multiple deaths. 
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0:44 8/19/2019 11:10p consumer 

from a famous moose and squirrel, to pink walls and funny faces, it's 
the paint job pitting neighbor against neighbor.  and we are learning 
the emoji house here is up for sale.  any takers? the owner asking 
$1.7 million for this duplex here.  people who live nearby say 
problems started after the owner was fined, so neighbors believe 
the bold payment choice is her revenge. 

0:44 8/26/2019 11:17p consumer 

a driver eats a customer's food before dropping it off.  a miami 
woman placed an order and have the driver leave the food at the 
front door.  that's when she saw the guy take the lid off her smoothy.  
take a sip and then put it back on the doorstep.  i just, i could not 
believe it.  i couldn't believe it. 

0:45 8/28/2019 11:16p consumer 

two los angeles women are suing allergen regarding textured 
implants.  last month the company announced a may know recall 
after the fda found more than 550 women worldwide developed a 
rare form of lymphoma.  i never would have had this brand of implan 
put in if i knew risk of developing another kind of cancer. 

0:46 9/23/2019 11:10p consumer 

what's under the hood at one dealership is not what's on the name.  
the good car company is accused of bad business practices.  the 
local dealer trick fires into signing pricey contracts.  it alleges the 
systemic fraud and some even physically covered up the hidden 
charge with their hand.  with the result being consumers ended up 
with auto lopes they could not afford to repay. 

2:48 9/23/2019 11:14p consumer 

new at 11:00 they're erupting nearly ten time as dayen on our city 
streets.  fires from homeless encampments.  we reveal why some 
are starting to pay a steep price for the growing fire risk posed by 
homeless encampments on the streets oshame.  reporter: a line of 
tents covers the sidewalk of this downtown area building.  it was in 
this spot a tent went up in flames a year 1/2 ago.  endangering the 
people in the building.  your insurance company dropped you 
because of the fire.  they told me it was because of the homeless 
living there.  reporter: she says travellers insurance cancelled her 
policy after the fire.  she then tried to get insurance from 25 other 
comans.  all refused except for one which quadrupled her insurance 
from 7,000 to over 29,000 a year.  i'm worried every day i'ming 
going to have another fire and be blocked again.  reporter: this time 
on private property own bide simon kim.  these are on your 
property? yes.  reporter: last month his insurance sent him a notice 
they were can canceling his policy because of homeless 
encampments on the premises.  have you asked the city to move 
these tents somewhere else? reporter: he says they wouldn'tb move 
the tentsz so he installed a fence to keep the tents off his property 
but the city fined him for the fence, 250, then 500, then 1500 saying 
he didn't have the proper permit and told him to remove the fence. 
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4:02 9/25/2019 11:14p consumer 

have you ever thought about it? how safe are the elevators that you 
trust to get you from one floor to the next? well, the nbc4 i-team 
discovered a shocking number of elevators here in southern 
california are way past due on their annual inspections.  here is 
investigative reporter lolita lopez.  reporter: elevators are required by 
law to be inspected every year.  here in los angeles, those 
inspections are done by the department of building and safety.  but 
we found inspectors can't keep up with the number of elevators 
across the city, and that can mean malfunctions.  we talked to one 
man who just got stuck in one.  i've been stuck in this elevator in 
studio city about an hour now.  reporter: all alone and trapped inside 
the elevator in his apartment building drew styver starts recording.  i 
called the emergency number several times.  they said someone is 
come.  but it's been an hour.  at first that initial panic sets in.  are we 
getting air flow in here? it started to get hot really fast in there.  
reporter: inside he snapped this photo.  the elevator's permit 
showing it hadn't been inspected in almost two years.  and the i-
team discovered his elevator isn't the only one with the permit that 
says it's expired.  the i-team fanned out across los angeles county.  
this permit in parking garage in burbank says the elevator was last 
inspected more than two years ago.  here's another one.  this 
elevator was last inspected september 2017.  reporter: finding 
elevators with expired permits at office buildings and shopping 
centers.  this one last inspected 2017.  reporter: according to the 
city department of building and safety who inspects elevators, there 
are just over 21,000 elevators in los angeles. 

0:53 7/1/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

like a nightmare that you simply cannot wake up from.  that's what 
friends of coedmckenzie said they have been feeling since the 23-
year-old was kidnapped and murdered.  tonight before the sunset at 
inuniversity of utah students and friends gathered for the coedwith a 
smiling face.  the it sorority sisters say they're experiencing anger 
and sadness.  she is a people pleaser and always put others before 
herself. 

0:31 7/1/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the internal investigation as to why a witness was toned away.  
the man who drove eric holder after he allegedly shot nipsy hustle rr 
was apparently not taken seriously when she tried to tell police what 
she knew. 

0:24 7/1/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

handcuffed and wearing a suicide vest, the fomer usc gynecologist 
accused of sexally assaulted 16 women.  his attorney says his client 
is not a danger to himself and has adamantly and repeatedly denied 
any wrong doing. 

0:50 7/1/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigation underway after what appears to be traces of saren 
detected at this facility.  they had a positive hit for sarin, pauses abl 
in one of the packages.  reporter: facebook says the package was 
checked twice and triggered the alarm there.  first respondes and fbi 
aruved on scene.  the fact that we have no signs orrer symptoms 
with anybody is great. 

0:53 7/8/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

oh, look at that.  wrong way.  high speeds, dangerous moves.  a 
couple goes cruising in a stolen car.  then as police close in, they try 
to make a run for it.  that chase covered the 5, the 110, the 210 and 
the 134 freeways.  all came to an end in the east end of pasadena.  
reporter: this is walnut street.  wrong direction.  he's hitting the 
brakes.  he's going to jump out. 
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0:41 7/8/2019 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another pursuit and another man is in custody after this short pursuit 
that ended in the parking structure of the downtown millennial built 
more hotel.  he didn't get into the hotel.  they got him into cuffs.  he 
was pretty resistant.  pretty aggressive.  hotel security stopped the 
man from running into the hotel. 

2:06 7/8/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police searching for three suspects who killed a 25-year-old man in 
a home invasion.  police have just identified him and say he was 
targeted while sleeping at his parents' house.  beverly white in 
garden grove with the latest.  reporter: we're talking about a three 
against one killing happening this morning right before daybreak.  
and the street is still closed document.  police stay victim was 
ambushed at home.  his friends say he didn't deserve to go out like 
that.  good memories.  the victim's friends overcome with grief and 
anger where 25-year-old xavier hall was shot, collapsed and died in 
his own driveway.  police identified him tonight.  friends said they 
knew from social media.  everyone loved him.  he loved everyone.  
he was in high school in his freshman year.  six years ago, eight 
years ago.  a good kid.  reporter: police say he was in bed with his 
girlfriend when three masked men broke this and woke them up 
demanding drugs and money. 

0:42 7/8/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd s.w.a.t.  was out when a man with a gun barricade himself 
inside a south los angeles home.  this has been going on since 
about 7:00 when police responded to reports of gunfire inside the 
house.  it is on east 53rd street near san pedro.  the area was put 
on hockeydown with officers telling neighbors to stay inside their 
homes. 

1:59 7/8/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 long beach police hope this ten-second video clip that you see here 
will help them find the person who sexually assaulted a woman in a 
laundry room at an apartment complex.  live now with new details 
for us.   aside from this video, the description of the man police are 
looking for is vague at best.  neighbors tell me, since this armed 
attacker has not been found, they're very worried tonight.  new 
surveillance video shows a man running down an alley.  it's too 
close.  reporter: investigators believe this man is responsible for the 
sexual assault of a woman in her apartment's laundry room.  it 
happened sunday at 11:00 in the morning.  no one heard if she was 
screaming.  no one did anything.  and the guy got away.  i don't like 
that.  benjamin chambers lives nearby.  the attack has him scared.  
it's terrible. 

0:31 7/8/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family fight caught on camera.  now anaheim city attorneys are 
considering charges.  anaheim police stay man in the reddish shirt 
there and his sister, his sister now, would not cooperate.  so they 
were all kicked out of the park. 

0:29 7/8/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

racist.  that word was spray painted.  the orange county founding 
fathers monument was located at the founding fathers cemetery and 
it is now covered in a plastic bag or two to hide the vandly.  .  it is 
dedicated to those who built orange county after the valiant efforts 
to defend the cause of the southern states. 

0:35 7/8/2019 11:12p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men died inside an apartment.  nbc 4's i-team has been 
following this case closely.  the new explain said ed buck enticed 
jamal moore to travel to southern california in order to engage in 
commercial sex acts.  moore died july 2017 of a drug overdose 
inside buck's apartment. 
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0:33 7/8/2019 11:19p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

controversy after new video surfaces of a motorcycle rider's rough 
arrest.  you can see the state trooper pointing his gun.  then he hits 
the 20-year-old bike here has his hands up.  he then falls over the 
motorcycle.  for some reason, this happened in september 2017. 

0:53 7/8/2019 11:20p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenage girl show and killed by a police officer and tonight a 
witness is speaking out.  these photos were released for 17-year-old 
has not a williams.  one suv hit another suv that was being driven by 
a police officer on the freeway.  she looked angry and she was 
walking toward him.  the officer.  just when i became exactly even 
with them, she raised both arms with a . 

1:10 7/9/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news at 11:00.  a s.w.a.t.  standoff in santa 
anna.  a man pistol whipped a pizza delivery driver and tried to rob 
him.  he then ran into a house with a family inside.  gill is live right 
now.  reporter: a tense situation here.  this is the 3,000 block of 
thornton street in santa ana.  you can see this house surrounded by 
a s.w.a.t.  team.  i'm going to come out here, not to reveal any 
s.w.a.t.  positions, but this started around 8:45, when a man tried to 
rob and carjack that pizza hut delivery person. 

2:12 7/9/2019 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, a tragic drowning turns into a suspicious death.  a 4-
year-old boy dies after a day at the pool.  but deputies say his body 
showed signs of trauma.  so what happened to little noah? nbc 4's 
beverly white is outside the palmdale apartment complex with new 
details in this case.  beverly? reporter: so many questions tonight, 
chuck.  three siblings of the boy under the age of 18 are in 
protective custody tonight after sheriffs say the child, whose family 
called 911 about his drowning, may have died some other way.  my 
son said somebody drowned him.  reporter: that's how a man living 
here recalls friday's presumed drowning of a child, in what he calls a 
poorly maintained city pool.  they've been out here, it was so green 
you couldn't see nothing at the bottom.  reporter: but the sheriffs 
said the original drowning call is now a suspicious death 
investigation.  there was a discrepancy between what looked like 
trauma on the body that was inconsistent with the explanation for 
the cause of death. 

0:25 7/9/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we now have a developing situation in long beach where police are 
on the scene of a double shooting.  this is in the 5400 block of 
paramount boulevard.  apparently stray bullets went through several 
homes just after 9:00 tonight. 

0:39 7/9/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, new at 11:00, a mother shot and killed at a toddler's birthday 
party as she was trying to protect her daughter.  22-year-old mikhail 
hawkins was shot and killed.  he was a single mother who lost the 
child's father in gun violence.  this was her own safety in jeopardy, 
to get to her baby. 

0:40 7/9/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

mother of five left to die on a road in riverside county by a hit and 
run driver.  she was walking on the street just after midnight.  
moments later, the truck hit her and took off.  her family now heart 
broken and demanding answers.  how dare you leave a human 
being lying there to die. 

0:26 7/9/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a sex assault suspect posing as a police officer is still a threat 
tonight.  investigators are trying to find him.  they say his distinct 
tattoos are a dead give away.  he was a switch now from the police 
department. 
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0:33 7/9/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man who stole a statue of marilyn monroe in hollywood will 
spend a year in jail.  austin clay pleaded no contest today.  now, we 
first told you about the statue last month.  an nbc 4 viewer 
witnessed the crime.  then security video appeared to show 
someone removing the statue with a hacksaw. 

0:40 7/9/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a group of men in hoodies men off with the british soccer star's most 
important possession, a little dog stolen from his house in the 
hollywood hills.  i want my dog back, and i'll pay whatever.  it don't 
matter cost.  he posted this video on instagram last night, pleading 
for the dog's return. 

0:17 7/9/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

convenience store chaos, as 60 people loot a walgreens on the 
fourth of july, making a real mess of the philadelphia store, knocking 
items off the shelf, throwing other items at the clerks, and taking off 
without paying. 

0:26 7/9/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

here's one we have never heard before.  a snake being used in a 
carjacking.  it happened in greenville, south carolina.  police 
arrested the carjacker.  he drives through a barrier in downtown. 

0:44 7/9/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tased and unfazed.  it shows the pro football player fighting officers 
in february in detroit.  here's the video.  you're going to get tased.  
you're fixing to get tased.  i need to see your supervisor.  268, taser 
deployed.  the former seattle sea hawk repeatedly asked for the 
supervisor as he was tased. 

0:43 7/9/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of an orange county teenager shot and killed by a police 
officer say they want justice for their daughter.  the family says she 
was unarmed, but the d.a.'s office says a replica gun was 
discovered at the scene, where 17-year-old hanna williams was 
killed.  a witness told us she pointed a replica gun at the officer. 

0:42 7/9/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a judge has only slightly reduced the bail for former ufc gynecologist 
george tindale.  the original $2 million bail is now $1.6 million.  he's 
in jail for allegedly sexually assaulting 16 patients in his examination 
room.  i know this is a dangerous man.  he's a resourceful man and 
a predator. 

0:28 7/9/2019 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thousands of medical records were compromised in l.a.  county.  
hackers used a phishing email to access records from the 
department of health services.  the information at risk, names, 
addresses, medical i. 

1:53 7/10/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

oh, oh, look.  now at 11:00, darting through traffic with a kidnapped 
child.  video of the moments as a 1-year-old boy was rescued during 
a amber alert.  beverly white is live in our newsroom with a video 
you'll see here for the first time.  reporter: we are learning tonight 
about the happy ending to this child abduction that rattled cell 
phones across the state.  the alert asking people to be on the alert 
paid off.  the man who caught this chase on video does not want to 
be seen.  i was very concerned that she was going to fall over, 
maybe injure the baby, something like that.  but the police officers 
were very careful when they were chasing her down the street to 
not, you know, make sure the baby didn't get hurt.  reporter: the 
boy's mother and grant mother were chased down and taken into 
custody. 

0:51 7/10/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

out to the scene of breaking news.  a small explosion at an office 
complex in anaheim.  a possible suspect ran from the scene with 
some bad burns.  gill? reporter: you're looking at the 400 block of 
south euclid street.  the fire department got the call of an explosion 
here.  when they got on the scene, they found a small outside fire 
and quickly put it out. 
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1:13 7/10/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're learning more about a suspicious death of a 4-year-old child.  
his parents say that he drowned at a community pool last week, but 
investigators say this could be something else.  nbc 4's kim tobin 
spoke with the boy's great grand parents.  reporter: after the death 
of noah, gloria says she's heart broken.  the 4-year-old, his other 
siblings and parents lived with her for a few months before moving 
to palmdale.  the sheriff's department says they got a 911 call for a 
child drowning.  noah was airlifted to the hospital where he died. 

0:33 7/10/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the manager of a residential treatment center for infants and 
toddlers where noah stayed temporarily shared this video of noah 
with us.  michelle thompson says she has very fond memories of the 
4-year-old.  it's sad for everybody. 

1:45 7/10/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the owner of a doughnut shop faces down a couple of robbers with 
guns.  this is one of two terrifying robbery on the fourth of july.  the 
business owner explains why he did what he did and his split 
second reaction.  hedy chang has the story.  it does not open like 
that.  i said i cannot get it open.  reporter: the shop owner describes 
how he was so scared he couldn't remember how to open the cash 
register.  carry, yes.  very scary.  reporter: too frightened to show his 
face, but he wants the robbers caught.  on a busy morning, july 
fourth, security cameras show two hooded men storming in, one 
demanding cash for him.  first i thought somebody pull a joke on me.  
then i realize, oh, my goodness.  reporter: just ten minutes before, 
detectives believe the same pair robbed a cafe. 

0:28 7/10/2019 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former los angeles county sheriff's detective enters a plea of guilty 
to sexually assaulting a 15-year-old girl whose case he was 
investigating.  46-year-old neil kimball was working as a detective in 
2017 when he befriended the girl who had reported being the victim 
of a sexual assault. 

0:42 7/10/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details of that nasty fight at disneyland over the weekend.  
tonight you'll hear from the good samaritan who tried to break up the 
fight.  this video was taken at mickey's tune town.  it's gone viral and 
jason blair, a texas high school football coach on vacation, talked 
about why he stepped in to stop it. 

0:39 7/10/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, police search for a missing man who disappeared after a 
trip to a casino in temecula.  47-year-old rich tyrrell was last seen 
leaving the resort and casino on monday.  family and friends say 
he's not answering his phone and his bank accounts are cleared 
out.  his girlfriend says a bar tender remembers rich hanging out 
with someone. 

0:52 7/10/2019 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, sit a freeway free for all.  that is money on the 
freeway.  drivers stopped traffic, and stuffed their pockets with cash 
when tens of thousands rained down on a road in georgia.  the 
scene and all that money were the real result of an armored truck 
with a problem.  the doors broke up without any explanation last 
night, and the driver had no idea. 

0:32 7/10/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a group of street racers accused of beating up the owner of an rv in 
san diego.  a group of street racers stopped to do donuts and 
burnouts.  then they climbed on top of the roof of an rv.  that's when 
the owner came out.  three men beat him up and took something 
out of his pocket. 
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1:56 7/11/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, the hotel room heist.  a soccer star finds her hotel 
room burglarized while she’s hear in l.a.  for an awards show.  it 
comes on the heels of her world cup win.  tonight, nbc 4’s beverly 
white is live for us at the ritz carlton with the details of what was 
taken.  reporter: that’s right.  this world champion soccer player is a 
crime victim.  we’re talking about alexandra alley-long, who says her 
wedding ring was among the treasured items stolen from her room 
right here at the ritz carlton hotel in los angeles.  fresh off winning 
the world cup in paris, they touched down to tremendous fanfare in 
new york city.  they were celebrating early yesterday with crowds in 
the canyon of the heroes ticker tape pray -- parade and hat new 
york city hall.  then they rushed to the espy awards at l. 

0:26 7/11/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news right now.  singer art kelly under arrest again tonight 
for federal sex trafficking charges out of new york.  the 52-year-old 
rnb star was arrested in chicago by homeland security and 
investigators from the nypd. 

2:01 7/11/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the fbi is investigating so-called secret societies among deputies in 
the l.a.  county sheriff’s department.  this comes after nbc 4’s 
investigative reports of gang-like tactics by deputies.  jonathan 
gonzalez is live right now in downtown l.a.  with more on this new 
federal investigation.  jonathan? reporter: in terms of this 
investigation, the question now is whether the fbi is looking into just 
one station, that’s l.a.  station, or the entire department.  tonight, 
federal and local law enforcement sources confirmed to the nbc 4 i-
team that fbi agents are examining cliques within the l.a.  sheriff’s 
department, looking into the reported secret bandito gang at the 
east l.a.  station and a look at that group and other cliques are tied 
to civil rights violations across the department.  the banditos have 
been described as an outlaw group, deputies and sergeants who 
have exercised control of the management at the station, according 
to several lawsuits. 

0:39 7/11/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hours after a woman was shot to death in long beach, a s.w.a.t.  
team searched a home where the killer may have tried to hide but 
found nothing.  the woman was gunned down on the sidewalk this 
morning on magnolia avenue.  a man was seen running near the 
scene, but by the time investigators got there, there was no one 
inside the home. 

0:31 7/11/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are getting our first look today at a body camera video from a 
police shooting last may.  the 19-year-old woman was shot and 
survived.  [ gunfire ] [ screams ] in this freeze frame, you can see 
the woman holding a gun and she appears to point it at the officers. 

0:53 7/11/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family is left to wonder why their 17-year-old daughter was shot 
and killed by fullerton police.  now it appears that they are about to 
get some answers, as the department promises to release officer 
body camera footage.  hanna williams was shot on the 91 freeway 
last week after a traffic stop.  well, today, her still grieving family 
revealed that their daughter did not have a permit or a driver’s 
license. 

0:45 7/11/2019 11:12p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a street vendor attacked.  the 66-year-old father beaten on the job.  
he was selling snow cones tuesday in that area there.  that’s when 
he was attacked by two men who knocked out a tooth, left him 
unconscious and stole all of the earnings he had for the day, which 
amounted to about $80.  his daughter worries now about his safety. 
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0:24 7/11/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

listen to this, a giant rattlesnake, a gun, a bottle of whisky, and 
uranium? that’s exactly what police in oklahoma found in a truck 
during a traffic stop.  the driver was arrested for driving the stolen 
vehicle. 

0:33 7/11/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now new at 11:00, behind the wheel of a police cruiser.  but the 
driver is not an officer.  behind the wheel is a michigan woman who 
took the cruiser on a high speed joyride.  topping 100 miles an hour 
at times she was driving on the long side of the road. 

2:17 7/12/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

shots fired, shots fired.  i got the suspect down on the freeway.  i 
need medics please.   a 17-year-old is shot by police.  this deadly 
confrontation captured on body camera and released today.  how 
did a traffic stop end in death? we want to warn our viewers going in 
some of this video's pretty hard to watch.   reporter: that's right.  the 
video is very difficult to watch and also listen to, so much so after 
demanding its release, the 17-year-old's family is choosing not to 
watch it tonight.   shots fired.   reporter: critical moments captured 
on a fullerton police officer's body cam showing hannah williams in a 
shooting stance pointing a replica gun at the officer just before he 
fires.  where are you hit? help me please.   reporter: you hear 
williams crying for help.  she's hit in the chest and leg.  the officer 
applies a tourniquet to her leg.  the other officer tries to keep her 
conscious.  the body camera released one week after williams was 
killed. 

0:30 7/12/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a popular social media influencer whose name is 
raydeas is now under arrest for sexual assault.  the 33-year-old 
youtube and instagram star who lives in hollywood was arrested in 
san diego.  a 17-year-old girl claimed she dated diaz and suffered 
physical abuse during that relationship. 

0:35 7/12/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video shows a dangerous confrontation between the lapd and a 
murder suspect armed with a rifle.  we want to tell you the man was 
wounded but he did survive.  drop it! drop it! drop it! this body 
camera footage is from harbor city in may. 

0:31 7/12/2019 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a dramatic and very visual ending to a pursuit today when a driver, 
no shirt, no shoes, is tased on the venice board walk.   he's being 
uncooperative.  he's ready to engage in a fight.  there he goes.  
that's a taser. 

0:33 7/12/2019 11:19p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new at 11:00 a plane was stolen from an airport.  it may be 
connected to a missing person's case there.  security video shows 
the plane taxiing on the runway just before it took off june 26th.  
police now think a 64-year-old man hugo mar stole the plane after 
his flight club which owns this plane told him he couldn't take it out 
anymore. 

1:38 7/15/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight police investigating how an argument between neighbors 
escalated into a deadly shooting in temple city.  one man is dead, 
neighbor in custody.  beverly white is live.  reporter: still no word 
when the block will reopen.  dispute left one man fatally wounded in 
his own front yard.  exact nature of the deadly confrontation not yet 
revealed.  swarmed the block for evidence.  victim in mid-20s.  
neighbors huddled nearby, concerned about the violence but not 
knowing why.  deputies from temple city station were first to answer 
911 call for assault with deadly weapon.  found a male in yard 
suffering from what appears for gunshot wound to upper torso.  sent 
to the hospital and succumbed to his injuries. 
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0:34 7/15/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

excessive force trial against the city of los angeles and former police 
chief charlie beck scheduled to get under way in federal courtroom 
tomorrow morning.   somebody help me please, he's abusing me.  
filed suit after officer was found guilty of using excessive force in 
2015. 

0:57 7/15/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

stolen breathing machine has been found but now detectives 
working to figure out who stole it.  mary gabriel shared the story on 
facebook.  thieves broke into ex-husband's home and stole 
valuables, including device daughter needed for cystic fibrosis.  we 
can't live without it.  scary situation to be in.  if i don't have it, go 
back in hospital.  that's what's going to happen.  family is headed to 
stanford university tonight to have the device checked and cleaned. 

0:53 7/15/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

don't mess with a mom on a mission to find her stolen car, 
especially if it has wallet and credit cards inside.  she might come 
after you and steal it back.   heart is racing but here we go.  about to 
see them get busted.   those are mine, give me my shoes.   picking 
up daughter, someone jumped in and took off.  tracked purchases 
on the credit cards and activity on the phone. 

0:41 7/15/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

anger and confusion after woman trusts her car with valet, now 
accused of driving off with it.  left at columbia south carolina airport, 
flew to new orleans for convention, got back early because of storm 
and car was gone, borrowed by valet.   used personal property and 
employee decided to do something else instead of parking my car, 
just drove off in it. 

1:52 7/16/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing now, machete mayhem.  someone call police about a 
man with a very large knife.  what happened next led to a shooting 
and a stand-off.  detectives are still on the scene there.  beverly? 
reporter: this was a disturbance call about 7:00 p.m.  about a man 
with not one but possibly two knives.  it ended here at the 7-eleven.  
the l.a.  city fire transporting the man who is expected to live.  it 
started with officers responding about a half block away.  that split 
level home where someone called 911 about a man threatening his 
house mates with a knife and a machete.  the officers fired using 
deadly force after the knife wielding man allegedly charged at them.  
no word on how many house mates were threatened or how many 
people were inside the 7-eleven where he tried to escape the police. 

0:22 7/16/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning tonight for ucla students after a woman was assaulted 
this morning in westwood village.  the woman who works on campus 
was walking near westwood boulevard around 11:00 a. 

0:23 7/16/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 the deputies say luis carried out a carjacking in temecula on 
saturday.  then lured his victim into a stolen car on sunday.  when 
she got in, she all of a sudden realized something was wrong. 

0:25 7/16/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

members of the ms 13 street gang based in north hollywood are 
responsible for a chill series of murders.  22 members of that gang 
face charges on a 12-down indictment.  we've been on top of this 
indictment for almost a year now. 

0:32 7/16/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 punked, kicked and boaten at a bar.  investigators are trying to 
figure out who is to blame in all of this.  this is cell phone video 
taken at the parking lot of the slide bar on saturday.  the owner says 
that two of his bouncers are now hospitalized. 
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0:37 7/16/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a jury rules in favor of former police lapd chief charlie 
beck.  in a civil lawsuit against him and the city of l.a.  these are 
court sketches from today.  the lawsuit alleges that chief beck 
deliberately and knowingly promoted an officer to sergeant weeks 
after the officer had been found liable for excessive force in an 
offduty assault of a whittier man. 

1:57 7/17/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking news at 11:00, little boy caught in the 
crossfire, hit by stray bullet, survived but in the hospital.  hetty chang 
is in watts where detectives have been most of the evening on this.  
reporter: chuck and colleen, also where we spoke with little sister.  
joseph is doing just fine, recovering at the hospital.  but was shot in 
the leg playing with his group of friends in their front yard.  terrifying 
moments for this family around 7:40 this evening.  massive police 
presence.  search on for the gunman or gunmen responsible.  news 
chopper 4 bravo, weapon on the sidewalk appears to be 
semiautomatic or automatic rifle.  seven-year-old sister watching 
brother and friends playing in the front yard, looked up, saw that 
man holding large weapon, rushed the kids into the home as gunfire 
erupted. 

2:22 7/17/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what you're seeing and hearing here, stunning video.  capturing a 
barrage of gunfire, shootout in victorville this afternoon leaves a 
deputy injured, suspected gunman in the hospital.  beverly white is 
live where a father had to scramble with son to get out of the line of 
fire.  reporter: that's right, colleen, around 2:30 when the gun battle 
echoed across the bustling business district, where people scattered 
and others stuck around after gun battle, after sheriffs were 
negotiating with a gunman in a truck.  that's timothy griffin running 
for cover, camera still rolling as multiple rounds popped off.  danger 
was real and so were the bystanders.  standoff between s.w.a.t.  
teams and armed man in truck.  could see him moving around a 
little bit.  didn't think would end the way it ended.  he tried to pull out.  
truck started to move and they started firing rounds at truck.  truck 
fired rounds back at the police, police got shot.  reporter: one deputy 
was injured during gunfire and man in the truck was hurt in what 
began as disturbance call. 

0:55 7/17/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, family of man killed by san bernardino deputy, say 
new video disputes what the deputy said happened.  what you're 
looking at is cell phone video, shows the shooting that killed 52-
year-old jose gonzalez, investigators say he was armed with two 
knives when he charged at deputies yesterday.  at first they used 
taser, but he he kept coming and officers used bullets and shot him. 
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2:08 7/17/2019 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

11 different robberies and lapd says this one man is responsible for 
all of them.  robert kovacik is live where one person came face-to-
face with the robber armed with a gun.   reporter: you're going to 
hear from that person, and she insisted didn't want face on camera.  
because she said he's coming back.  in this case, colleen, wasn't 
saying that out of fear, it was fact.  he's been dubbed the 
cheapskate bandit.  350.  reporter: looking at surveillance video of a 
robber not afraid to come back to the scene over and over again 
and always with a gun in his hand.  11 robberies since december 
from south l.a.  to the fairfax district.  most recent on monday at 
carl's jr.  that he robbed three times before.   concerned about 
coworkers.  keeps happening in the morning shift, all coworkers are 
ladies except for myself.  reporter: lapd releasing video from gas 
station convenience store and jack in the box, where he jumps the 
counter, confronts with a gun and demands money from cash 
register. 

0:39 7/17/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

therapist at massage envy accused of sexually assaulting his 
customers in orange county and now arrested.  taken into custody 
on suspicion of rape and elder abuse.  also accused of attacking 
woman at her home and two other women say they were targeted at 
massage envy in viejo. 

0:52 7/17/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

trial under way for man accused of kidnapping and torturing the 
owner of a marijuana dispensary.  police say he also staged a jail 
break while behind bars spoke to nbc news.  he and business 
partner had a budding marijuana business before they allegedly 
kidnapped owner of newport beach pot shop in 2012.  attorney says 
he's going to pick apart the case painted by the prosecutors. 

0:24 7/17/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lapd officer charged with rape will be in court tomorrow, william 
rodriguez arrested tuesday night.  raped two women off-duty and 
connection made through dna samples. 

0:45 7/17/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

mexican based megachurch will appeal judge's ruling to hold him in 
jail without bail.  arrested last month and faces charges including 
rape of a minor, extortion and human trafficking.  judge ruled the 
church leader is a danger to the community and a flight risk.  at 
news conference in east l.a., his attorney said the ruling does not 
mean he's guilty. 

0:43 7/17/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, outrage over a father accused of repeatedly throwing 
very young son into the ocean to teach him to swim.  police in 
daytona beach say threw the five-year-old into the water near a pier.  
trooper saw the father yelling at son while he was struggling and 
bobbing in the waves.  brought the man to a police officer. 

0:26 7/17/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

joaquin "el chapo" guzman, one of the most feared drug lords in the 
world.  tonight likely headed to federal supermax prison in colorado.  
dramatic end to hunt in 2017 after two infamous escapes from 
mexican prisons. 

1:46 7/18/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the gunman he lived with family on the same street where she was 
killed.  waves of grief washing over loved ones.  unable to help 
police figure out who shot cindy lopez or why.  we’re talking to 
everybody, talking to everybody in the area.  we don’t know if the 
two know one another or not butã±r it doe appear that it is not a 
random act.  the homicide detectives are hoping anyone with 
information will give them a call.  they say she is the third person 
murdered in hollywood this year.  i’m beverly white.  thank you.   
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0:37 7/18/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and developing tonight, a man and a dog seriously injured after an 
suv flips over and lands on the front lawn of a fire station.  the 
accident happened outside a santa clarita fire station around 8:00 
tonight.  we’re told the injured man is in critical condition. 

0:22 7/18/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have some new video that appears to show a santa ana police 
officer caught in some risky business.  cell phone video shows what 
seems to be the officer in the middle of a sex act while in a parked 
patrol car. 

2:02 7/18/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dozens of illegal marijuana grows busted in a county wide raid in the 
inland empire.  you’re looking at 15 tons of illegally grown 
marijuana, seized and now destroyed.  reporter: we know 
investigators are out in some 60 different locations.  so far they’ve 
made 27 arrests and seized 30,000 pounds of illegal marijuana.  
riverside county sheriffs investigators leading a massive marijuana 
raid.  from dawn to dusk they served nearly 50 search warrants.  
they collected the cache of weapons and seized 15 tons of left 
fieldly grown marijuana.  now off the streets.  we can understand 
just by basic economics and the way that marijuana moves within 
the streets, the illegal side of things.  it is a significant amount of 
money that it is worth.  and really what we’re trying to do is show the 
people are doing this illegally that this is not the way to grow 
marijuana within the community. 

0:41 7/18/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

newly released surveillance video shows three masked men being a 
pharmacist in mira loma.  he was filling prescriptions at country 
village pharmacy on the 12th of july when three men burst in and 
pistol whipped him.  he tried to get to the cash reg story let them 
have the money but one of the robbers kept on beating him. 

0:40 7/18/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight tears of gratitude and prayers of hope from the family of a 7-
year-old girl who survived being shot in the head.  she is in a 
medically induced coma at this point.  that little girl and her pregnant 
mom were hit by stray bullets at their home in port hueneme two 
weeks ago. 

0:19 7/18/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dramatic security video shows what happened after a 7-year-old boy 
was hit by a stray bullet last night in watts.  the family member can 
be seen carrying the little boy who was struck twice in the leg. 

0:42 7/18/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new information about the 17-year-old girl who was shot 
and killed by a fullerton police officer.  her family has now filed a 
claim against the city.  shots fired.  shots fired.  i got the suspect 
down on the freeway.  i need medics, please.  reporter: the body 
kam video shows a week ago that hannah williams was in a 
shooting stance with what police say was a replica handgun before 
the officer fired. 

0:23 7/18/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

seemingly for no reason at all, a dog is stabbed to death and the 
owner hopes to track down the killers.  security cameras show the 
man in the security camera. 

0:37 7/18/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, caught in the act here.  four minors facing robbery 
and kidnapping charges after they stormed a business and 
demanded cash.  the security video from this verizon store in ohio 
yesterday shows them forcing an employee into a back room where 
they tied him up. 
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2:10 7/19/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with the breaking news now at 11:00.  locked in and 
unhinged.  a neighborhood cleared out tonight, when a kidnapping 
and rape suspect barricades himself in the family home.  and his 
family and detectives are working to get him out.  we are still at the 
active scene.  reporter: active is an understatement.  the father co-
owns the home with his adult son, the son that is threatening to blow 
up the house and not come out.  it's an un-armed standoff.  this is 
an image of the young man.  he is aaron david martin.  he is 31 
years old and he is in the family home.  he is a suspect in a possible 
kidnap and or assault or rape of a woman.  the police learned of the 
woman being transported to the hospital, conscious and talk -- 
talking about the attack, the attack made by the young man in the 
photo.  the man whose own father describes him as unstable he 
said right now, he is is not happy with the way things are unfolding. 

0:37 7/19/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, armed and dangerous, glendale police are searching for a man 
wanted for brutally beating his fiance and attacking her mother with 
a hammer.  this is the man police are looking for.  29-year-old brian 
cruz, the attack happened earlier this morning on wilson avenue, 
both women were sent to the hospital. 

2:06 7/19/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 it is a police pursuit that had it all.  we are talking high speeds.  .  
cars, sideswiped on the freeway and a lock down at the galleria.  the 
suspect is part of a burglary crew, with ties north to the bay area.   
nbc4, live in -- live in sherman oaks.  reporter: police have called off 
the search for the one suspect out here while detectives follow-up 
on leads and we are learning more about the bay area connection.  
a black lincoln sedan in the center of a police chase.  news chopper 
4 overhead when it slams in to a tractor trailer.  dodging cars along 
the freeway.  weaving through traffic and narrowly missing cars.  it 
began as a stolen vehicle and then ended in the sherman oaks 
galleria.  the female in the group got away.  they are part of 
organizized burglary crews.  stealing articles from cars.  wilsher is 
up 230 burglaries.  from vehicle, in large part due to the oakland 
crews. 

0:41 7/19/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new video tonight, imagine seeing this.  a burglar creeping 
through your home, it happened while they were in the movies.  the 
camera shows them lurking around the home in the holy trinity 
community.  moments later, he is inside the house and he pockets 
several pieces of jewelry. 

0:23 7/19/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three l.a.  area men have been -- the men were members of a white 
supremacist group.  they received sentences ranging from 27-37 
months.  a fourth defendant will be sentenced later. 

0:25 7/19/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he was a trusted catholic school teacher and now he is under arrest 
of possessing child sex abuse material.  he is a video production 
and theater director.  the l.a.p.d.  said that the investigation started 
with a tip to the national center for missing and exploited children. 

0:35 7/19/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

friends and family of a man murdered in temple city remembering 
him tonight.  flowers and candles lay at the spot where he was shot 
allegedly by a neighbor .  police say it happened monday after some 
sort of argue man -- some sort of argument. 

0:44 7/19/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the mother of a former ucla basketball player who kill himself at the 
end of a barricade situation raft year is suing the city of l.a.  tyler 
honeycutt's mother called to request help with her son who was 
having what she called a mental health issue.  gunfire was 
exchanges.  shots fired, shots fired.   he was found dead inside his 
home. 
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1:14 7/19/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a settlement involving a northern california man 
saying that police stopped him twice on the same day a because of 
the color of his skin.  the body camera he said, backs up his claim.   
came here just to get a drink.  and the whole damn building is 
surrounded by these -- with hoodies and backpacks.  bm is short for 
black male.  the hayward officer approaches, saying he looks like a 
robbery suspect.  he declines to give the i.d.  and leaves the store to 
be confronted again a short time later after someone overheard him 
on the phone with his mom talking about what happened and then 
called 9-1-1. 

0:55 7/22/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

good evening.  thanks for joining us.  we have breaks news at 
11:00.  a deadly shooting in grenada hills.  and we have news over 
the scene for us.  this is happening in granada hills.  and that 
woman was.   first responders pulled her out of a vehicle in an effort 
to render aid.  it was too late.  he died at the scene.  at in point, it's 
unclear what may have led up to that shooting and it's unclear 
whether lapd officers have anyone in custody. 

2:07 7/22/2019 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 also, punched, kicked and pit on at a skate park.  two teens beat a 
group of boys and the mother of one of the attackers talked to nbc 
4.   we have more with the story.  hetty? reporter: this is one part of 
story.  we tried to find ore people scene in the video but we haven't 
found much luck.  the mom says they are seeking legal advice 
before they talk with investigators in the morning.  we found the 
skate park in moreno valley filled with teens tonight.  and the violent 
beating twof teens here, they were shaking their heads.   i thought it 
was unacceptable.   the mom of one of the teenless actually agrees.  
speaking out for the first time about her son seen here in the  blue t-
shirt, beating up one boy.   i don't justify violence.  they went and 
they defended their little bro.   reporter: that is what she says is 
happening in the video.  her 17-year-old son came to the park after 
her younger son called home claiming three teenagers bullied him 
and several other young kids. 

0:22 7/22/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a desert hot springs mother is under arrest after video 
surfaced of her young children smoking marijuana.  it shows two 
children smoking pot. 

0:21 7/22/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they broke in and burglarized a hollywood hill hads home.  two men 
smashed a window to get in a home near ogden drive last night.  
they ransacked the home looking for valuable and took off with 
watches and a computer. 

0:36 7/22/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men fire at an officer with bean bags.  tonight, they wonder if the 
death of this man is justified.  police! body camera video shows the 
june 6th shooting.  the man, the 59-year-old died at the scene even 
though he reportedly lunged at police with a box cutter. 

0:23 7/22/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a wild pursuit that ended at the sherman oaks galleria last friday.  
and hundreds of breakins from beverly hills to wilshire.  he is 
steaded to be arraigned tomorrow as long with two passengers in 
the vehicle. 

0:27 7/22/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new video showing officers doused with water when they were 
making an arrest.   oh, stop it.  oh, my god.   the police chief calls 
what happened in brooklyn and harlem reprehensible. 
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2:20 7/23/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hello neighbor.  hi.  there he is a neighborhood nuisance.  when this 
cape crusader comes knocking, they cower in their homes.  police 
say their hands are tied.  and beverly spoke with residents in that 
community for the first time tonight.  reporter: well, the redlands 
police department responded today and they had to return tonight to 
these apamts at citrus and cook where earlier they questioned and 
released this man for disturbing his neighbors.  the behavior that 
continued even before the police came back.  listen, listen if i catch 
you, i'm going to smash your face in.  you can't catch me because i 
know your work schedule.  the man rained racial slurs and insults on 
his neighborhoods.  he's the same man seen on security camera 
dressed as batman who's targeted and tormented them since high 
moved in.  we blurred his face carrying a dachshund and waving a 
flag.  he was also seen on a stranger was front door.  redlands 
police contacted but did not arrest. 

0:23 7/23/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news out of of bell flower.  a depute a involved in an 
accident on hiss way to a call.  he swerved to avoid hitting a car that 
hit two people at sixth. 

1:55 7/23/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 a dangerous sexual predator is in jail tonight.  nbc 4 hetty chang 
where they believe there's more victims out there.  reporter: 
detectives want everyone to take a close look.  they say he came 
here for one reason only.  to lure young victims.  investigators say 
omar tally used high-end hollywood hot spots as his hunting ground, 
befriending young women with his charm and luring them to his 
home and then sexally assaulting them.  detectives say he spent 
men ea nights at three swanky clubs.  the warwick and the highlight 
room.  tallying himself a night club promoter yet this manager says 
he doesn't recognizes the 22-year-old suspect.  upscale place which 
was our own promoterers and -- of can courses.  since we provide 
high class service.  i've never seen that person before.  reporter: 
detectives say tween february and july he raped three women. 

0:20 7/23/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera they say this man sexually assaulted a ucla 
employee off the campus.  this happened off the intersection of west 
wood boulevard and lucontau avenue. 

0:46 7/23/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 a young mother shot to death and now her grief-stricken family is 
searching for answers.  she had just parked outside when those 
shots rang out.  ran outside and found brown on the ground.  her 
backpack, lunch bag and other belongings scattered all over the 
driveway.  i was trying to give her cpr unhim the paramedics came 
and they pulled me aside and looked at heir. 

1:59 7/24/2019 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this girl at center of international amber alert is safe, mother 
arrested, father relieved never gave up hope of return.  hetty chang 
is live in windsor hills.  father expect the daughter home.  reporter: 
been in constant communication with the detectives, same ones 
who delivered good news this morning.  do it all the time.  reporter: 
outside his home, julian benitez shows us the buckets that helped 
him get through each night.   emotional mess, trying to juggle 
everything accordingly.  reporter: received phone call he thought 
would never come after month's long international search, found his 
16-year-old daughter safe.  i'm blessed, happy, real fortunate, some 
of these things don't come out well, you know? reporter: found when 
investigators arrested her mother yesterday in mexico.  her capture 
comes more than a month after detectives arrested this man, the 
couple wanted for the april murder of jeffrey apple in carson. 
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0:36 7/24/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

after you hear what happened here, you'll understand why next 
video is difficult to watch.  man thought he was meeting two women 
he contacted through app, one signals guy in hoodie who comes up 
and unloads on him with baseball bat, striking him repeatedly in the 
face, robbed and left to die in motel parking lot. 

0:22 7/24/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police looking for two men they say handcuffed, hogtied and robbed 
a jeweler at gunpoint.  two men walking into the home on 7th and 
broadway last saturday, once inside, hogtied the jeweler and stole 
cash, jewelry and clothes before getting away in white suv. 

0:22 7/24/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

jeffrey epstein was injured in cell.  found semiconscious with marks 
on his neck.  investigators are trying to determine whether he tried 
to kill himself or was attacked. 

0:19 7/24/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

pursuit ends in fiery crash in inglewood.  slams into another vehicle 
and catches fire.  rush hour near the forum at manchester and 
cherry. 

0:33 7/24/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

band members put on memorial show tonight at doll hut in anaheim 
in honor of david mccabe.  48-year-old found dead with injuries 
consistent with blunt force trauma.  band members say the drummer 
was well loved in the community. 

1:50 7/25/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're going to begin with beverley white live in canoga park with 
how it started.  beverley.  the accused killer shared and apartment 
with his parents and one sibling.  what set him off remains a history.  
mystery.  police say the mother answered the door with a bullet in 
her arm.  he began his still uncomplained killing spree by gunning 
down his father and brother and wounding his mother.  this relative 
had little to play.  translator: i found out my nephew jerry had a fight 
with my brother.  he's dead but i don't know anything else.  reporter: 
they say they hardly knew jerry.  some say they were downright 
stunned.  i can't believe he would do that to the family that gave life 
to him.  reporter: his boss said he talked to him about jerry who he 
said abused drugs. 

1:59 7/25/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

heady chang is live in lake balboa where a witness describes it.  
reporter: that's right.  that witness tells us he was one bus stop away 
from home on victory boulevard.  that he was on that bus reading a 
book.  he was interrupted by what he thought was maybe a balloon 
popping or fireworks.  he looked up to see something horrific.  
anybody know cpr? anybody know cpr? reporter: a passenger yells 
out if anyone can help but from the video it's clear it's too late.  the 
bus, the rest of the video too graphic to show.  the victim is a young 
man slumped over in the seat closest to the exit.  this williams who 
did not want to give his real anaheim was reading a book when he 
realized the sounds he heard were no fireworks.  first thing that went 
through my mind is who did this.  i was infuriated that someone 
would do that to another person. 

0:29 7/25/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

to a deadly shooting in pomona.  that the hour police are still looking 
for the killer.  one of neighbor told us that she heard arguing amgd a 
single guftd.  the that's when she rap outside to get her children and 
heard five more shots. 

0:23 7/25/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in irviep arrested a former chump camp counselor accused of 
sexually assaulting two children on field trips.  nikolas cruz was in 
charge of eight and anaheim-year-olds. 

0:23 7/25/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sheriff's deputies are looking to track down flee men seep here 
breaking into a business office.  it happened july 123th in sagas.  
the three men fwotd away with a safe and a 90s dodge ram truck 
with stemmed cab. 
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0:38 7/25/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now comes word that this likely is not the end of it.  early this month, 
three undocumented immigrants said that they paid a couple of 
maemps about $8,000 to take them from the border to los angeles.  
as investigators look deeper into that case that's when they 
discovered a much larger smuggling operation. 

0:37 7/25/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, someone defaced a korean statue in glendale.  it's be 
fixed but this is what it looked like.  it happened between yesterday 
and early this morning.  the statue sits near the adult recreation 
station and honors women forced into sexual slavery in wartime. 

1:30 7/25/2019 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he is not your typical bargain shopper.  he dropped into the ball from 
the ceiling.  he started firing and stealing from this mall in 
washington state.  police say the thief shot out store fronts and stole 
items from multiple places.  police arrived on scene just in time to 
arrest the 22-year-old suspect.  no one was injured 89.  anyway 
deputies have the naked burglar who was sleeping on a bench in 
his victim's garage early this morning.  police arrested the man.  a 
homeowner went out and discovered him without a stitch on 
sleeping on a bench.  he got a sharp object and woke him up.  i look 
andee this naked map in the fetal position. 

0:25 7/25/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there could be more victims.  police 44-year-old daniel matt is 
accused of multiple lewd acts.  the girl was 13 when the abuse 
began.  he worked in the school district since 1999. 

0:17 7/26/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're following breaking news out of south l.a.  one person injured.  
an officer-involved shooting in the vermont square neighborhood. 

1:51 7/26/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family dispute ended in a deputy-involved shooting in malibu, the 
family called for help with a 32-year-old son.  tonight, beverly white 
is in malibu with what happened here.  beverly? well, chuck, we 
learn why sheriffs had to resort to deadly force, against an elderly 
man.  the unidentified 32-year-old man was rushed to the hospital 
by l.a.  county, fire and ground ambulance this afternoon.  he had 
beaten his mother yesterday with a 20-pound dumbbell.  she 
declined to press charges.  today, she changed her mind.  when 
deputies responded with the mental evaluation team and arrest 
warrant and emergency protection order, two deputies used lethal 
and nonlethal force.  the suspect had armed himself with two, large 
kitchen knives.  deputies deployed less lethal taser on two, separate 
occasions that had no effect. 

2:06 7/26/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a killing spree across the san fernando the valley.  the motive for the 
murders is not known tonight.  we're in north hollywood where 
there's a growing memorial for one of the victims and why she was 
targeted.  hetty? reporter: that's right.  40 to 50 family members and 
friends gathered at this gas station to remember the life of 45-year-
old suzy leppy.  among the people, her four children who were not 
ready to speak publicly.  we kept our distance as they remembered 
their mother.  family and friends consoled each other, staring down 
at the candles in the corner, now lit.  people called her susie.  a 
hard-working mother of four, ambushed and killed in her overnight 
shift at this shell gas station.  one thing i want to remember is her 
smile and her laugh.  her brother tells us that the gunman wanted a 
relationship with her.  and he persisted.  but she was not interested. 
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0:29 7/26/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, to these thieves.  they were quick.  smash and dash, breaking 
into a restaurant in santa monica.  and that wasn't their only target.  
they were linked to at least a dozen break-ins in seven cities in the 
last three months. 

0:36 7/26/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a san bernadino family is pleading for help to find the gunman that 
killed a 24-year-old college student.  they say he was standing in a 
parking lot when pulled out a gun and opened fire.  he and his 
cousin had just left a pool party and were getting into the car when 
that gunfire erupted. 

0:38 7/26/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 4-year-old boy is recovering after he was shot at a park in 
compton.  this happened at wilson park just before 8:00 on 
wednesday night.  maurice lopez, the boy's grandfather said the 4-
year-old was shot in the hip and had surgery yesterday to remove a 
bullet. 

0:34 7/26/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this hollywood billboard had people doing a double-take.  artist sabo 
defaced the movie poster.  he swapped images of jeffrey epstein 
and roman polanski.  he titled it, once upon a time in pedowood.  the 
billboard popped up overnight.  nbc 4 was there when workers took 
it down. 

0:28 7/26/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

look at this wild ride.  a boat filled with cocaine trying to make a 
getaway in the east pacific ocean.  once they saw the coast guard 
was on their tail, they started to toss the cocaine in the water. 

0:19 7/26/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this video shows an airport supershuttle bus.  but the guy behind the 
wheel doesn't work for the company.  he stole the shuttle last month 
in queens. 

2:37 7/29/2019 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

some for hurt and? the scramable to share safety.  tonight a few are 
sharing stories.  rob is live for us in gilroy y the community had a 
candle light vigil.   it was at that vigil we met three people that came 
face to face with the shooter.  he suddenly opened fire, aiming at 
children.  \m i know that god needed you more \m gilroy vows to 
never forget.  justin baits never will.   i saw him with full camo gear.  
he had a tactical vest.  he was holding what looked to be an ak-47 
mmpb i watched him dock husband gun and fire one shot and it 
looked like it goes jammed and i had started shooting in the crowds.   
justin was at the vest cal with his friend nick mcfarland sitting with 
nick's family at the shaved ice booth.   it was the most horrific seen.   
he saw him target a bounce house full of kids.  that is when nick 
jumped in to safe nick's girlfriend sara.   i was like, run, run, we have 
to run.   we were the first people to see him come out.  i didn't think 
anything of it because who does? tonight, honoring three young 
lives taken.  a 4-year-old, 13-yard and trevor ereby, a cluge student 
from new york. 
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2:17 7/29/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

as you can see in this video, i was a scene of terror and chaos this 
is in video that shows moment the gun fire began at the garlic vest 
value.  people can be see ducking under tables, others running for 
their lives.  jane spoke with two of the injured in the ram page.  
jane? it's a sbad heroic story.  and there are so many heroic people 
who helped wendy and her brother-in-law survive.  the tent seen 
here for the honey booth is where they were working when she says 
her sister saw the gunman climb over the fence behind her booth.   
the first thing she did is run and confront him.  she got up within ten 
feet of him.  and told him a few choice words and said you are not 
going to do this year.  this is not going to happen.   he shot her in 
the leg.  the gunman shot the brother-in-law three times and a chilly 
moment when the gunman walked up to the couple.  stood aboved 
them and asked them a question.   he asked them, are you okay? a 
calm voice? the sister and brother-in-law feared dead fearing the 
gunman would kill them. 

0:45 7/29/2019 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there are new details in the shooter there.  and the gun he used to 
carry out that attack.  detectives say 19-year-old santino legan 
bought his gun legally in nevada earlier in the month.  located in the 
same city where he lived before traveling back to his hometown of 
gilroy.  fbi residents searched his home.  and legan posted to instra 
tsa gram moments before the tack where he glorified a white the 
supremacist book. 

1:55 7/29/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now we want to the turn to a developing story and this is a 
desperate search going fn for a woman who may be in danger.  a 
man may have assaulted and kid snapped his girlfriend in monrovia.  
beverly white has the details.  beverly? consider suspects parented 
aer willed them to the domestic violence situation.  and said the 
victim lived not far from where she with was last seen.  investigators 
released this photo tonight at 31-year-old amanda kathleen custer 
and said the scene was blood write yen her boyfriend abducted her 
and loaded her in the rear hatch of a toyota prius.   this is not a 
homicide investigation.  we are researching it as a kidnapping.  we 
are hopeful that we can locate here.   reporter: police say the boy 
robert anthony camou shares the home with his parents, and alerted 
the kid snapping and bewilderment from neighbors familiar with 
camou and custer. 

0:24 7/29/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man accused of going on a killing spree in the san fernando 
valley ened a nor guilt plea.  he is suspected of killing his mour, his 
mother, his brother and a total stranger. 

0:40 7/29/2019 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this cell phone video shows a fan rips the sunroof off a car and 
using it to attack a parking enforcement officer in seal, washington.  
the 28-year-old man jumped on top of two cars, smashing 
windshields before he went for the sunroof on the third car.   they 
are just on their way home. 

0:28 7/29/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 19-year-old involved in a purse snatching that turned deadly 
pleaded guilty in court.  you may remember this video in may.  he 
was in a suv with two guys when they jumped out and grabbed a 
purse from a woman in gordon grove. 

0:55 7/29/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the 31-year-old died in u.s.  v custody of a jail, and family is suing 
the city of los angeles.  they insist their son had mental health 
issues and he died after a fight with a mate.  with you pepper 
sprayed and denied medical care.  the family says the newly 
released video proves their case.   i feel pain in my heart.  they treat 
him like a dog.  like an animal in a cage.  instead of tending to his 
medical needs. 
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0:26 7/29/2019 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the huge data break of capital one.  the names of a million people 
got in the hands of a hacker.  cal tall ones says she got information 
from credit applications.  the breach is expected to cost capital $150 
million for credit monitoring and legal support. 

0:22 7/29/2019 11:19p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the nbc 4 iteam uncovered a data breach that covers police officers 
and recruits.  over the weekend, officers were told to check their 
credit.  a hacker contacted the city to brag about this theft. 

0:27 7/29/2019 11:19p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a dui suspect is behind bars after crashing into a jail in 
orange county.  the police department tweeted out the pictures.  a 
19-year-old woman crashed in the entrance of the jail facility. 

0:47 7/30/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it appears to show officers running him down in a drive-through.  
video shows the takedown here.  the lapd officer trying to stop a 
man with a machete.  after bumping 28-year-old carlos avilar with 
the squad car here at a drive-through in south l.a., the officers then 
chased him.  they say at one point he charged at them.  he didn't 
get very far, though, before he was tackled and taken into custody. 

2:20 7/30/2019 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

grappling with tragedy in gilroy.  now even as more information is 
coming out about the shooting at the garlic festival, loved ones 
gathered to remember those taken by violence.  tonight, nbc 4's 
robert kovacik again reporting live from gilroy, where a community 
has truly come together.  robert? chuck, earlier this evening we 
were in san jose for separate vigils at two schools for two children.  
while back in gilroy, investigators say one man was responsible.  a 
mother's tears for the daughter taken.  she was our motivation, and 
we're in pain that we lost her.   reporter: tonight in san jose, 
remembering teenager kayla salazar, killed instantly.  blocks away, 
a private vigil for 6-year-old stephen romero, shot in the back.   the 
kid was a really, really good boy.  reporter: of the three people 
murdered, trevor irby was the oldest, just 25.  he was with his 
girlfriend sarah and on the phone with his friend ben when the shots 
rang out.   i hear 15, 20 pops. 

2:07 7/30/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tear gas and a dramatic surrender.  a kidnapping suspect is in 
custody tonight after a long standoff this morning in downtown l.a.  
for the woman he is accused of kidnapping, his girlfriend, she is still 
missing.  nbc 4's beverly white live right now in monrovia with more 
on the investigation about her whereabouts tonight.  beverly? well, 
colleen, you said it.  the 27-year-old man who is jailed right now in 
his hometown jail was already facing assault and domestic violence 
charges against his 31-year-old girlfriend, who was unaccounted for 
right now.  okay, they're going to do it right now.  here we go.   
reporter: police shattered a rear windshield and used tear gas this 
morning to end a nearly four-hour standoff in downtown l.a.  with 
kidnapping and suspect robert camou, found inside the same toyota 
is accused of using yesterday to allegedly abduct his girlfriend, 
amanda custer. 

0:23 7/30/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, simi valley police are now trying to track down a man 
accused of indecent exposure inside a hotel room.  police say he 
went into a room at the best western on madeira road and began 
fondling himself. 

0:40 7/30/2019 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lapd now has a warning about a man who pretends to be an 
immigration and customs enforcement agent.  now the suspect 
approaches his victims and says he is a federal agent and wants 
identification cards.  well, then he pretends to enter that information 
into a computer in his car, but he is not done yet. 
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0:41 7/30/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

days before gisele, the surfing dog is set to compete in the world 
dog surfing championship, all of the sudden her surfboards have 
been stolen from her owner's van.  the pooch has been surfing on 
the same two boards for her entire career.  monday she went out to 
her van to bring the boards inside and they were gone. 

0:28 7/30/2019 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the case involving a courtside shove between toronto raptors 
president and a sheriff's deputy now officially in the hands of the d.a.  
here is the scuffle we're talking about caught on camera here after 
last month's championship game in oakland. 

2:51 7/31/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

oh! he made that car swerve! only he was a she.  hit the car! oh, no! 
it's spinning out.  look at that.  driving dangerously down the freeway 
in flip-flops.  she's going into the bushes.  then she made a run for it.  
and kept running and running and running.  there she goes.  she's in 
the backyard.  until she tried to hide out in a stranger's home.  this 
woman's comes out and grabs me.  you have to help me! that chase 
topped speeds of 100 miles an hour.  news chopper 4 was the only 
helicopter in that chase in orange county.   beverly white was talking 
to those people.  one of the down sides of living freeway close 
became painfully obvious tonight when that prime suspect in 
tonight's crash and freeway pursuit came running into one local 
homeowner's open back door.  it looks like something else in her 
hands.  maybe her slippers or sandals.  the news chopper 4 getting 
it as the woman in the pursuit jumped into a backyard interrupting a 
buddhist meeting.  i my dog started barking so i ran in.  just as i was 
coming in, this woman comes running at me and grabs ahold of me 
and says, you have to help me, you have to help me.  i've been in a 
car accident and my boyfriend is seriously hurt. 

0:47 7/31/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news out of costa mesa right now.  a fight at the 
orange county fair and deputies are still on the scene.  gil is 
overhead.  the orange county sheriff's department just took two 
suspects into custody.  i'll zoom in where they just put those two 
suspects in.  we watched them.  witnesses looking at them to 
confirm that they were involved in the stabbing. 

0:22 7/31/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're also on top of breaking news in huntington beach.  that's 
where three police officers were injured during an attack of the u.s.  
open of surfing.  the officers were trying to break up a large group 
on pacific coast highway when the attack happened. 

1:58 7/31/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

from beverly hills to hollywood.  many of southern california's hottest 
tourist spots are becoming target areas.  live with what is becoming 
a dangerous trend.  hetty? reporter: as one detective put it to us 
tonight, the word is out, known bay area criminals.  they drive down 
here to hollywood and target local tourists.  in fact it happened right 
here in this ihop parking lot and it wasn't the first time.  they come to 
hollywood and places like to it strike it big.  so says detectives who 
busted another burglary crew, targeting local tourists.  a little scary.  
something to plan for on a vacation.  looking at the stars, i have to 
be conscious of where i'm keeping my belongings.  the path finder 
rented in the bay area ended up in beverly hills.  they find more than 
a thousand dollars cash, high end jewelry and a gun. 

0:44 7/31/2019 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

joshua accused of kidnapping two little girls is not going to coop.  
are you the mom? she's the mom.  that is the mother of the two girls 
that were taken and obviously she's not talking either.  investigators 
say that her boyfriend's family is sticking to a gypsy code of conduct 
and refusing to help in the investigation. 
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0:55 7/31/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

disturbing new developments.  it is believed the woman was 
kidnapped by her boyfriend.  chilling new video appears to show the 
man accused of kidnapping her, 27-year-old robert, dancing and 
rapping at a downtown l.a.  bar about killing and burying a woman.  
witnesses who saw it were stunned when they found out.  the crazy 
guy that was there last night.  conscious.  he had to let it out. 

0:31 7/31/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, graphic language and racial slurs.  a man in upland 
says this angry driver spit in his face and his car just for changing 
lanes in front of him.  the alleged victim does not want to be 
identified but said he did file a police report after the incident this 
morning in upland. 

0:26 7/31/2019 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, a burglary crew caught rushing out of a house in 
menifee.  what you don't see here is the family was hiding out while 
all this went down.  the homeowner says his wife and two children 
were hiding out in their garage while the four men ransacked the 
house. 

2:09 8/1/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

vandals are shooting out car windows and nobody knows where 
they'll strike next.  some very unhappy and frustrated folks.  
reporter: frustrated indeed.  not just a few people.  police have 
heard from 40 victims so far all over the city.  case in point, we 
noticed several damaged cars including this one with a garbage bag 
now covering the window.  a cruise down central avenue finds bb 
vandal does just that.  shooting at several cars, leaving shattered 
glass and frustrate owners.  i was angry.  i was upset.  just another 
expense.  reporter: this is where her car was parked.  it is now in the 
garage where she'll have to keep it for now.  a few hundred dollars 
out of pocket now, too.  not cool when you have your 6-year-old 
birthday party coming up mplt.   and in canyon crest.  there was a 
car here and one there.  several more cars.  two of jerry sanchez' 
family cars damaged.  upset.  why did he do this? what was the 
point of this? for giggles? it's annoying. 

0:22 8/1/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two sisters kidnapped in riverside have been found out in utah.  
these are photos of 1-year-old darla and her 8 mold sister emma, 
smiling and happy.  they were found this evening along with joshua 
adele. 

2:00 8/1/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, she said she was battered on the bus.  this man 
accused of making sexual advances on a victim en route to cal state 
northridge and then lurking near the campus.  beverly white is live 
with details for us.  that's right.  they're determined to help keep the 
community safe even when classes are out.  that's why they 
released information about a man.  we've got the photo of the man.  
investigators have determined that the man pictured here before, 
they want to catch him, of course, before he strikes again and figure 
out from other bus passengers if he has ever done this before.  they 
say it was tuesday when the man sat right next to a woman, 
crowding up against her on a nearly articulated, that is, double long 
bus.  he rubbed up against her multiple times.  he shadowed her 
there, too.  that's where campus police shared his image. 

0:48 8/1/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and rob, one of those shooting victims is back home in gilroy after 
being discharged from the hospital.  britain and gabriella were in the 
bounce house when the gunman opened fire.  they ran for the 
parking lot.  the two still dealing with how to think about what 
happened.  had i not had any injuries, it would be hard to know it 
really happened. 
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0:27 8/1/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the fbi is asking for your help in locating 12 fugitives wanted for 
violent crimes across los angeles county.  these are the people the 
fbi is looking for, along with a warning they may be armed and 
hiding out in mexico with family and friends. 

0:35 8/1/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new at 11:00, a brewery bandit behind bars after ransacking 
businesses from riverside to san diego.  investigators say it started 
in march and continued all the way to this month.  police say the 
hooded suspects fought it on surveillance video is nathaniel 
maynard from hemet. 

0:35 8/1/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we've got new details in the case of a father who was killed while 
camping with his two young daughters at malibu creek state park.  
their mother has now filed a lawsuit.  tristan's widow wants justice 
for the los angeles county sheriff's department and the suspect. 

1:57 8/1/2019 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family desperate for your help after they say a woman stole their 
pet in broad daylight.  you can see the woman outside the house in 
murrieta.  she appears to be stuffing the dog inside that pink shirt 
she's wearing.  tony shin spoke to the family who is hoping for a 
safe return.  every morning, we put mickey in this area.  juan and 
norman are showing us the patio where their little yorkie mickey 
would play every morning.  on tuesday, july 23rd, around 11:twenty, 
mickey suddenly went missing.  first i thought he ran out.  then juan 
saw this surveillance video from his neighbor's home.  it shows a 
woman walking through the murrieta parking complex.  she stops at 
the patio gate and eventually opens it up.  seconds later she is then 
seen walking away, tucking mickey under her blouse.  i am very 
angry. 

0:23 8/2/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have this breaking news out of south l.a.  where a man in 
his 40s is fighting for his life after he was hit by a car.  the driver 
then took off.  the victim's cain and belongs still in the street where 
he was walking. 

0:48 8/2/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we know the names of the three people arrested for killing of an off-
duty lapd officer in a series of early morning raids.  police say 23-
year-old francisco talamantes, cristian facundo and ashlynn smith, 
all of temecula and all with ties to gangs are wanted for the death of 
officer wandys an.  he was shot last saturday when he confronted 
the taggers in lincoln heights. 

0:47 8/2/2019 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details emerging tonight about the deadly mass shooting at the 
gilroy garlic festival including a 911 call from a panicked mother 
whose daughter was stuck inside in all that chaos.   my daughter is 
at the -- they are shooting people over there.  my daughter is 
running.  they are shooting more people.  she was running up street. 

0:45 8/2/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a mother and daughter in westminster accused of cheating 
families in need by orchestrating the largest housing fraud case in 
orange county history.  investigators say that will erica and britney 
mickens faked disability and used false birth certificates to steal 
nearly $200,000 from housing and public assistance programs. 

0:41 8/2/2019 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was a bottle of bleach that led to gunfire.  you can hear the shots 
and the irons at this intersection in south gate.  family members 
called police concerned about a 26-year-old man drinking bleach 
and acting strange.  the caller said he was holding his girlfriend 
against her will and that led to a chase and a deputy-involved 
shooting. 
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0:36 8/2/2019 11:19p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11 aortic, a construction worker in maine holding onto the 
hood of a truck as a driver nearly runs her over.  stop.  quite a 
picture there.  that worker was directing track in a construction zone.  
but the driver apparently got fed up with waiting after arguing with 
the worker, the driver pushed her with his truck as she held on. 

0:22 8/2/2019 11:20p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three young men taking a floor cleaning machine for a joy ride inside 
a high school in the detroit area and oh, yes, it was all caught on 
camera.  the men possibly teenagers here broke into the school in 
troy, michigan. 

1:46 8/5/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a deadly shooting in glendale in front of a family home.  we are live 
in glendale, where police just gave us new information on the 
shooting.  yeah, welcome tell you, this is a very active crime scene 
investigation.  this is boyton street.  searching for clues.  we are told 
that the man shot and killed was found on the sidewalk.  one of the 
men after leaving family, visiting, was shot and killed.  you see 
family coming out and discovering the scene.  witnesses telling us, 
they heard four gun shots and came outside and saw a man who 
appeared to be in his 40 and is 50s, lying on the ground.  a 
neighborhood saying she believing a man was walking his dog.  
shortly after the dog -- after the gunfire, she is saw the dog running 
with a leash. 

1:05 8/5/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

13 hours.   help! 1600 miles apart.  31 people murdered in back-to-
back mass shootings.   it was very scary.  the guy, went in, and 
started shooting at some people that were running.  the act of just 
two men.  i can't help but think about how this is what he has always 
want.  tonight, once again, people  wondering when it will end.  had 
you go your kids and love them.  because you don't know in america 
now, when they leave, this may not come back. 

2:30 8/5/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are learning more about those in the walmart store.  tonight the 
community gathered in his -- in his honor.  once again for us, 
tonight, john? yeah, this is where javier rodriguez went to high 
school, high school just started last week.  he was a sophomore 
here, behind the building is the soccer field, where he used to play 
soccer.  and tonight, his family and friends are remembering him.  
it's not going to bring him back.  it's hard.  tonight the tears fell in el 
paso, where the 15-year-old had just started his sophomore year 
last week.  he did it with a smile.  he was so happy.  and he is so 
happy to hear about it, it's just how hard.  a gather tonight of friends, 
classmates and teammates.   we are feeling a little, bad because we 
just, we lost someone.  yes.   it's very tragically.  he was a really 
nice boy.  he was always there for me during hard times.   and while 
honoring the youngest victim of saturday's shooting, some add 
ultimates could not help but beg that the tragedy never happen 
again.   stop taking them away from us! not our children. 
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2:12 8/5/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

1500 miles away in dayton, ohio, investigators are trying to figure 
out what motivated a 24-year-old, connor bets .  to open fire, killing 
nine and injuring -- injuring 27 others.  he is described as a loaner, 
an outcast that was bullied in school.  we are with live in the 
newsroom with the latest on the investigation.  whether the dayton 
gunman trigger -- those that knew him are stunned.  what exactly 
motivated this 24-year-old to unleash the gunfire that killed nine 
people in dayton, ohio.  remains unclear.  those that knew him in 
high school, recall seeing frightening glimpses.  he would look at 
people and imitate, shooting or other violent acts.  he was the type 
of person that loved the shock value.  his threats, included hit lists of 
people that he wanted to kill and girls that he wanted to assault.  
and that these incidents led to suspensions.  police said that bets 
had as many as 250 rounds and fired at least 21 times in 31 
seconds. 

0:39 8/5/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l.a.  county sheriff's department said that they are already taking a 
close look at what happened in el paso and dayton to see what 
lessons can be learned.  we are constantly improving and changing 
our protocols, based on current tactics that are being employed.  
they have training of what to do in an active shooter situation. 

0:34 8/5/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the l.a.p.d.  is releasing new detail on an officer involved shooting 
that happened in a -- in a cosco, the officer was off duty when he 
shot and killed a mentally disabled man.  police say he was 
assaulted while holding his young son. 

0:38 8/5/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a dog sitter throwing a puppy to the ground and no one would have 
known except for a video that was made day before.  the dog sitter 
was called to get answers.  i said, you know, what, what happened? 
and she said, you know, i just got frustrated.  there's no excuse. 

0:47 8/5/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a video shows a man getting out of a car, and attacking another 
driver.  this happened on sunday afternoon, right in the middle of 
pch, in the pacific palasacdes area, the man noticed a crowd of 
people gathered around two men, fighting through the window of a 
car.  that is when he got out and started to record on the cell phone. 

0:22 8/5/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a motorcyclist led the highway patrol on a wild chase through three 
counties this morning and part of it was in a stolen chp cruiser.  this 
began in temecula, the man abandoned the car, and took two other 
cars before the chase was ended. 

0:28 8/5/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a millionaire fugitive, of was arrested in mexico yesterday.  and he 
was handed to u.s.  authorities.  he landed at lax this morning.  the 
wealthy real estate investor was charged in the 2012 murder of his 
wife. 

0:37 8/5/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the father of a missing woman is making a handwritten plea to 
anyone who can help find his missing daughter.  she has not been 
seen in over a week.  he believes that his daughter, got in some sort 
of a violent argument with her boyfriend.  and then, she was 
kidnapped by robert. 
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2:01 8/6/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new at 11:00, chaos and confusion, so, many people are on 
edge.  after a weekend of mass shootings.  well, it did not take 
much to send new yorkers scattering when they thought they heard 
gunfire.  we have been monitoring the pandamonium in new york.  
this was nothing short of widespread panic in one of the most 
crowded tourist destinations.  suddenly they thought they were the 
targets of an active shooter.  they were not.  listen as these are the 
sounds that started it all.  very feint in the background, but it’s a 
motorcycle backfiring around 9:30, and another 1 backfires nearby.  
forcing the fleeing tonight from time square.  video is showing 
people running away from what they believe they heard was gunfire.  
many screaming and climbing over each other.  stampeding up 
broadway, this mother in the middle of it all.  we were coming out on 
the theater, and there was a big stampede and people were 
screaming and crying and climbing over each other. 

0:46 8/6/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and it’s understandable why, because mourning in america, back-to-
back mass shootings in texas and ohio, leaving a permanent scar 
on both communities.  they happened in less than a week than the 
shooting in a family festival in gilroy.  22 people died in el paso, 
when a gunman stormed in to a walmart and dozens injured are in 
the hospital, and two of them critical. 

0:51 8/6/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meantime, investigators are trying to figure out what led to the mass 
shooting in dayton, ohio, and they have opened a federal 
investigation there.  investigators say the gunman, expressed a 
desire to commit a mass shooting, and showed an interest in violent 
ideology, he is showed his girlfriend a video of the shooting in 
pittsburgh on his first date. 

0:19 8/6/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is a sketch of a man who tried to kidnap a girl, he grabbed herr 
rer -- her and tried to force her in a pickup truck and she fought him 
off and run away. 

0:22 8/6/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 a woman said she was sexually assaulted outside her home and a 
suspect has been arrested.  the man approached herrer and started 
to talk to her, but she is deaf and could not understand him. 

1:49 8/6/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for a man who drove off in a truck that was loaded 
with the belongings of a marine family that was getting ready to 
move out to the inland empire.  we have their plea for help.  
reporter: staff sgt.  brandon cooper tries to not let his dispair distract 
from what is important.  family? this is a place that my family wanted 
to come to.  reporter: he packed up his family for a new 
assignment? san diego, while house hunting in the inland empire, 
their had new beginning took a devastating turn.  this is security 
video they shared from their hotel.  it shows someone driving away 
in their toyota camry saturday night, with everything that they own 
inside.  we were not expecting to come in to california this way.  
reporter: the family said that the thief broke in the chevy tahoe, 
packed with new items for their new home. 

0:28 8/6/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three people arie i-- after e policeman confronted the group about 
marking up a sidewalk he was shot.  another man was shot.  two 
men and a woman were arrested last week and according to the 
police, they were involved in a wave of crimes that same night. 

0:23 8/6/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a man arrested for using a popular app in order to sell 
stolen cars.  let go, is an app used to buy and sell used items.  
deputies arrested a 28-year-old man yesterday. 
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0:35 8/6/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this man was trying to stop thieves from stealing his car.  the thieves 
broke in and stole the car keys before trying to get away with the 
suv.  i woke up to my mom screaming and by the time i was out 
here.  they had left with my dad on the hood of the car. 

0:22 8/6/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the chp released new video of a stolen truck pursuit that happened 
last friday.  this started went down to the highway 166.  and 
deputies tried to stop the driver with spike strips. 

0:41 8/6/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the goal was walking without fear.  the common goal for 
thousands of people, participating tonight in national night out.  the 
idea is to get neighbors talking with neighbors and developing a 
dialog with their local police.  the ultimate goal is, as i said, to end 
violence nationwide. 

0:24 8/6/2019 11:32p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news, a 15-year-old boy a victim of a hit and run 
in south l.a., the driver hit the teenager while he was driving his bike 
near maple and 36th.  the driver drug the teenager all the way to 
mlk boulevard, the boy is now at the hospital in critical condition. 

2:30 8/7/2019 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the violence began just after 4:00 in a department complex in 
garden grove.  the suspect then robbed, stopped and.  if their family 
members are among the victims.  orange county, the center of a 
man's violent and frightening stabbing spree.  four killed and two 
wounded, she thinks her husband is one of the victims.  i'm 
shocked.  i don't know what to say.  i'm just thinking that -- i have to 
know where he is.  i went to the hospital, he is not there.  they 
cannot give us answers.  i have to know what is going on.  
investigators describing it as an anger filled rampage.  robbery, 
hate, homicide, this is all the above.  just after 4:00, police respond 
to a burglary, and later a double stabbing at the complex in garden 
grove, where we just learned the suspect lives.  two men, one on 
the balcony, and one inside, both killed.  it would be just the 
beginning.  my co-worker had told me a customer came in, kind of 
angry and threw a $50 bill on the counter.  the workers came face to 
face with the man they believe was the suspect.  outside, they find a 
victim, his nose nearly severed off. 

1:41 8/7/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and of course the cell phone video of the public helping, led the 
police to the suspect in santa ana tonight, that is where we are now.  
a security guard and a subway employee were killed also.  reporter: 
and with we are on west 1st street.  i want to show you the scene 
here.  take a look down the street.  you can see police have blocked 
off the shopping center and there's police cars at both entrances.  
the police car where you see the car moving with the blinking lights.  
that's where a subway employee was fatally stabbed and further 
down the street, less than a block away, if you can keep further 
going down the street, less than a block away, just across south 
harbor boulevard, that seven/11 you see, was a bloody crime scene. 

0:47 8/7/2019 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a terrifying attack caught on video in riverside, this 14-year-old girl 
somehow, managed to fight off a kidnapper while he was beating 
her with a hammer.  video shows a man jumping out and grabbing 
the girl as she was walking down the road yesterday he then tried to 
force her in the white truck about by repeatedly hitting her in the 
head with a haller. 

0:46 8/7/2019 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

signs of improvement for a south l.a.  teenager who was dragged by 
a car in a hit and run case.  he tells us that doctors now say he is 
responding well to the skin graft surgery he underwent today.  he 
was struck by a car while riding his bike near maple and 37th on 
tuesday night and then dragged more than a thousand feet. 
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0:38 8/7/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, a youtube star, is facing an l.a.p.d.  animal abuse 
investigation after video surfaces that appears to show her hitting 
and shoving her dog.  she said, she was make hg this video to play 
a prank on her doberman, and the out-takes showed up online, and 
is the up a furious response. 

0:22 8/7/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, do you are remember this guy? the away -- the aspiring rapper 
that scaled the sign on the freeway.  he tied up traffic for more than 
two hours during the morning rush. 

0:33 8/7/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

part car, part sleuth, a doctor's tesla helps to catch a pair of thieves 
in the act.  the car was parked and the thieves were looking for a 
computer bag in the window and within seconds the men broke the 
window and grabbed it.  what had they did not realize the car was 
recording everything. 

0:24 8/7/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one office after another a, after another, after another.  this man, is 
behind possibly 30 burglaries in the busy district of santa ana, this 
crime spree started in may, after getting out of the jail on burglary 
charges. 

0:42 8/7/2019 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a homeless man that sleeps in a doughnut shop took on two men 
who tried to rob the place.  they turned around and started to fire at 
me, and when they did that, i fired back.  he sleeps with a gun in his 
waistband and opened fire.  the only damage, five rounds in the 
back wall of the doughnut shop and that was enough to send the 
two men running. 

2:22 8/8/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he was attacking innocent women, he does not deserve to live.  new 
video shows part of a stabbing rampage in garden grove, tonight, 
nbc4 has details about the victims and the man who is accused of 
carrying out the deadly attacks.  family and friends had a vigil 
tonight.   we watched as the crime scene tape was removed and 
now, we are getting a closer look inside the apartment complex 
where the suspect and two of the victims lived.  families are here to 
mourn and the to seek justice.  the photo now sits.  surrounded by 
candles and his that heart broken family.  i really loved the guy.  i 
was really close with him.  sad.  his son-in-law was one of the last 
people that spoke with him.  yesterday afternoon, while he said that 
his father-in-law waited for police.  gave us a call around 4:00, 4:40, 
around that time, that he has been robbed.  it happened right after --  
reporter: tonight, there's sadness and anger.  the suspect, 33-year-
old zachary castenenda, is seen pulling out two large knives and 
stabbing another victim who was desperately defending herself. 

0:25 8/8/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now another arrest in another deadly stabbing.  this happened on 
tuesday night.  28-year-old jonathan warner is suspected of killing 
his 62-year-old mother.  a witness spotted warner walking this 
afternoon and called police. 
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2:03 8/8/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have more breaking news out of long beach, where two people 
were found dead inside an apartment there.  homicide detectives 
were at the complex on east apple ton street most of the night.  
nbc4's christine kim was there and spoke with a neighbor about 
what happened.  reporter: this started with a welfare check, the 
landlord called police, worried about the people who live in an 
apartment unit behind me, where long beach police officers found 
two people dead inside.  the discovery happening on a ground unit, 
where we found investigators in hazmat suits bringing out evidence 
bags.  they responded around 3:00 this afternoon.  neighbors tell 
me, a couple possibly in their 40s had been living in the apartment 
for almost 20 years.  i spoke to a man who tells me, he talked to the 
landlord who requested the with welfare check.  he was told that the 
people that live in the unit did not pay their rent. 

0:22 8/8/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing news in san jose.  a sheller in place is now lifted this 
evening for students at san jose state university.  tonight, a man 
showed somebody a gun off campus and ran in to a campus 
building. 

0:47 8/8/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also, developing tonight, a heavily armed man walked in to a 
walmart in missouri, understandably causing a lot of panic there.  
there's a pale, wearing a bullet proof vest, just walked in the store, 
he is recording himself.  the store manager pulled the fire alarm and 
urged the people to get out of the store.  the man went out an 
emergency exit and was detained by an off duty firefighter until 
police arrived on scene and took him in to custody. 

0:38 8/8/2019 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

interesting details are coming from the mother of the accused mass 
shooter in el paso texas.  she was concerned enough about one of 
his last purchases to call police.  weeks before the walmart 
massacre that killed 22.  she called police, she was worried about 
the ak-47 style rifle that her son brought home. 

0:51 8/8/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new security video shows a timeline for the man believed 
responsible for the dis appearance of his girlfriend, but he is 
refusing to talk.  the video shows him in a gas station about an hour 
after he was seen taking 31-year-old amanda custer.  they confirm 
he was the man recorded in a town l.a.  bar the night she 
disappeared.  she was rapping about killing a woman and then 
burying her -- her body in the desert. 

0:21 8/8/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

oh! oh! oh -- you okay? yeah, i'm fine.   it happens quickly.  dash 
cam video of a crash this afternoon in north hollywood.  the silver 
car is seen slamming in to rear of parked cars before flipping over. 

0:22 8/8/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is new video, released just today, connect to the man hunt for a 
hit and run driver in south l.a.  police are looking for the driver of this 
silver or gray four-dar car. 

0:39 8/8/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

riverside county sheriff deputies are still looking for the three men 
who broke in to a tattoo shop last weekend.  sunday, they cut the 
power to the parking lot lights and smashed a wall.  they took off 
with the store safe and the owner said, new york there's about 
$15,000 in the safe. 
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2:17 8/8/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the manson family murders captivated los angeles and the country 
for that matter.  tonight, 50 years later, they still have a cult like 
following.  we are live in beverly hills tonight.  and he has the latest 
on this anniversary.  robert? reporter: you both certainly know it's 
considered by many the night that changed los angeles forever.  
and we watch those who trekked in to the hills of beverly to mark the 
anniversary.  but for some that live nearby, this was a night that may 
be best left forgotten.  up this narrow drive they come, to a gate they 
will never get past.  you get the feel of it.  tiffany and brittney as 
close as they will ever be to where sharon tate and her friends were 
brutally executed by the man ton family.   my grand pa hates it.  he 
was an l.a.p.d., and he hates how i like the case.  it's interesting to 
see me, who a man who did not commit any murders but convinced 
others to do it for him.  reporter: two brothers from chicago. 

0:51 8/8/2019 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, we are going to show you tense moments in modesto, as 
sheriff's deputies opened fire on a kidnapping suspect while he was 
holding a woman hostage.  what you are seeing here happened last 
month when the detectives were investigating reports of a man 
kidnapping a woman and holding her at gunpoint.  after two hours 
the man and woman walk outside and when they approach, the 
suspect puts the woman between himself and the deputies and 
that's when they opened fire, killing the suspect. 

0:22 8/8/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 new at 11:00, police arrested for sexual assault.  fontana sexually 
assaulted a woman, fontana police are hoping that more victims 
come forward.   

0:46 8/8/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man dressed in body armor, killed with by police after getting in to 
a shootout with officers.  cell phone video captured the sounds of 
the gunfire in this new jersey neighborhood.  this started when a 
man fired.  and when the police showed up, the man opened fire on 
them.  it was not automatic gun shots.  the suspect had a bullet 
proof vest on and he had a ton of ammo in his backpack. 

3:15 8/9/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, one of the most notorious murders in southern 
california is thrust back into the spotlight as tonight.  neighbors have 
been hired for security to control the cult like following that's 
showing up there.  robert is there tomorrow.  robert? reporter: it's 
gotten so bad that neighbors tell us that they've had to hire security 
and they have this security truck here blocking this narrow drive and 
they are not allowing anyone through.  past that area and all the 
way to the end is the location be the murders took place but keep in 
mind, the home has long since been razed and replaced.  even this 
gate is new, but that has not stopped people coming up to this area 
here in the hollywood hills, people coming to mark one of the 
darkest days in l.a.  history.  it was the night of august 8th when the 
manson family entered the home of sharon tate, the wife of roman 
poe loon ski, two weeks away from giving birth, and by august 9th, 
1969, sharon tate and three friends were brutally murdered and 
mutilated.  and people have come here to honor them and they 
have come because they are simply curious.  after seeing the new 
quentin tarantino movie, and now gathering even more interest to 
this area.  this is really borne out of twinton terrapin tino's movie.  
have they been coming day and night? they've been coming day 
and night. 
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0:36 8/9/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a multi-and her three children survived an armed home invasion in 
san fernando valley and a police pursuit.  the suspect sat right in the 
middle of the freeway forcing officers to shut down the southbound 
side.  all seven were taken into custody right there in the freeway. 

0:42 8/9/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is on the loose after the victim said she was waiting for a train 
and saw something brush at the back of her leg.  she told the offer 
that it was bolt.  she was? such disbeleaf she thought the only thing 
to do was get on the train and out of the area.  we hope this leads to 
an arrest. 

2:01 8/9/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a not guilty plea from a man accused of killing four people in a 
stabbing stree r spree in orange county.  heady chang has been 
with the family of one of the victims killed at the subway sapped 
witch hop.  we've learned that pascual lrz came here to help out a 
friend who had forgotten his keys but he came gate-to-gate with a 
killer.  on the surface friday night chair at the chump seems filled 
with hope and joy, but in their hearts these parish terse tell us they 
are hurting.  he would always hear you out.  he would give us good 
advice you know, he was always there for us.  1y0 39-year-old 
pascual was a dloved church member here before he became 
evangelism of a stashing spree.  he's been sending money back to 
mexico and now his son will receive him in a casket.  prosecutors 
say this man killed him.  he refused to leave his jail cell to is judge 
and his attorney came to him where he entered a not guilty plea. 

1:01 8/9/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing now, las vegas security guard in custody.  the fbi says 
he was promoting white supremacist ideology and making threats 
against a synagogue and an lgbtq bar.  conor climbo had bomb 
making materials.  he told agents he wanted to mobilize an eight 
mapp sniper platoon to impact the neighborhood.  if there is possibly 
a very determined enemy we have at least the means to deal with it.  
define suspicious activity, what does that mean? people out 
prowling when they're not supposed to be. 

0:47 8/9/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a menafee man who survived the shooting of the las vegas strip 
now almost two years later comes face-to-face with another life or 
death situation.  in his own driveway.  a man asked to use his cell 
phone.  jacob caught it's odd.  he got out of the car, handed the man 
alspoken with and the man pulled out a shotgun.  i saw it come up 
and just try to get out of my field of directs and then just get away. 

0:16 8/9/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

owners of the lash lounge in laguna miguel hope to find thieves who 
got away with cash, a computer, high-end cosmetics. 

0:17 8/9/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a shooting in a downtown high rice caused a scare and shut down 
some streets.  it was at spring near 6th street.  police searched the 
area but no sign of a shooter. 

0:29 8/9/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

river side police revosed this photo of a man who tried to kidnap a 
teenage girl.  he's identified by this name.  if photo showed the man 
grabbing the young girl as she was walking down to rutland avenue. 

0:21 8/9/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

first there was an explosion, then a fire.  two men are seen on 
camera throwing a device into a philadelphia gas station.  they had 
been asked to leave the store by the clerk who said they were 
causing a disturbance. 
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2:46 8/12/2019 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

california hope confirms the shooter was killed in that gunfire.  
inning 4 has coverage of the shoot-out west begin with beverly 
white.  reporter: that's right.  we're at the spot where three police 
agencies tell us they have no idea what motivated a man to use 
deadly force against a chp officer who was simply fig out paperwork 
to impound that man's car.  the officers killed the shooter.  extreme 
violence leaving other injured colleagues and a may know 
investigation now.  the grief stricken law enforcement officers 
huddled beneath the trees near where a chp officer was killed and 
colleagues injured during a 215 traffic stop that was anything but 
routine.  late tonight, several riverside agencies explained what led 
to the massive response.  the suspect entered his vehicle and 
pundit out a rifle.  unknown caliber rifle.  he engaged the officer with 
multiple gunshots.  our officer was struck during this gun battle.  the 
officer was able to broadcast officer needs assistance call.  this 
driver with two children in her car was caught in the cross fire.  the 
bullet went straight in the middle of my windshield missing my head 
and my two kids. 

3:29 8/12/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

all night long, law enforcement and colleagues hetty is live outside 
the hospital where the fallen officers have been escorted out.  hetty? 
we are just outside of the emergency room here at riverside medical 
center where just moments ago we watched as that flag draped 
casket of that falling chp officer was being escorted out with his 
family and loved ones and his fellow chp officers surrounding him.  
you can see that his body is being escort in this police procession 
that you're watching live.  we have watched all night long as law 
enforcement agencies from all over the inland he will pier have 
stood with solidarity outside the emergency room.  we're talking 
everyone from riverside sheriffs, paris police, and of course, the 
chp, riverside, as well as the inland division.  all here in this police 
procession.  we can tell you the mood was solemn and tense as the 
chp mourns the loss of one of its own.  lined up outside the 
emergency room, the chp officers stand in solidarity as they grieve 
one of their colleagues shot and killed in an intense and dangerous 
gun battle.  i just don't understand.  i don't understand.  this woman 
rushing to the hospital, inconsoleable and in disbelief.  loved it.  i'm 
going to be a chp.  and he did it.  a wonderful person.  he had a 
good heart.  he was so caring.  if you knew him, wow! he was such 
a kind, good hearted person.  he was so young.  two other chp 
officers shot here and brought to the hospital. 

2:12 8/12/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

reporting live from the hospital there.  you know, as we watch this 
unfold, we know what happened.  but we don't know why.  we still 
don't have a motive for the shoot-out.  because the shoot-out 
happened, there were a lot of people who were very close and they 
recorded the brutal event officers engaged that suspect on their cell 
phones.  tonight, kim is in our newsroom.  and she has more of that 
video that has been coming in from witnesses.  and several people 
captured the shoot-out on camera.  a videographer found himself in 
the movie of the cross fire and he kept rolling.  a woman stopped 
her car on the side of the road and caught the gunman carrying that 
rifle, and shots with police.  oh, my god! there is a guy with a 
[ bleep ] rifle.  oh, my god.  right off the 215, gabriella parked her car 
and pulled out her phone, capturing a man squaring off with chp 
officers, pointing a rifle.  oh, my god.  there's a [ bleep ] shooting 
right now. 
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0:23 8/12/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in the inland empire are looking for the person who dumped 
five dogs.  they were in a cage outside an animal shelter in 
redlands.  the man just tosses them there. 

1:04 8/12/2019 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more now on our coverage of one man's brutal gun battle with a 
california highway patrol.  this happened about 5:30 this afternoon.  
officers ran right into the line of fire to save one of their own when 
he was brought down in a volley of gunfire.  one officer died.  two 
others were hit and one of them is still in critical condition.  this start 
as a traffic stop.  that's what we know.  near the 215 freeway near 
riverside when the suspect suddenly pulls out a rifle and he starts 
shooting. 

0:52 8/12/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

social media challenge led to death threats for one woman.  now 
lament is getting involved.  he send may message saying he would 
kill me.  that he was 15 minutes away.  the thing that scare me was 
the street he mentioned is 15 minutes away from where i live.  
ashley that she saw the so-called number neighbor trend on 
instagram where people text a digit one off from their own. 

0:27 8/12/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

slapped, shoved and then pushed into a pickup truck.  that 
encounter is the last time an arizona woman was seen.  the 
maricopa sheriff's department meefs she is in danger.  vais vi from 
sunday shows her running from a man. 

0:28 8/12/2019 11:33p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

back now with the latest on our top story.  a flag draped casket 
escorted out of the medical center in moreno valley tonight.  the chp 
lost one of its own after a gun past with a suspect.  one person is 
still in critical condition. 

1:51 8/13/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking news now at 11:00.  sibling bloodshed.  
deputies say an 18-year-old shot and killed his younger sister.  now 
he is on the run, and deputies say he is armed and dangerous.  nbc 
4's beverly white is live tonight in lancaster with details she has 
discovered.  beverly? reporter: lancaster sheriffs tell us they are 
desperately seeking the brother of the girl killed here today.  
investigators are sure he shot her but they don't know why.  the 
unnamed 13-year-old girl was taken by her uncle to the hospital 
after shots fired inside the family home on west avenue jay around 
5:30 p.m.  the initial was call was fired from a bb gun, but the 
hospital alerted the sheriffs and confirmed it was real gun.  they 
have no report where the initial report came from. 
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2:53 8/13/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now this video is difficult to watch, but mother says it shows the 
moment her son suffered a permanent brain injury at the hands of a 
school bully.  and today she filed a lawsuit against that school for 
not protecting her son.  nbc 4's rick montanez live in playa vista with 
more of the video and what happened.  rick? reporter: colleen, that 
video is from the school's surveillance system.  it showed what 
happened outside here at the school as well as what happened in 
the office here on campus.  and tonight the boy's attorney says this 
video is key in proving that the school failed to protect this 12-year-
old boy.  school surveillance video shows what a mother says a 
student choked her 12-year-old boy as school let out.  as other 
students huddle around the two, an adult who is seen to work at the 
school is seen walking by.  she stop, glances at the group and 
continued walking.  he is not the same anymore at all.  every day it 
has been a daily struggle.   reporter: this woman says that is her son 
up against the wall.  she has asked us to conceal their names and 
faces to protect her 12-year-old son.  the video goes on the show 
students helping the boy in a hallway.  eventually you see who the 
mom says are school employees carrying the boy into the office. 

2:33 8/13/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i don't know why he did this.  tonight we're hearing from a gunman's 
father after he learns that his son shot and killed a chp officer and 
wounded two others.  the gun battle sent families scrambling for 
cover.  the bullet went straight in the middle of my windshield, 
missing my head and my two kids.   reporter: now the chp and the 
officer's family are in mourning.   it was is a nice, good kind hearted 
person.  nbc 4's hetty chang is live for us tonight.  she is outside the 
chp riverside office where people have come tonight to remember a 
fallen hero.  hetty? reporter: chuck, that's right.  all night long we 
have been watching as people have been stopping by this growing 
memorial just a short time ago.  we saw officers from the southgate 
police department dropping off flowers.  but mostly tonight we're 
hearing from normal citizens, people who don't know officer moye 
personally, but they don't have to feel a tremendous loss.  darwin 
hippen does not have to say much.  you see it in his demeanor.  hat 
clutched, head bowed, the long-time riverside resident is mourning. 

0:45 8/13/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and there are new details tonight coming out about the shooter's 
history and his extensive past with police.  our nbc 4 i-team found 
documents revealing 49-year-old aaron luther was no stranger to 
violent crimes.  he did time for a second-degree murder conviction, 
burglary and assault with a deadly weapon.  his father told us his 
son was not well, and his deepest grief tonight is for the family of the 
murdered officer. 

0:22 8/13/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, passengers on a bus turn the tables on an attacker with 
a metal pipe.  this happened around 5:30 near spencer and anza on 
this torrance bus. 

1:06 8/13/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

newly released body camera video shows the dramatic moments 
when a utah trooper pulled over and arrested a man who is accused 
of kidnapping his young daughters from their home in riverside.  turn 
around backwards.  i got him.  let me call him back.  walk 
backwards slowly.  yeah.  keep going walking back slowly.  put your 
hands behind your back.  let me see the baby.  go to that officer 
right over there.  ma'am? ma'am? go to that officer right there.  right 
now. 
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0:26 8/13/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a stolen montebello police cruiser is found, but not before it was 
picked clean and pushed over an embankment in the angeles 
national forest.  security video shows it being stolen last may. 

0:26 8/13/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this speeding suv was involved in a hit-and-run that knocked a 15-
year-old off his bike, leaving him in critical condition.  the 
surveillance video was taken on tuesday in south los angeles 
around 35th and maple. 

2:15 8/14/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a carjacking, a chase and a horrific crash.  a driver took 
police on a dangerous ride.  and then he hit two cars.  one of which 
had children inside.  we now know that six people were injured.  all 
of them in cars here at the intersection of riverside and colfax.  add 
the suspect to it and there are seven people total that were injured.  
here is the suspect that took police on a pursuit from the foot hill 
division in the san fernando valley here into valley village.  this is a 
carjacking suspect who they say was in his 30s who ended up 
blowing through the intersection, clipping two suspects.  hand cuffed 
and taken away.  as far as the people injured, they were in two 
separate cars.  a number of children as well.  one of those children 
was transport.  of the injured, none of the injuries are that to be life 
threatening.  minutes ago we spoke to the solo driver.  that's one of 
the cars involved as he was on his way to the emergency room. 

2:32 8/14/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for at least two gunmen, can i go two people.  
injuring a third.  hetty chang has been talking with devastated family 
members other can't understand why.  reporter: that's right.  we 
spoke with several of the family members and we understand a 
dozen more have just arrived at the scene.  very emotional.  very 
distraught west just got some new details confirmed.  they are now 
searching for two suspects.  a driver and a passenger who drove 
through down the street shot once and then shot again.  a young 
man was injured.  he's expecting his first child and a childhood 
friend, a ph.d.  student, was shot and killed.  in the middle of it all, 
two dead.  victims of a deadly drive-by shooting.  a third man was 
wounded and rushed to the hospital.  i don't think anyone deserves 
this.  she tells us her former brother-in-law, jose flores, was one of 
the young men killed.  his bright future taken away.  he was a 
student at uci, majoring in physics, trying to get his doctorate.  one 
of the hardest working people i've ever met.  i've nope him since i 
was 12. 

2:12 8/14/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there's breaking news in the search for the 18-year-old lancaster 
teenager accused of killing his own 13-year-old sister.  beverly white 
spoke with them for the first time.  reporter: that's right.  eddie 
alvarez, who we first told you about, accused of killing his 13-year-
old sister mar lena.  their mother was too distraught to speak at a 
vigil this evening but she granted us permission to interview the 
baby brother.  loved ones leaning on each other for comfort.  rattled 
by the double family tragedy of 13-year-old march lena.  i wish she 
could be here with me.  i want her to be here with me.  to me, it 
wasn't her time to pass.  reporter: relatives said they didn't know 
eddie had a gun and believe when it went off, he panicked.  i guess, 
trying to live the young life.  things got a little out of hand and he 
commit an accident that was not even intentional.  reporter: the l.a.  
sheriffs confirmed he surrendered at 2:00 p. 
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1:33 8/14/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there are some new developments surrounding the gun battle that 
has left six philadelphia police officers shot.  tonight the suspected 
gunman who triggered a nearly seven-hour stand-off is under arrest.  
he was taken into custody late tonight.  all six officers are expect to 
survive after a neighborhood became a war zone.  we've got 
gunshots.  it started when a warn was served at a home.  they had 
already entered the premises and got toward the rear in the kitchen 
area when gunfire erupted.  some of the officers jumped out of 
windows to avoid the spray of bullets.  there are six police officers 
who were struck by gunfire.  thankfully all of them in stable can. 

0:27 8/14/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three men in the bay area facing charges in connection with local 
car burglaries.  they're also being charged with leading officers on 
two different chases.  one of them ending up last month. 

0:23 8/14/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the coachella woman who is seen dumping puppies has pleaded 
guilty.  seven misdemeanor animal bandonment charges.  the 
riverside county judge sentenced her to a year in jail with credit for 
time served and three years probation. 

0:44 8/14/2019 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say he attacked a woman outa condo and tonight he is out of 
jail.  he was released for mental health treatment.  surveillance 
video captured the assault along the embarcadero on monday.  the 
woman said the attacker kept saying, he want to save her from 
robots.  she's upset with police who she says insist that area is safe. 

0:44 8/14/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a new $50,000 reward is being offered to find the driver who 
hit a pregnant mother of five and her unborn child.  she was hit by a 
car while she was walking home in south l.a.  last month.  today the 
lapd joined her family to thouns this.  her sister said she was one 
week away from giving birth when she was killed. 

2:36 8/15/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news now at 11:00.  a mother-son stand off.  
deputies say a man is holding his mother hostage snds an 
apartment in bellflower.  he may be armed and dangerous.   roshlt is 
there with more.  reporter: brace yourself here.  there are a couple 
twists and turns here.  we have law enforcement who are trying to 
thend barricade.  and there is a member of law enforcement that 
helped create this whole mess here in bellflower.  what they are 
looking at is the a man who entered an apartment building with his 
mother and what neighbors fear was a duffel bag carries weapons.  
he has been involved in a barricade in past in nevada.  this is 52-
year-old roger hilligis.  he is accused of kidnapping his 80-year-old 
mother susan from a facility.  she is stid have are severe dementia.  
he took her from the facility.  they are stages here, the entire 
apartment building here e evacuated.  dozens of people evacuated, 
now on the strees.  including this neighbor.   i pulled into my parking 
spot.  i saw cops had guns drawn to the apartment above mine.  
they evacuated the building. 
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2:05 8/15/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

high speed chase comes to a fiery end in murino valley.  and we 
watched it unfold live on nbc live at 6:00 and hetty chang is there 
with more.  reporter: just a few hours ago, the mandatory 
evacuations have lifted and we are seeing homeowners with 
firefighters assessing the damage.  it's very dark.  you can see 
behind under the circumstances v us here.  they are working to 
restore power but it is going to be a very long night.  the short 
pursuit did cause a lot of damage.  charred beyond recognition.  
news chopper 4 over two river county sheriff vehicles and the stolen 
car they were pursuing.  and the chase did not end in a fiery crash 
but something caught fire.  and the winds spanning the blames and 
forced evacuations in several hands.   i was choking because the 
smoke was bad.  i was gagging and i just took off my shirt.  i 
covered my shirt and i knew i had to get pli family out. 

0:24 8/15/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, they dressed in black and took off in a gold mustang 
convertible.  l.a.  county sheriff detectives are asking for your help.  
it happened in a pharmacy on telegraph road. 

0:25 8/15/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is a sneaky tool, one you expect to see in a spy movie but the 
lapd says it's helping crooks hide in plain sight.  a motorized license 
plate flippers.  one of the flippers was used by a crew in a recent 
home invasion robbery and now you fwhee to watch out for. 

0:59 8/15/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are trying to find the person who killed two men, childhood 
mends, and injured a third in a drive by seeing in lawrence.  the 
family of jose velazquez and alfredo currera.  and he was able to 
become a father.  someone in a dark sedan shot them while 
velazquez was in the neighborhood simply dropping off a baby gift 
for his friend.   he was very good for him mmpl he went to harvard.  
he went to new york, chicago. 

0:36 8/15/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a guilty verdict today for the hollywood ripper.   we find him guilty of 
first murder.   the jury convicted cordero.  ashley ellen was dagt 
actor ashston kutcher in the time of his death and the jury will 
decide whether or not to recommend the death penalty. 

0:28 8/15/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the jury has reached a verdict in the torture trial.  when we have 
been following in orange county.  we have to wait until tomorrow 
morning.  they are accused of of kidnapping a marijuana dispensary 
owner because they thought the man had a $1 million buried in the 
desert. 

0:32 8/15/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a river side man accused of abducting his two young daughters and 
driving them out of state pleaded not guilty.  he was arrested in utah 
with his parents following a nationwide man hunt.   keep going, walk 
back slowly.  hands behind your back. 

0:30 8/15/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 23-year-old woman is convicted of battery for slapping a man at a 
make america great rally in huntington beach.  's the video.  it 
happened in 2017 in according county.  they found jessica aguilar of 
sacramento of battery. 

0:38 8/15/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new 11 chaos when a truck runs in a crowd of protestors in an 
immigration detention center.  [ bleep ]! this all happened as 
protestors are staging in front of the facility in rhode island last nye.  
a corrections officer reportedly driving the truck.  up cell phone video 
shows they banging on the truck. 

0:21 8/15/2019 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera here, a man with with underwear wrapped around 
his head and socks covering his hands, tries to break into a pot shot 
using some sort of -- as you can see, a long pipe. 
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0:29 8/15/2019 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

brakeups can be messy and one man in florida had an interesting 
way of dumping on his lady love.  police say this 20-year-old told his 
girlfriend, we need to talk.  he took her to a dirt field, and he dumped 
dirt on her car. 

2:14 8/16/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, one week, two robberies.  pharmacies in norwalk and 
pico rivera targeted at gunpoint.  tonight the surveillance video 
police hope will help them track down these guys.  good evening, 
everyone.  i'm colleen williams.   and i'm robert kovacik in tonight for 
chuck henry.  the first robbery happened last friday at a business on 
telegraph road in pico rivera.  today it was a cvs store six miles 
away in norwalk, and it's there the suspect started shooting.  beverly 
white is live tonight in norwalk with more of the video from inside 
that store.  beverly? reporter: that's right, robert.  the sheriff's 
department is very concerned about these brazen robbers who 
struck that mom and pop drugstore last week and the cvs at alondra 
and studebaker today.  they tell us they are fearing escalating 
danger from these guys who are traveling in the same car.  
investigators in norwalk and pico rivera are looking for this silver 
mustang convertible with black racing stripes used in armed 
robberies of pharmacies. 

0:48 8/16/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men looking for work shot at a u-haul rental place in north 
hollywood tonight.  right now the lapd is searching for the gunman.  
newschopper4 alpha over the scene on victory near lankershim.  
friends of the two men who were shot tell us the victims are day 
laborers both men are in the hospital undergoing surgery.  we talked 
to a woman who was in her car nearby when that shooting 
happened. 

0:44 8/16/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new video tonight of a smash-and-grab robbery in santa 
monica.  there you can see a masked man enter the store called 
heist jewelry on montana avenue with a sledgehammer.  he then 
busts into a jewelry case.  the owner able to push him out of the 
store, but outside another man with a sledgehammer attacked. 

0:46 8/16/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a candlelight vigil in monrovia for a 31-year-old mother 
missing since late last month.  this was monrovia library park tonight 
as friends and members of the community gathered to remember 
amanda custer and to call attention to the situation.  custer has 
been missing since the end of july.  witnesses say her boyfriend put 
her limp body in the back of his car, and robert camou has been 
arrested in connection with her disappearance. 

0:20 8/16/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new at 11:00, family and friends gathered tonight to celebrate 
the life of omar munoz jr.  he died thursday after being shot multiple 
times on a street in san fernando. 

0:45 8/16/2019 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say a young couple are victims of a violent home invasion in 
west covina.  the men used a sledgehammer to break through a 
sliding glass door.  they wore masks and were armed with at least 
one handgun.  police say those suspects threatened the couple and 
tied up the woman.  detectives examined her wrists where she was 
bound. 

0:44 8/16/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he says he was punched 25 times, beaten by a stranger outside a 
bar in norco, all of it over an apparent case of mistaken identity.  
now, this happened late last night on hamner avenue.  kevin martin 
says two men approached him.  one of them pulled out a cell phone, 
showed him a composite sketch from corona police of a child 
predator. 
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1:45 8/19/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news at 11:00.  a crying child home alone in 
nothing but a diaper.  police found her just steps away from a crime 
scene.  beverly white is live with what we know right now.  beverly? 
reporter: well, michael, this is what we know.  the 11,200 block of 
cavella street, where neighbors heard multiple shots, this street 
remained closed for over two hours.  that's as officers secured the 
2-year-old child, who was found safe in the house, where two adults 
died of gunshots in the driveway.  investigators believe the child was 
alone for just a few minutes after the woman in her late 30s was 
shot multiple times and the man in his 60s was found with a single 
gunshot wound and a weapon found nearby.  no names or 
relationships are known at this time, but the child appears for 
orphaned by a domestic dispute. 

2:06 8/19/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details in the death of a college administrator stabbed to death 
on campus.  hetty chang has more.  reporter: in a statement tonight, 
the president of the university expressing a "profound sense of 
sadness." that's a sentiment that could be felt across the campus 
tonight, as well as in the victim's neighborhood.  one week before 
the start of classes, the cal state fullerton community is reeling from 
an unthinkable tragedy.  the school confirms steven chan, a retired 
budget director, came back to consult for the university, only to be 
brutally stabbed in the parking lot of the college park building where 
he worked.  who would have thought something like this happening 
to someone just coming back here to help out? reporter: a letter 
from cal state's president calling the murder a tragic and senseless 
attack, saying, it is clear that chan was beloved for his commitment 
to and passion for both cal state fullerton and our family. 

0:22 8/19/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he tried to get away from police, which was a bad idea.  cruisers 
chased the driver until he lost control and hit a white track near the 
405 freeway.  this happened after officers tried to stop him for 
unsafe driving. 

0:19 8/19/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is in custody, accused of setting his mother on fire.  deputies 
say he then locked himself in the home and refused to come out. 

0:38 8/19/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a traffic spot leads to deadly gunfire.  the police pulled over the car 
for a traffic violation.  but when the officers ran the mates, they 
discovered the suv was stolen.  the situation quickly turned when 
officers approached the vehicle once again.  range rover, 
aggressively ran in reverse, ramming the police unit. 

0:23 8/19/2019 11:33p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

speeding like he was in an indy race.  that's how witnesses describe 
the vehicle who hit and killed a man.  now police are trying to find 
the driver.  the crash happened on indiana avenue and sent that 
man flying into the air. 
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2:10 8/20/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news now at 11:00.  a double family tragedy.  two sisters, 
one 14, the other just 4 months old, found dead inside a home.  their 
mother rushed to the hospital, and now investigators are trying to 
figure out exactly what happened here.  tonight, nbc 4's hety chang 
is live for us in ontario.  reporter: a tragic and heartbreaking situation 
out here.  they're now call thing a homicide investigation, but at this 
point, we still don't know how the two sisters died.  we know they 
were found unresponsive in the home behind us here, where 
detectives are trying to piece together what happened and why.  
neighbors say the crime tape and police cars are out of place in 
their quiet community.  nothing like this has ever happened here.  
reporter: and a tragedy involving two children, unheard of.  it's very 
sad.  i wonder what the dad is going through.  reporter: investigators 
say it was the father who called police to the home around 4:00 this 
afternoon. 

0:40 8/20/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three burglary suspects flying down the freeway at breakneck 
speeds tonight.  he is flying on the freeway.  we are trying to keep 
up with him, but he's basically going as fast as we can fly.  and 
that's a dodge challenger down there.  at one point, it was topping 
130 miles an hour with no headlights. 

0:28 8/20/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new clues in a killing on campus at cal state fullerton.  police 
releasing a glimpse of the suspect running from the scene.  the 
surveillance video taken yesterday morning from the campus 
parking lot, where 57-year-old steven chan was stabbed to death. 

0:29 8/20/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a man who says he was just looking for a job opened 
fire on a south los angeles business owner.  lapd detectives are now 
looking for that man, who identified himself as julian.  witnesses say 
that last monday, he walked into a store on east 111th street and 
when the manager told him they weren't hiring, he pulls out a gun 
and starts firing. 

0:48 8/20/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a texas woman tackled a man who tried to steal an 
ipad she had listed on a social media site.  this potential buyer 
contacted her and they agreed to meet outside a pasadena, texas 
best buy store.  the buyer handed over $1,000 to ashley guzman, 
and everything was going smoothly until she thought the money 
looked suspicious. 

0:45 8/20/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

birthday trip to las vegas cut short for a man who was shot to death 
on the 15 freeway.  his killer last seen speeding away in this white 
van that you see in the circle.  video captured in nevada shows the 
driver aggressively tailgating the victim.  seconds later, the suspect 
opened fire on the car.  his family and friends are stunned by their 
sudden loss. 

0:27 8/20/2019 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this one is on and not very smart.  a driver in orange county is facing 
dui charges after trying to fix flat tires with the contents from a first 
aid kit.  an alert citizen called dispatch this morning around 6:00 a. 
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2:26 8/21/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now on the nbc4 news at 11:00, a sniper targets deputies firing at 
them outside the lancaster sheriff's station.  detectives have 
detained one person.  it's not clear if this is the shooter.  one deputy 
was shot in the shoulder.  beverly has new details for us.   reporter: 
the search may be over but as of this moment, there is no official 
resolution.  this is a deputy lucky described as lucky suffering only 
minor injuries after being shot in broad daylight.  reports of a deputy 
shot on the lancaster sheriff's helipad send colleagues into mode to 
find the attempted killer.  any available units respond to assist at 
0s501 lancaster boulevard.   they say he wounded angel reinosa a 
trainee with three months on the job.   he's resting with his family.   
the vest saved his life but the bullet did deflect into his shoulder.  i 
saw him at the emergency room.   displaced residents spent hours 
at a red cross shelter at antelope valley high school.  parents 
praised aid private school for alerting them to the lock down. 

0:30 8/21/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking right now in the city of stanton, there's a man who has 
been killed in a shoot-out with original county deputies.  this 
happened on sick more avenue.  the man was shot and killed by 
deputies responding to a family disturbance. 

2:06 8/21/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an alert co-worker likely saved many lives when he reported a plot 
to the shoot up a hotel.  police say a disgruntled worker threatened 
to shoot flee employees and customers and had the guns and 
ammo to do it.  hetty chang live, new details about the man now in 
custody.  hetty? reporter: there were some serious hr issues here, 
something that angered the suspect so much so that police believed 
he was going to act on that anger.  and tonight, we heard from at 
least one man who says he was warned to keep this distance.  
guests at the long beach marriott tonight grateful to react to this 
story and not something else.  rest assured we can go to work and 
not worry about somebody that is in the wrong mental capacity.   
reporter: long beach police and long beach marriott workers credit 
ied for stopping what they say had potential to be a mass shooting 
by a disgruntled employee. 

0:44 8/21/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

foul language broken windows and pepper spray.  the lapd is 
investigating the arrest of a man and woman suspected of 
vandalism in chatsworth.  turn around.  i have done nothing wrong.   
yes, you have.  you've been threatening neighbors.   i didn't threaten 
no [ bleep ] neighbors.  what you see is a sergeant's body camera 
video from january shows a response to a mobile home park after a 
neighbor said that the woman was breaking windows at her 
mother's house during an eviction. 

0:42 8/21/2019 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video shows the moments a mercedes-benz blows through a 
south la crosswalk.  we paused the video seconds before it shows 
the woman killed.  and nab graves was struck late last night near 
vermont avenue.  seconds after she left the bus stop, two vehicles 
came flying through the crosswalk. 

0:53 8/21/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

here's an interesting one.  for crooks, the object is to break in and 
slip out quietly.  it's the last part that the did not work out well at all 
for a group at the camarillo outlegses.  a store manager saw what 
they were doing and lock add the doors so they couldn't get out.  
that is their frantic effort to get out.  it's pure frustrationtration.  
desperately they used a fire extinguisher on the window there. 
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0:27 8/21/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a homeless man arrested for an attack on another man who was in 
a car recording illegal dumping.  this happened near the 60 freeway 
in the pomona area earlier this month.  the driver was recording 
video and on with police at the time to report the illegal dumping. 

0:25 8/21/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, an orange county father charged with beating his 
newborn baby boy.  13-year-old -- or 13 day old baby boy was taken 
to the emergency room after the boy's mother woke up to find him 
badsly beaten. 

0:47 8/21/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two friends, one of them a promising grad student to planned 
footwork for nasa murdered in a drive by shooting.  tonight police 
say they have arrested the gunman, 26-year-old jonathan johnson 
of lancaster charged with two counts of murder and one count of 
attempted murder.  investigators say he opened fire last week in a 
deadly drive-by shooting that wounded one man and killed a grad 
student jose flores and his friend alfredo carrera. 

2:21 8/22/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now at 11:00 a young skateboarder left for dead.  it driver is 
nowhere to be found and his family doesn't know if he'll ever be the 
same.  because right now.  it's really bad.  and i don't wish this on 
anyone.  beverly wyatt is live in grenada hills where for the first time 
the family is sharing their pain and pursuit of justice.  reporter: the 
19-year-old victim was on a motor ride skateboard when struck in 
the bike lane monday night.  valley traffic and the victim's family are 
hoping someone will do the right thing.  francisco cortez with 
shattered ribs and more.  i get it.  accidents happen and you might 
not always see and hit something or someone but the fact you left 
my brother out there, you don't do that.  my son is lovely boy.  
helping people.  reporter:fore the crash the high school graduate 
and aspiring chef worked at a santa monica restaurant.  everything 
hangs in the balance now.  pray for my brother and speedy recovery 
and that he doesn't lose his leg or any other parts of his body. 

2:02 8/22/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and in orange county turned deadly when the driver off a range 
rover shot and killed by police after plowing into a church.  more on 
the pursuit and the shooting enhaurt is still a developing 
investigation.  hetty.   reporter: now we're getting a better picture of 
what happened.  this is the end of 10son avenue and you can see 
it's a cull desack, dead end.  ality some point shots were fired.  at 
some point that driver went crashing into this wall.  the dangerous 
and deadly police pursuit came to a crashing end.  first barrelling 
through a brick wall theb into the church of jesuses christ of latter-
day saints.  news choper hovering over the bullet riddled range 
rover.  the driver deceased inside.  you feel bad because you don't 
like to see this happen anywhere.  all over the country, just not like 
this.  i'm shocked.  but it's everywhere. 

0:28 8/22/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00 caught in the act.  authorities in san bernardino have 
arrested a man they say started to fire as investigators watched.  
tonight undercover investigators took 35-year-old jason morset into 
custody. 

0:24 8/22/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

well, a rush- hour persutd ends with the arrest of four men wanted in 
connection with an armed robbery in beverly hills.  this is the 
andeen when the driver finally gave up. 

0:27 8/22/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

not guilty is the plea of a cook accused of carrying out a mass 
shooting in long beach.  he made an appearance in court today.  his 
face was hidden for most oof the apeerbs.  but they did arrest him 
after finding an arsenal inside his huntington beach rv. 
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0:23 8/22/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother is now facing charges for the death of her 14-year-old 
daughter and four- month old baby in ontario.  this is 47-year-old 
linda nguyen.  the two girls were found dead by their father in the 
family's garage on tuesday. 

0:21 8/22/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an ororange county man accused of killing steven chan.  he is a co 
work wither oof the victim.  but they declined to elaborate on the 
working relationship or a possible motive in monday's stabbing in 
the campus parking lot. 

0:38 8/22/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dragged nearly 50 feet and a scary experience.  there's enough off 
the audio.  this happened on wednesday at a hotel 20 minutes 
southwest of philadelphia.  the driver ran over the officer's right foot 
inside the car.  two teen age boys were arrested and face 
aggravated assault and drug charges. 

0:54 8/22/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

how does a mother forget she left her child locked in a hot car when 
she went instood go shopping? here's what happened when officers 
arrived at the scene? i know, i know i'm sorry.  we didn't do it 
purpose obviously.  we're just stupid and forgot we had a baby with 
us.  tats tlr voice of stacey holly.  she took a six-year-old and a 5 
month old to a target store in arizona but forgot to bring the infant 
inside. 

0:52 8/22/2019 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police in northern california say technology and a tesla helped 
them find a thief.  shaltered glass dots the seat and the floor of 
steve's brand new tesla.  it was last tuesday that a pair off thieves 
were smashing windows and stealing laptop computers.  they didn't 
know with wup of thor cars they hilt had a camera system that 
records someone as it approaches the vehicle. 

0:52 8/23/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deep inside a drug den, now.  newly released body camera video 
shows the tense moments leading up to a police shooting that left a 
man dead in chino.  we have a search warrant.  come out with your 
hands up.  officers looking for drugs at a home on rock rose, 
encountered a 53-year-old woman.  she indicated no one was 
inside.  they found lee wong hiding behind a door. 

0:21 8/23/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a canine is found dead inside a car.  his handler found him inside 
the patrol car.  the cause of death was heat-related.   

0:23 8/23/2019 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a homeless ars nis is  arsonist is arrested for setting off fires this 
morning.  he has a history of starting fires.  he was convicted of 
eight arson fires this year. 

0:36 8/23/2019 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family is cleaned out.  burglars making off with everything from a 
stove to even the front door.  they also took windows, a sliding glass 
door.  the washer and drier, refrigerator, dishes and their 11-month-
old daughter's crib.  it happened when the family was away during a 
two-week trip to the bay area. 

0:39 8/23/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a hit and run and a manhunt, as a family makings an emotional plea 
to find who killed their mother.  surveillance video shows what 
happened, but not who was behind the wheel at the time.  the family 
hopes that seeing the video might jog somebody's memory and 
leaves the family to justice. 

0:25 8/23/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

she was caught on camera, walking away from a crash that killed a 
father on father's day.  the woman ran a red light, colliding with 
another driver.  the woman who caused the crash, calmly walks 
away, leaving her sister and three other passengers with critical 
injuries. 
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0:41 8/23/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

vandals hit a road sign in the district overnight, and changed the 
message to one of hate.  the sign was changed to read white power.  
street crews were working in the area at the time they saw the sign 
overnight.  the digital message was hacked and they changed it 
back.  the man who spotted the sign is a self-described littal activist 
and wonders if this doesn't done to provoke people. 

0:41 8/23/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a dog discarded, tossed in a truck.  the owner accused 
of him in front of the shelter.  workers say she asked him to put the 
dog down.  when she was leaving, she said, nobody wants this dog.  
i'm going to get rid of it.  and that's when staff were like, now.  
sheriff's deputies came and arrested the woman for animal cruelty. 

0:34 8/23/2019 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a not-so-happy meal customer is being dragged out of a mcdonald's 
with food in his hand.  the homeless man accused people of taking 
his food and refused to leave.  another person said that's not how it 
happened.  one of the young ladies gave him free fries. 

1:13 8/23/2019 11:32p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we want to get you out to the scene of breaking news in glendale.  a 
suspected drunk driver hit a little boy.  beverly is live at the scene 
with more.  that's right.  looking behind me, you can see the suspect 
vehicle with the windshield damage in the  distance.  the driver, 
possibly intax intoxicated after failing a sobriety test, that struck a 
child around 8:00 p.m.  we understand the impact took place three 
hours ago.  lots of investigators here, measuring and taking care of 
business.  this is an ongoing case. 

2:06 8/26/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

reporter: he met with him in the hospital and said he had a bandage 
on his shoulder where he said he got shot.  we caught one the 
sheriff right before he address ad group of democrats.  they say 
they feel like the latest hoax in lancaster only adds to the many 
problems under this leadership.  the call for help that turned out to 
be fake.  it's unfortunate, embarrassing.  reporter: the 21-year-old 
deputy claiming a sniper shot him in the parking lot of the sheriff's 
station last wednesday.  we're disappointed.  to think there was 
someone that did this breaks my heart.  reporter: the mayor says 
the massive search cost hundreds of thousands of dollars.  alex 
villanueva met with them over the weekend.  why did not we hear 
from you? i was at that press conference at 11:00 p.m.  i was totally 
unavailable.  when i learned of the situation, it was way too late to 
get there physically. 

0:29 8/26/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video shows a woman repeatedly ramming her mercedes into a 
car parked near a taco truck in hollywood.  a security camera from a 
nearby auto shop caught the whole thing as you can see here early 
sunday morning near the corner of western and lexington. 
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2:13 8/26/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man once charged with safety and crime prevention is facing 
some serious accusations.  the former police and school resource 
officer is charged with secretly taking video and photos up the skirt 
of a high school student.  hetty chang is at fullerton high school 
where she learned the officer was well liked.  at least by the 
students there.  reporter: that's right.  the students we spoke with 
say the officer was well liked.  very personable.  would often joke 
around with them.  so imagine their 'tis appointment and really their 
surprise when they learned of the serious allegations.  they said a 
handful of photos and videos were found on that officer's personal 
cell phone.  the former fullerton police officer is pictured here in a 
light-hearted moment with his former colleagues.  now the eight-
year veteran of the force faces charges of disorderly conduct after 
accusations that he secretly took pictures and videos up the skirt of 
a 16-year-old high school student. 

0:26 8/26/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a man is found dead inside an orange county motel.  
homicide detectives are trying to find out who did it and why.  this 
call came in shortly after 1:00 this afternoon at the villa motel. 

2:01 8/26/2019 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight police hope this video will lead to the driver who hit a man on 
a bicycle, flipping him over the hood of a truck and then sped away.  
beverly white is in boyle heights with the search for the driver and 
the cyclist who lived through it.  reporter: that's right.  the driver 
became a criminal when they failed to stop and render aid last 
thursday at 10:20 p.m.  after four days in the hospital, the victim is 
speaking out.  news chopper 4 was overhead last thursday as the 
lapd viewed the twisted metal.  it was struck head on by a truck.  the 
driver crossed the center divider and never stop.  other citizens 
responded.  called the fire department.  reporter: security cameras 
showed the impact as the 53-year-old construction worker went 
airborne.  the father survived with blood clots, a fractured back and 
an uncertain future. 

0:19 8/26/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a stolen police suv crashes into two of the cars near a 
library killing two people.  injuring seven children.  this happened in 
ohio. 

0:55 8/26/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of a man who shot and killed by an offduty officer inside 
the costco in corona wants to see the surveillance video.  both of 
them also hit by bullets, say they want justice for their son who was 
killed two months ago.  they say they still don't know what started 
the confrontation between officer salvador sanchez and their 32-
year-old son kenneth who is mentally disabled. 

0:32 8/26/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

usc freshman struck and killed while walking on the freeway and the 
search is on for one of the two drivers who hit him.  18-year-old matt 
olson was first struck saturday morning near marine luther king 
boulevard by a toyota. 

0:24 8/26/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd has released video of a 58-year-old man who was hit by w 
a metal pipe on skid row.  three people attacked gustavo.  two 
people were arrested at the time during the attack. 

0:39 8/26/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, three men jump into action to help an l.a.  county 
sheriff's deadly if a dangerous and potentially deadly fight.  this all 
happened one minute outside a la mirada circle k.  you see the 
deputy struggling with a man.  the deputy sweeps his leg and then 
they both go down. 
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1:44 8/27/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a desperate getaway.  now for the rest the story, let's get right out to 
robert kovacik in east hollywood.  reporter: two lanes will remain 
closed for the next several hours after a short pursuit on santa 
monica boulevard that resulted in a long and deadly fall.  i've lived in 
l.a.  for six years.  this is probably in the top three, if not the number 
one craziest thing i've seen occur.  that's saying a lot.  the 101 shut 
down.  one man jumps to his death.  officers were on patrol when 
they observed an individual in the street.  appeared to be under the 
influence of alcohol, running in and out of traffic.  officers attempted 
to stop him and then he ran and jumped off the bridge.  the lapd 
now launching an investigation. 

0:43 8/27/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a developing story.  a tense evening after they surrounded a home 
there.  then they ordered everyone inside to come out with their 
hands up of it happened around 8:30 near roscoe.  the home was 
aimed at triggering a law enforcement response and these calls are 
not only annoying, they are dangerous. 

2:26 8/27/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new clues in the search for placing firefighter.  still no sign of 28-
year-old john.  but investigators have found his car.  it has blood 
inside and tonight, some new video could help them crack this case.  
nbc 4's hetty chang is live in laverne where three people were 
detained in connection with his disappearance.  and one of those is 
the man seen in that security footage abandoning the white honda 
civic.  that was san dimas.  evidence there as well as that man's 
fingerprints where it led them searching for clues.  tonight 
investigation intensifies surrounding the disappearance of the 
missing firefighter.  28-year-old john aguila.  they released this 
surveillance video showing a man park.  then walk away from his 
white honda civic in a san dimas neighborhood.  inside the trunk, 
they found bloody clothing and gloves.  right now they haven't found 
it.  reporter: his dad reported his son missing saturday after he says 
he failed to show up for work friday in apple valley where he is a 
firefighter. 

0:31 8/27/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, we learned the l.a.  county sheriff will provide a, 
quote, major update involving that deputy shooting hoax in than 
cass tefrlt he says it will come in the morning.  there was a 
confession of lying about being shot by a sniper. 

0:35 8/27/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00.  he allegedly scammed millions of dollars from 
investors saying their money would go to make a we shall movie for 
the producer, raising the cash, not a problem.  but the fraud charges 
he now faces are.  41-year-old adam joyner of manhattan beach 
turned himself over to police. 

0:44 8/27/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a father hit in a hit and run as a tuck calmly walks away from the 
accident scene.  we got new information that a suspect has been 
arrested.  tonight, she sits in jail facing murder and dui charges.  
detectives say she was the driver of this white plexs t-boned another 
car and a lexus on father's day.  the person was killed instantly. 

0:34 8/27/2019 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you can really call this criminal karma.  at first glance this may look 
like a car thief.  william kelly came running out and then just took off 
with him.  he called police who inspected this surveillance vi.  what 
the cameras didn't show was that he was burglarizing the business 
next door. 
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2:09 8/28/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a high-speed chase weaving through on coming traffic.  close call 
after close call.  then the driver making a run for it.  as she jumps 
from house to house.  tonight we're hearing from a woman who is 
actually inside.  the suspect started running on her roof.  beverly 
white is live in east l.a.  with details for us.  reporter: the couple 
accused of rolling up on a stranger and trying rob them at gunpoint 
is jailed here tonight.  that victim alerted deputies and the chase was 
on.  more drama than usual in rush hour on east l.a.  surface 
streets.  deputies facing suspected robbers in a white lexus.  a 
woman behind the wheel and her male passenger said to be armed.  
it is like he is taking it one car at a time.  he is just staying on the 
wrong side of the road.  reporter: evasive maneuvers didn't work so 
they split up and ran.  my colleague overhead as the woman scaled 
the fence and a roof. 

0:41 8/28/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, a renewed call for justice in the unsolved murders.  
tonight, the families held their annual march for justice in with hissier 
on this the eighth anniversary of their deaths.  they were shot and 
killed in 20 wlef investigators say they were mistaken for gang 
members.  rodriguez volunteered as an explorer at the sheriff's 
station in norwalk. 

0:23 8/28/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a tragic turn in the search for the missing 28-year-old firefighter from 
west covina.  police have arrested two men on suspicion of murder 
in the death of john aguila. 

0:22 8/28/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 the deputy claimed to have been shot outside the lancaster sheriff's 
station is now out of a job.  angel reinosa was fired days after he 
admitted he made up the story about being shot. 

0:47 8/28/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

someone stole a tv production truck from santa fe springs and 
deputies say they need help finding it.  the truck is a ford f-250 with 
the logo l.a.  36 all over it.  as you can see here, it is pretty hard to 
miss.  executives think someone took it overnight.  l.a.  36 is a 
nonprofit educational access channel.  primarily working with 
students covering things like high school sports, often featuring local 
coaches and athletes. 

0:45 8/28/2019 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a driver who was supposed to be helping a developmentally 
disabled man in west covina is now charged with his death.  the 
family of 51-year-old timothy hired easter seals to provide 24 hour 
care.  last year, one of their drivers, emanuel, was supposed to 
drive timothy to a group home.  instead, according to investigators, 
he drove to his own home and unknowingly left timothy in a hot car 
for hours. 

2:32 9/3/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the ventura county sheriff's office tells us it started with two cars.  a 
hit-and-run driver sped off and was hit by the amtrak train.  
passengers are finally able to unload.  they're going into some 
buses because the train is not able to keep going.  several safety 
inspections are underway.  you can see all these people giving way 
to officials.  the train has to stay where it is as they conduct their 
investigation.  we do want to show you some video.  several fire 
crews responded to this scene.  the woman was transported to simi 
valley hospital with very serious injuries.  the train was mangled.  
the car was quaerd 200 yards down the track before the train could 
come to a complete stop.  the driver pulled out by the medical 
crews.  the other car involved in the initial crash stayed on the scene 
and now they're investigating what happened.  nobody inside the 
train was hurt.  we did talk to some of the passengers.  they tell us 
they didn't even feel big crash.  one of the men sitting in his 
compartment didn't feel a big crash.  he just felt it come to a halt. 
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0:16 9/3/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more breaking news.  the police chase through north san fernando 
valley.  the call was for a domestic violence suspect. 

0:30 9/3/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men are facing charges for the brush fire threatened hundreds 
of homes.  a blue truck stopped next to the 2 freeway where that 
started.  apparently words were exchanged.  words were exchanged 
and something was thrown into the brush. 

0:43 9/3/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, he said he was having a bad day.  newly released 
police body cam video shows the moments the lapd officers tried to 
save a suicidal man who was standing on the edge of the four-level 
inchange in down l.a.  people are put in your life for a reason.  right? 
here i am in front of you. 

0:48 9/3/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenage girl shot and killed.  tonight santa ana police hope new 
video and a $50,000 reward will lead to her killer.  this video shows 
it.  this happened last thursday just after midnight.  the 18-year-old 
died.  her mother making a plea to the person who killed her 
youngest daughter.  i think i can forgive you for this mistake.  just 
please give us closure. 

0:46 9/3/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies credit the quick action of a good samaritan for the arrest of 
an alleged sexual predator in the inland empire.  ashley rodriguez 
that she was sitting at a car at amen fey strip mall on saturday when 
a gunman asking her some strange questions.  she realized he 
looked like the sail person in a neighbor's frightening facebook post 
about a man demanding sex outside a nearby gym. 

2:08 9/5/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

as you're about to see, nerves of steel and a rush of adrenaline as a 
woman in pomona fights pack against a man slashing away at her 
during an attempted robbery.  jonathan gonzalez is in pomona for 
us.  reporter: police confirmed the man in that video was wanted in 
multiple armed robberies here in pomona in which he targets 
women working alone.  meanwhile the woman working alone here 
saturday said she's lucky to even be sharing her story.  i just 
thought, i'm, this is really happening.  i'm in this situation.  reporter: it 
was a situation no one would want to find themselves in.  originally 
he came in for a quote.  nothing weird.  super smiley.  reporter: she 
never thought the man she had just met at her family's insurance 
location would come back minutes later and demand cash.  he got 
right here.  he pulled the knife out right away.  reporter: as the two 
started fighting, she said she tried but failed to rip the knife out of his 
hands. 

0:44 9/5/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the woman accused of using had he car as a battering ram at 
this taco truck is in custody.  24-year-old amber turned herself in.  
police say she is the driver seen backing the mercedes into the 
mustang multiple times after arguing with several people early 
sunday morning.  her attorney claims her notoriety on social media 
made her a target that night. 

0:22 9/5/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, an officer swarmed this complex on normandy around 
8:00 tonight.  the suspect was taken into custody a few hours after 
that initial report. 

0:52 9/5/2019 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nearly two dozen lapd officers were honored today for bravery and 
hero i as they went above and beyond in the line of duty.  like saving 
a man from a burning home the heat and the gases were too much 
to handle at first but they weren't about to give up.  knowing there 
was a man inside.  they used a garden hose to cool down the room 
and they busted out of windows so the gas could escape and 
jumped into action. 
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0:50 9/5/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details on a deputy stand-off in the city of grand terrace.  
s.w.a.t.  officers staked out on the roof of a home.  he this say a 
woman was being held hostage.  you can hear the neighbors yell as 
the man is accused of holding the woman captive finally 
surrendered.  witnesses dialed 911 after they say 55-year-old 
george was swinging a bat at that woman. 

0:28 9/5/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we've got new video of heavily armed men breaking into a home.  
four men actually forced their way through back door in texas.  they 
were wearing masks and holding large guns.  this is league city, 
texas. 

1:31 9/6/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking news at 1:00.  a double death 
investigation in orange county.  investigators swarm a 
neighborhood, the area blocked off for hours here.  was it an 
accident or was it murder? beverly white is live in orange with 
details.  beverly? reporter: well, what we're hearing thus far from the 
orange police lieutenant is there is no danger to the community as 
this investigation enters its ninth hour.  they are confirming the 
presence of two deceased individuals inside a single family home.  
their ages and genders are not available to the media.  they tell us 
the cause of death is simply unknown at this time. 

0:29 9/6/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police report a serial sexual assault suspect now off the streets after 
they say he targeted young women all across southern california.  
he has been charged in at least two local attacks.  investigators say 
his crime spree started in 2018 with the assault of a young woman 
in the topanga area. 

2:03 9/6/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

11 hours after a jewelry store robbery led to a deadly police 
shooting, one suspect is still on the loose.  reporter: all night long 
we've been watching as investigators have been searching for the 
suspect both from the air and here on the ground.  just a short time 
ago they told us they've called off their active search but that 
suspect is still at large.  behind us here in this parking lot is where 
this whole chain of events turned deadly.  a long stretch of route 66 
tonight, the center of an intense manhunt.  officers with guns drawn 
going door to door, searching for a robbery suspect they describe as 
armed and dangerous.   it was scary but i just got my kids out of the 
windows and went inside.   reporter: what started as an armed 
takeover robbery at this jewelry store just after noon quickly 
escalated down the street into a deadly officer involved shooting 
sending business owners inside and the nearby elementary school 
on lockdown. 

0:44 9/6/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a teenage girl on the mend after being hit by an suv 
on her way to school today.  that drive stopped long enough to say 
sorry and then left the young girl in the road.  now, this happened 
around the pico-union area around 6:30 this morning.  13-year-old 
natalia rodriguez was walked in a marked cross walk. 

0:28 9/6/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

beaten and robbed at pachanga casino.  an 84-year-old long beach 
woman is dead after a violent attack and two women are facing 
murder charges.  investigators say the two ambushed the woman in 
the restroom of the casino in temecula last saturday. 

0:21 9/6/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a drug deal takes a toxic turn in north hollywood.  investigators 
believe two people were exchanging narcotics.  during that deal one 
of them pulled a gun. 

0:27 9/6/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this really does give a whole new meaning to the term hot wheels.  a 
car thief's clothing catches fire when the car he steals then explodes 
in flames.  security camera video shows the fire ball erupting from 
the car. 
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0:29 9/6/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a sheriff's lieutenant is suing l.a.  county tied to those shootings near 
malibu creek state park that began in 2016.  lieutenant james royal 
says he repeatedly urged his supervisors to warn the public about 
the shootings. 

1:57 9/10/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, at 11:00, a mother killed in front of her children, run over 
several times right outside her house.  tonight, her family, overcome 
with grief.  and tonight, her relatives --  go through, my daughter did.  
she went through a lot.  he took my daughter's life.  and tonight, her 
relatives are not just mourning.  they are on a mission.  supplying 
nbc 4 with photos and videos of the aftermath of her thursday.  they 
say they know who killed her and want him captured.  it's all too 
much for one family to comprehend.  a mother, gone, killed in front 
of her own children.  i had to stand right here and watch her die.  
reporter: relatives say this is cell phone video taken in the aftermath.  
this is the deadly weapon that was used, a truck, hitting her multiple 
times monday night.  and sharing us for the first time, recording a 
conversation with the man they say was behind the wheel. 

2:12 9/10/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

students at cal state fullerton are taking action to protect 
themselves, as police search for a raist who attacked a woman on 
campus this morning.  hedi chang with what students are doing 
now.  reporter: the rape happened in the glass elevators behind us 
now.  at this hour, it's not uncommon to see students coming and 
going.  those we see tell us they are no longer walking alone.  some 
are learning to defend themselves.  cal state fullerton corporal 
shows the first line of defense he teaches his students.  i lift up my 
hand and i come down on your arm.  that's right.  i have an 
opportunity to run.  reporter: the class is called rape aggression 
defense or r.a.d., a class that's taught twice a year at cal state 
fullerton, enrollment has double ed after a student was raped after 
midnight.  if someone wants to cause harm to them, they have the 
tools to get away.  reporter: tonight, on campus, we found 
concerned students walking together in groups or pairs. 

0:29 9/10/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this day of the dead mask is what santa monica police say a 
gunman was wearing when he robbed a wells fargo bank.  officers 
arrived in minutes after the suspect was seen jumping a wall behind 
the bank. 

2:11 9/10/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a scam allegedly involving a church and homeless people in 
southern california.  kim tobin is in downtown, l.a.  prosecutors say 
this church is based out of san diego.  but it had affiliate churches all 
over the southwest, including los angeles and santa ana.  church 
leaders are going after people and luring them in to give them a 
place to sleep.  targeting the homeless, seeking out the vulnerable 
and forcing them to work.  that's what the district attorney says they 
are doing.  the church leaders promised no-charge homes for men 
and women with drug-related problem.  reporter: the victims were 
threatened, held captive and identifications were taken.  they locked 
victims inside group homes.  they forced victims to beg for money, 
up to nine hours a day, six days a week, and turn over all the money 
they received.  reporter: leaders were also accused of taking the 
victims' welfare benefits and using them to buy food and supplies for 
the church. 

0:24 9/10/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a simi valley man has been charged with killing a mountain lion 
known as p-38.  the ventura district attorney says he shot the 
mountain lion in the head in july.  biologists had been tracking p-38 
since birth seven years ago. 
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0:50 9/10/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was all caught on camera, a woman repeatedly backing into 
another car near a taco truck in hollywood.  tonight, the alleged 
victims of this incident are speaking out.  new video shows the 
driver's behavior during the incident last month.  her alleged victims 
said the 23-year-old amber rose was confrontational about a car 
blocking her mercedes. 

0:47 9/10/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of a man shot and killed by police at the crenshaw 
baldwin hills mall wants the officer fired.  the family made the 
request this morning in front of lapd headquarters.  they say he was 
acting erratically last year.  the police commission found that last 
round violated policy.  let's join together as a whole, as a people, to 
let them know that they don't have the last say. 

0:21 9/10/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, he storms into a gas station with a gun and takes off 
with a drawer full of cash.  now, the suspected serial robber is in 
custody after a crime spree that spread across ventura county. 

1:53 9/12/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news now at 11:00.  face-to-face with a dangerous 
stranger.  a man came home to find an armed robber in his house.  
and what happened next can only be described as bizarre.  nbc 4's 
hetty chang is live at the crime scene now in santa monica.  hetty? 
reporter: robert and colleen, we're now five hours into this 
investigation.  you can see behind us here that detectives are still 
here.  that's because they're processing two separate scenes.  the 
first one is on pine where that homeowner came face-to-face with a 
man pointing a gun at him.  a block away is where that man was 
shot by police.  uh-oh, shooting.  reporter: people who live on pine 
street are coming home they say to an unusual sight for the area.  i 
saw a pretty big police presence for the area.  so i was pretty 
surprised. 

2:01 9/12/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hundreds of people showed up tonight at an emotional vigil for a 
moorpark college student who was killed along with his mother.  
police say the two were shot to death by the father who then turned 
the gun on himself.  nbc 4's beverly white live in northridge right now 
where friends gathered to remember him.  beverly? reporter: 
colleen, we are learning more tonight about the 19-year-old college 
student killed here at home by his father.  he was the first victim of a 
double murder/suicide that has shattered a family and a community.  
no words, no chanting, just candles and marching for mourners 
tonight who professed their love for murder victim michael lertzman.   
my bond with michael has not changed since his passing.   reporter: 
before the march testimonials and prayers at his fraternity house 
nearby.  the brotherhood reeling over the killing of the promising 
moorpark college student. 

0:24 9/12/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we're working to learn the name of the man who reportedly 
fought an l.a.  county deputy before he was shot and killed in 
valencia.  investigators say the man took the deputy's taser and 
broke one of the patrol car window's during a disturbance call. 

0:27 9/12/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new at 11:00, a claremont police arrest a former high school 
band coach for allegedly trying to develop a relationship with a 
teenager.  investigators say 25-year-old daniel gonzalez was 
inappropriately involved with a 17-year-old he met working at 
claremont high school. 
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1:41 9/12/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

actress felicity huffman expected to learn her fate tomorrow for her 
role in the college admissions cheating scandal.  but tonight there 
are some new questions about how and when the scandal actually 
started, and whether ucla knew something was wrong years ago.  
five years before rick singer became known as the mastermind of 
the nationwide college admissions scandal, ucla launched an 
internal investigation.  the l.a.  times published a report today that 
shows it started with one phone call.  a mother wanted to appeal the 
university's decision to reject her daughter's admission as a water 
polo recruit.  her daughter never played the sport.  the mother said 
she was still willing to pay and understood from singer that she was 
expected to donate $100,000 to the program. 

0:27 9/12/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a half naked man now in custody after deputies in new hall say 
he tried to set a church there on fire.  wearing nothing but small 
briefs, the man was hauled away in handcuffs.  he is accused of 
vandalizing a church and throwing things at passing drivers as he 
stood on the street, holding a cross. 

0:29 9/12/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 5-year-old girl gets held upside down in what is being called a 
case of extreme bullying.  and now two day care workers are facing 
criminal charges.  police releasing this photo showing one of the 
workers holding the little girl by one leg while the other worker just 
watches. 

1:41 9/13/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, shopping mall madness.  a man went from store to 
store swinging a knife trying to stab someone until a security guard 
finally took him down.  jane.  reporter: the west field mall was 
packed when police responded to assault with a deadly weapon 
call.  a witness saw a man on the ground screaming.  cell phone 
video posted shows the chaos inside the west field mall.  a man with 
a knife was seen running through the mall trying to stab someone.  
he tried to stab the guard.  i was told he ran and started to attack a 
security guard.  the security guard somewhat fought back.  got the 
best of him.  that is what i was told.  lapd arrested the suspect on 
the second floor near macy's but a mall security guard tackled the 
man and suffered a cut to his hand trying to subdue him. 

0:25 9/13/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have more breaking news.  this time out of echo park where 
police are investigating a triple shooting on a busy stretch of sunset 
boulevard.  the scene at sunset and rosemont tonight. 

2:20 9/13/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

outrage tonight after a thieve breaks in stealing a $2,000 
customized bicycle.  the bike sometimes the only way the man can 
get around.  we are live with a story you will see here for the first 
time.  beverley.  reporter: that's right.  our theft victim works long 
hours in post production.  as these family photos prove usc film 
school graduate patrick iverson does not let it keep him from living 
his best life.  i just got settled to where we were going to go and do 
our first local bike ride.  thursday a thief entered his secure garage 
and took his handcycle worth more than $2,000.  the handcycle is 
my main form of cardio.  it is difficult for me because i can't use a 
treadmill or anything.  i take it out.  i ride around with it.  the theft 
upset iverson's mom so much she posted images of the l.a.  thief on 
her social media.  i am mad and sad and annoyed someone would 
do that.  it is a specialized bike for someone in the wheelchair.  they 
are not going to be able to use it. 

0:21 9/13/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nobody was seriously injured.  new details on the man in this knife 
attack caught on camera.  police say they have the guy behind bars.  
the woman fought back as he started to slash away. 
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0:31 9/13/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies raid a gang hangout festering for months in the norwalk 
neighborhood.  it is just a block away from a middle school.  
deputies received numerous complaints about illegal activities at the 
home.  a door to door salesman said he was knocked at the door 
and met by two gunman. 

0:23 9/13/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police arrested a sword-swinging man on top of the empire state 
building.  the man is seen sitting on the bench and the video shows 
him acting erratically and put the sword to his chest. 

0:26 9/13/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man barged on to a school bus in athens, georgia.  sheriff's 
deputies say fred woods tried to put the bus in gear and hit the gas 
pedal.  when he did that kids ran to the back of the bus. 

0:47 9/13/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this gives the term speed dating a whole new term.  the driver of the 
rented lamborghini was zooming down the highway at 130 miles per 
hour.  it is really the excuse he gave officers that is going viral.  it 
happened on wednesday near cleveland.  the 23-year-old was not 
gunning for others on the road.  he was speeding to impress a 
special lady in his passenger seat. 

0:27 9/13/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

do you remember this guy worming his way out of the car after a 
pursuit in corona.  tonight we have learned what may have been 
blocking his exit.  police say the crew had a stolen safe inside. 

2:07 9/16/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the shopping area was closed at a time when normally they would 
have a lot of foot traffic.  reporter: that's right.  they're in the process 
of reopening this area as we speak.  it a began with the 911 call with 
strange activity as you mentioned outside the urban outfitters.  a 
case of see something, say something according to police.  police 
say they had no choice but ordered shoppers and sightseers away.  
when someone saw a man place something suspicious in a trash 
can on the third street promenade.  officers took a look inside the 
trash can.  observed it to be something like a pressure cooker.  
among the hundreds of people influenced by the evacuation and 
road closures was this couple from israel.  we saw the beautiful 
sunset on the pier.  we got to our car and blocked off.  i thought it 
was a terrorist.  that's common.  they shoot up the whole street and 
they're checking suspicious something. 

1:52 9/16/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, an arrest in a dadly stabbing in the inland empire.  the 
accused killer here, the victim's father.  nbc 4's hetty chang live in 
rancho cucamonga with details about the arrest.  reporter: that's 
right.  sheriff's deputies responded to this quiet cul-de-sac around 
8:30 this morning.  you can see so many hours later they are still 
here gathering evidence.  they tell us based on evidence already 
collected at an interview with the father, they had enough to arrest 
him on suspicion of murdering his own daughter.  reporter: crime 
scene investigators stayed into the night.  the large dated home at 
the end of lelg ridge and rodeo drive the site of the family murder.  
we never expected this at all.  it is heart breaking.  reporter: 12 
hours after chp dispatchers got an emergency call from a man 
saying he stab his daughter, detectives confirmed they arrested 71-
year-old joe edward montez on murder charges. 
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2:04 9/16/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

knew at 11:00, a nearly naked man taken into custody last week is 
now linked to this mess that was left behind in a church.  this bizarre 
break-in was caught on surveillance video.  and kim tobin is live in 
newhall where the congregation is still cleaning up.  reporter: yeah.  
a lot of people in this community still on edge after this break-in.  
thankfully there were only two people inside at the time.  we're told 
that the guy actually smashed through a window to get inside here.  
damaging several rooms in this church and they're still cleaning up.  
picking up a chair, using it to break a window.  this man got inside 
newhall church of nazarene last thursday.  came in.  chimed in the 
window and basically vandalized this whole room.  reporter: josh 
johnson and his office manager were the only ones here at the time.  
they made a huge mess and the worship room demolished. 

0:52 9/16/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

several transgender women who say they were targets of a hate 
crime are calling for change.  we've been telling but this incident that 
happened last month.  cell phone video shows the transgender 
women and a friend being removed from the bar in downtown l.a.  
after they complained about a couple yelling slurs and threatening 
they say to kill them.  today group demanded an apology from the 
bar's owner. 

0:22 9/16/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we've since learned the suspect had outstanding arrest warrants.  
university police warn students on campus about the activity around 
jefferson boulevard and trues daye parkway. 

0:32 9/16/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new, a pursuit in riverside came to an end when the driver of a 
green honda.  speeds in the pursuit reached more than 100 miles 
an hour before the driver crashed on to eastbound 60 near the 
blaine exit.  officers say that he was want for a deadly shooting that 
happened earlier in the day after his car crashed, the suspect did try 
to make a run for it but obviously did not get far. 

0:34 9/16/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a couple from georgia is accused of scamming orange county 
residents out before $16,000 in gift cards.  sheriff's deputies say 
ashley walker and nicholas kennedy would call seniors posing as 
l.a.  county deputies and other government officials. 

0:29 9/16/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a wild shoot-out today.  the driver suddenly took off, ramming 
several police cars along the way.  it was about an hour and maybe 
40 miles away.  police finally caught up to him in yub a city.  this guy 
was not done yet and tried on run over a motorcycle officer. 
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2:51 9/17/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news a democratic donor charged with running a 
drug den.  accused of injecting men with meth in his apartment.  we 
have been closely following this investigation into two previous over 
dose deaths in bucks home.  broke the news of the arrest online.  
live in west hollywood.  with more on why this case was filed now.  
robert, the prosecutor have been looking into ed bucks behavior for 
two years focussed on the deaths of two men inside his apartment.  
here in west hollywood.  according to court filings made public 
tonight, it was the overdose of a third man.  last week.  that led to 
this new felony case.  ed buck seen in handcuffs in the backseat of 
the sheriff patrol car.  investigators inside his apartment in west 
hollywood.  which was the scene of the deaths of two men.  in 2017.  
and this past january.  the l.a.  county district attorney office says it 
was the near death experience of a third man.  that led to tonight's 
raid, arrest and criminal charges.  on september 4, buck gave a man 
an overdose of meth.  which the man survived because of 
emergency medical help.  on september 11 the same man returned 
and prosecutors say buck administered a second overdose. 

0:35 9/17/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l.a.  police commission calling a deadly shooting in a gym a clear 
violation of proper policy.  30 year-old -- albert was shot inside a 
locker room at the 24 hour fitness last october.  police were 
responding to reports he had a assaulted a gym employee the day 
before. 

0:45 9/17/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

surveillance cameras capture thieves using a sledge hammer to 
break into a couple of businesses and in anaheim.  take a look.  one 
crook rips a cash register off the counter.  it breaks open on the 
floor.  one of the three runs towards the back and heads for the 
safe.  the funny thing is they got the safe open.  in the time that it 
would have taken them to clek the contents. 

0:27 9/17/2019 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man thrown from his suv during a carjacking in maryland.  that 
man left the vehicle running and ran inside the store.  he spotted 
two suspects breaking in to the suv.  he ran after it.  and as you can 
see he was thrown onto the pavement. 

0:29 9/17/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video someone vandalizing a tsa which you dedicated to peace 
and the korean women forced into prostitution during the second 
world war.  nothing specific.  just scribbles.  it was discovered on 
monday by a city worker who checks on it in central park. 

1:49 9/18/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and developing now, the hunt is on for the shooter who killed two 
people and injured two more in a wilmington neighborhood tonight.  
nbc4's beverley white live from the l.a.p.d.'s harbor division station 
in san pedro with the very latest on the investigation.  beverley? 
reporter: colleen, this is the home base for the detectives that 
caught the case that began around 3:00 p.m.  with reports of 
extreme violence and gunfire and continues tonight with no arrests 
and few leads.  not long after gunshots struck four people on bay 
view avenue in wilmington, police confirmed a woman died on 
scene, a wounded man died at a hospital and two other people 
would survive being injured, including a woman in her 70s.  this 
neighbor quickly realized something was wrong. 

0:34 9/18/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a father and his newborn narrowly avoid disaster after a car crashes 
into their home.  you can see the massive hole where an suv went 
through the wall of their home on north palm avenue in up land.  
police say the suspect was in a stolen car. 
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2:19 9/18/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

parents and students in south orange county on high alert tonight 
after two teenage girls are groped less than a week apart.  
investigators now trying to figure out if these incidents are indeed 
connected.  nbc4's hetty chang is live in a aliso viejo.  reporter: they 
tell us the 16-year-old student was walking home on the trail behind 
us here.  a man approaches, pulls on her skirt.  then 2 1/2 miles 
from here a younger girl was also assaulted.  the aliso creek hiking 
trail fairly dark and empty tonight.  but after school parents tell us 
students from aliso niguel high school use it to walk home.  the fact 
it's happening right there, i mean it is scary.  reporter: yesterday 
around 4:00 in the afternoon, sheriff's investigators say a man 
depicted in this sketch touched a 16-year-old student on the trail.  
they say she managed to slap the suspect's hand away and run 
home.  this incident, one of two in the past week.  last thursday 
morning detectives say this man touched a 12-year-old girl walking 
to aliso viejo middle school. 

0:23 9/18/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also at 11:00, police in simi valley warning about a predator near an 
elementary school there.  officers say five students were walking 
home from madera elementary today when a man tried to lure them 
into his car. 

0:22 9/18/2019 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives of the l.a.p.d.  hope a $25,000 reward will help them find 
the driver who hit a teenage girl then left her in the middle of the 
road.  the 14-year-old was walking in a crosswalk just before 8:00 a. 

0:34 9/18/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mechanic with american airlines accused of sabotaging a 737 is 
expected to enter a plea on friday.  abdul majid is charged with 
damaging an american airlines jet because he says he wanted to 
get overtime pay.  he is an iraqi born naturalized citizen being held 
without bail because the judge ruled he is a flight risk. 

1:41 9/19/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're following several breaking stories, and we start in covina.  
firefighters having to dodge bullets while responding to a fire.  and 
police say those firefighters were shot at just as they arrived on 
scene near west padilla street.  live overhead in news chopper 4.  
eliana? this just goes to show there is no such thing for a routine fire 
call for the men and women of the l.a.  fire department.  they 
responded to what they thought would just be a call of a brushfire in 
an empty fire, but they discovered there was a fire in the field that 
was encroaching on some homes, and they also found man with a 
gun who opened fire on them.  that man was armed with a shotgun.  
of course the l.a.  county fire department had to retreat at that point 
and wait for the covina police department as well as the l. 

1:56 9/19/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the second time in six months, burglars hit this woodland hills 
home.  security video captured them creeping around outside.  and 
now for the first time, the homeowner is speaking to nbc 4's jane 
yamamoto.  jane? reporter: robert, the homeowner told me both 
burglaries occurred the same way, the most recent just two days 
ago, and cameras were rolling.  wearing masks, glove, and black 
hoodies, two people caught on home security cameras, casually 
walking through an unlocked side gate.   you saw the camera, you 
saw that footage, right when they open this.   reporter: the 
homeowner showed us how they broke into his home tuesday night, 
smashing an upstairs window, ransacking his two-story house, 
going room to room for nearly 30 minutes.  the second floor, the 
ground floor, they even went to the kitchen, open up drawers. 
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0:22 9/19/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a retired l.a.  firefighter shot and killed a home intruder this morning 
in san pedro, and it appears the homeowner was within his legal 
rights.  police say that intruder stole a car from about a block away 
and then parked in the driveway of the home. 

0:50 9/19/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

democratic party donor ed buck remains in jail tonight.  his bail set 
at $4 million for his alleged role in a scandal involving drugs, sex, 
and at least two overdose deaths.  buck appeared before a judge 
today.  prosecutors calling him a predator who lured men to his west 
hollywood apartment and then injected them with large doughs of 
meth.  two men died, but it was only after a third man overdosed last 
week and survived that buck was charged. 

0:18 9/19/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a scare in downtown l.a.  when a grenade was found 
just two blocks from pershing square.  this is video that was posted 
on the citizen app from the scene at fifth and spring street. 

2:01 9/19/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a grandfather shot and killed in san pedro, and tonight a vigil for that 
56-year-old, who was said to have a heart of gold.  nbc 4's beverly 
white joins us live from the lapd's harbor division station.  beverly, 
we understand that family wants some answers this evening.  that's 
right, robert.  they want justice, but they'd prefer a time machine to 
bring back the man they call san pedro uber for his willingness to 
drop everything and help others.  but instead gunshots rang out and 
broke their hearts.  loved ones placing candles around photos of 
eric guillory, as others sought comfort where the 68-year-old 
grandfather was shot dead in a drive-by.  his life was snatched from 
us for something silly.   they took a real life angel.  this man is what i 
want to be when i get his age, you know what i mean? reporter: 
after tuesday's shooting, the harbor division flooded is an pet public 
housing where everyone is in shop. 

0:32 9/19/2019 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

chilling new video released today of a deadly shooting rampage in 
april at a jewish temple in the san diego area.  you can see the 
gunman arrive at the chabad of poway with a rifle.  he walks through 
the front door and immediately fires, killing a 60-year-old woman. 

0:53 9/19/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details in yesterday's double homicide in wilmington.  we're 
learning the victims were gunned down at a memorial for a man 
killed on the same block last year.  16-year-old melissa lourdes 
lopez was killed instantly.  24-year-old alex gutierrez died at the 
hospital.  two others were also shot.  they were ambushed at a 
memorial for alex's brother cesar on bayview avenue. 

0:28 9/19/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a witness managed to stop a robbery, and she did it 
by firing off a shot.   a guy, yeah, he robbing him.  [ gunshot ] this all 
happened this morning in the miami area.  the video was taken by 
another witness, and it shows a man being robbed in this parking 
lot, and you see a woman step into the frame with her gun. 
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1:33 9/20/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news now at 11:00, the lifeless body of a teenage 
girl is found on a lawn in whittier and right now law enforcement 
investigators are trying to figure out if this is foul play.  yes, we 
understand this young lady may have been dropped off by a car and 
the person who may have been did the dumping of the lady's lifeless 
body -- what we do know she was treated on scene and rushed to a 
nearby hospital.  we are told she did not have any obvious signs of 
trauma on her body, but she expired and was pronounced dead 
en route to or on arrival at the hospital.  she's 15 years old and we 
understand cpr was performed by paramedics but to no avail. 

0:21 9/20/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we're also following breaking news in harbor city.  dozens of 
officers were called in to handle a massive brawl following a high 
school football game. 

1:59 9/20/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

well, they did want just hit that bicycle, ran right over it.  a demolition 
derby.  a southern california driver plowing his suv into the bicycle 
and just keeps going.  tonight in a story you'll see here for the first 
time the search is on for that driver.  nbc 4's darsha philips spoke 
with one of those.  we did speak with the rider of that motorcycle, 
and he says that he barely escaped with his life when the driver of 
that suv came barrelling toward him.  the unbelievable video 
captured by another driver, michael reynolds says he was riding his 
motorcycle when the driver of the white bmw suv sped up next to 
him and then cut him off.  when the driver stopped at the light on 
ontario and grand approached the driver and the driver michael 
says punched chris and then peeled out, turned around and 
slammed right into michael's bike almost hitting the two men. 

0:20 9/20/2019 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

trouble tonight for a merino valley student caught with guns on 
campus.  the riverside county sheriff's department says a social 
media picture prompted them to check out the high school around 
noon today and that's when deputies located two guns inside a 
student's vehicle in the parking lot. 

0:36 9/20/2019 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an off duty security guard shot three men after police say they tried 
to rob him.  one of the men died.  the security guard was sleeping in 
his car outside an auto zone on long beach boulevard and lynn 
wood.  authorities say the suspects used their vehicles to surround 
the man's car. 

0:40 9/20/2019 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators in paloma tonight have a murder mystery on their 
hands after finding a body inside a burned out car.  the man's 
remains were found before sunrise along south park avenue.  
investigators believe the victim here may have lived in the area.  a 
neighbor told us that he heard gunshots just before the fire. 

0:23 9/20/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nearly $100 million in electronics confiscated.  the suspects 
randomly called people claiming they were from the irs and 
demanded payment in gift cards.  this i'm holding here is $30,000. 

0:48 9/20/2019 11:12p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

take a look at this crazy scene in illinois.  a man driving an suv 
through the shopping center, sending people running.  yo, this is not 
happening right now.  it happened this afternoon in a suburb near 
chicago.  the man entered through a sears store and then just drove 
through the mall hitting kiosks and store fronts as people scrambled 
to get out of the way. 

0:37 9/20/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a man sets a car on fire in miami.  but in the process 
he catches fire as well.  this surveillance video shows that man 
approaching the car, and then it explodes in flames.  the man's 
clothing appears to be on fire as he runs off.  police think he may 
have been trying to steal that car's air bag. 
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2:34 9/23/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00 a real estate agent attacked but the man gets away 
and real estate agents are getting an alert following the open house 
ambush.  this is a story seen right here on nbc 4.  and rick in raseda 
with what the real estate is saying and how agents should protect 
themselves.  right now the search can continues for the attacker and 
since we first aired the video on it be this afternoon, we've also 
learned other real estate agents are putting outa warning to protect 
themselves, be careful and fight off an attacker like the woman in 
this video.  you saw the house, you're done.  that's it.  reporter: a 
frustrated real estate agent senses something is off and gets the it 
person outside and things get dangerous when she thinks he's 
beabout to leave.  he threw me with all the fos.  reporter: her gut told 
her not to follow the man's many requests to go back inside.  he 
tried so many times and there is no way he would get me inside that 
house and i think he's like hell with you and that's why he pushed 
me so hard.  reporter: it seems her screams scared the man off. 

1:31 9/23/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two l.a.  p.d.  officers it car slams into a pole and fire hydrant.  
reporter: this is just one the perils of policing.  two officers who are 
on their way to a man with a gun call.  but this is the result of of the 
rush to serve and protect.  adrenalin.  reporter: an accident where 
one of two l.a.p.d.er officers had to be pulled from what's let of their 
police cruiser.  the cop car was going really fast and didn't eve.  
have any time to stop.  that's when he says the cop car with lights 
on and sirens glaring collides with the mini van, hits a light pole and 
sheered a fire hydrant at 61st and vermont.  those in the mini van 
able to walk away. 

2:12 9/23/2019 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also breaking a deadly police shooting.  tonight the sound of gun 
shots prompted a call to 911.  nbc 4's beverly white where police 
responded with deadly force.  beverly.  reporter: that's right.  there 
are nearly 100 homes in the mobile home community and police say 
they may be visiting every single one tonight as they try to figure out 
why somebody called them about shots fired just before sun down.  
a mobile home community where police were responding to a shots 
fired call, confrontd and killed a man whose body rests on a tent.  
they spotted a hispanic man armed with a handgun.  they 
requestess los angeles fire department and paramedics and despite 
their efforts was unable to save the suspect and he was pronounced 
dead at the scene.  reporter: this shows how a personen left on the 
stretcher.  these neighbors recall shouting and gun shots but know-
nothing about the source.  we saw one of our neighbors dive to the 
floor of the house. 

0:21 9/23/2019 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a high-speed police chase ends with a crash and two arrests in west 
cocan venau.  this was the scene on the 10 freeway at bolt avenue 
where the pursuit ended. 

0:27 9/23/2019 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

los angeles county sheriff's department has been sued over plans to 
change the promotion process.  the peace officers association is 
making plans to go from sergeant to lieutenant and specifically l. 

0:50 9/23/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 22-year-old motorcyclist is now orange county's latest victim of a 
hit and run, run over by a driver in costa mesa who just kept going.  
reuben rodriguez was killhead he lost control of the motorcycle on 
irvine avenue.  he crashed into the median and landed on a car that 
just sped away.  it happened around 2:00 a.m.  sunday morning.  
the vehicle, a black suv and ocourse the driver. 
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0:27 9/23/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a guilty verdict in a dui crash in seal beach.  they convicted him for 
second degree murderror for driving inned the influence of 
prescription drugs.  the crash killed kendra and injured her father 
and sisterer. 

0:25 9/23/2019 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more smashed windows.  a man with an ax goes on a vandalism 
spree.  police got several calls just before noon about the ax-
wielding man walking around on the intersection.  after breaking car 
windows, slashing tireses and vandalizing homes, police found the 
guy and arrested the ax man. 

1:52 9/24/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news.  gunfire at a little league game a fight spills into the 
park sending children and parents running for cover.  one woman is 
hit by a bullet.  nbc4 is live with the breaking details for us.  right 
now police are still looking for the shooter.  there was a fight and 
gunshots and it happened behind us here on in grass along the out 
field fence for the little league field.  during a game.  reporter: cell 
phone video shows the fight before things nearly turn deadly.  
hundred of people in the park scatter for cover.  heard the shot.  i 
wanted to get him away from the kids.  the kids were under the 
benches.  and crying.  scared.  one woman was struck.  parents 
didn't know at first what was happening.  we heard the gunshot.  we 
heard it.  it registered.  and we noticed everyone swarming. 

0:34 9/24/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news in south l.a.  a pedestrian is killed and 
another injured in a hit kp run.  around 8:30.  47 year-old man died 
at the scene another man in his 20s taken to the hospital.  a witness 
said she tried to give the man who died cpr. 

2:28 9/24/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there's a dog in the yard.  a pursuit suspect spins out of control.  
missing this backyard.  for the first time we hear from the 
homeowner inside.  locked and loaded.  ready to protect his 
property.  robert kovacik is live.  with that neighbors reaction.  
dramatic and this is how it ended thanks to a spike strip.  you can 
see the mark left by the rim without a tire.  this hedge this wall, 
what's keeping that car from plowing into a home.  the local 
businessman who lives there says he wasn't concerned about the 
van.  but the suspected carjacker who was believed to be armed.  
the person behind the wheel.  that's what he was worried about.  
tonight on the grounds with copper and bailly.  tails wag flt still 
skiddish.  after what we witnessed from the air.  what we didn't see 
the man inside the home.  it was intense.  intense for drivers on the 
5 south this evening.  chasing a carjacker hitting 100.  with news 
chopper 4 the only news helicopter over head.  just blew a tire.  live 
on the nbc4 news at 5:00.  the car stolen almost 150 miles from 
here. 

0:42 9/24/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

warning tonight for women and girls in south orange county.  
another attack along a popular running spot.  just before 9:00 a.m.  
a 28 year-old woman walking on the hiking trail when man grabbed 
her and pulled her towards him she fought back and got away.  the 
fourth attack in two weeks.  it happened multiple times. 

0:24 9/24/2019 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man charged with setting fire to a homeless mans card board 
shelter while he slept inside.  photographs show flames in the after 
math.  the homeless man woke up to the smell of smoke. 

0:50 9/24/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

silence by an accused serial abuser.  a woman known as jane doe 
16 comes forward.  against a former uc l.a.  gynecologist.  saying 
she was one of a dozen assaulted.  in 2017 working as a medical 
assistant.  she said he violated her during a pelvic exam.  and says 
her supervisor told her to keep quiet.  i was told to be quiet.  skpp 
just go back to work. 
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0:27 9/24/2019 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a violent scuffle.  a school bus in denver.  the driver pulled 
over to deal with so called rowdy students and when he refuses to 
let them leave the bus.  parents show up and that escalates into a 
fistfight. 

0:42 9/24/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tense moments as a canine officer attacks an innocent bystander 
during an arrest.  witnesses watched that dog dart across the street 
and lung at the man standing on the sidewalk.  it happened sunday 
night in vancouver washington.  police were conducting a routine 
arrest when the canine broke from from the handler. 

0:19 9/24/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

death of a canine officer in long beach is reviewed by the district 
attorney.  the canine died after being left inside a hot patrol car last 
month. 

0:21 9/24/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a high school psychologist is charged with statutory rape.  the 
district attorney office says 35 year-old boil had a sexual relationship 
with a student on campus last year. 

0:23 9/24/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l.a.  business exec sentenced to four months in prison for his role in 
the college admission scandal.  sloan was sentenced to 500 hours 
of community service.  and will have to pay a $95,000 fine. 

1:09 9/25/2019 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

good evening.  it's 11:00 and we have breaking news now.  police 
chase through monta bello.  the want here, a failure to yield.  gil avis 
is live for us ahead in news chopper4 bravo where this came to an 
end.  gil.  carolyn and chuck, we came a i don't say this pursuit on 
telegraph road.  two vehicles were chasing this vehicle, this van.  
the van made a quick right turn i turn on greenwood then another 
right turn on union ditching the pursuit.  it lost control on a slight 
curve and that's when it crashed on the sidewalk on both sides of 
the street. 

2:11 9/25/2019 11:01p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also at 11:00, a boy bullied to death at the hands of his 
schoolmates.  and tonight a powerful tribute.  this man right there a 
coward.  and what happened when grief turned into anger.  nbc4's 
jane yamamoto is live in moreno valley where they held that candle 
light vigil.  jane? reporter: parents and is students poured into the 
parking lot here at landmark middle school for the tribute.  chanting 
his name with his picture on t-shirts, several hundred landmark 
middle school students and their parents came out for a candle light 
vigil remembering the 13-year-old known by his first name diego.  
he was a common dude.  we sang in the choir together.  he used to 
tell me kids would pick on him.  reporter: a classmate still can't 
believe his friend was gone.  he was critically injured september 16 
during this fight at school recorded on a cell phone.  we're stopping 
it before punches were thrown by two students. 

1:46 9/25/2019 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, reptile rescue, complaints of a foul odor led sheriff's 
deputies to seize hundreds of reptiles from an orange county 
nonprofit.  some of those animals were found dead.  nbc4's beverley 
white is live in lake forest for us with more on what appears to be a 
bizarre case of animal neglect.  beverley.  reporter: that's right, 
carolyn.  bearded dragons, pythons, even scorpions all in need of 
rescue.  and when the wind shifts, the smell leads right to the 
source of tonight's emergency action.  some 200 snakes, geckos, 
spiders and frogs living and dead carted away from animal rescue.  
all are destined for safekeeping and rehabilitation after someone 
called alleging cruelty to animals.  some members of the public were 
concerned they had not seen anybody come in to care for the 
animals, and so they reached out to us. 
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0:51 9/25/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the l.a.p.d.  officer who killed a mentally ill man in corona at costco 
will not face charges.  new security video from inside the store 
shows that june 14th shooting.  investigators say officer salve a dorr 
sanchez shot and killed kenneth french after french shoved the off 
duty officer to the floor.  french's parents were also shot and 
wounded.  the attorney for the french family says the officer 
received special treatment. 

1:00 9/26/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also breaking news a chase that ended in a violent crash.  the 
person driving the car took off and ran.  gill is live over the scene in 
news chopper 4.  it looks like this vehicle that's up on the curb into 
that shrub hit the truck on the bottom of the screen.  this was a 
burglar suspect being pursued by the l.a.  county sheriff.  you can 
see the crash very violent.  it looks like did bree scattered.  the fire 
department is son scene treating one person. 

0:25 9/26/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

illegal marijuana vape oerpg exposed.  the details developing.  as 
crews are carefully combing through the property.  this is what 
police found at the location.  a massive stash of vape cartridges. 

0:22 9/26/2019 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

crooks trying to take advantage of the family set up a fake go fund 
me account.  sheriff department confirms this page is a fraud.  his 
family is grateful for the out pouring of support. 

0:39 9/26/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we will see you then.  newly are leased body cam footage shows 
last mornts violent confrontation between officers and a man 
swinging a long medal object in the miracle mile area.  witnesses 
say this all started near sixth.  with that man harassing construction 
workers. 

0:50 9/26/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother and father arrested for murdering their 4 year-old son.  
little noah died nd july.  his parents said he was drowned in that he 
drowned accidently in an apartment building swimming poolment 
family members tell us the truth is a lot more sinister.  that was the 
story that they initially told deputies.  hospital staff noticed signs of 
abuse. 

0:42 9/26/2019 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a beverly hills designer attacked as his fashion show.  and his 
lawyer is calling it a hate crime.  the father of the girl not chosen to 
walk showed up backstage at the charity event september 13.  the 
designer says the man beat him while shouting slurs.  you don't 
know me.  why would you want to hurt me. 

0:52 9/26/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of a special needs man shot and killed by an off duty lapd 
officer at costco says the justice system failed them.  it happened on 
june 14.  kenneth french reportedly pushed the off duty officer.  
sanchez.  who was in the in uniform.  he thought he and his son 
were in danger.  and shot and killed french.  whose parents were 
wounded.  yesterday, river side county district attorney says the 
grand jury found no evidence for criminal prosecution. 

0:32 9/26/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details tonight about the gunfire that broke out in a little league 
game tuesday night leaving one woman wounded.  four people have 
been arrested in connection with with the shooting.  at the park.  
george was taken into custody today. 

0:25 9/26/2019 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a clerk arrested after forcing a suspected shoplifter to strip down at 
gunpoint.  the cashier was waving a gun at a man.  at a new jersey 
gas station.  he makes the man pull up his shirt and strip down all 
the way. 

0:43 9/26/2019 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more breaking news tonight another chase ended with crash.  this 
time in the south l.a.  area.  gill over the scene for us in news 
chopper 4.  just this is just ended minutes ago.  the car crashed into 
a pole on vermont off 43rd street.  a stolen vehicle southwest lapd 
units were in pursuit.  they took two into custody. 
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0:24 9/27/2019 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're following developing news out of alhambra where a police 
chase of a stolen car led to this violent crash and three arrests.  
newschopper4 alpha flew over the scene just after it happened near 
the 10 freeway in fremont. 

2:36 9/27/2019 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a motorcycle officer is injured in a crash in downtown l.a., and police 
say the driver may have been under the influence.  robert kovacik is 
on the story for us tonight.  he's live downtown.  robert? reporter: 
chuck, we're going to take you through right now what witnesses 
have told the lapd that took place earlier this evening here in the 
fashion district in downtown los angeles.  we are at 14th place and 
san pedro.  it is here where a woman driving a mercedes plowed 
through a red light without stopping and then turned onto san pedro, 
and that is where she hit the motorcycle officer.  the motorcycle 
officer's bike then slid there across the roadway, and you can 
imagine tonight the response.  [ sirens ] we are talking about an 
officer that has been with the lapd for two decades, working tonight 
overtime with the mta.  he was not apparently on any type of call, 
was just heading into the downtown area, and that is when the 
mercedes hit him with the woman who was behind the wheel said to 
be 37 years old, right now is being detained and is being 
questioned. 

0:22 9/27/2019 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a couple is attacked by a pair of homeless men at a park in yucaipa.  
right now deputies are trying to track those men down.  they are 
looking for gabriel lang and darius edwards. 

0:21 9/27/2019 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd tonight is hoping this newly released surveillance video will 
help lead them to a vandal spreading hate.  this video shows a 
person spray painting swastikas on residences and businesses in 
san pedro. 

0:21 9/27/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

take a look at this video.  it shows another act of vandalism, this one 
in glendale.  police say that's a 65-year-old woman who defaced the 
korean comfort statue in the park. 

0:21 9/27/2019 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, three people are arrested in a lotto scam.  police say 
one of the suspects would look for elderly women and ask for help 
in cashing a lotto ticket, then trick the women into getting money or 
perhaps jewelry from their homes or bank accounts as a show of 
good faith, and then drive away with that property. 

0:35 9/27/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

unusual video here in central california.  a 23-year-old woman walks 
into a police station, one hand around the neck of a hostage, and 
the other waving a meat cleaver.  the hostage somehow managed 
to slip away.  seconds later, no less than seven uniformed officers, 
guns drawn, entered the lobby. 

0:21 9/27/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

road rage on a chicago freeway.  a woman holding a baseball bat 
cuts off another driver, then stops, gets out of her car, and hits the 
other car with the bat. 

0:30 9/27/2019 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a not guilty plea today for the man accused in a series of attacks on 
women, including two real estate agents.  [ screaming ] investigators 
say alan karaboghosian is the man seen in this surveillance video 
assaulting this realtor in encino. 

0:21 9/27/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a naked intruder involved in an hours-long standoff with police was 
sentenced to a year in jail.  37-year-old keith newbury entered a 
guilty plea last month. 

0:42 9/27/2019 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a vigil in south los angeles tonight for two men killed 
in a deadly hit-and-run.  family and friends came to remember 47-
year-old felipe dejesus ruiz and 21-year-old danny torres.  both were 
killed when a driver hit them on tuesday night at normandy and 95th 
and then took off. 
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2:09 8/21/2019 11:07p cultural 

new at 11:00, a culture clash in the canyon.  neighbors near laurel 
canyon's historic country store upset after the city slaps it with fines 
for refusing to take down some murals there that are decades old.  
nbc4's robert kovacik has more on the battle over art.   reporter: 
colleen, an l.a.  history buffs know where i am standing.  you're here 
on hallowed ground where jim morrison and the doors once sang, 
where the creatures meet.  these days it is anything but peace and 
love here in legendary laurel canyon.  anyone driving between the 
valley and would on laurel canyon boulevard knows the canyon 
country store.   what we try to engender here is positive energy.   
reporter: it's the gathering spot for this former hippie haven in the 
hollywood hills where the annual photo day brings canyon 
camaraderie.  but the store's tommy beena says paradise is now in 
peril.  it starts with this banner. 

2:18 8/28/2019 11:02p cultural 

creepy or cool.  art or not.  however feel about it.  the location in 
front of the orange county city hall has people scratching their 
heads.  hetty chang is live for us in long beach with a message 
behind the art.  reporter: we're here in laguna beach and we're 
going to get to the meaning behind this art installation in just a 
second.  we've had quite the entertaining night.  taking look and 
hearing people's reaction.  there are five statues.  this one you can 
see trying to cook a hotdog here.  over here, this man playing 
horseshoe with himself.  is this everybody's idea of art? not really.  
but thought provoking? definitely yes.  thousands of art lovers are 
taking in the last week of the festival of the arts.  so is this kind of an 
art exhibit? reporter: but it's one eye catching art installation in front 
of city hall, grabbing everyone's attention.  i said it looks like william 
tell versus mike diamond the plumber here.  reporter: i don't know 
what to think. 

2:44 7/1/2019 11:00p deaths 

now at 11:00 new details in the death of angels pitcher as fans turn 
out to pay their respects.  es for he was a southern california star 
playing baseball in santa monica before living out his dream in the 
big leagues.  his family, friends and fans are still trying to make 
some sense out of his sudden death in a texas hotel room.  live with 
fan reaction from angels stadium.  reporter: since we arrived here 
early this afternoon, we have watched this memorial grow from one 
eror two candles to what it is now.  the fans coming to pay their 
respects has been nonstop and so to are their stories.  as the sun 
sets on angels stadium, the memorial for starting pitcher tyler 
skaggs continues to grow.  my prayers go out to his mom and his 
wife and to the whole angel community.  this is a very sad day.  
reporter: some left signed baseball hats, some left baseball cards.  
5-year-old bryce slared a baseball memory.  his birthday party here.  
i had a couple of my friends come over and we watched tyler 
skaggs pitch for the last time.  reporter: the 27-year-old california 
native was found unresponsive in his texas hotel room. 

0:42 7/9/2019 11:11p deaths 

hollywood is mourning the passing of a great character actor.  his 
name is rip torn.  the way he could deliver a line made him a 
memorable character in almost any role that he played from "the 
larry sanders show" to "men in black." put it on.  put what on? the 
last suit you'll ever wear. 
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0:33 7/9/2019 11:12p deaths 

also today, texas billionaire h.  ross perot died.  his first try at the 
white house was in 1992 as a third party candidate.  and he won an 
outstanding 20% of the vote but did not win the election.  but he did 
take a lot of votes away from incumbent president george h. 

0:27 7/16/2019 11:17p deaths 

the former supreme court justice john paul stevens has passed 
away.  president gerald ford nominated him to the supreme court in 
1975.  he was the second longest service justice in the court's 
history. 

0:31 8/1/2019 11:16p deaths 

new at 11:00, robert f.  kennedy's granddaughter who once wrote a 
piece on depression and suicide in her high school newspaper is 
dead from an apparent overdose.  police were called to the 
hyannisport compound this afternoon. 

0:52 8/16/2019 11:06p deaths 

tonight at his star on the hollywood walk of fame, paying tribute to 
peter fonda.  the actor died today at his home here in los angeles at 
the age of 79 from respiratory failure due to lung cancer.  fonda was 
best known for co-writing, producing, and starring in the 1969 
classic film "easy rider".   i remember growing up watching "easy 
rider," and it really inspired me in my life because i ride motorcycles 
now, and, you know, when i think of the freedom in the movie and 
the spirit that he inspired, it really inspires me. 

0:38 8/28/2019 11:15p deaths 

tonight family and friends mourning jessi combs shelf died trying to 
break a land speed record.  this happened in oregon about 90 miles 
south of the city.  she was reportedly trying to break her own record 
she set in 2016.  also breaking the women's land speed record of 
512 miles an hour on. 

0:35 9/13/2019 11:17p deaths 

fans are remembering eddie money.  his legacy is really timeless.  
\m \m baby hold on to me \m most people recognize his many, 
many songs and many people didn't know music was not his only 
career.  he started as a police officer in new york city. 

0:24 9/17/2019 11:32p deaths 

journalist and author a familiar face in voice for decade has died 
from complications of breast cancer.  best known for her work.  she 
was from a political family.  she never ran for office, she covered 
politics. 

0:25 9/20/2019 11:14p deaths 

a giant in the hospitality industry and founding owner of the chargers 
barron hilton has died.  one of hilton's 15 grandchildren, paris hilton, 
shared these photos on twitter saying she's deeply saddened by his 
death. 

2:09 7/26/2019 11:14p diversity 

story hour took on a different look at this library in ricida, where the 
story teller was a drag queen.  not everyone supports that message.  
they were invited inside because the west valley regional library was 
a public space.  but they were not invited to disrupt.  that's why lapd 
officers escorted a handful of protesters from the presentation, of 
this man, his drag queen persona is pickle.  and on his way in, he 
did not have time to speak to us directly.  this is part of a program 
called drag queen story hour.  and his presentation generated a 
small protest, as well.  i believe that drag queens mock women.  
they mock femalehood.  reporter: cheryl wendell heads up the l.a.  
chapter of mass resistance, who believes that drag queen story 
hour, targeting children 3 to 8, sends the wrong message.  what 
used to be called mental illness is now called normal in our culture.  
reporter: they are not affiliated with the two men that were kicked 
out. 

0:26 7/26/2019 11:16p diversity 

new at 11:00, a child's cartoon has people talking after one of the 
characters' skin color is changed from white to black as a 
punishment.  on the left, is what the angel looked like before, on the 
right, she is shown with dark hair and skin. 
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0:44 8/8/2019 11:15p diversity 

pennsylvania woman is banned from a water park after allegedly 
telling a muslim mother to go back where she came from.  say it 
again? say it again? oh, yeah.  this is terrible.  that woman flipped a 
off the camera, and screamed repeatedly as the children around her 
began to cry.  they say, she lashed out at her cousin. 

0:50 8/9/2019 11:15p diversity 

new 11 his papg family said they were harassed hours after a 
shooting in el paso.  the man in the picture talked about the man 
behind them ruining their family outing.  the family -- why am i 
always surrounded by these illegals? for something like,000 and a 
day like what happened in el paso, it just hurts.  investigators say 
the el paso shooter told them he was targeting hispanics. 

0:47 7/18/2019 11:10p education 

new tonight, the superintendent of the school district is caving on his 
proposed pay raise after district employees and parent rallied 
against it.  reporter: this is a demonstration outside tonight’s school 
board meeting.  they say with the contradict services and budget 
cuts, this is not the right time for the summit and gordon amerson to 
even consider a raise. 

0:20 8/28/2019 11:15p education 
california is set to overhaul charter schools under a new bill only 
schools and county governments would be able to authorize a 
charter school. 

2:10 9/10/2019 11:08p education 

the oak park school district facing outraged parents that claim books 
about gender identity go too far.  darsha phillips has more.  reporter: 
the books on gender identity.  the district says it will be moving 
forward with the curriculum, despite some pushback.  really.  i don't 
want my son bullied.  reporter: parents divided and fired up in oak 
park over the transgender and open curriculum in schools.  i do not 
like it for this age.  it's too young.  it's too confusing.  i feel it will 
cause disharmony in the home.  i think it's incredible.  it's a very 
sweet story.  reporter: the oak park unified school district had a 
meeting to explain the program.  books like these will be used, 
starting in kindergarten.  we have to pay attention and understand 
the reasoning why this is an important topic to be talking about in 
our schools.  reporter: the district says there are several 
transgender and gender-neutral students in their schools and the 
program is designed to promote anti-bullying. 

0:43 9/13/2019 11:10p education 

a mother mourning her son's death is holding the school district 
responsible.  the student was killed in a golf cart crash on campus.  
it happened monday.  somehow a 15-year-old managed to get 
behind the wheel of the golf cart alone before the two aides could 
stop him and it crashed.  an attorney for the mom said the orange 
unified school district did not do enough to save her son. 

2:08 9/18/2019 11:00p education 

no, no, don't give excuses.  he has been doing this for years.  fired 
up over a fight, parents give school administrators an earful over a 
student beating on campus.  they want to know if it's safe for their 
kids to go to school there.  nbc4's jane yamamoto is live in moreno 
valley and the pleas tonight from parents.  jane.  reporter: robert and 
colleen, parents packed the autd or yum here at landmark middle 
school.  the principal says his top priority is the safety and security 
of students, but getting that message across not that easy tonight 
with emotions running high.  i want -- no, no, don't give excuses 
because you've been doing this for years.  reporter: angry and 
frustrated, grandmother sandra murphy demanding answers on 
school security during tonight's meeting and she wasn't the only 
one.  i'm not trying to get surrounded but i don't have all the facts in 
front of me. 
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2:11 9/26/2019 11:00p education 

now at 11:00.  elementary school shut down.  moments ago a vote 
in pasadena to give the ax to three schools there.  including one 
with a large special needs program.  where are the children 
supposed to go now? live in pasadena with how tonight's vote will 
impact thousands of families.  those families now trying to figure that 
out.  there's a small group out here in front of the school board 
meeting that meeting going on for three and a half hours tonight.  
teach rs and parents fighting to keep schools open.  a loud message 
from students, parents and teachers standing together tonight to 
keep their schools open.  franklin, jefferson and roosevelt among 
three elementary schools on the chopping block.  parents describe 
roosevelt a neighborhood school known for accommodating special 
needs students.  it's a late start school.  this is helpful for special ed 
buses, therapy and prep time for parents who need extra time in the 
morning. 

0:34 7/1/2019 11:09p employment/labor 

labor union leaders have endured a possible struk at four major 
supermarket chains.  that would mean nearly 800,000 workers from 
300 labor unions would are efuse to shop at albertson's stores.  they 
rejected unfair turmts, they say proposed by ralph's albertson's and 
bonds. 

0:46 8/13/2019 11:16p employment/labor 

she said it was her dream job, and now the pilot for a charter air 
service is suing after they fired her for being too short to fly one of 
their new planes.  she claims this is not about height.  she says it's 
about sex.  the pilot, sheri says being 5'2" prevented her from flying 
netjet's phenom aircraft.  according to her attorney, gloria allred, two 
of her colleagues who were too tall for the same jet were transferred 
to another aircraft, but she was let go. 

0:48 9/6/2019 11:11p employment/labor 

tonight four palm dale teachers who posed with a noose in a photo 
could lose their jobs.  palm dale school district released details of its 
investigation into this photo from summer wind elementary.  the 
principal who took the photo resigned in july.  many of the parents 
protested when the picture first surfaced in may.  according to the 
report, the teachers claim they did not know the negative historical 
significance of a noose and that they were joking about being at the 
end of their rope. 

0:26 9/6/2019 11:16p employment/labor 

major league baseball players are discussing opioid testing 
following the death of l.a.  angels pitcher tyler skaggs.  skaggs was 
found dead in his dallas hotel room on july 1st before a game 
against the texas rangers. 

0:29 7/1/2019 11:18p entertainment 
the crews are very busy preparing for the big show.  well, today the 
focus was tsinging the equipment and prunoting safety, making sure 
thursday's show goes off without a hutch.  tickets start at $15. 

0:27 7/1/2019 11:33p entertainment 
the academy of motion pictures just got kbiger.  bigger.  half are 
women, nearly 1/3 are people of color.  that's notable and a turn 
around for an organization that's been criticized for lack of diversity. 

0:18 7/1/2019 11:33p entertainment 
the man accused of stealing the oscar statue from actor frances 
mcdormt has pleaded not guilty to stealing her oscar even though 
he reported himself holding it. 

0:18 7/1/2019 11:33p entertainment 
the women of team u.s.a.  meet england in the semifinals.  u.s.a.  
got here by beating host nation france last friday.  the u.s. 

0:47 7/8/2019 11:11p entertainment 

you may soon have a chance to cheer to women's soccer team 
again.  the world cup champions will kick off the victory tour next 
month at the rose bowl.  during a special meeting, the rose bowl 
operating company discussed holding a special international match 
on august 3.  it hasn't been decided yet as to which team the u.s. 
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0:31 7/8/2019 11:12p entertainment 

new details about the sexual assault lawsuit filed against luke 
walton.  the current team, the sacramento kings, stay allegations are 
not backed up by fact and are just men to drum up media attention.  
a woman is suing saying he attacked her. 

0:41 7/9/2019 11:33p entertainment 

you're going to hear that a lot.  beyonce dropped her new original 
song "spirit" tonight ahead of disney's action movie "the lion king," 
by premiered tonight in hollywood.  beyonce stars in the film as 
nala.  i think it's -- i think anything that gets people used to seeing 
different types of people is good. 

0:59 7/10/2019 11:32p entertainment 

the best teams, athletes and moments in sporting were celebrated 
at the espy awards tonight.  ucla gymnast's perfect ten in floor 
exercise won best play.  and best viral sports moment.  thankful to 
live in a country where females can compete.  so trust me, your 
words will never be the reason for our defeat.  her knockout routine 
was performed at the collegiate challenge in anaheim.  the l.a.  rams 
won best game for their monday night fa football thriller against the 
chiefing. 

0:16 7/11/2019 11:33p entertainment 
get ready for acres of fun at this year’s orange county fair.  it opens 
tomorrow at the fair grounds in costa mesa and mission. 

0:55 7/12/2019 11:11p entertainment 

new at 11:00, comedian jimmy kimmel taking some heat for jokes 
me made about last week's earthquakes in ridgecrest, specifically 
for this remark about a children's performance.   you know what you 
do when there's a big earthquake.  everyone was taping.  it shook 
up some kind of weirdo school performance.  i don't know what was 
going on there.   well, the woman who shot the video not laughing 
about it tonight. 

1:59 7/12/2019 11:15p entertainment 

a new federal indictment that has singer r.  kelly back behind bars 
tonight and with charges mounting it looks like he's facing the music 
and that could lead to a very costly and long battle.  r.  kelly is back 
in jail tonight facing a pair of federal indictments in illinois and new 
york accusing him of a wide range of sex crimes, obstruction of 
justice, child pornography and now racketeering.  this morning the 
family of one of his alleged girlfriends demanded answers from 
kelly's crisis manager in atlanta.   the same charges a decade ago --  
where's my daughter at? he's in there right now in jail.  i want to 
know where my daughter is.  a federal judge advised him of the 
indictment.  prosecutors want to hold him without bail.   he certainly 
should get bail on the illinois charges and bail on the new york 
charges. 

0:28 7/12/2019 11:17p entertainment 

he looks just like me.  that's what rapper dmx says about a sketch of 
a shooting suspect released by a police department in columbia, 
south carolina.  a forensic artist working with a witness to draw the 
sketch last month, this sketch has now gone viral. 

0:54 7/12/2019 11:33p entertainment 

the dinosaurs back at universal studios hollywood.  jurassic world 
the ride made a roaring return today after nearly being gone a year.  
the revamped version of the water ride is based on the film series.  
there are now surprises pretty much everywhere and that includes 
an 80-foot drop.   it was amazing.  the dinosaurs look so realistic.  
don't expect the exact same ride. 

0:29 7/15/2019 11:08p entertainment 

the "new york times" is now reporting investigation into rapper 
nipsey hussel's empire before his death.  including questions 
whether hyde park clothing store was hive for gang activity.  where 
he was later killed after calling accused killer a snitch. 

0:26 7/16/2019 11:07p entertainment 

and new tonight, the man behind the bachelors accused of attacking 
his pregnant wife.  photos captured outside the house appeared to 
show him pulling her hair.  his wife filing a temporary restraining 
order. 
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0:22 7/16/2019 11:16p entertainment 
new tonight, an last sparks player has been suspended.  they say 
she attack her ex-girlfriend in december and then pulled a gun on a 
man who tried to intervene. 

0:26 7/16/2019 11:16p entertainment 

and he is behind bars without bail.  r.  kelly in a jail cell tonight after 
pleading nil to federal sex crimes.  he was arrested on thursday.  
charges include sex trafficking, child pornography, and obstruction 
of justice. 

0:28 7/17/2019 11:11p entertainment 

new reports on the lapd investigation into nipsey hussle's empire.  
"new york times" on monday reported that nipsey's financial 
marathon clothing store and associates were under investigation 
before the rapper's death. 

0:29 7/17/2019 11:16p entertainment 
dropped the sexuality assault case against "house of yards" star 
kevin spacey.  teen sent video of the incident to his girlfriend and 
was texting with his friends but the phone he was using is missing. 

0:36 7/17/2019 11:17p entertainment 

jury has been selected, opening statements for federal copyright 
trial involving singer katy perry.  \m do you dare to do this, cause i'm 
coming at you like a dark horse \m\m flame claims he ripped off his 
song, she insists the similarities are generic ones. 

0:23 7/17/2019 11:33p entertainment 
halloween horror night filled with ghosts and ghostbusters this year, 
most memorable scenes, characters and spirits from those films will 
come to life at universal studios. 

0:27 7/18/2019 11:09p entertainment 
the home of rapper yg raided.  detectives spent the day looking for 
clues in the shoot-out.  the suv was used to carry out a july 3rd 
crime spree.  an innocent person killed in the cross fire. 

0:43 7/18/2019 11:16p entertainment 

katy perry took stab today in a lawsuit involving her hit song dark 
horse.  a christian rapper is accusing him of ripping off her beats for 
the song.  take a listen.  â™« perry walked into the downtown l.a.  
courthouse before 9:00 this morning.  she’s accused of taking 
portions of rapper flame’s song joyful noise for her 2013 hit. 

0:28 7/18/2019 11:33p entertainment 

everyone remembers this.  the musical group earth, wind and fire i 
know what the symphony director michael tillson thomas and linda 
ronstatd being honor along with sally feel.  the kebld central honors 
will be awarded in december. 

0:31 7/19/2019 11:33p entertainment 

you don't believe in the boogie man, you should.  the saga of 
michael myers and lori is not over.  halloween be movie franchise 
will be back with two more  installmentes much.  universal pictures 
announced it today. 

0:38 7/22/2019 11:32p entertainment 

premiere night in hollywood tonight for quintin tarantino's new fill 
"once upon a time in hollywood".   all of hollywood boulevard with all 
the posters.  i just hope that people enjoy this movie.  who knows if 
we will see these types of films around in the future. 

0:41 7/22/2019 11:32p entertainment 

a premiere night of a different sort at universal study yois.  the new 
attraction, jurassic world the ride, celebrated a opening tonight.  and 
chris pratt and bryce dallas howard were there to kick off the 
opening.   you have been there and a similar thing n a boat that is 
taking you through a water way. 
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4:21 7/23/2019 11:14p entertainment 

a countdown to toek 2020 now begins.  it's never toer are soon to 
get ready.  tokyo games are going to make history with olympic first.  
they're also preparing to host four new sports during the summer 
games.  those sports, karate, rock climbing, surfing and skateboard.  
and nbc 4's own danielau guzman with hopefuls setting their sights 
on the games.  and brazilian breakout star laticia befawny.  does 
kbk scary? yes, and no.  it's bout having the confidence to do it.  i 
was skating with the boys and now every skate park you see a lot of 
gulls skating.  es for more opportunities.  members of the first ever 
u.s.  skateboarding team will be chosen next may.  shaun white is a 
three-time olympic gold medal snowboarder and after the last winter 
games, he seems ready to take on the best in the world in his other 
passion, skateboard.  and sat down to discuss his olympic shift and 
new goals for gold.   reporter: when you hear the name shaun white, 
you think of this.  shaun white takes the gold! reporter: but he's 
going back to his other first love.  it's funny.  i've always considered 
myself just as much a skateboarder as a snowboarder.  reporter: i 
can tell by watching you not that i know lot about skateboarding but 
how much you love skateboarding.  i can see it in your eyes and 
your body and how you're skating.  maybe i just love it more 
sometimes because i don't get to do it as much.  my snowboard 
career is doing its thing.  360.  shaun white one more hit.  twill it be 
enough? reporter: hours after winning his fourth snowboard goal, his 
mind had already shifted to the skateboard.  i remember calling 
someone on the the it dwriev down to get the gold medal in korea.  i 
remember being on the phone with my team and i was like okay, 
cool, cool, cool.  so when is the qualifying? a guy i know wants to 
know. 

0:25 7/24/2019 11:16p entertainment 

new at 11:00, bill cosby's insurer settled a lawsuit.  said cosby 
drugged and raped her in 1992.  led to prison sentence.  
spokesman said it was settled without cosby's approval, similar to 
eight others. 

2:34 7/25/2019 11:06p entertainment 

new are talent, a new attitude and maybe a new home.  the l.a.  
clippers are hoping to build a new stadium in englewood and the 
team viewed the first renderings today.  robert has reaction to the h 
plans.  robert? reporter: right now englewood is trending on twitter 
but it may not be for the reason think.  there are plenty of englewood 
his dents upset saying they have to deal with this football stadium in 
their town and now they have to deal with what the clippers have in 
mind what the clippers aowner calls what will be the best home in all 
of sports.  bracing for a billion dollar basketball palace.  we're so 
excited.  we'll come back when they finish it.  reporter: we're 
gauging reaction to what has been build as the state of the art 
englewood basketball pnd swer at the same time complex.  ok.  i'm 
going to like it.  reporter: we shoulding mention who will be playing 
there.  l.a.  lakers house vmgt they can go to anaheim.  it's an a 
good week.  i think the owner's energetic.  reporter: along with the 
addition of marquee players a marquee destination. 

0:20 7/25/2019 11:16p entertainment 
more charges could be on the way in the federal case against r.  
kelly.  the prosecution told the judge today that many more people 
will be charged. 
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0:49 7/25/2019 11:16p entertainment 

model and reality star jannist dickinson said she reached an epic 
settlement.  she went public saying that cosby raped her.  the 
lawyers accused her of lying so she sued for defamation.  my life 
went into a downward spiral and became just a snarksy in your face 
attitude because i was afraid of -- i was basically afraid of men after 
that. 

0:38 7/29/2019 11:18p entertainment 

a federal jury found that katy perry's song copied a christian song 
four years earlier.  \m\m you know what it is! some say you can hear 
the similarities.  the jury's decision comes five years after marcus 
gray first sued alearnlg ledging it stole the beat and the line from his 
sing "joyful noise. 

0:19 7/30/2019 11:18p entertainment 
new details on the sudden death of disney star cameron boyce.  the 
l.a.  coroner's office confirmed today that his death was due to 
epilepsy. 

0:45 7/30/2019 11:32p entertainment 

nfl representatives that visited the stadium that will become the 
home for the rams and the chargers.  about 75% complete at this 
point, on schedule for the 2020 season.  the one-of-a-kind roof will 
hold an ocular set is double sided and three times bigger than the 
one at mercedes stadium in atlanta.  nfl executive peter o'reilly says 
the stadium is also meeting standards needed to host the 2022 
super bowl. 

0:46 8/1/2019 11:08p entertainment 

the memorial at the marathon store is fenced off.  the reason could 
be just the beginning of a larger tribute to the slain rapper.  it is 
closed in the spot where nipsey was killed last march.  it is a hot 
spot for tourism and trouble.  a little disappointed.  i wanted to come 
support him.  to support the movement.  i guess i'll have to come 
back at a later time. 

0:34 8/1/2019 11:09p entertainment 

katy perry fined big time.  \m\m the jury decide that had part of her 
dark horse chud a passage lifted from joyful noise by marcus gray.  
today, her collaborators and capital records were ordered to pay 
nearly $2.8 million.  half of a million coming from the pop star 
herself. 

0:30 8/1/2019 11:16p entertainment 

handcuffed r.  kelly escorted down the jet way as he headed to a 
federal hearing today.  our inning 4 sister station in new york, the 
only one to capture his transfer at the airport.  he was hauled off to 
new york where he faces charges of child pornography, sex 
trafficking and coercion. 

0:28 8/1/2019 11:32p entertainment 

90201 fans, listen up.  the show is coming to melrose ahead of the 
premier later this month.  fox is reopening the peach pit where the 
first johnny rockets used to be.  they'll have brenda and brandon, 
kelly and donna's favorites there. 

0:38 8/1/2019 11:33p entertainment 

curious about cannabis? a new museum in hollywood explores the 
museum of weed.  tonight they had the opening.  it takes you 
through the history of marijuana including the counter culture.  they 
brought out some advocates.  from where it ban the to the war on 
drugs, where we are now. 

0:20 8/2/2019 11:33p entertainment 
event tipped off in downtown l.a.  tonight, the 11th annual nike three 
on three tourney is saturday and sunday at la live.  25,000 people 
expected to watch about 1500 teams. 

0:17 8/2/2019 11:34p entertainment 
 mayor eric garcetti welcomed the u.s.  women's national soccer 
team to pasadena this evening.  they will reunite at the rose bowl. 

0:47 8/5/2019 11:16p entertainment 

new charges filed today against r&b singer r.  kelly in minnesota, he 
is charged with two counts, including solicitation, including a minor.  
the women said she was invited to his hotel and given $200 to 
dance naked with him.  meantime, another woman is responding to 
what she calls insulting and inaccurate comments made by kelly's 
legal team. 
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2:29 8/5/2019 11:31p entertainment 

we have seen stories like this, where people are released after 
wrongful conviction.  how do they recovery? for brian banks the 
answer is share your story and hope for a change.  here is carolyn 
johnson.  i will tell you what is extraordinary.  i am.  there's so much 
that can be learned from my story.  don't move! when he was 
accused of a crime he did not commit.  brian banks had hopes this 
soon to be released movie based on his life, will be a call to action.  
are we doing everything in our power to do the right and just thing 
and not just pursue the conviction? at 16, banks was a promising 
football player from long beach, when he was accused of rain.  on 
the advice of council, he took a plea deal.  we have a system that is 
built on plea bargains that is unacceptable.  where 95-97% of cases 
ends in a form of a plea bargain and three to 5% of the cases go to 
trial.  he was released as a registered sex offender.  he had no 
money cannot get a job.  he was exonerate.  -- anything is possible.  
his -- it's not a case of whether men or women lie, people lie. 

0:44 8/7/2019 11:05p entertainment 

now, to a man who in films often plays the role of a villain, but 
tonight, he is being called a real hero.  he saw an overturned car 
and rushed over and found a grandmother and a baby trapped 
inside.  she got out on her own, but he and a by-stander got the 
baby out.  i went to the back door and started pulling it, but it was 
crushed. 

0:26 8/7/2019 11:33p entertainment 

we know that dodger games are electric.  so you don't want to miss 
a moment, even to go get a snack.  pretty soon, you will not have to.  
the team is getting together with the delivery service postmates the 
for food on demand at dodger stadium. 

0:25 8/8/2019 11:08p entertainment 

and an actor who is best known for the movie "bad santa," collided 
with a boy on a bicycle, in the beverly grove neighborhood.  tmz 
shared these photos.  they were taken around noon today at beverly 
and detroit. 

0:23 8/8/2019 11:33p entertainment 
actress kristin ritter has a new role, she is a mom.  the jessica jones 
star welcomed a baby boy with her musician -- it's the first child for 
the couple who have been together since 2014. 

0:27 8/12/2019 11:16p entertainment 

police are trying to figure out who broke into a car and stole a lot of 
virginia ubls from superstar haex rodriguez.  a lot of expensive 
electronic equipment was stolen.  he is a sports an his for espn was 
in san francisco to cover a giants game. 

0:25 8/13/2019 11:14p entertainment 

surveillance video now shows comedian andy dick targeted in a 
brutal attack after a performance in new orleans.  the comedian was 
punched and then fell to the ground outside the comedy club one 
eyed jack's. 

0:26 8/13/2019 11:14p entertainment 
reality tv's todd chrisley indicted on tax evasion charges today, but 
the father of five insists he is innocent.  he is typically making 
viewers laugh with his participating on chrisley knows best. 

0:53 8/13/2019 11:14p entertainment 

the fortnite champion is the latest victim of so-called swatting.  they 
said it was an ak-47.  and that is the call that officers received 
saturday night, someone posing as the 16-year-old called 911 
saying he just killed his father and tied up his mother in the garage.  
that quickly caught the attention of police who dispatched officers, 
ready to find the worst. 
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0:58 8/13/2019 11:16p entertainment 

l.a.  opera is investigating sexual harassment claims against its 
director, placido domingo.  philadelphia and san francisco opera 
houses now scrubbing his upcoming concerts.  \m\m the associated 
press shedding light on nine accusers who say he used his industry 
standings for unwanted sexual advances.  those claims span three 
decades.  one of the accusers says domingo invited her to his 
apartment and then forced his hands down her skirt. 

1:04 8/14/2019 11:17p entertainment 

new video shows police drawing their guns on the general manager 
of the new york yankees and what turned out to be a very big mix-
up.  open the door! with your hand from the outside please! 
connecticut police pulled over brian cashman last week because the 
plates on his jeep came up as stolen.  it turned out it had been 
stolen and recovered this year but police had never cleared the 
plates from the system.  you look very familiar to me. 

0:55 8/14/2019 11:33p entertainment 

the semifinalists have been selected and lake elsinore's cody lee is 
one of them.  he wowed the audience with simon and garfunkel's 
rendition there.  he's already thinking about how he will top himself 
this time.  i like elvis presley.  maybe an elvis song.  yeah.  and 
seeing how he's handling all of this.  i'm so proud of him.  thank you.  
he is terrific.  he is blind and autistic. 

0:48 8/15/2019 11:11p entertainment 

priced moved back to the 50s to promote the marvelous miss mazel.  
50 cent milkshakes.  and a $40 one night stay and pink hot dogs up 
to 59 cents a piece.  art's deli offered sandwiches for $99.   it's a 
real new york dog.   the miss mazel is trying to win an emmy.   it's 
cool.  love the show.   and other deals, 25 cent cupcakes and a 51 
krnt movie ticket at the bay theater in pacific palisades. 

0:36 8/15/2019 11:19p entertainment 

the los angeles memorial coliseum's renovation is now finished and 
just in time for the trojan football season.  \m\m got the band out 
there and everything.  today's ribbon cutting means the fans can 
start enjoying the new seats.  16 new luxury suites. 

0:30 8/15/2019 11:33p entertainment 

starting tomorrow, you can visit the coffee shop where your favorite 
friends got caffeinated.  to celebrate the show's 25th anniversary, 
the coffee bean and tea leaf and transforming two of their stores into 
pop-ups complete with the iconic orange sofa. 

0:22 8/16/2019 11:18p entertainment 
heather locklear could spend 120 days in jail.  the actress pleading 
guilty to eight misdemeanor counts after police say she attacked 
officers and emts last year. 

0:25 8/20/2019 11:10p entertainment 

l.a.  opera says it's opening a thorough and independent 
investigation into sexual harassment allegations against the 
company director and opera legend.  the company announced today 
it's hiring a former u. 

0:24 8/22/2019 11:05p entertainment 

high- end real estate heists.  sean phillips among the many targets.  
we're hearing about two beverly hills men using open houses as a 
staging ground for burglaries.  investigators say over the course of 
two years this pair stole thousands of priceless items from the rich 
and famous. 

0:37 8/22/2019 11:05p entertainment 

an impromptu performance landed a local raper in trouble.  at 
rancho kukau mungau high school we're going there at 3:00.  that's 
ambj on instagram today.  told fans to meet him near rancho kukau 
mungau high school.  nearly a thousand people showed up and so 
did the police. 
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2:48 8/22/2019 11:06p entertainment 

you might say the legendary rock band is now out of this world.  live 
for us at the rose bowl right now more off this gigantic surprise.  out 
of this world.  robert.  reporter: very good.  chuck and carol cannen.  
you don't have to be a rocket sign it should to have a good time at 
the stone's concert.  but it sure helps when you're about to tell 
60,000 people who are now leaving that concert that nasa has 
landed the stones where no one has gone before.  ladies and 
gentlemen, the rolling stones.  \m \m reporter: for the first time in 25 
years the rolling stones performed in pasadena.  \m everywhere i 
hear a sound of marching charging \m reporter: while the rose bowl 
rocked those that were just a few miles down the way at jet 
propulsion laboratory couldn't help but wonder if this was written in 
the stars.  this is out of outer space, right? something new, 
something different.  reporter: before the concert robert downy jr.  
delivering a surprise announcement about what happened when jbl 
landed on the red planet.  we had a pebble, like a golf-ball sized 
pebble and our rocket kecked it across the surface of mars for three 
feet.  so of course the rolling stone rock. 

0:24 8/22/2019 11:33p entertainment 
the national media ocoalition held its annual luncheon.  our own nbc 
4's michelle mc'd the event.  among the honorees are sister station's 
investigative reporter.   

0:30 8/23/2019 11:09p entertainment 

the nba has closed its investigation of sacramento kings and laker 
coach, luke walton.  the league couldn't find enough to report sexual 
harassment charges.  investigators say kelli tennant is not 
cooperating with them. 

0:23 8/23/2019 11:10p entertainment 

a special prosecutor has been appointed in chicago to look into the 
jussie smollett attack case.  the employment of dan webb raises the 
possibility that new charges could be brought against the "empire" 
actor. 

1:04 8/26/2019 11:32p entertainment 

even though they don't play music videos anymore, the mtv video 
music awards were tonight.  one of the big winners, taylor swift.  
well, she opened the show with her hit, you need to call down which 
won her music vi of the year.  other big winners include best hip hop 
performance, cardi b for money.  the song of the year by billy ray 
cyrus.  don't forget her amazing performance.  i promised i would 
not try.  i cry every award.  but this michael jackson vi award means 
so much to me. 

0:32 8/26/2019 11:33p entertainment 

this was premier night for one of the most anticipated horror films of 
the year.  it.  chapter two.  all the stars were on the red carpet at the 
regency village theater for the hollywood star premier.  the eek we 
will to the original "it" is based on the november by stephen king. 

1:58 8/27/2019 11:09p entertainment 

the public got a chance to sound off tonight on negotiations between 
the l.a.  angels and anaheim over the team's current lease at the big 
a.  and a possible move down the road to long beach.  bever white 
is live now outside the anaheim city hall.  it was a hot topic at the 
city council meeting.  reporter: that's right.  the future of major 
league baseball in anaheim boils down to a business relationship 
between angels and city leaders.  and a lease agreement that could 
carry over for the next ten years.  he's got the lead at 43! reporter: 
they were at home against the texas rangers.  exuberance in the 
stands contrasting with a very serious mood in city hall.  they know 
the teen is being court by long beach meaning a potential new 
address and a likely name change.  rollicking objection was 
proceeded by comments from all over the map by members of the 
public. 
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0:39 8/27/2019 11:15p entertainment 

actress lori lough lynne walked into a court in boston to settle the 
dispute over the attorneys they have to represent them.  they are 
accused of paying $500,000 to help their daughters get into usc.  a 
judge ruled that they can continue to use the same law firm which 
until recently also represented the university of southern california 
which claims to be a victim in the case here. 

0:27 8/27/2019 11:16p entertainment 

the newly signed center for the lakers, demarcus cousins, dealing 
with some offcourt drama.  the teen is facing claims that he 
threatened to kill the mother of his child.  tmz obtained an audio 
recording. 

0:33 8/28/2019 11:33p entertainment 

imagine trying to sign up for this class.  matthew mcconaughey 
taking on a new role.  professor at the university of texas austin.  he 
will teach in the department of radio, television, film.  in 2015 he was 
a visiting professor there where he co-taught the script to screen 
film production class with a director, scott rice, and developed the 
course's curriculum. 

0:35 9/3/2019 11:17p entertainment 

stop! youtuber brook has been cleared in an lapd animal abuse 
investigation.  after she was seen shoving and hitting her dog.  she 
was trying to play a prank with her dog but somehow the outtakes 
surfaced.  that set off complaints from peta. 

0:25 9/3/2019 11:17p entertainment 

arianna grande is suing fashion giant forever 21 for $12 million.  she 
is accusing the company of using a look-alike and music from her 
videos to sell their products.  she claims her team was negotiating 
an ad campaign with forever 21 in december but talks fell apart 
because of money. 

0:27 9/3/2019 11:18p entertainment 
singer r.  kelly is now in the general prison population at a federal 
prison in chicago.  the defense attorneys have complained he was 
being held if solitary confinement as a punishment. 

0:26 9/5/2019 11:32p entertainment 

from the hardwood to hard cover.  kobe bryant is making a splash in 
the literary world.  he was in newport beach to promote his young 
adult novel.  it is about a young girl who tries to win a tournament to 
save her father's orphanage. 

0:41 9/5/2019 11:33p entertainment 

and the brady bunch home tv home restored to its full glory.  it was 
purchased in 2018 for the soul purpose of renovating it.  the only 
thing exterior was used in the show.  the rest was all a closed set.  
the sitcom stars who had a hand on the restoration say the project 
has brought their experience full krir. 

0:33 9/6/2019 11:12p entertainment 

federal prosecutors in boston are asking a judge to sentence 
actress felicity huffman to jail.  her attorneys want the judge to give 
her no jail time.  they are asking for a year probation, 250 hours of 
community service and a $25,000 fine. 

0:23 9/6/2019 11:17p entertainment 

new tonight, if you follow professional football you know about the 
nola no-call last year between the rams and the saints.  fans sued 
saying the officials failed to flag a blatant penalty by the rams player, 
helping the rams beat the saints and advance to the super bowl. 

0:25 9/10/2019 11:10p entertainment 

new, tonight, keeping up with the kardashians, but this was a little 
too close.  a man caught on camera snooping through two of their 
homes in the hidden hills.  tmz released this surveillance video from 
inside kylie jenner's house on monday. 

0:36 9/10/2019 11:11p entertainment 

tonight, just days after signing with the new england patriots, 
antonio brown is facing an accusation of rape.  the former trainer if 
the wide receiver has filed a lawsuit in florida.  brittany taylor claims 
he sexually assaulted her on three occasions. 

0:22 9/10/2019 11:17p entertainment 
the clippers have a new arena deal for the city of englewood.  the 
team wants to throw in $100 million in benefits.  we got a look at 
plans at the basketball and entertainment complex. 
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0:45 9/10/2019 11:32p entertainment 

you, no doubt, know that tune, the 1970s hit song, "september." 
today, the l.a.  city council decided to make september 21st earth, 
wind & fire day in l.a.  the honor is touching for him.  it's one thing to 
receive a proclamation in the city where you live.  but to receive it in 
a city where you were born and raised, i'm proud of the fact that i'm 
from los angeles, california. 

0:46 9/10/2019 11:33p entertainment 

tonight, there was a party on the nbc universal back lot, to honor the 
folks who are the backbone at our company.  you see patrick healy.  
beverly white is out covering the stories.  she has 34 years at nbc 4.  
patrick healy, he has 35.  can you imagine the stories they've 
covered.  two superstars in our newsroom, ronnie jeffrey and you 
see kevin le beach. 

0:47 9/12/2019 11:17p entertainment 

one of the newest cast members of "saturday night live" is already 
under fire for racist comments just hours after officially being added 
to the cast.  comedian shane gillis used an anti-chinese slur and 
made an offensive impression of a chinese person during this 
podcast he recorded last year.  now the podcast went viral today, 
the same day that he was announced as one of three new cast 
members along with the show's first asian cast member, bowen 
yang. 

0:57 9/12/2019 11:32p entertainment 

one of the biggest scare fests around, halloween horror nights kicks 
off in less than 24 hours, but we got a star-studded sneak peek 
tonight at universal studios hollywood.  the new ghostbusters maze 
is one of the big additions this year.  based of course on the classic 
movie.  tonight's red carpet event drew the likes of horror movie 
director rob zombie, slash from guns n' roses.  even a face from the 
original ghostbusters movie. 

1:48 9/13/2019 11:11p entertainment 

tonight "desperate housewives" star felicity huffman is preparing to 
spend time behind bars after being sent to 14 days in jail.  she is 
acknowledging her shame.  she is taking full responsibility.  actress 
felicity huffman walked into court with her husband and actor, 
william h.  macy.  the prosecutor said most parents have the moral 
compass and integrity not to step over the line saying the defendant 
does not.  there is no paparazzi in prison.  prison is a great 
equalizers.  huffman's voice cracking saying i am deeply ashamed 
of what i have done and will accept whatever punishment you deem 
appropriate.  huffman pleaded guilty in may to paying $15,000 to 
have her daughter's sat scores rigged.  the sentence, 14 days in 
prison.  a $30,000 fine. 

0:39 9/13/2019 11:18p entertainment 

we got a sneak peek at the new george lucas museum and so did 
george lucas.  he toured the construction site along with his wife 
and the mayor.  construction is in place for the 300 square foot 
museum that will feature restaurants, and plenty of "star wars" 
memorabilia. 

0:41 9/13/2019 11:32p entertainment 

six flags fright fest is back with a three-hour coffin challenge.  six 
people participating get six minute bathroom breaks every three 
hours.  i don't know.  it sounded like so much fun.  i am so busy in 
the day.  i work two jobs.  my kids are go, go, go all the time.  30 
hours to do nothing sounds amazing. 

0:24 9/13/2019 11:33p entertainment 

keep in mind that halloween horror nights is in full effect at universal 
studios hollywood.  the ghostbusters maze is a new addition.  some 
of the most iconic moments and lets you fight off your favorite 
ghosts. 

0:20 9/13/2019 11:33p entertainment 

and halloween magic back at the disneyland resort.  a giant mickey 
mouse jack-o-lantern.  the haunted mansion transforms into scenes 
from tim burton's the nightmare before christmas and halloween 
screams fireworks show. 
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0:34 9/16/2019 11:16p entertainment 

the kevin hart sex tapes scandal.  enews reveals the mod sell now 
suing the comedian.  video surfaced in 2017 of them engaged in 
consensual acts inside a las vegas hotel room.  hart's former friend 
charged with extortion for secretly recording the encounter. 

0:22 9/16/2019 11:17p entertainment 

saturday night live has fired one of its brand new cast members.  
just hours before the show announced the hiring of shane gillis, a 
2018 youtube video surfaced of gillis making racial slurs about 
asians. 

0:45 9/17/2019 11:32p entertainment 

we are one day away from the seasonal final of america's got talent.  
cody lee dazzled the crowd tonight.  one last time.  it was his final 
performance before the winner is announced.  he learned a whole 
new song for tonight.  i feel so amazing.  how did you go about the 
song? it was so good.  it was.  you can vote for cody or any of the 
other ten finalists until 4:00 a. 

0:24 9/17/2019 11:33p entertainment 

universal is joining the streaming war and will be named 
appropriately enough.  peacock.  the service will roll out in april.  
with 15,000 hours of content.  including old favorites like the office 
and 30 rock. 

2:02 9/18/2019 11:09p entertainment 

late tonight, the city of lake elsinore tells us oh, yes, a celebration is 
in the works after its celebrity citizen cody lee was crowned the 
winner of "america's got talent." we caught up with the blind and 
autistic piano-playing singer back stage right after he claimed that 
title.  cody lee! cody is king.  do you feel like a superstar? heck 
yeah.  the moment cody lee first opened his mouth on our stage, he 
had the million dollars in his pocket.  \m i've been so many places in 
my life and times \m \m the 23-year-old from lake elsinore's audition 
in may described as one of the most emotional moments in agt 
history.  \m \m the performance by the elsinore high grad led 
gabrielle union to use her golden buzzer.  and told us tonight.  he's 
changed the world and he's going to continue to change the world.  
mom tina always by his side. 

0:29 9/18/2019 11:17p entertainment 
new details in the rape allegations against the new england patriots 
wide receiver antonio brown.  the pennsylvania county d.a.'s office 
says it will not prosecute because of the statute of limitations. 

0:30 9/19/2019 11:33p entertainment 

meantime, it was a perfectly spooky night for the opening of "knot's 
scary farm".   visitors got to go inside eerie tunnels blanketed with 
thick fog.  terrifying horrors lurk around every corner.  visitors even 
get to go on a journey to the depths of hidden caves. 

0:31 9/20/2019 11:32p entertainment 

stars walking the red carpet at sunday's emmy awards were treated 
with some fancy gifts tonight.  a sample of emmy shwag, you might 
be wonder why people who don't need all this stuff are getting all 
these items, it's profitable for a company to have it posted on social 
media. 

0:32 9/24/2019 11:32p entertainment 

warner brothers pushing back against criticism the upcoming joker 
film glorifies gun violence.  those killed in colorado during the 
screening of the bat man movie are expressing unease about the 
new film.  some called on warner brothers to commit to gun control 
causes. 

0:21 9/24/2019 11:33p entertainment 
tom hanks will receive the award.  only the second actor ever to win 
back to back best actor oscars.  you can see him receive the award 
january 5. 
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0:25 9/24/2019 11:33p entertainment 

we'll make it the hollywood segment.  there are more than 2,000 
stars on the boulevard.  and his is right next to his empire costar.  
the along with empire.  he starred in movies like the best man, crash 
and ray. 

0:43 9/26/2019 11:33p entertainment 

oscar nominated director is celebrating diversity with a festival.  it 
runs for six weeks and showcases movies by women, minorties and 
every ticket is free.  it matters because we don't often see access to 
given to general public.  non-film makers.  not everyone gets to go 
to cans.  and sun dance or berlin. 

0:34 9/27/2019 11:18p entertainment 

it is a beautiful night for a swan boat ride in echo park.  you can now 
do this year-round.  it started as a summer program and sold out 
almost every night.  the rides, in fact, were so popular they're now 
going to be featured every night when the sun goes down. 

2:16 7/15/2019 11:05p environment 

pets and coyotes don't mix.  attacks on the rise.  talking to the 
residents about the killer confrontations, robert kovacik.  reporter: 
this wall, just under 6 feet, jumped on top of it.  next door a coyote 
went inside.  say stalking prey outside during the day and bold 
enough to come inside at night.  i believe the attack took place in 
the kitchen, covered in blood.  reporter: ten-year-old murphy 
mauled, pack of predators on the street.   imagine followed him in 
through the doing door.  sally was in the house and was taken.  
reporter: bueña park neighborhood app warning of killing spree.  
pets being taken.  reporter: leapt 5 1/2 feet up to wall.  confrontation 
with cat.  gets defensive and then makes run for h it.   lunged at him 
to protect herself.  heartbreaking.  reporter: later saw their cat in the 
coyote's mouth.   do they need to attack a child, is that what it 
takes? reporter: ready this time when they come around.  shotgun 
and crossbow. 

0:27 7/17/2019 11:33p environment 
all these whales just came out of the ocean and just beached 
themselves.  beachgoers in georgia helped save this pod of whales 
from beaching.  30 to 40 pilot whales came ashore tuesday. 

0:28 8/20/2019 11:33p environment 

it's been called a smog siege.  57 straight days of unhealthy air 
quality in l.a.  that's despite a dramatic improvement over the past 
20 years.  warm temps, emissions, mountains trapping all the 
pollution, some of the reasons why. 

0:29 9/3/2019 11:16p environment 

a coyote with a plastic toy stuck in its mouth was found dead.  the 
coyote was first spotted last month.  you can see it here.  she's 
videos show with it that red toy stuck in its mouth.  it appeared on 
neighborhood sights including next door. 

0:35 9/18/2019 11:14p environment 

the video is revealing what happened to a local mountain lion before 
it was hit and killed on the 405 freeway.  the national park service 
releasing video that shows p-61 getting chased by another cougar 
minutes before getting killed.  the other untagged puma was likely 
protecting his home range. 

0:30 7/1/2019 11:16p foreign news 

mayhem in hong kong ends tonight without future blood shed.  
activists demanding the end off a law that tightens china's grip on 
the city.  police forcing an estimated half million people to scatterer.  
on this the 22nd anniversary of hong kong's return to chinese rule. 

0:32 9/5/2019 11:16p foreign news 

tonight an american woman is accused of trying to sneak a six-day 
old infant out of philippines in a shoulder pack.  jennifer talbot 
passing through manila airport counter yesterday without dechairing 
the baby.  she was stopped at a boarding gate because her carry-on 
was oversized. 
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0:21 9/10/2019 11:15p foreign news 
new video of a biker head-butt.  the victim was crossing the street 
when a cyclist nearly collided with him.  the cyclist, in a moment of 
rage, goes after the guy. 

0:34 9/18/2019 11:15p foreign news 

this is stunning new video of fiery debris falling from the sky 
following a tank explosion in istanbul, turkey.  you can see the 
people scrambling to find cover before the tank lands on a car.  the 
explosion was triggered by a fire at a chemical factory. 

0:49 9/18/2019 11:16p foreign news 

canadian prime minister justin trudeau says he is sorry for wearing 
racist makeup at a costume party.  time magazine posting a year 
book photo of trudeau in brown face and wearing a turban at a 
theme party hosted at a private school where he taught in 2001.  the 
image could be a challenge for the leader of the liberal party who 
often talks about the need to fight racial discrimination. 

0:24 9/23/2019 11:07p foreign news 

also breaking.  tonight there's been a powerful 6.0 earthquake in 
puerto rico.  the shaking did set off a series of water main breaks.  
the epicenter is midway between puerto rico and the dominican 
republic. 

0:23 9/24/2019 11:14p foreign news 
new video of a 5.8 earthquake in pakistan.  and narrow escape.  the 
building begins to collapse.  you can see people running.  one man 
got away.  surrounded by a cloud of dust. 

1:43 7/12/2019 11:05p 
funerals and 
memorials 

an emotional night at angel stadium.  tonight was the first home 
game since the sudden death of pitcher tyler skaggs.  then 
something magical happened.   there really isn't another way to say 
it.  what the angels did tonight was special.  they honored tyler 
skaggs with maybe the greatest tribute you could give to a pitcher.  
first what happened in the game no one saw coming.  all the angel 
players were wearing skaggs' number 45 jersey with his name on 
the back.  taylor cole got the start, only went two innings but he was 
perfect in those two innings.  then the job fell to felix pena.  he 
dominated the line-up.  he struck out six, only walked one batter.  
then it got to the moment.  two outs in the ninth, no-hitter on the line. 

0:33 7/12/2019 11:06p 
funerals and 
memorials 

emotions high, though, even before the game started tonight.  
everyone on the team wore his number 45 in honor of the 27-year-
old southern california native.  skaggs was found dead in a hotel 
room last week during the team's road trip to texas. 

2:21 8/1/2019 11:05p 
funerals and 
memorials 

triumph over tragedy.  that is the message from thousands in 
downtown gilroy, shattered by violence last weekend.  that vigil 
honored the victims in sunday's festival shooting.  robert kovacik 
now in gilroy with a pledge of gilroy strong is very, very evident.  not 
just to remember the victims but to remember how much worse it 
could have been for this city with a population just a little smaller 
than diamond bar or fountain valley.  residents applauded the gilroy 
police officers who stopped a 19-year-old gunman a minute after he 
opened fire at a festival for thousands that has put gilroy on the 
map.  tonight a promise to persevere together.  everyone has the 
same thing.  yes, another american city in a vigil following another 
mass shooting.  on sunday in gilroy, they couldn't save the lives of 
three.  but first responders saved so many more.  having watched 
all the terrorist type attacks around the world occur and the way that 
it was dealt with.  and then i look at the way my staff dealt with this. 

0:54 8/14/2019 11:09p 
funerals and 
memorials 

he was known as a professional who loved his job point he was 
killed in a gun battle monday in riverside.   officers gathered for the 
of the memorial bell.  for someone who goes out there and is base 
which i preventing accidents, saving lives, helping people.  for this to 
happen to them.  it was pretty nice.  it is known as a ghost gun.   
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0:49 8/20/2019 11:10p 
funerals and 
memorials 

an emotional tribute for officer andre moyer, who was not and killed 
by a man he had just pulled over in a routine traffic stop.  hundreds 
of people, including family, friends, and fellow officers, packed a 
liverside church, to honor a man who put people first, in or out of 
uniform.  and the feeling among fellow officers was mutual.  he was 
known forgiving out a lot of citations, no matter who broke the law. 

1:59 9/5/2019 11:06p 
funerals and 
memorials 

now to two cities, long beach and santa monica, united tonight in 
remembrance of the 34 people who died on monday aboard the 
dive boat off santa cruz island.  tonight, beverly white is in santa 
monica where she's been talking with close friends.  reporter: that's 
right.  social media encouraged the visitors to bring open hearts and 
dive lights to the santa monica pier.  our cameras captured 
tremendous outpouring at two events in local communities this 
evening.  a mournful march on the santa monica shore for victims of 
the conception dive boat fire.  mary beth of santa monica among 34 
souls lost.  she was a volunteer since 2011 shelf volunteered at our 
beach clean-ups and she also took special volunteers speakers 
course.  reporter: a scuba buddy also died in the disaster.  they 
were just really cool people and good hearts. 

0:30 9/19/2019 11:02p 
funerals and 
memorials 

to more breaking news now, this is arleta, where a large group of 
people have been blocking a 5 freeway offramp to mourn a 
motorcycle rider killed in a crash.  26-year-old gerardo died after 
doing stunts near the exit. 

2:23 7/1/2019 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

california is known for a lot of things including having some of of the 
highest gasoline prices in the country and today they climbed even 
higher.  it's all part of a ballot measure aimed at improving mass 
transit with you paying for it at the pump.  so how do people feel 
about it now? live in echo park tonight.  reporter: that's right.  we 
went in research mode for you tonight, chuck.  the california gas is 
more than a dollar a gallon higher.  with regular unled right here at 
$$3.95 it.  we ehad a lot of company.  our search for cheaper gas on 
day one of the latest gas tax hike brought us to u.s.  gases in 
compton.  this location has been one of the cheapest this far.  weevl 
are travelled from the it west side of los angeles all the way south to 
oceanside and this gas station in particular have been on the lower 
end of the spectrum.  er  it is it the cheapest.  i'm from watts and i 
will come past the freeway to get gas.  reporter: u.s.  gas operates 
nine local stations and says with great volume and below average 
pricing, the gas tax doesn't sting so much. 

0:29 7/1/2019 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

sunday president trump made history meeting with kim jong-un at 
the most dangerous boarder in the world and in doing so became 
the first sitting u.s.  president to set foot on north korean soil.  and 
the white house may accept a nuclear freeze, allowing them to keep 
their nuclear weapons as long as they don't build any new ones. 

0:48 7/1/2019 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

some great news for kids who want to beat the summer heat.  a 
neighborhood pool just reopened after ten years.  the newly 
remodeled 9,000 square foot pool, swimming oasis opened this 
afternoon.  and pulled together federal, county and city money to 
renovate and reopen this.  leaven behind a big empty hole in the 
ground, fill would dirty water and graffiti. 
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0:28 7/1/2019 11:18p 
Government and 

Politics 

preparations are underway for the large 4th of july celebration 
president trump has for the capitol.  army tanks arrived for the 
independence day celebration.  the evening will include music, 
demonstrations and an address from the president. 

0:18 7/11/2019 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

president trump has abandoned his plan to get a citizenship 
question on the 2020 census, even so, the trump administration is 
vowing to collect citizenship records from federal agencies. 

0:46 7/16/2019 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

the fourth boy has died in the past six years while under the 
supervision of the los angeles department county of children and 
family services.  friends were out protesting today at the agency's 
office in korea town.  they're demanding greater accountability.  
don't do this! don't send me back.  don't make me go.  reporter: 
noah's parents said that he drowned in the pool but sheriff's 
investigators say they found trauma to his body inconsistent with a 
drowning. 

0:56 7/16/2019 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

city of angels or city of rats? there is a new report out.  it suggests 
the city and the state are being overrun by rodents and they say the 
problem is getting worse they blame the rat problem on the 
homeless population.  the group made of pest control and public 
health experts wants the governor to declare a public health 
emergency.  this report should be ashamed on local government 
officials who have known about this crisis for the past several 
months but have tried to sweep it under the rug, along with the rat 
droppings. 

0:30 7/16/2019 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

the house of representatives passed a resolution today condemning 
president trump for racist tweets against four congress women.  
every democrat and four republicans voted to rebuke the president 
for saying that they did not like america, they should go back and fix 
the places they came from. 

0:41 7/18/2019 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

l.a.’s homeless crisis is turning into a legal battle over constitutional 
rights.  they are challenging the sweeps of homeless encampments.  
that’s when they go out and clear the streets because of health 
concerns.  there is a claim that it is violating the rights of the 
homeless whose belongings are thrown away. 

0:49 7/18/2019 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

presidential candidate and former vice president joe biden was in 
bel air getting some face time with local donors and condemning 
president trump’s comments.  biden ended the night at the home of 
sony pictures chairman before brushing shoulders with 
entertainment players.  biden helped with breakfast in the morning 
at the baptist ministers on crenshaw boulevard where he 
commented on last night’s send her back chant at a donald trump 
rally. 

0:31 7/19/2019 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

new details south l.a.  family said that the house caught fire because 
of a nearby homeless encampment is getting help from the citiful.  
angie crouch was there tonight, as the council men's 
representatives offered emergency services, including food and 
transportation. 

0:23 7/19/2019 11:18p 
Government and 

Politics 

president trump said that he will try to free asap rocky.  he has been 
jailed.  the president tweeted, just spoke to kanye west about his 
friend asap rocky's incarceration, i will be calling the very talented 
prime minister of sweden to see what we can do to help asap rocky. 

0:26 7/22/2019 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

they are digging in the l.a.  department of water in corruption.  l.a.'s 
city hall raided by the fbi today.  some of the staff members are 
accused in the overbilling scandal and the mishandle thing of a 
class action settle thement. 
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3:33 7/22/2019 11:13p 
Government and 

Politics 

it happens every day on the streets of los angeles.  the homeless 
bathing in jury-rigged fire hydrants, and all of it creating fire hazards 
and disabling the very tools used to fight a fire.  tonight, team invers 
gator found that the city is looking the other way.  a tent goes up in 
flames near downtown l.a.  these kinds of fires often started 
accidentally by the homeless.   wake up! get out! reporter: are 
erupting with growing frequency.  and l.a.  firefighters respond 
toggle almost 2500 of them last year and average six fires a day, a 
dramatic in crease from the year before.  the fires threaten the 
people on the streets as well as residents in nearby buildings and 
homes.   where was the fire the other night.   and homeless people 
camping out behind the san fernando valley home along the l.a.  
river started a fire last year and another one last week.  reviving 
memories of a fire two years ago when a homeless encampment 
fire ignited the west l.a.  hills destroying six homes.   and if you have 
fire going.  what are you going to do? reporter: and now the eye 
teams that documented behaviors to fuel the fire danger to steal 
electricity.  that can cause fires to short out and spark a fire.  of the 
big problem, some use barbecues to stoves to cook next to or inside 
their tents.  dangerously close to lighter fluid or propane tanks.   
could it go up in tanks? absolutely.   and trained firefighters worry 
about the rise in encampment fires.  some of the tents are filled with 
combustible materials and they canesly cause the spread of a fire. 

0:35 7/23/2019 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

new at 11:00 looks like los angeles won't be the first major city to 
ban horse races.  it failed toobt.  the l.a.  board of animal services 
met to discuss a vote on the measure.  a mostly symbolic move.  
many did speak in favor off a ban.  90% of horses that break down 
have preexisting conditions. 

0:27 7/23/2019 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

the department of motor vehicles has a bad reputation when it 
comes to customer service but that could soon be changing.  they 
announced the dmv will start accepting credit cards and add pop-up 
offices to help sign up people for the new real ids. 

0:46 7/23/2019 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

all of the net with wks with will be covering special counsel robt 
mueller's appearance before congress and he'll be answering 
limited questions about his findings in the trump russia investigation.  
this comes with a stern warning.  the justice department siting 
executive privilege is warning mueller to stay within the boundaries 
of his report. 

0:26 7/24/2019 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

thousands have been gathering at old governor's mansion calling 
him on to step down.  leaked chats showed him and close aides 
insulting women and mocking constituents, including victims of 
hurricane maria. 

1:56 7/24/2019 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

both republicans and democrats are declaring victory tonight after 
the much anticipated testimony from special counsel robert mueller.  
for hours he answered questions about russian interference in the 
2016 presidential election and what then candidate donald trump 
knew about it.   nothing was done, big hoax.  on the way to 
fundraiser, seized on the appearance before congress.   robert 
mueller did a poor job, devastating for the democrats.   during six 
hours of testimony, mueller at times seemed unfamiliar with his own 
report, dismissed the president's claim that report cleared him.  
president repeatedly claimed that your report found no obstruction 
and completely exonerated him.  that is not what the report said is 
it? correct.  highly anticipated testimony fell short of expectations. 
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1:08 7/25/2019 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

to decision 2020.  two presidential candidates brought their cam 
wanes to southern california today.  senator bernie sanders and 
mayor pete bud jij.  a grass roots fundraiser at a theater in whoid 
where he said the country is in a struggle that will determine its 
future.  we have got to rethink politics in america.  we have got to 
rethink what is possible.  sanders will be holding a campaign rally at 
santa monica high school tomorrow night.  and south bend, indiana 
mayor was in south l. 

0:29 7/26/2019 11:18p 
Government and 

Politics 

"the l.a.  times" are reporting that new attorneys are in charge of the 
l.a.  dwp settlement.  this news comes just days after the fbi raided 
the l.a.  department of water and power offices.  the i team learned 
how they are handling a class action lawsuit dealing with overbilling. 

0:52 7/29/2019 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

and a simi valley councilwoman has swarmed with threats after 
condemning i.c.e.  raids in this controversial video.   they immoral 
and they are striking to communities unnecessarily.   she says after 
she posted the video, she has received death threats.  simi valley 
police have increased patrol.  and addressing the uproar.   giving 
people their rights, telling them what they rights are, according to 
the u. 

0:36 7/29/2019 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

here we go again.  the countdown is on for the second democratic 
presidential debate in detroit.  there so many candidates, 20 of 
them, the debate has to be spread over two nights.  bernie sanders 
and elizabeth war listen share the stage for the first time. 

2:26 7/30/2019 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

second of all.   you don't know that.  i do know.  i wrote the damn 
bill.   democrats divided.  the candidates spar on stage during round 
1 of the second debate.  the ten white house hopefuls united in their 
fight against donald trump, but they were definitely split on almost 
every other single topic.  tonight conan nolan is live for us.  conan is 
in the newsroom with highlights from the debate.  conan? the split 
was laid bare for all to see.  the split between the progressive and 
the centrist swing of the democratic party.  it is a party divided by 
those seeking a revolution.   we have to choose a candidate we 
don't believe him.   reporter: and the ones who say the goal must be 
to win back the white house.   we are more worried about winning 
an argument than winning an election.   reporter: in the middle the 
two most liberal candidates, senators bernie sanders and elizabeth 
warren, pounced on by centrist rivals such as john delaney.   why do 
we have to be the party of taking something away from hem. 

0:24 7/30/2019 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

president trump might not make it on the california ballot in the next 
presidential election.  governor gavin newsom today signed 
legislation aimed at president trump, and it requires presidential 
candidates to release five years of income tax returns to qualify for 
the ballot. 

0:40 7/30/2019 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

it was a unanimous decision today from the los angeles city council 
that now makes it illegal to sleep in your car on certain streets.  this 
is for many residential streets and near schools.  from the south bay 
and sylmar and in between.  today opponents argue that the 
decision could make more people homeless and criminalize those 
without a place to live. 
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2:34 7/31/2019 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

round two of the democratic presidential debate in detroit.  and the 
front-runner joe biden was on the receiving end.  this time the 
former vice president was pushing back, getting combative and 
reminding the other night on stage of his experience in the white 
house.  conan nolan is live with highlights from the debate tonight.  
that's right.  joe biden made the remark that he was barack obama's 
vice president for eight years and mr.  obama said it was the best 
decision he ever made.  that didn't amount to much with the other 
candidates.  mr.  biden leads in every poll so the effort was to bring 
him down.  as expect, the vice president was the target.  simply 
inaccurate.  you need to be able to answer the tough questions.  joe 
biden on the issue of mass incarceration.  every crime bill, major 
and minor, has had his name on it.  bills passed nine years ago 
were passed overwhelmingly.  if you cross the border illegally, you 
should be able to be sent back.  it looks like one of us has learned 
the lessons of the past.  kamala harris blasted his health care plan. 

2:12 8/6/2019 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

rallying in the face of fear, bernie sanders took the stage here in 
southern california, hours after someone made a threat toward the 
event.  we were at the event in long beach tonight.  where some 
people say, they were afraid to show up.  rick? reporter: yeah, 
safety certainly was a concern here tonight, police say the man who 
made the threats against this rally posted bail and out of jail.  so, 
one woman tells me that her family encouraged her to not come 
tonight.  presidential hopeful bernie sanders speaking to a crowd of 
a couple thousand at long beach city college.  addressing many 
topics, including education, housing and public safety.  from coast-
to-coast, with the american people, i say, we have got to do 
something about this insane gun violence.  long beach police saying 
that officers arrested a 27-year-old huntington park man yesterday.  
he posted an online threat of violence this weekend aimed at the 
rally. 

2:22 8/7/2019 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

after it was revealed that the billionaire owner of the companies is 
holding a fundraising for president trump later this week, there's 
been issues.  we have more details about how more celebrities are 
joining a boycott.  robert? reporter: we are with -- we are here on the 
sunset strip, where those that pay to come to the club, are saying 
it's time for billionaire owner to break a sweat and not them.  vowing 
they will not belong until he admits he is wrong.  most of us a need 
motivation to go to the gym and work on out.  but now, a push to get 
out.  it was quiet.  i did not have to book a spot in spin class.  
celebrities flexing their anger on social media, saying boycott 
equinox and soul cycle.  started a trend with word the man who 
owns them is hosting a fundraiser.  we don't want trump back in 
office and these companies need to support getting him re-elected.  
he is organizing a sunset strip protest against billionaire steven ross 
who also owns the miami dolphins.  this statement was sent, and it 
reads in part, neither companies have anything to do with the event 
later this week and do not support it. 
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1:58 8/7/2019 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

now, we are going to turn our attention to the mass shootings in 
texas and ohio.  today, president truffle, visited survivors and first 
responders in dayton, ohio, and el paso, texas.  two cities, 1500 
miles apart.  but united in their grief.  we report from el paso.  
tonight, the politics of the day have faded away and the reality of the 
heartbreak is settling back in.  \m \m the morning crosses borders 
tonight as el paso grasped the sorrow with tears and hugs.  i just 
never thought anything would happen over here, it's our people that 
got affected.  the still closed walmart, the crowd continued to grow.  
president trump's visit in el paso came with mixed reviews.  he in 
met with families and first responders.  the second stop of the day ar 
being in ohio n both places, protests outside, and greeted warmly 
inside. 

0:17 8/9/2019 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

speaking of the wall, crews placed the primary pam at the primary 
part of the property.  the border patrol says the height of this wall will 
now make it more of a deterrent than what's there right now. 

0:38 8/16/2019 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

new at 11:00, about a dozen or so supporters of president trump 
held a rally on the hollywood walk of fame.  organizers called it a 
street party in front of the so-called trump unity bridge, which is a 
decorated float from michigan with a message, build the wall, on its 
side. 

2:08 8/16/2019 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

so-called ghost guns like the assault-style rifle used in monday's 
shoot-out that killed a chp officer cannot be tracked by law 
enforcement.   now the man behind a proposal that could stop those 
guns says what just happened in riverside shows that change is 
desperately needed and immediately.  i-team investigator lolita 
lopez has more.  the death of the chp officer, is that an indication 
that the time is now to act? the time has been now.   reporter: 
assembly member mike gibson points to the deadly shooting on the 
campus of santa monica college in 2013.  the shooter used a 
homemade gun when he could not purchase one legally.  and as 
the nbc4 i-team first reported, chp officer andre moye was killed this 
week by a man aiming another ghost gun and firing at officers.  
these weapons are unregulated and untraceable.  the chp shooter 
was a convicted felon with an extensive record and would have 
been barred from legally purchasing a weapon. 

0:25 8/19/2019 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

a controversial rent control bill passed a senate committee vote 
today.  but some say it's doing what it's supposed to prevent.  
assembly bill 482 would limit hikes to a maximum of 10% a year. 

1:54 8/21/2019 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

democratic presidential hopeful elizabeth warren is one of three 
prominent democratic candidates campaigning in southern california 
this week massachusetts senator was in exposition park tonight.  
nbc 4's conan nolan shows us why it is her biggest event in l.a.  
since her campaign kicked off.  lighting them up at the shrine 
auditorium, tonight senator elizabeth warren in her largest california 
rally to date laying out her plan to overhaul government, wall street 
and the tax code.   i am in this fight to strengthen our democracy.   
reporter: arguing for a wealth tax, she says will help the middle 
class.   i'll fight for medicare for all so everybody gets covered.  we 
can do universal child care for every baby in this country age 0 to 5.   
tuition-free.  technical school, community college, four-year college 
for everyone who wants to get an education. 
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1:09 8/21/2019 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

senator warren is not the only presidential hopeful campaigning in 
southern california right now.  new jersey senator cory booker is 
also here for a two-day visit.  hello l.a.! beating donald trump is not 
enough.  we've got to have a bigger aspirations than that.   tonight in 
palm support others gathered at a grassroot fund-raising event, 
booker focusing on his goal to rebuild a sense of unity and gun 
control reform.  tomorrow he will take part in a discussion on gun 
violence prevention in south los angelesing. 

0:41 8/22/2019 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

yeah.  i pushed you.  antivaccine activist live streamed this 
confrontation with senator richard pan.  who's also a doctor, has 
worked to limit exemptions for child hood vaccinations.  he says 
facebook is deliberately giving a platform to violence.  i'm more 
wered about the next person. 

3:19 8/23/2019 11:13p 
Government and 

Politics 

shaving, bathing or drinking.  those that live on the street need 
water.  and disabling a fire hydrant, that's one way to get what they 
want.  the nbc i team exposed this about a month ago.  and since 
then, the mayor has promised to fix the fire hydrants.  but as joel 
grover discovered, the mayor's efforts are failing.  reporter: a man 
fills a jug from a fire hhydrant.  workers replaced a disabled hydrant 
in this spot last week.  less than three hours later, the i team 
watched as people tapped into the new hydrant.  like this man, 
washes his tent, rendering the hydrant useless if a fire were to break 
out.  fire hydrants are essential.  justice he says hydrants are critical 
in summer.  an i team investigation showed close to 50 of these 
every week.  more than a month ago, the i team exposed the 
problem of the homeless hijacking hydrants and electrical wires as a 
high-risk way to provide water and power to their tents.  because of 
our story, the mayor directed the fire department to survey the 
hydrants to fix them.  the dwp says, it fixed 11 hydrants in our story.  
like this one, on crocker avenue, where a woman was filling water 
balloons.  a lot of them.  enough to fill a shopping cart.  and another 
woman was taking a bath.  and at this hydrant on town avenue, 
people were filling bottles.  when hydrants are fixed, it doesn't last 
long.  hours after the fix here, the homeless had damaged it all over 
again. 

2:37 8/26/2019 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

to our homeless crisis and the ongoing streets of same series.  the 
mayor is making some new promises after it was exposed fire 
hydrant after fire hydrant being dismantled by the homeless.  earlier 
today the mayor asked for the i-team's help in identifying those 
damaged hydrants.  reporter: on a hot summer day, a man fills a 
five gallon jug from a fire hydrant with water that's supposed to be 
used for fighting fires.  what is most alarming is that workers replace 
ad disabled hydrant in this exact spot just last week.  less than three 
hours later, the i-team watched as people illegally tapped into the 
brand new hydrant.  like this man washing his tent.  making the 
hydrant useless if a fire were to break out.  most still do well.  the 
ones that don't, we're replacing.  it was a high risk way to provide 
water and power to their tents.  the mayor drektsd the fire 
department to immediately survey damaged hydrants and power 
lines near homeless encampments so they could be fixed.  the dwp 
said it fixed 11 hydrants after our story.  in the last week, the i-team 
found numerous hydrants that the city failed to identify and fix. 
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2:54 8/27/2019 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

the city of los angeles spends millions of dollars every year to help 
the homeless.  but do you know where your tax dollars are really 
going? our i-team investigator got an exclusive first look at an 
explosive report at the l.a.  city controller.  reporter: far from the 
thousands of homeless people on l.a.'s skid row, in a gleaming 
tower, are the offices of the l.a.  homeless services authorities.  
known as the lead agency for homelessness in l.a., it spends $54 
million a year on outreach to people on the streets.  people are 
dying on our street.  reporter: the l.a.  city controller tomorrow 
morning will release this serial report documenting out lahsa is 
failing to meet most of its own goals.  we're not getting our own 
goals done.  reporter: 800 outreach workers who try to connect 
homeless people with much needed services.  one of the goals, to 
help 50% of the people they meet get housing assistance.  the audit 
found they help only 3% get that help.  of the 36,000 people living 
on the streets of l.a., last year, lahsa got only 167 of them into 
permanent housing.  another goal, to help 25% of the mentally ill 
homeless it needs get treatment.  the audit found workers 
connected just 4% with mental illness services. 

0:47 8/27/2019 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

presidential hopeful mayor pete buttigieg held a fund-raiser in 
hollywood raising cash for his presidential campaign.  supporters 
lined up outside to see the candidate better known as mayor pete.  
many feel that he has what they're hook for in a president.  he has 
that it factor.  he will support veterans.  he reminded me most of 
obama and my reaction to him when i first saw him. 

0:25 8/27/2019 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

extending last call until 4:00 a.m.  the city of l.a.  is saying no thank 
you.  today the los angeles city council vote the oppose the last call 
senate bill.  the bill would allow cities like l. 

0:46 9/10/2019 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

new, tonight, coyote crackdown.  torrence city leaders have a vote 
to hire a trapping service there.  leaders agreed to move forward 
with a $70,000 deal.  it would cover five months of coyote control.  
the community was not quiet about tonight's vote.  animal activists 
protested but residents argued their pets and children are in danger. 

0:31 9/10/2019 11:18p 
Government and 

Politics 

president trump has ordered members of his administration to 
develop a plan to deal with the los angeles homeless problem.  
members of mr.  trump's staff got a firsthand look at homeless 
encampments on skid row and other areas. 

2:47 9/12/2019 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

you just said two minutes ago, they would have to buy in.  you said 
two minutes ago that they had to buy in, and now you're saying they 
don't have to buy.  you're forgetting that.  just some of the fireworks 
tonight as the top ten democratic candidates squared off in a third 
presidential debate.  this time it took place in houston.  the 
presidential hopefuls touched on issues from health care to gun 
violence to immigration.  they targeted each other and at times 
complimented each other.  nbc 4's conan nolan live in our 
newsroom with the debate highlights.   joe biden, the former vice 
president on center stage for the first time flanked by his two main 
rival, elizabeth warren and bernie sanders.  but the most pointed 
attack, as you just saw, came from a much younger candidate and a 
former colleague from the obama administration.  there was pointed 
criticism of the front-runner, such as his vote for the iraq war.   i 
never believed what cheney and bush said about iraq.  reporter: but 
joe biden also gave it back on his rival's plan for government-run 
health care.  how are we going to pay for it? reporter: there were 
stumbles such as this on how parents can help their children learn 
at home. 
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0:52 9/13/2019 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

california state senators with a mysterious substance disrupting the 
session.  a protester hauled out in handcuffs.  officials cleared the 
contaminated chambers.  not clear what the red liquid was but 
required a haz-mat cleanup.  the suspect was protesting a 
mandatory evacuation bill.  she shouted something about red babies 
and throwing liquid from a menstrual cup. 

0:28 9/16/2019 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

one of the many democratic candidates who wants his job are 
stops.  that will happen tomorrow.  the president will start a two-day 
trip to california with a beverly hills fund-raiser.  prices for the event 
start at $1,000 a ticket and go to $100,000. 

0:19 9/16/2019 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

 also, a democratic presidential candidate, beto o'rourke will be 
visiting to take a look at the homeless crisis here.  he is then 
expected to travel to san quentin to meet with inmates nearing the 
end of their sentencing. 

0:21 9/16/2019 11:18p 
Government and 

Politics 

new technology will be rolled out for voters in last county in time for 
the 2020 primaries.  more than 5 million vote letters cast their ballots 
on new machines. 

0:24 9/16/2019 11:18p 
Government and 

Politics 

california will spend about $20 million on a campaign about the 
dangers of vaping.  governor newsom announced the executive 
order today.  the digital and social media campaign will address 
rising health concerns from vaping. 

2:27 9/17/2019 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

clashes during president trump's visit to l.a.  this evening.  police 
stepping in as protestors gather near a fundraiser in beverly hills 
when the president was raising money for reelection campaign.  
trump spepding the night in downtown l.a.  live with more.  we just in 
front of the hotel where you can see barricades are up.  police have 
it all sealed off.  it is here president trump is staying during his two 
day visit.  greeted with support and opposition.  a small group 
demonstrating in persian square tonight.  with a loud mess ang to 
president trump.  i'm concerned about what trump has planned for 
the homeless population.  in l.a.  the american flag set on fire earlier 
tonight.  just in front of the hotel.  where an angry group of 
protestors clashed with supporters.  i fully support him.  police 
moved in arresting one man for assault.  he touched down in l.a.  
around 4:15 this afternoon.  on a fund raising trip expected to bring 
in $15 million for his 2020 reelection campaign.  there's a silent 
minority.  it's growing and people are switching. 

2:05 9/17/2019 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

emotional pleas tonight on both sides of a controversial gun debate.  
at issue a proposal that could sdhount gun shops and limit where 
guns can be carried in carson.  hetty chang is live outside in carson.  
where the vote came down.  that's right.  after more than two hours 
of heated discussion and debate the mayors proposal failed to get a 
majority vote.  most people who came out came out against the ban.  
some threatening to sue the city.  if it passed.  nearly a dozen 
deputies line the crowded chambers in case tensions flare.  
everyone in the room says they want to make carson safer and 
deeply divided on how.  we want peace.  i urge you to reconsider.  
this would shut down my business.  gun store owner fighting back 
tears thinking about having to lose hi livelihood.  if the proposal were 
to pass.  it would limit where people can carry guns and force the 
eight licensed gun shops in the city to close. 

0:42 9/17/2019 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

some south l.a.  moms are angry.  they're forced to walk through l.a.  
streets of shame.  just to get their children to school.  the tents and 
makeshift shelters are so widespread it forces their strollers off the 
sidewalks.  putting children right in the street with traffic.  trash 
everywhere. 
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0:39 9/17/2019 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

democratic presidential candidate beto o'rourke made a visit to skid 
row today hoping to learn how to curb the homeless crisis here.  he 
would invest $400 billion to build mot mod rat and low income 
housing.  we try to compartmentize people in a given community or 
state. 

0:43 9/18/2019 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

hours after president trump left los angeles, he headed down to the 
u.s./mexico border in san diego.  this newly constructed section of 
the wall is in otay mesa.  and there president trump met with his 
head of border patrol, the secretary of homeland security and 
construction workers.  he also posed for a photo op as he signed 
the wall and applauded the progress. 

0:47 9/20/2019 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

tensions are rising in the middle east tonight and president trump is 
sending u.s.  troops to saudi arabia after attacks on oil installations 
there.  now, these troops are said to be defensive in nature and 
there's no plan for direct u.s.  military action against iran which the 
administration says is behind the attacks on the oil installations. 

0:24 9/23/2019 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

that's quite a story.  now city clean up crews were in one area at a 
homeless encampment.  today mostly in the hackle creek area.  this 
is the second phase othe clean up effort. 

1:49 9/24/2019 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

impeachment plans announced today against president trump.  
house speaker launching the inquiry process in direct response to 
whistleblower scandal.  president trump says he has nothing to hide.  
i'm anounszing the house of representative moving forward with 
official impeachment inquiry.  nancy pelosi made the announcement 
today amidgrowing pressure in house democrats.  saying the 
president betrayed oath of office and national security.  seeking to 
enlist a foreign power for personal gain.  based on a telephone 
conversation nobody in congress has heard.  it's a sad day for the 
country.  the president called it a witch hunt.  and said the house 
speaker action will hurt democrats in 2020.  if she does that, they all 
say it's a positive for me from the election. 

0:39 9/24/2019 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

negotiations continue between anaheim and the angels.  residents 
want to be part of the deal.  angels are considering believe it or not 
to relocate the team.  or redevelop the stadium.  residents spoke 
tonight pushing a transparent negotiation.  and want a deal that's 
best for the city. 

0:37 9/24/2019 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

looking like l.a.  county will ban flavored tobacco.  unanimously 
voted to approve the ban.  despite protests by business owners and 
advocates who support vaping.  officials say the flavored producting 
are enticing children to start smoking.  we want to end the sale. 

1:27 9/25/2019 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

impeachment push back.  tonight president trump is slamming the 
inquiry into a phone call with the president of the ukraine.  sources 
now tell nbc news that official whistle-blower complaint has been 
declassified and it could be released tomorrow.  however, 
lawmakers on capitol hill already, they're taking sides.  it's all a 
hoax, folks.  it's all a big hoax.  president trump again today declined 
he "press:here" urdiales a foreign power for political gain.  ukraine's 
president, the man at the other end of the controversial phone call 
issued a similar denial.  that nobody push it, pushed me, yes. 
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1:10 9/25/2019 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

now, to presidential candidate joe biden and his son, their names as 
we just mentioned in that phone conversation sparked today's 
impeachment inquiry in the house.  but none of that seemed to 
detract from biden's fund-raising here in southern california today.  
you do not support impeachment? the weather is good.  see you 
guys later.  transcripts are very revealing.biden went from a 
manhattan beach fund-raiser to a late night talk show in hollywood.  
his campaign released a statement saying president trump put 
personal politics above his sacred oath and put his own personal 
interest over our national security. 

2:43 9/26/2019 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

the whistleblower scandal taking a turn today.  accusations of 
political abuse and alleged kor up and testimony from the acting 
director of national intelligence.  president trump is blaming house 
democrats.  robert kovacik tonight in our news room.  you can 
expect more clashes come tomorrow.  today the acting director of 
national intelligence was pressed by democrats why he didn't turn 
over the whistleblower complaint sooner.  given the inspector 
general found the allegations represented an urgent concern noting 
the whistleblower showed signs of an arguable political bias.  a 
presidential abuse of power and a cover up.  the allegations at the 
heart of the whistleblower complaint.  released today.  
congressional investigators release it just before the acting director 
of national intelligence testified before congress.  i think the 
whistleblower did the right thing.  he followed the law every step of 
the way sfwl the whistleblower accuses president trump of using the 
power of the office to ask ukraine president to investigate.  former 
vice president and current presidential candidate biden and his son.  
the complaint also claims white house lawyers tried to lock down 
evidence of the phone conversation by moving a transcript of it to a 
high security server. 

0:56 9/27/2019 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

house democrats are now intensifying their impeachment probe 
tonight.  a subpoena has been sent to secretary of state mike 
pompeo for documents related to the july phone call between 
president trump and the leader of ukraine.  one person who figures 
prominently in the whistle-blower complaint is a former top 
prosecutor in that country, and he says that president trump's 
personal lawyer, rudy giuliani, wanted to work with ukrainian officials 
to investigate joe biden and his son, hunter. 

2:05 9/6/2019 11:09p 
health and 

medical 

tonight the national health alert about vaping is hitting very close to 
home here in southern california.  l.a.  county officials just reported 
its first vaping related death.  it's the fourth such death nationwide in 
just the past couple of weeks.  now health officials issuing an urgent 
message.  if you vape, l.a.  county health officials want you to stop, 
at least until more is known about what is making people sick and 
has led to at least one person's death here in los angeles.   this is 
the fourth known death reported in the united states within the last 
two weeks.   reporter: the man was in his 50s with chronic 
underlying health conditions.  if you don't have to vape, don't do it 
right now.   everyone else had one.   that landed 18-year-old adam 
in the hospital.  after vaping for a year and a half, doctors say he 
has a severe lung injury and needs a supplemental breathing mask. 
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2:19 9/25/2019 11:03p 
health and 

medical 

there is a mishap at children's hospital as i patient's stem cell 
spoiled after a freezer malfunction.  robert kovacik is live for us in 
east hollywood with the hospital's response to frustrated families.  
robert? reporter: chuck, the hospital is saying that they apologize for 
any distress and confusion.  the incident that took place here may 
have causeds.  but those are just two of the emotions.  one orange 
county family is feeling tonight.  you can also add anger and fear.  
he is a 13-year-old putting the past behind him.  i try not to think 
about it.  reporter: sean corona of garden grove diagnosed with 
stage 4 neuroblastoma now cancer free.  still mom worries.  my son 
is going to relapse again.  he's already relapsed once.  reporter: 
that's why they stored sean's stem cells in case his cancer comes 
back.  now they're gone.  children's hospital of los angeles notifying 
56 patients including sean that a freezer malfunction is responsible.  
releasing a statement that reads, in part, no child's health is in 
jeopardy as a result of this incident. 

0:54 7/1/2019 11:09p housing 

a homeless sit waugz is getting a lot of attention because off new 
concerns of health risks.  cleared away mountains off trash, 
hypodermic needles and bleached the sidewalks near grand park 
and city hall and within a few minutes many who call these 
sidewalks home came right back.  l.a.'s housing authority says it's 
an ongoing process.  we go out of our way as out reach workers to 
do our best to try to get individuals in housing. 

0:56 7/9/2019 11:18p housing 

cashing in on a crisis.  a man makes money renting his van in 
venice to the homeless who then sleep in them overnight.  he's 
known as the van lord and some want him out of there.  don't rent 
from people like this.  this man calls the ban lord a real nuisance.  
he said he remitted a van for $300 a month and moved it with all of 
his stuff inside without telling him.  the man relates more than a 
dozen vans on craigslist, and then parks them around the venice 
area. 

0:39 7/16/2019 11:11p housing 

and the city of l.a.  now looking into the possibility of rezoning skid 
row to make room for more housing downtown.  they say it will 
make the problem even worse.  the goal is to hand the area to high 
end developers to have units by the year 2040.  they say some of 
them must be set aseed for low income people. 

0:46 7/30/2019 11:32p housing 

well, it has become a neighborhood nuisance.  we're talking about 
historic homes in the santa monica area and was turned into a low-
rent hostel, and that is not sitting well at all with neighbors.  they say 
the home has been causing trouble since it was sold and converted 
into a short-term rental just a few months back. 

0:48 9/10/2019 11:18p housing 

rent is going up in california.  some people these days have to 
choose between paying for rent or buying groceries.  today, the l.a.  
county board of supervisors tried to ease the burden by 
incorporating a rent control ordinance.  it puts a ceiling on how much 
rent can increase in buildings.  the limit is 8%.  the ordinance will 
prevent landlords from evicting tenants for no reason and payments 
for no-fault evictions. 

0:34 9/19/2019 11:16p housing 

new tonight, dozens of people who live on l.a.'s east side say they're 
being priced out of their homes.  shame on you! about 60 people 
marched through the streets of boyle heights.  they're protesting 
evictions and rent increases from different property owners. 
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1:55 9/24/2019 11:07p housing 

rent rising as much as 30% at a apartment complex.  that has 100 
families afraid they'll be forced into homelessness.  live where many 
of the families spoke at a meeting tonight.  there's been no comment 
tonight from wind star the owners of the community.  this is where 
the tenants are complaining that upgrades are coming and so are 
big increases in the rent.  it's one thing to drive passed homeless 
em campments.  tenants fear that's where they'll wind up due to rent 
hikes few can afford.  why would you do if you have to go and sleep 
outside of the street.  it's within the last year.  about $500.  and the 
last five months it's gone up $300.  more tenants testify.  aware that 
rent control was not on the agenda.  they came anyway seeking 
empathy and some day they hope legislative relief. 

2:11 9/27/2019 11:00p housing 

now at 11:00, trash, burning tents, everything plus the kitchen sink.  
a homeless encampment so dirty you can hardly stand the smell.  
we showed you the problem earlier today, and tonight we have a 
solution.  all that trash was seeping into the l.a.  river canal.   nbc4's 
beverly white is live in chatsworth now with how a tip to nbc4 helped 
clean up this street of shame.  beverly? reporter: that's right, 
carolyn.  out of sight but hardly out of mind.  more than a dozen 
unsheltered angelenos have been sleeping rough behind these box 
buildings behind us until tonight.  that's where for their safety and 
that of their neighbors, aggressive action has been taken by l.a.  city 
sanitation.  sanitation workers with skip loaders, shovels and safety 
gear removed tons of trash tonight from a homeless camp and 
culvert that earlier today compelled a business owner to contact 
nbc4.   you don't know if you're going to see needles, feces, glass, 
could be anything. 

0:51 7/1/2019 11:08p immigration 

a rally called justice for immigrants was held in downtown los 
angeles today.  the march started at our lady queen of the angels 
and ended at the metropolitan detention center.  some marchers 
carried caskets.  these represent those that have died while in the 
custody of of homeland security.  we talked to one who was in 
detention for 22 days.  the worst part is they put you in a room with 
30 people and they don't give you bed for two days no food and 
after they give you the bid, they go in through the cells and they laf 
at you. 

2:12 7/11/2019 11:05p immigration 

a knock on the door could change everything for families bracing for 
another round of i.c.e.  deportation raids this weekend.  tonight, the 
aclu and the demonstrators across the country are coming to their 
support.  robert kovacik is live with what may happen sunday.  
robert? reporter: chuck, nbc 4 was invited tonight to where people 
are getting ready, anticipating what could come just a few days from 
now.  the goal, to not only know your rights, but organizers say to try 
and alleviate waves of fear.  it’s i.c.e.  knocking.  what do you do? 
you’ve got to be prepared.  i have the right to keep my door closed.  
reporter: here tonight at the korea town immigrant worker’s alliance, 
educating barbara so she can spread the word.  you have to have 
your documents, you have to know where you’re going the send 
your children.  reporter: the suspected arrests of undocumented 
immigrants nationwide, spurring protests like this one in the bay 
area. 
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2:16 7/12/2019 11:02p immigration 

protests and vigils tonight as i.c.e.  agents are expected to execute 
president trump's orders for immigration raids here in l.a.  and 
several other cities in less than 36 hours.  nbc 4's beverly white is 
live tonight.  many families feeling uneasy about this here in 
southern california.  reporter: that's right.  so is the community at 
large.  it was three weeks ago we reported anger over the i.c.e.  
raids planned by president trump, a plan he later postponed.  now 
those raids are back and so is the outrage across our community.  
never again, never again, never again.  reporter: a boisterous rally 
at the sherman oaks tonight protesting border detention centers are 
migrant children are being held.   i am so angry.  those babies, the 
inhumanity of what's happening is killing me.   these sweeps that 
are happening, this is all of a piece of what's going on inside the 
camps.  by the way, the sweeps might add more people to these 
overcrowded camps. 

0:48 7/22/2019 11:09p immigration 

when an i.c.e.  tried to over take, he walked into this.   we can't.  
slee had children.   it was a neighbor who recorded the arrest on her 
cell phone.  she keeping asking to see a judge's signed paper work 
to justify the detaining of the woman.   i could see, it's not a note that 
was signed by the judge.  the person that was recording asked for 
an arrest warrant and nothing was really produced as far as we can 
tell. 

0:18 7/1/2019 11:19p lifestyle 
and a big rig driving through several feet of that is hail.  now this is 
guadalajara mexico with a it freak storm brought hail. 

1:55 7/9/2019 11:06p lifestyle 

new at 11:00, this really is team work at its finest here.  a group of 
drivers, strangers really, stops freeway traffic to help people trapped 
in a car.  the family talking with robert kovacik for the first time 
tonight.  robert? reporter: colleen, his son posted this video on social 
media, viewed now close to 500,000 times.  and not without 
backlash.  some say this father went too far, but his family could not 
be more proud of the man they know only had the best intentions.  
accidents happen.  maybe we just get used to seeing them.  not this 
man.  and he noticed that nobody else was stopping.  reporter: 
when jorge spotted an overturned truck, he blocked two lanes and 
took action.  my dad is a hero.  reporter: surrounded by his children 
and his wife who recorded the video, jorge tells us, when other 
drivers saw he stopped, they did, too. 

0:33 7/9/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

a georgia baker missed the mark when a 25-year-old woman 
ordered her open birthday cake.  the baker his heard her and 
thought her name was marijuana.  yes, the cake included a green 
pony smoking pot.  everyone had a great time here, despite the 
confusion, kelsey davis says the ice cream cake was delicious. 

0:44 7/10/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

and in pasadena, today, rose bowl officials unveiled a new statue 
commemorating one of the most iconic moments in soccer history.  
20 years ago, brandy chastain ripped off her jersey after her penalty 
kick and the u.s.  team won the 1999 world cup at the rose bowl.  
members of that team telling nbc 4 they want this moment to 
represent how far women have come. 

0:32 7/10/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

nbc 4 and telemundo 52 are helping homeless students here in 
southern california.  starting tomorrow, we will provide kids with 
school supplies.  you can help.  we'll be accepting donations 
tomorrow morning in long beach during the 6:00 hour of "today in l. 

0:31 7/11/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

the new school year is right and the corner.  today, we kicked off our 
new campaign supporting our schools.  nbc 4 and telemunldo 52 
want to make sure homeless students have what they need.  
donation also be accepted tomorrow morning in sherman oaks 
during the 6:00 hour of "today in l. 
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0:45 7/12/2019 11:15p lifestyle 

this is such an amazing story.  a newborn baby 12 days old alive 
tonight thanks to a deputy in south carolina.  pulled over a car for 
speeding, then discovered the infant inside that car had stopped 
breathing after drinking a bottle.   hey, baby.  okay.  i'm going to put 
her on your lap.  okay.  i'm going to check for a pulse. 

0:45 7/15/2019 11:18p lifestyle 

anglers got experience of lifetime in san francisco bay when they 
snagged a great white shark.  that's a great white.  we got a great 
white.  [ bleep ] great white.  there were a lot of expletives on the 
facebook live video, took more than hour to bring it in.  fisherman 
knew had to let her go.   get the hook out of her mouth. 

0:29 7/15/2019 11:19p lifestyle 

no way, they're going off.  great whites to pure joy.  orange county 
man captured a pod of dolphins on sunday, off coast of laguna 
when dolphins joined in.  -- whale watching safari says we have 
greatest density anywhere on the earth. 

0:13 7/16/2019 11:34p lifestyle 
we want to finish the story about the toddler on the raft on lake 
michigan.  a person managed to jump in and save the toddler. 

0:36 7/18/2019 11:32p lifestyle 

we want to thank everyone who has participated so far in our 
support our schools campaign.  nbc 4 and telemundo 52 want to 
make sure that homeless students have what they need when they 
start the school year in the fall and there is still time to help. 

1:52 7/19/2019 11:14p lifestyle 

give what you can, take what you need, it's the idea behind so-
called blessing boxes, found if parts of orange county and for a 
grieving family it was just the way to honor their loved one.  we get 
the story now from nbc4.  she opens the doors of this blessing box 
at mcfadden park.  hoping to find it emptier than she left it.   wow, so 
this box was filled just a few hours ago, to the top.  reporter: to her 
delight, many of the cans of soups and sauces.  a lot of vegetables, 
potatoes.  refried beans.  reporter: much of it taken by people that 
need it.   i know my uncle would have wanted this and to say the 
stuff was going to go in the trash broke my heart.  and i could not let 
that happen.  reporter: her uncle joe died monday after a long fight 
cancer.  he was a pro-bono lawyer, who was prepared in the 
courtroom and beyond. 

0:24 7/19/2019 11:18p lifestyle 

a minnesota toddler is without wheels after the stunt that he pull hd 
this -- that he pulled this week.  he decided to drive his toy tractor to 
the fair.  he had seen the rides going up and he just could not wait t 
parents reported the boy missing. 

0:33 7/22/2019 11:17p lifestyle 

and there it was.  who can explain i.  an in and out mystery in new 
york city.  how did i perfectly wrapped in and out burger end up on 
the street in queens.  he was stunned to find the meal untouched 
and still in tact.  the west coast chain doesn't have any locations 
east of kansas city. 

0:26 7/22/2019 11:33p lifestyle 
they had a great laugh on this one.  a different police pursuit 
involving a dash dina, and they follow someone dressed in a t rex 
outfit in england.  they were chase the dinosaur saturday night. 

0:22 7/23/2019 11:34p lifestyle 
this one really makes you scratch your head.  car towing a motorize 
scooter with a woman riding on it.  a local photograph photographer 
caught this near six flags magic mountain. 

0:28 7/24/2019 11:16p lifestyle 

new at 11:00, a little boy goes for five-minute ride on luggage 
conveyer belt.  put her boy down for a moment to print her boarding 
pass and he dashed off.  surveillance video shows the boy riding the 
conveyer belt and tsa employee jumping in to get him. 

0:21 7/25/2019 11:18p lifestyle 
every year halloween falls on october 31st but that could change.  
the halloween costume association wants to move it to make it 
safer.  they put up a petition on change. 
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0:20 7/25/2019 11:33p lifestyle 
the home known as the murder house is now off the mark.  there 
appears to be an accepted offer on the two-rr one and a half bath 
home that once belonged to leno and rose la bianca. 

0:27 7/25/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

through at 11:00, the mystery of that loan now burger found in the 
middle of a new york street has been solved.  lincoln bohn posted 
this photo on line.  a 16-year-old girl messaged him to say she 
ordered three burgers at an now in san diego. 

0:26 7/26/2019 11:33p lifestyle 
feel bloated? have you heard about the woman in india who had 69 
chains, 80 earrings, 90 coins, 11 nose rings and anklets removed 
from her stomach.  it was worth 3 pounds and $65,000. 

0:31 7/26/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

on the las vegas strip, right across from the mirage, is this.  oh, boy.  
this is the stuff nightmares are made of.  it's a grasshopper invasion 
in nevada.  it's happening because of the recent wet weather.  and it 
should pass in three to four weeks. 

0:41 7/29/2019 11:19p lifestyle 

new at 11, who needs a get away car when you have a get away 
horse.  police say this guy took a four-legged accomplice with him 
and he broke in a house in florida.  this is not the first time that 
someone has broken in the fixer upper but definitely, the strangest.   
it's pretty hilarious. 

0:28 7/29/2019 11:34p lifestyle 

military souvenir.  that is all he want bud it shocked tsa agents a the 
a d.c.  airport.  they found an inert missile launching in one man's 
luggage.  security at the boston washington airport flagged it 
immediately. 

0:28 7/30/2019 11:13p lifestyle 

can you believe this picture? this is a 3-year-old hanging on for dear 
life on a balcony six floors off the ground, and you're about to see 
the amazing rescue here.  as that baby dangles six floors up, 
neighbors below grabbed a blanket. 

0:43 7/30/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

what are the odds of this happening? a bird in the face.  that's what 
a thrill-seeker got in australia.  there she was in the front row, mid 
right at warner brothers movie world in queensland, australia when 
the bird smacked her right there in the seat.  she later posted the 
video on facebook.  she walked away with a beak scratch on her 
shoulder, but otherwise she is okay. 

0:00 7/31/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

spread out on the table here is a first.  526 teeth all removed from 
the mouth of this 7-year-old boy.  all of the teeth were growing in his 
lower jaw.  it took dentists in india to pull them all.  the boy had been 
complaining of swelling in his jaw since he was 3 years old.  after 
surgery, he was left with his normal 21 teeth. 

0:30 7/31/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

and you can say it is a goat invasion in a suburb of seattle.  not 
really but look at this.  200 goats ran through a neighborhood after 
they spent about three weeks munking on vegetation in areas too 
hard to get to for machines and lawn mowers. 

0:52 8/1/2019 11:18p lifestyle 

new tonight, she stopped for a selfie during a morning jog.  turned 
around and that's what she saw.  a black bear charging at her in the 
middle of the road.  no! the woman in denver on vacation.  the 
denver woman was on vacation in canada, although they have 
bears in denver as well.  she said after the video stopped, the bear 
stood up on its hind legs.  she started screaming and it packed 
away. 

0:29 8/1/2019 11:19p lifestyle 

this was like a scene out of a sitcom.  a woman is pulled over for 
texting and driving.  it was what she was texting about that made the 
officer shake his head.  were you texting? he's talking about the new 
hands-free law that went into effect in minnesota today. 

0:26 8/1/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

let me explain this.  a driver in new hampshire installed a home 
aired conditioning union in the back of his van and then put up a 
generator to power it.  someone snapped a picture when he was 
pulled over. 
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1:46 8/6/2019 11:05p lifestyle 

 president trump is scheduled to visit dayton, ohio, as well as el 
paso, texas tomorrow and murals like this one are among what he 
will see and likely those protesting his visit.  we are in el paso with a 
message of strength and pain.  a mix of color and letters that form 
one feeling of strength.  the art is almost hidden, off to the side of a 
quiet alley way.  i think it’s amazing.  it’s incredible.  no mistaking 
the message, e paso strong.  shows the artist talent.  i think moreso, 
it shows the strength of the city.  the community of the city how 
everyone is coming together.  there’s people showing support.  so, 
it’s really up lifting.  it empowering and inspiring.  i didn’t know it was 
going to bring people together like this.  gabriel has been working 
nonstop, hours after the shooting that took 22 souls. 

0:31 8/6/2019 11:32p lifestyle 

wow, that was the sound of naples, florida, girl, when she saw a 
bear in their yard.  they say they see bears a lot, but usually in the 
night.  she let the scream rip when she saw a bear.  she did the right 
thing.  put your hands up and say, hey, bear, really loud so that they 
run off and you don’t get eaten. 

0:35 8/7/2019 11:18p lifestyle 

we hear a lot about road rage in southern california, how about this.  
a little road respect.  oh, my god.  .  oh, my god.  yum.  very 
courteous sign said, please let me in, when he asked permission to 
change lanes.  he flipped the sign around to say thanks when he 
was let ahead had. 

0:38 8/7/2019 11:19p lifestyle 

posing with an octopus proved to be a painful mistake for a woman.  
she was at a fishing derby, when she noticed that somebody caught 
a baby octopus and she thought it would make a tasty dinner and 
first, thought it would be a great photo for the photo contest that the 
derby was having and she struck that pose. 

0:24 8/8/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

he went to pick up a sandwich for his wife and he are left $2 million 
richer.  calvin kim matched 5 of the 6 numbers in may's mega 
millions drawing.  normally that is about a million dollars for the 
alexandria, is a have a man, for some reason he dropped an extra 
buck on the bonus and a that doubled his prize to $2 million. 

0:57 8/9/2019 11:18p lifestyle 

you're going to love this story.  he slam-dunked his way into social 
media history.  21-year-old zion clark, born without legs, is prove 
you can do anything you want to do.  his physical faets would be 
enough for an able bodied prn by this slam duk right here that really 
has people talking.  i just try and stay healthy.  i'm a wrestler.  i'm a 
track athlete.  i've got to stay healthy.  that mind set separates the 
good from the great and he has it. 

0:31 8/9/2019 11:32p lifestyle 

someone in oklahoma city secretly recorded this random act of 
kindness.  air mapp jablil jennings helping this woman get home 
with her groceries.  she was walking in the heat and still had two 
miles to go.  this video has had more than 40,000 shares. 

0:45 8/9/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

quick action on a police ride-along may have prevented an faef from 
being hurt.  he was in a squad car with a k-9 police officer bradley 
when he made a routine vehicle check.  the occupants got a little 
testy and that's when corbess called.  you hear somebody else 
running up they're going to fight you, too.  it's a scary moment. 

0:34 8/12/2019 11:18p lifestyle 

new at 11:00, the luxury of a private jet experience all because of a 
dealta airs night delay.  thank you.  that's vin send enjoying the 
perks of a private jet from salt lake city all the way to new york city.  
he documented every detail of the night, ground crews even had to 
put some weighted bags into the cargo hold to make up for the lack 
of passengers. 
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0:41 8/13/2019 11:17p lifestyle 

the wildlife way station in sylmar is closing.  the animal sanctuary is 
unable to rebuild after the creek fire and flooding.  so starting 
tomorrow, fish and wildlife officials will be out there moving more 
than 470 lions, tigers, chimps, and a lot of other exotic animals to 
new homes. 

0:24 8/13/2019 11:33p lifestyle 
a 22-year-old who didn't like the new bmw he got for his birthday 
pushed it into a river and let it sink right to the bottom.  the young 
man in india was upset that he didn't get a jaguar. 

0:41 8/13/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

okay.  with technology, you can imagine this going down.  dad did 
not let not being at home stop him from interrogating the daughter's 
date.  the ring doorbell captured it all.  sorry i can't meet you in 
person because i'm at work.  so i get to see your face, but you don't 
get to see mine. 

0:25 8/14/2019 11:18p lifestyle 

you the to a trio of kindergarten cops.  a cyclist went over the rail on 
tuesday and went into the woods.  three kids happened to be 
playing nearby.  they saw what happened so they drew their own 
sketches of the suspect and gave them to police. 

0:25 8/15/2019 11:17p lifestyle 

there is a new mystery in the midwest.  creepy dogs keep popping 
up in random places and no one knows why.  the dolls, some 
without heads are popping up in strange places.  and the police 
have been called in to investigate. 

2:23 8/16/2019 11:07p lifestyle 

earlier this year, 140 dogs were discovered inside of a home in 
tustin.  the animals were rescued and taken to orange county animal 
control, and tomorrow many will be up for adoption at our clear the 
shelters event.  nbc4's hetty chang is live for us in tustin, just one of 
the shelters that will have reduced adoption rates come tomorrow.  
hi, hetty.  reporter: hey there, robert.  all is calm here in tustin, at 
least for now.  the animals are inside getting a good night's rest 
because, yes, tomorrow is the big day.  you can see the signs are 
up for clear the shelters.  the goal is to give each one of these 
animals a forever home.  and, yes, you may recall this shelter in 
particular had a really busy summer when 140 rescued dogs came 
to this location all at one time.  come on.   reporter: meet mochi, a 6-
year-old shih tzu mix.  she's a little shy, and, yes, skittish.   even 
right now she has a hard time going on grass.  she doesn't even 
know what grass is.   reporter: but knowing where she came from, 
you understand why. 

0:48 8/16/2019 11:10p lifestyle 

now, hawks, falcons, and an owl are being brought in to scare off 
wing scavengers from a popular boardwalk, and apparently they are 
now winning this battle of the birds.  the seagulls or winged thieves 
have made it difficult to enjoy a sandwich or even a slice of pizza in 
ocean city on the jersey shore.  but after a spike in complaints and 
even an injury there, the city decided to hire birds of prey and their 
handlers to patrol the area and keep out those snack-stealing 
seagulls. 

0:25 8/16/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

a school guidance counselor had quite the scare when a bolt of 
lightning hit just a few inches away as he walked to his car.  
surveillance footage from the south carolina campus last night 
shows the lightning right next to the sidewalk he was on. 
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2:25 8/19/2019 11:07p lifestyle 

rocky and bull winkle, coming home to best hollywood.  a city 
council voted to take the statue of squirrel and moose out of storage 
and put it back on the sunset boulevard.  kim tobin joins us right 
now in west hollywood with more.  kim? reporter: good evening.  a 
lot of people are excited about this, the big supporters that rallied for 
this to happen to bring the statues home to sunset boulevard.  the 
traffic triangle next to state social house, supporters saying it's about 
honoring the show and the city's rich history.  congratulations.  
reporter: a unanimous vote in the city council chambers as rocky 
and bullwinkle come back to life.  we want them to feel warm and 
cuddly.  i want them to think of their favorite laughs.  and their 
favorite squirrel.  reporter: the actors who voiced them in a new 
show, bringing the statue back.  on tv, we're from frostbite falls, but 
we were born right here.  that's right.  and the statue needs to go 
back up.  reporter: the original show debuted in 1959. 

0:54 8/19/2019 11:17p lifestyle 

we have some new video from a kayaking trip in alaska that shows 
an upclose look at a collapsing glacier.  it caused quite a powerful 
quake and a wave that inundated the two men.  so, you all just saw 
that.  we survived.  but that was insane.  we were obviously way too 
close.  we knew that going into this, our wives told us not to get 
close.  but that was probably the coolest thing that i've ever done in 
my life. 

0:27 8/19/2019 11:18p lifestyle 

and it's something you don't see very often.  dozens of air 
mattresses rolling across a park like a bunch of tumble weeds.  a 
strong wind hit a park in denver, sending dozens of mattresses 
flying. 

1:10 8/22/2019 11:15p lifestyle 

a family wanted a close up look at wildlife but this was too close.  
whoa! this video shot last week show as large heard of bisonpeding 
towards the rentedal car.  at least one crashed in the vehicle 
breaking the side mirror and cracking a window and giving the 
family inside a scare.  it's like if you rear ended somebody the car 
was like bhoo.  and they kept coming and we stopped the video 
because two were starting to fight beside thor car.  if we would have 
left before that happened. 

0:23 8/22/2019 11:33p lifestyle 
one's trash is lunch for a bear.  this black bear was spotted doing it's 
best to open a garbage can.  the bear is so focussed on the 
problemality hand it barely flinched at passing cars. 

0:25 8/26/2019 11:10p lifestyle 

tomorrow, what you have for lunch or dinner, and the way you order 
it, could actually then family of a highway patrol officer killed in the 
line of duty.  andre moye died in a volcano of gunfire from a man 
who just pulled over. 

0:24 8/27/2019 11:18p lifestyle 
a new hampshire woman is fighting the dmv over her vanity plates.  
she said she's them about 15 years.  it reads pb 4 we go.  the place 
said using the word p are simply not permitted. 

0:23 8/27/2019 11:34p lifestyle 

how cool is this? the chargers tight end.  hunter henry partnered 
with jcpenney to give a group of santa ana teachers a shopping 
spree.  jcpenney donated socks and underwear for school kids in 
need. 

0:37 8/28/2019 11:09p lifestyle 

one man is on a mission to find and save a coyote with a toy stuck 
in its mouth.  george shineman shot this video from his backyard 
last week.  the coyote appears to have what appears to be a dog 
chew stuck on its mouth.  it seems to be able to drink water but it 
probably can't eat. 
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0:33 8/28/2019 11:17p lifestyle 

we all want to keep our engines purring like a kitten.  oh! i this was 
last night when she looked, there was a kitten there wedged near 
the engine block.  police were called out.  after a little bit of patience, 
they were able to get the kitten out safe and sound. 

0:29 9/3/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

a young black bear broke into a hotel in montana and fell asleep.  
the little bear caused quite a stir at the bucks lodge over the 
weekend flag the motel contacted fish and game authorities.  the 
bear was comfortable and didn't want to budge. 

0:41 9/3/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

a high school student is being honored for her kindness campaign.  
she is a sophomore now but a few years ago after some not so nice 
treatment by her friends, she was looking for a way to spread 
kindness.  she bought pizza for everyone.  handed out t-shirts and 
created let's be kind day. 

0:40 9/5/2019 11:03p lifestyle 

talk about a photo bomb here.  the reporter from our sister station in 
san diego.  showered in the retardan.  the kids and the computers, 
let's come back live now.  through see steven hoouk was in the 
middle of a neighborhood in the middle of his live shot when cal fire 
crews made the drop. 

0:30 9/5/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

new at 11:00.  video going viral shows a man on a monster roller 
coaster catching a stranger's cell phone mid air take.  a look.  it had 
an onboard camera.  he's lucky he didn't fall out.  the man reached 
out.  snagged the iphone, the ride is twisting and turning at 80 miles 
an hour. 

0:30 9/6/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

double blessing for a 74-year-old woman who wanted to have 
children.  apparently she had twins.  she stunned doctors in india 
when she delivered those twins.  she struggled to conceive since he 
marriage in 1962. 

0:29 9/6/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

this is enough to make a beer lover stop drinking.  an australian 
journalist was charged 55,000 pounds for a beer at a hotel in 
england.  this is a picture of the beer.  the price was a mistake, but 
when the charge went through and the man is still waiting for a 
refund. 

0:50 9/10/2019 11:16p lifestyle 

remember the video of three citizens jumping in to help a sheriff's 
deputy.  tonight, the city council honored those three with a 
community spotlight award.  surveillance captured the battle 
between those citizens and a homeless man that tried to 
overpowered the deputy.  thanks to those people right there, the 
deputy's gun never left the holster. 

0:53 9/12/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

a moreno valley teacher taking on a unique job today.  i'm mona 
godfrey.  i'm the person you want as your bacon intern.  \m don't go 
bacon my heart \m one of her students helped put together that 
submission to win the contest and become the first ever bacon 
intern for the farmer boys fast food chain.  her one-day job included 
eating bacon-filled items at the farmer boys in riverside, and she 
was paid $1,000 to rate them. 

0:27 9/13/2019 11:18p lifestyle 
take a look outside.  you will see something really special.  this is 
the first full moon in 19 years that has fallen on friday the 13th on 
the west coast.  it is known as the harvest moon. 

0:27 9/16/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

fish and wildlife officials had to coax a mountain lion out of a home 
in sonora after it made itself pretty comfortable in the bathroom 
there.  it is pretty comfortable.  officials stay mountain lion slipped in 
through open door, front door of the house. 

0:25 9/16/2019 11:34p lifestyle 

losing your job is no laughing mat better you a new zealand man 
lightened up the mood.  he brought in a clown.  best to get the boot 
so he hired a clown and brought him along of the the clown made 
screeching sounds during the meeting. 
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0:39 9/17/2019 11:17p lifestyle 

accident turns an actor and teacher into a double amputee.  his road 
to recovery is nothing short of remarkable.  he was run down by a 
dui driver leaving the grocery store.  one month and several 
surgeries later.  he is determined to bounce back.  and forgive.  i 
wish they get whatever treatment like anyone who is in the situation. 

0:37 9/18/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

the world's fastest man is trading in his running shoes for a scooter 
known as the greatest sprinter of all time.  usain bolt has won eight 
olympic gold medals and three world records.  he's the co-founder 
of a company called bolt that brings electric scooters to cities 
around the world. 

0:36 9/19/2019 11:17p lifestyle 

tonight, a dog who survived being dragged alongside a truck in 
riverside county is now ready to find a new home.  take a look and 
meet this german shepherd named beauty, who is doing much 
better than she was when she was brought to animal services back 
in july. 

0:41 9/19/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

california's secretary of state alex padilla was celebrated tonight in 
downtown l.a.  the nonprofit fundamental change honored padilla at 
its inaugural championing change gala.  padilla is being recognized 
for his leadership as a mental health advocate.  he says for him and 
his wife, the experience is personal. 

0:21 9/20/2019 11:16p lifestyle 
well, now here's something to see.  a group of killer whales catching 
some killer waves.  this new video shows a pod of orcas along 
washington state's puget sound earlier today. 

0:47 9/20/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

from nfl sundays to friday night-lights the l.a.  chargers took part in 
festivities between crenshaw high school and lawn dale high.  this 
marked the kick off of the chargers weekend, green and former 
charger lorenzo neil served as honorary captains for the two teams.  
when i young i had some guys i looked up to who motivated me to 
go down the route of playing football, go off to college, getting my 
degree. 

0:43 9/23/2019 11:18p lifestyle 

people are coming together to save a wild deer with rope on its 
antlers.  we also have still images of the animal wandering around.  
last week neighbors said they wanted to help and some wonder if a 
human might have made the situation worse.  he was trying to run 
with the other deer and was tripping. 

0:27 9/25/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

an iphone that fell from a plane was found a year later with this 
recording of the fall.  a man from iceland was flying his plane last 
summer over the southern part of that country when he accidentally 
dropped his phone out the window. 

0:23 9/25/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

the iconic marilyn monroe statue that stood in palm springs from 
2012 to '14 is coming back, and this time the mayor says it's for 
good.  when the 26-foot statue will return and where is yet to be 
announced. 

0:20 9/26/2019 11:33p lifestyle 
a police officer getting well deserved praise for darting into traffic to 
rescue a dog.  this pup walked onto a freeway in tampa.  and hit by 
a car. 

0:15 9/26/2019 11:33p lifestyle 
take a look at this.  a deer dashing to its destination.  so quickly it 
nearly knocked a woman down in georgia. 

0:32 9/27/2019 11:07p lifestyle 

new at 11:00, it's not just cats that have nine lives.  a frantic effort to 
save a small dog that fell about 30 feet down into a septic tank in 
malibu.   step away from the hole.  this took a while, about three 
hours after getting the call, l. 

0:24 9/27/2019 11:14p lifestyle 
if you mess with this elk, you will get the antlers.  the bull elk 
charged at this crowd of people in northern colorado park.  it 
knocked one woman down and repeatedly hit her with its antlers. 
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0:32 9/27/2019 11:33p lifestyle 

families are already lining up for tomorrow's big giveaway at the fred 
jordan mission.  homeless and needy children will receive clothing, 
backpacks and school supplies, 3,000 pairs of brand-new sneakers 
will also be handed out. 

0:25 9/27/2019 11:33p lifestyle 
that's the voice that's been captivating riders on the metro purple 
line.  an lapd officer shot this video and posted it online.  it's already 
been seen a couple hundred thousand times. 

0:58 8/20/2019 11:11p religion 

a 26-year-old man is suing a jehovah's witness congregation, he 
claims he was sexually abused by an elder when he was 6 years 
old.  he said this happened during and after church events from 
1999 to 2001.  he told his family he says about the abuse when he 
was 8 years old.  but they were discouraged from reporting 
anything.  and he says he still suffers from what happened to him to 
this very day.  practically every time i drive by a kingdom hall, i feel 
disgust, because you never know what's going on behind closed 
doors. 

0:29 7/1/2019 11:17p safety 

now before you get in the pool, the cdc has a warning interesting 
you about any pool out there.  a parasite called crypto can live in 
water and cannot be killed by chlorine.  the cdc reports a 10% 
increase in cases every year since 2009. 

0:29 7/9/2019 11:11p safety 

there's a new case of measles in l.a.  county.  the affected person is 
a campus employee who ate at the food court at the science of 
student center last wednesday and tuesday, as well.  university of 
health officials are making sure that anyone who came in contact 
with that employee has had the shot and cleared to return to work. 

0:40 7/11/2019 11:13p safety 

new at 11:00, a stomach turning surprise for a san bernardino 
woman who found a dead frog in her food.  she purchased asal r 
salad from jr.  restaurant, and she noticed a frog in the hlettuce.  i 
didn’t know what it was.  it looked a little slimy.  when i poked it with 
my fork, i slung it out to the lid portion and it was a frog. 

2:14 7/24/2019 11:07p safety 

new at 11:00, a measles scare on west side tonight.  department of 
public health says someone infected visited several locations, 
including a neighborhood cvs pharmacy.  beverly white is live.  
reporter: outside one of the seven public places recently visited by 
latest confirmed measles patient.  case public health department 
says is related to overseas travel, not the outbreak from earlier this 
month.  someone infected with measles stopped by cvs on san 
vicente boulevard.  map shows how the infected person, name and 
gender not released, covered a lot of ground, west side to 
downtown l.a.  in just two days, possibly exposing unvaccinated 
people to the serious disease.  this tourist believes danger is real.  
doctor said it's important.  don't want to get measles.  think about 
polio, a crippling disease and eradicated.  reporter: this patron has 
surprised that measles was on the march.   i realize there's a lot of 
disinformation out there but still discouraging thing you see. 

0:48 7/31/2019 11:12p safety 

new at 11:00, people living if tarzana, very concerned about a 
mountain lion after one was spotted in the middle of the 
neighborhood.  the big cat was captured on security camera 
monday night.  there you see it.  it roamed around the backyard on 
red bridge lane, not far from reseda boulevard, for about an hour.  
definitely a big surprise to the homeowner who said it looked like the 
mountain lion simply didn't want to leave. 
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0:21 8/6/2019 11:08p safety 

new at 11:00, a new case of me measels, it is tied to a person 
traveling through union station downtown.  bay eighty of the transit 
bus plaza on july 23rd, may have been exposed, there’s no current 
risk at union station. 

0:29 8/7/2019 11:07p safety 

last night, on this newscast, we were telling you about a possible 
measles case at union station, tonight, it's lax.  a person with the 
virus was in the tom bradley international terminal on july3rd, if you 
were there or someone you know was there at the time, there's a 
chance you could have the virus, check your immunization records. 

0:42 8/8/2019 11:17p safety 

a warning for parents after a toddler was trapped in a washing 
machine and died.  he crawled in to the front loading washing 
machine, somehow the door closed and the wash cycle started.  
they tried to remove the child and it's too late.   first of all, it's an air 
tight conceal.  and it's sound proof. 

2:29 8/23/2019 11:03p safety 

health officials warning about a measles exposure, after a teenage 
girl infected with the virus visited tourist hot spots.  that traveler from 
new zealand stayed in the hotel behind us here, for four nights 
without checking out last thursday.  guests we spoke with was 
surprised to hear about the measles exposure but not overly 
concerned.  among the 50,000 daily visitors who passed through 
disneyland's gates, last monday, a teenage girl visiting from new 
zealand, whose so-cal itinerary is very public.  health officials say 
she went to california adventure, madame tu sold's, and universal 
studios while in the infectious stage of measles.  rebecca and her 
parents are here in anaheim, among the thousands of fans taking in 
the d-23 expo.  they are staying at the desert palms hotel, where 
officials say the infected teen stayed all last week.  they are not 
vaccinated.  now, we're concerned.  i'm concerned, mainly, because 
my husband has parkinson's.  and he's weak.  as long as they are 
doing their job, it should be okay. 

0:34 9/27/2019 11:17p safety 

concerns about possible violence at upcoming screenings of the 
movie joker has some theaters as well as the lapd taking preventive 
measures.  is this a joke to you? the movie opens next week, but 
this week the u.s.  army and fbi warned of a potential threat 
surrounding the movie's release. 

0:21 7/24/2019 11:05p severe weather 
it's a dangerous combination, extreme heat and rare humidity here 
in southern california.   triple digits had some areas baking today, 
especially in valleys and inland empire. 

0:42 8/28/2019 11:13p severe weather 

behind us is hurricane dorian and it is gathering strength as it makes 
its way toward florida.  it is already dealt torrential rains and 
hurricane force winds over the virgin islands.  it is now a cat 1 and 
should develop into a dangerous cat 3 by the weekend.  the storms 
have a way of doing what it is they want to do. 

0:53 9/5/2019 11:18p severe weather 

right now, hurricane dorian is churning off the coast of north and 
south carolina.  just a few moments ago it was downgraded to a cat 
1 storm but it has already left a path of destruction.  wind, rain, 
storm surge along the eastern seaboard.  tens of thousands without 
power.  the streets of down charston, you see it here.  hidden by the 
nod waters.  and look at this.  high thai forced one driver to simply 
abandon an suv. 
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0:56 9/6/2019 11:19p severe weather 

hurricane dorian is headed back out to sea tonight.  the relentless 
storm leaving a trail of destruction in north carolina after its long 
feared landfall there.  the outer banks hit by the hardest of dorian 
there.  the storm trapped people inside their homes, cut power and 
sent a storm surge rushing into the communities there.  coast guard 
crews were also called in to hoist hundreds of people to safety. 

0:29 9/19/2019 11:18p severe weather 

streets under water.  at least two people have died as heavy rains 
cause major flooding in parts of texas.  tropical depression imelda 
saturating that area.  some areas receiving as much as 30 inches of 
rain overnight. 

0:22 9/20/2019 11:14p severe weather 
strong water and high currents caused two barges to become stuck 
under a bridge and that forced the immediate closure of a highway 
in and out of houston. 

0:56 7/16/2019 11:18p technology 

a full moon outside tonight and it marks 50 years ago to the day that 
apollo 11 blasted off for the moon carrying astronauts michael collin, 
neil armstrong and buzz aldrin.  it was a mission that changed the 
course of history and the way we see the moon forever.  to mark the 
anniversary in the nation's capital, there it is.  it looks like a life size 
apollo rocket.  inside the smithsonian air and space museum, it was 
worn by apollo 11 astronaut. 

0:42 7/10/2019 11:07p transportation 

new tonight, people go to great lengths to find parking here in 
southern california.  it's hard enough without what you're seeing 
here.  drivers apparently working together to hog the spaces for 
themselves.  a man in long beach showed us video.  i've told them 
hey, other people want to park there. 

0:48 7/10/2019 11:08p transportation 

new at 11:00, ticketed with time still on that parking meter.  a man 
records his dispute with a parking enforcement officer in downtown 
l.a.  it's green right here.  and he puts a ticket.  this happened today.  
and he says he was well aware of the time on the parking meter and 
returned to his car with a minute to spare, but the ticket had been 
written. 

0:50 7/11/2019 11:11p transportation 

breaking news right now.  look at this backup.  a major backup on 
the 134 freeway.  we understand in the glendale area.  iliana is live 
over the scene right now.  what do we have here? reporter: colleen, 
we have a major backup here on the 134 freeway in glendale.  it’s 
the east bound side that is affected, due to police activity on the off 
ramp.  this is a situation that started at around 10:15 and it’s still 
ongoing. 

0:42 7/11/2019 11:18p transportation 

lots of blood everywhere.  that’s how one passenger described the 
cabin inside an air canada flight after severe turbulence the plane 
encountered over the pacific.  that plane was two hours on its way 
from sydney, australia to vancouver, canada.  a drop from 36,000 
feet suddenly.  after turning around and making an emergency 
landing in honolulu, passengers say there was no warning at all. 

0:53 7/11/2019 11:19p transportation 

a doctor kicked off a flight for wearing a romper says an apology is 
not enough.  dr.  tisha roe tweeted this picture of an outfit she was 
wearing.  the doctor says a flight attendant told her, you’re not 
getting on her like that and said she had to cover up if she wanted to 
travel.  american airlines apologized to the doctor who says it’s not 
enough.  you need better training, you need more objective 
measures and you need to define this dress code in a way that does 
not inherently create an opportunity for bias and harassment. 
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0:20 7/11/2019 11:20p transportation 

we had a ground breaking ceremony at lax for a new parking 
structure.  it will have over 4500 parking stalls.  it’s expected to 
connect with the new automated people mover already under 
construction. 

0:35 7/12/2019 11:19p transportation 

if you're heading out to lax this weekend, expect even more 
congestion than usual because of road closures around the airport.  
tomorrow century boulevard is going to be partially closed in both 
directions between airport boulevard and avion. 

0:33 7/17/2019 11:18p transportation 

line to connect the valleys seem like good idea.  some want to put 
the brakes on it.  some folks don't want bus lane an colorado 
boulevard.   the entertainment industry came in, block traffic all the 
time, now doing the bus thing. 

0:25 7/19/2019 11:18p transportation 

this is not what toupt see before you are about to take off.  a man 
climbing on the wing of the plane.  happened today at nigeria's 
busiest airport.  the pilot of the commercial jet, shut down the engine 
after spotting the man on the runway here. 

2:23 7/22/2019 11:06p transportation 

it could be bigger than carmageddon.  more now with details on the 
massive project.  rick.   reporter: it startses a massive shift in the 
commute as we know it through this part of the empire.  you can see 
there are already crews out here beginning their work on the 
westbound onramp right here at mountain avenue.  dramatic 
changes to the major route in the ie, starting tonight.  crews will 
work over night on one of several projects they are calling the 60 
swarm.   it's shocking.  like, oh my goodness.   reporter: sofia lives 
and commutes in the area and is not looking for ford what to the 
work.  20-mile stretch.  full weekend closures and other closures to 
eucinglid avr knew.   cal tran says it will be come reconfiguration of 
traffic as they work to worn down slabs of asphalt continues.   and 
people, just give it patience.   a construction engineer who sees the 
benefit of the $34 million freeway overall.   you have to give it time 
and be patient and it will warm.   reporter: the 60 swarm also 
includes the replacement of three bridges crossing the 60. 

2:32 7/23/2019 11:02p transportation 

[ bleep] well, here's aninatesting one.  fight on a flight.  this is a 
lover's spat that spills into the aisle off a flight tolux ax.  she cuss 
him out and hits him over the head with a laptop.  live in sherman 
oaks where he spoke to a man on that flight who watched this all go 
down.  reporter: that's why we're here tonight in sherman oaks to 
speak with that passenger near his home.  but where is the star of 
this video that has now been viewed 6 and a half million times and 
counting on twitter? a woman on her way from ecuador to l.a.  when 
she was kicked off that flight.  tonight miami police confirmed she is 
not under arrest.  lax was the final destination but a laptop assault 
forced a deparch delay.  and hicks trying to explain the video gone 
viral.  there's three minutes before that the it lady was saying 
probably worse things i think.  made everybody uncomfortable.  
there was a kid sitting right behind her.  the female accusing the 
man of look at other women.  here's when the american airlines 
flietd attendant tries to separate them. 

0:47 7/24/2019 11:17p transportation 

light rail along the 405? met to discuss it and the congestion it would 
cause.  monorail from the west side to the san fernando valley.  
hoped to get it completed by olympics but cost is skyrocketing.  
neighbors and business owners got to know more and voice 
concerns.   405 can be awful experience to drive through, this could 
move people through that area in 15, 16 minutes. 
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2:55 7/26/2019 11:00p transportation 

now, at 11:00, the 60 swarm is happening right now.  caltrans shut 
down every lane on the eastbound side for the entire weekend.  one 
side of the 60 will be closed every weekend except for holidays for 
the next four months and overnight on weekdays.  it will be 15 
weeks of freeway frustration.  remember carmageddon? this could 
be worse.  this is the 12-mile stretch of freeway.  we are live in 
ontario with all of the traffic.  robert? reporter: and so, it begins.  we 
are here, now, with my friend, terry, taking a walk, right by the 60 
on-ramp.  and look, it's closed.  it's closed at 10:00 and we're ready 
to swarm.  reporter: what have we got? eastbound 60 is closed, 
including all of the ramps into riverside.  the traffic is moving through 
pretty well.  tomorrow, things might get tough.  once people get up 
and move around in this area, we'll see the traffic volumes build.  
that's when we're going to start to see the major delays.  reporter: 
tomorrow will get ugly that we have an idea that people don't know 
what to expect? we did everything we could without reach.  it's been 
happening for weeks.  we can't get to everybody.  people need to be 
aware.  use the 10, the 210, the 91 to get around it.  leave this area 
for the people who live here, that have to do business. 

0:45 7/30/2019 11:14p transportation 

new tonight, caltrans trying to make large freeway signs less 
accessible to avoid stunts like that one right there.  they're designed 
to give crews easy access, but catwalks across the freeway are 
often abused in order to grab attention for the wrong reason.  from 
freeway jumpers to graffiti vandals, caltrans has apparently had 
enough of this. 

0:44 8/2/2019 11:12p transportation 

well, here we go.  another weekend and it started again.  this is now 
the second weekend of what we're calling the 60's swarm.  the 
eastbound 60 freeway completely closed from ontario out to 
riverside as part of this ongoing repaving project out there.  the 60 
shut down is between interstate 15, the 91 and 215 split. 

0:26 8/5/2019 11:15p transportation 

passengers and crews forced to evacuate when a british air ways jet 
filled with smoke in spain.  one of the passengers took this video as 
the a-321 filled with smoke, and the as passenger tweeted the cabin 
filled with smoke for the last ten minutes of the flight and everyone 
had to use the emergency chutes to get out. 

0:46 8/6/2019 11:17p transportation 

residents lingering concerns about planes flying over their homes 
was a topic of conversation, and possible solutions tonight.  the 
discussion focusing on the departure tracks out of the vannuys, 
airport a possible remedy of pushing the departure north of the 
sepul veda basin ad many said that will not be enough. 

0:30 8/6/2019 11:18p transportation 

think about it for a minute, flying backless, looks like the latest 
attempt to save space and one airline said, it’s not what it seems.  
stunned passengers on easy jet airlines snapped a photo of a 
woman, flying in a seat with no back. 

0:42 8/8/2019 11:18p transportation 

if you use uber at the ontario international airport, things are going 
to change.  uber ends service there beginning on the 13th of 
september.  the ride share company is making the decision because 
of a new fee that took affect last month.  stuck in the middle is not 
good.  the airport should want to make it very convenient for 
passengers to fly. 

0:25 8/9/2019 11:17p transportation 

a passenger's cell phone shows the woman sluchd over.  
passengers say she was barely able to stamd or speak during the 
brief flight from chicago to south bend, indiana.  the flight attend and 
was arrested. 
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0:24 8/13/2019 11:15p transportation 

okay you.  might want to check your laptop before you board your 
next flight.  the faa is banning certain apple laptops from flights.  the 
devices in question are 15-inch mac book pros sold between 
september 2015 and february 2017. 

0:34 8/16/2019 11:05p transportation 

right now things appear to be getting back to normal at airports all 
across the u.s.  following a computer outage.  there have been 
some long lines and long delays for travelers flying into the u.s.  
today.  a computer outage that affected processing systems for 
customs and border protection is to blame in all of this. 

0:21 8/16/2019 11:33p transportation 
l.a.x.  announcing two new nonstop flights a day from l.a.  to 
stockton.  sky west airlines, one of united's partners, will operate 
those daily flights to california's central valley. 

0:19 8/16/2019 11:33p transportation 
all right.  happening now, the eastbound 60 freeway closed once 
again between ontario and riverside for the fourth straight weekend. 

0:21 8/21/2019 11:33p transportation 
riding the metro now as easy as one tap of the wrist.  the tap stretch 
wristbanded is about ten bucks.  you can reload it at any kiosk.  hold 
up your wrist to the machine and you can board the bus and train. 

0:53 8/22/2019 11:08p transportation 

what should have been like five-hour flight to los angeles turned into 
a 22-hourer ordeal on delta airlines.  oh, they are not happy.  mind 
boggling delays started in new york city.  the plane pushed back 
from gaitd an hour late, then nearly 200 passengers sat on their 
seat for another eight hours.  returning to the gate two more times 
and then 22 hours latter they finally land here in los angeles. 

2:08 8/23/2019 11:00p transportation 

now, at 11:00, a driver appears to be asleep at the wheel.  this isn't 
the first time that someone's taken that risky ride.  reporter: sure.  
someday, we'll look back on this tonight and think, remember when 
we weren't allowed to do that? as of august 22nd chp wants you to 
know that they do not.  on any freeway you should be prepared for 
anyone behind the wheel.  speeders, texters, drinkers.  but 
sleepers? this is what clint's wife recorded on her cell phone while 
clint was driving in their truck.  a snoozer in a tesla.  it's incredible to 
see a person sleeping behind the wheel of a car.  reporter: clint's 
video viewed 500,000 times so far.  calling the dozing driver just as 
dangerous as a drunk one.  another applauding the autopilot in 
action.  you weren't paying 100% attention.  but the car was.  this 
guy zonked out on the 405 and this napper from anaheim to los 
angeles.  the driver on the 5 jolted awake. 

0:40 8/23/2019 11:09p transportation 

another day, another delay.  the flight fiasco for passengers from 
new york to l.a.x.  played out all over again last night.  i didn't want 
to -- i was ready to get out.  all right.  hannah brown, caught up in 
flight 975, that nightmare this time around.  it is the second day, 
passengers waiting more than 20 hours to take off from new york, 
bad weather and construction, at jfk, set the stage today. 
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2:37 8/28/2019 11:05p transportation 

a new traffic pattern for jets at van nuys airports has created a noise 
nuisance for thousands who live under the flight path.  tonight a task 
force created to handle the disruptive air may not noise held its first 
meeting before a packed crowd.  robert kovacik is in burbank where 
residents weren't holding back.  what a meeting it was.  we're about 
to take you inside to show you what we witnessed.  and this was a 
meeting where absolutely nothing difinitively would be decided.  but 
it didn't matter to a couple hundred residents who still showed up 
here, demanding their voices be heard about what they say they 
hear all day long.  my 16-month-old granddaughter's first sentence 
was airplane loud.  reporter: lives altered by flight paths.  it is 
deafening.  it stops in the morning and it doesn't stop until i go to 
bed.  reporter: demonstrating unbearable noise.  residents from the 
san fernando valley to the west side of l.a.  blaming the faa.  it is the 
faa that are the lying [ bleep ].  reporter: a new navigation system 
introduced nationwide to improve aircraft time and fuel efficiency. 

0:24 8/28/2019 11:33p transportation 

tsa has caused a disturbance in the forceful disneyland's new 
galaxy edge has been selling cokes in a contain per looks very 
much like a bomb.  the shape of the pop hard souvenir is the 
problem for tsa. 

0:30 9/6/2019 11:15p transportation 

an american airlines mechanic is accused of trying to sabotage a 
plane in florida, accused of tampering with a key piece of equipment 
on a plane set to fly from miami to the bahamas back in july.  the 
charges at this point do not indicate a terrorism link. 

0:26 9/6/2019 11:32p transportation 
well, you will definitely want to give yourself extra time if you're 
heading to lax this weekend.  the passenger dropoff lanes in front of 
terminals 5 and 6 will be closed for two months starting on sunday. 

0:48 9/20/2019 11:15p transportation 

two muslim men claim they were racially profiled on an american 
airlines flight.  two dallas area men say they were forced off the 
flight saturday morning while leaving alabama.  when asked why 
they say the fia told them one of them was deemed suspicious for 
using the bathroom and flushing twice before take off.  it was the 
most horrible humiliating day of my life. 

0:37 9/26/2019 11:04p transportation 

a nightmare of a flight from new york to l.a.  alaska airline says a 
rowdy passenger forced the plane to land in kansas city.  police 
were met with the applause as they took the map off the plane.  and 
into custody.  before the flight was forced to land the crew says the 
passenger became confrontational in the aisle of the plane. 

0:22 9/26/2019 11:17p transportation 
imagine this.  go to use the lavatory on the plane and then you can't 
get out.  cell phone video shows workers pulling on the door.  the 
flight from d.c.  to the bay area had to divert to denver. 

1:46 9/27/2019 11:07p transportation 

well, happening now, the first westbound closures are taking effect 
in the massive 60 freeway project.  this could have an impact on 
your weekend driving plans.  nbc4's darsha philips is live in riverside 
with details on how to avoid those delays.  darsha? reporter: 
carolyn, this is the second phase of the 60 swarm.  you can see 
right now we're on the westbound lanes and traffic being diverted off 
of the freeway right now because the 60 westbound shut down from 
riverside to ontario.  this is the first weekend of the west bound 
closure.  joining me right now is terry casinga with caltrans to tell us 
a little more about this project.  well, this section of the project, 
they're going to be doing a lot of slab replacement. 
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ACCESS, Recorded, Other/Public 
Affairs/Entertainment, 7:30-8:00PM 
Monday through Friday, and as an hour 
at various times on the weekend, is an 
entertainment news-magazine which 
discusses the current news and issues in 
the entertainment business.  The program 
also profiles current stars as well as 
behind-the-camera personalities.   

NBC4 NEWS CONFERENCE, Local, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on 
Sunday, is a regularly scheduled series 
featuring topical, informative interviews 
with public figures, community leaders, 
and government officials. 

NBC4 NEWS, Local, News, various times 
and lengths, Monday through Sunday, 
includes concise reports from authorities 
on a variety of subjects as well as 
comprehensive coverage of fast breaking 
stories in Southern California, the nation, 
the world. 

DATELINE NBC, Network, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, various times, is a prime 
time news magazine program co-hosted 
by Jane Pauley and Stone Phillips.  There 
are usually 3 segments per show, 15-20 
minutes each.  

EXTRA!, Recorded, Public Affairs/ 
Other/Entertainment, 7:00-7:30PM 
Monday through Friday, and as an hour 
at various times on the weekend, is a 
news magazine program about the 
current happenings in and around Los 
Angeles.  

MEET THE PRESS, Network, Public 
Affairs, 8:00-9:00AM Sunday, is the 
longest running program on television.  
Different members of the press and 
media join each week to question leading 
figures involved in and/or with expertise in 
current and timely issues and events. 

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS, Network, 
News/Public Affairs, 6:30-7:00PM 
Monday through Friday; various times 
Saturday and Sunday covers hard news 
of the day as well as commentaries.  
Segments are usually 3-5 minutes in 
length. 

TODAY IN L.A., Local, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, 4:00-7:00AM covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews with 
a decided emphasis on Southern 
California in general and Los Angeles, in 
particular. 

TODAY IN L.A.:  WEEKEND, Local, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 7:00-8:00AM 
Saturday and Sunday covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews.  It is 
the weekend version of the weekday 
program.   

TODAY SHOW, Network, Public 
Affairs/News/Other/Entertainment, 7:00-
11:00AM Monday through Friday, is a 
presentation of NBC News.  It covers 
national and international news as well as 
news making interviews, discussions, and 
reviews.   Segments are usually 3-5 
minutes in length. 
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ON THE MONEY, Recorded, Public 
Affairs/Other, various times on the 
weekend.  The program gets inside the 
best minds in business with high-profile 
newsmakers, high-powered debates and 
high-priority issues.  There is a what’s 
new segment featuring top newsmaker 
interviews on the upcoming week’s most 
pressing financial news stories.  Also, 
there is a “personal journal” segment 
where viewers will learn and be able to 
take away important information on 401K 
news, taxes, retirement, investing and 
career as well as views of top money 
managers. 

WEEKEND TODAY SHOW, Network, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 60-minutes, 
various times Saturday morning and 
Sunday morning, covers national and 
international news as well as interviews, 
discussions, and reviews.  Segments are 
usually 3-5 minutes in length. 

 

 

 

 

 

KNBC’s daily program schedule for the reporting quarter follows.
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start 
time

Mon 7/1/19 Tue 7/2/19 Wed 7/3/19 Thu 7/4/19 Fri 7/5/19 Sat 7/6/19 Sun 7/7/19
start 
time

5:00a Open House 5:00a

5:30a On the Money [#1919] 5:30a

6:00a 6:00a

6:30a 6:30a

7:00a 7:00a

7:30a 7:30a

8:00a 8:00a

8:30a 8:30a

9:00a Consumer 101
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201927]
9:00a

9:30a Naturally, Danny Seo
Ca - 2019 Aaa N (Paid 

Program) 
9:30a

10:00a Today with Hoda & Jenna Today with Hoda & Jenna Vets Saving Pets 10:00a

10:30a Today with Hoda & Jenna jip 
NBC4 News Special Report 

Earthquake  (10:38a) 10:30a

11:00a NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

11:30a California Live California Live California Live California Live
Cycling Tour de France  

(11:21a)
11:30a

12:00p 12:00p

12:30p 12:30p

1:00p 1:00p

1:30p 1:30p

2:00p Steve [2112R] 2:00p

2:30p
NBC4 News Special Report 
Tyler Skaggs Press Conf  

(2:31p)
2:30p

3:00p On the Money [#1919]
Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

3:30p NBC Nightly News
Llck Dsp2V1A Cl (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

4:00p Open House [#5438] 4:00p

4:30p On the Money [#1919] 4:30p

5:00p NBC4 News 5:00p

5:30p NBC4 News (5:40p) NBC Nightly News 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

6:30p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

7:00p Extra [#25259] Extra [#25260] Extra [#25261] Extra [#25262] Extra [#25263] Open House [#5438] 7:00p

7:30p Access [#5951] Access [#5952] Access [#5953] Access [#5954] Access [#5955]
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Twin Cities [3376R] 7:30p

8:00p American Ninja Warrior 8:00p

8:30p 8:30p

9:00p 9:00p

9:30p 9:30p

10:00p Dateline NBC (The Crossing) Songland (10:01p) The InBetween
Macy's 4th of July Fireworks 

Spectacular
10:00p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p 11:30p

11:35p NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a 12:30a

1:00a
Late Night with Seth Meyers 

jip  (1:03a)
LXTV: First Look Destination 
Twin Cities [3376R]  (1:03a)

1:00a

1:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a 2:00a

2:30a
Mb 7 V. 3 / New (Paid 

Program)  (2:32a)
Early Today 2:30a

3:00a Access [#5951] (3:01a) Access [#5952] (3:01a) Access [#5953] (3:01a) Access [#5954] (3:04a) Access [#5955] (3:01a) 1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

3:30a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today La Ota 7/19 (Paid Program) Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

4:00a Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Cs 3 V.1 / New  (Paid 

Program) 
La Ota 7/19 (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#25264]

Meet the Press

NASCAR Monster 
Energy Cup Series 

Track & Field IAAF 
Diamond League  (2:15p)

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent

Access Weekend 
[W1191] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

Songland

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Vendetta) 

Saturday Night Live    
(Jason Momoa & 

Mumford  &  Sons) 

Motor Sports AMA 
Motocross 

Horse Racing 
Breeders' Cup 

Challenge Series 

NASCAR Monster 
Energy Cup Series 

NBC4 News at 11p

NBC4 News Special 
Report Earthquake  

(11:35p)

Steve [2126R] (2:07a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC4 News Special 
Report Earthquake 

NBC4 News Special Report 
Earthquake  (10:23a)

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2126R]

Ellen jip [16155R]  
(3:12p)

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News Special 
Report Earthquake  

(8:17p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Days of Our Lives 
(2:07a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2300]

NBC4 News at 5p

Macy's 4th of July 
Fireworks Spectacular

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News Special 
Report Earthquake 

NBC4 News at 4p

Steve [2117R] (2:07a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen's Game of Games

Songland

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2298]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2117R]

Ellen [16127R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2112R] (2:07a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Ellen [16128R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Steve [2110R] (2:07a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2297]

Days of Our Lives

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Access Live [AL2296]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2110R]

Ellen [16147R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Page 1 of 14
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start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 7/8/19 Tue 7/9/19 Wed 7/10/19 Thu 7/11/19 Fri 7/12/19 Sat 7/13/19 Sun 7/14/19
start 
time

7/19 La Fbs (Paid Program) Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1920] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 
Dreyer

8:30a

Consumer 101
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201928]
9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Best Soft Rock  (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
7/13 

Suze Orman 5P $ (Paid 
Program) 

3:30p

Vets Saving Pets org sch 
7/13 

Open House [#5459] 4:00p

The Champion Within org sch 
7/13 

On the Money [#1920] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#25265] Extra [#25266] Extra [#25267] Extra [#25268] Extra [#25269] Open House [#5459] 7:00p

Access [#5956] Access [#5957] Access [#5958] Access [#5959] Access [#5960]
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Montreal [3360R] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

Dateline NBC (The Secret 
Keepers) 

Bring the Funny (10:01p) The InBetween
Law & Order: Special Victims 

Unit
Dateline NBC (Return to the 

House of Secrets) New Amsterdam 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Montreal [3360R]  (1:03a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) 2:00a

Mb 7 V. 3 / New (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Lk Ho Lf 39 Sh (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
La Ota 7/19 (Paid 

Program) 
7/19 La Fbs (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Bring the Funny

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#25270]

Meet the Press

Golf American 
Century 

Championship  
(12:56p)

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent

Access Weekend 
[W1192] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf European Tour: 
Scottish Open 

NBC4 News

NBC Movie of the 
Week Furious 7 

Saturday Night Live    
(Awkwafina & Travis 

Scott) 

Golf European Tour: 
Scottish Open 

Golf American 
Century 

Championship  
(11:51a)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2151R] (2:35a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Steve [2151R]

Ellen [16053R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

Steve [2149R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2305]

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

The Wall

Hollywood Game Night

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2304]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2149R]

Ellen [16082R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2136R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Steve [2136R]

Ellen [16130R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen's Game of Games

Songland

Steve [2105R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2303]

Days of Our Lives

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Access Live [AL2302]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2105R]

Ellen [16083R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2130R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2301]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2130R]

Ellen [16048R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Page 2 of 14
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start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 7/15/19 Tue 7/16/19 Wed 7/17/19 Thu 7/18/19 Fri 7/19/19 Sat 7/20/19 Sun 7/21/19
start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

Today with Hoda & Jenna 10:00a

NBC4 News Special Report 
police pursuit  (10:45a) 10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

On the Money [#1921] Open House 3:00p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
7/20 

Voyager with Josh Garcia org 
sch 7/20 

3:30p

Vets Saving Pets org sch 
7/20 

Earth Odyssey w/Dylan Dreyer 
org sch 7/20 4:00p

The Champion Within org sch 
7/20 

Consumer 101 org sch 7/20 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#25271] Extra [#25272] Extra [#25273] Extra [#25274] Extra [#25275] Open House [#5412] 7:00p

Access [#5961] Access [#5962] Access [#5963] Access [#5964] Access [#5965]
LXTV: First Look Scotland is 

Now [3374R] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

Dateline NBC (Before the 
Storm) 

Bring the Funny (10:01p) The InBetween
Law & Order: Special Victims 

Unit
Dateline NBC (Deep in the 

Woods) Bring the Funny 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Scotland is 
Now [3374R]  (1:03a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) 2:00a

Open House NYC (2:32a) Early Today 2:30a

Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Stem Cell Thera (Paid 

Program) 
Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Extra Weekend 
[#25276]

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News

Hollywood Game Night

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

Golf The Open 
Championship 

Swimming World 
swimming 

Championships 

Golf The Open 
Championship 

Highlights 

Saturday Night Live    
(James Mcavoy & 

Meek Mill) 

Access Weekend 
[W1193] (1:32a)

Golf The Open 
Championship 

Golf The Open 
Championship Highlights  

(1:07p)

Horse Racing Breeders' 
Cup Challenge Series 

NBC4 News

Bring the Funny

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (A Gathering 

Storm) 

Golf The Open 
Championship 

Cycling Tour de France  
(12:07p)

Steve [2017R] (2:35a)

Golf The Open 
Championship 

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Access Live [AL2310]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2017R]

Ellen [16143R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2016R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Steve [2016R]

Ellen [16096R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

The Wall

Hollywood Game Night

Steve [2015R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2309]

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen's Game of Games

Songland

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2308]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2015R]

Ellen [16092R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2014R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2014R]

Ellen [16104R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2156R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2307]

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2306]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2156R]

Ellen [16115R]

NBC4 News at 4p

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2019 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Changes Highlighted From: 07/01/19
Updated: 10/02/19

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 7/22/19 Tue 7/23/19 Wed 7/24/19 Thu 7/25/19 Fri 7/26/19 Sat 7/27/19 Sun 7/28/19
start 
time

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1922] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1922] 3:00p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
7/27 

Voyager with Josh Garcia org 
sch 7/27 

3:30p

Vets Saving Pets org sch 
7/27 

Earth Odyssey w/Dylan Dreyer 
org sch 7/27 4:00p

The Champion Within org sch 
7/27 

Consumer 101 org sch 7/27 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#25277] Extra [#25278] Extra [#25279] Extra [#25280] Extra [#25281] Open House [#5460] 7:00p

Access [#5966] Access [#5967] Access [#5968] Access [#5969] Access [#5970]
LXTV: First Look Land of 

Sand [3373R] 
7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

Dateline NBC (The Prussian Blue 
Mystery ) 

Bring the Funny (10:01p) The InBetween
Law & Order: Special Victims 

Unit
Dateline NBC (The Figure in 

the Garage) 
10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Land of Sand 
[3373R]  (1:03a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) 2:00a

Stem Cell Thera (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Stem Cell Thera (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Stem Cell Thera (Paid 

Program) 
Stem Cell Thera (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Extra Weekend 
[#25282]

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

Hollywood Game Night

NBC Sports U.S. 
Track & Field 

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p 
(11:01p)

Cycling Tour de 
France 

Indy Car Mid-Ohio 

Saturday Night Live     
(Rachel Brosnahan & 

Greta Van Fleet) 

Access Weekend 
[W1194] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf Senior Open 
Championship 

Track & Field U.S. 
Track & Field Outdoor 

Championships 

NBC4 News

Bring the Funny

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Somebody's 

Daughter) 

Golf Senior Open 
Championship  

(8:03a)

Swimming World 
Swimming 

Championships 

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2050R] (2:35a)

Cycling Tour de 
France 

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2315]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2050R]

Ellen [16018R]

Hollywood Game Night

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2033R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Steve jip [2033R]  
(2:11p)

Ellen [16145R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

The Wall

NBC News Special 
Report Mueller 

Testimony  (5:15a)

Songland

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2032R] (2:35a)

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2032R]

Ellen [16086R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen's Game of Games

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2024R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2313]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2312]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2024R]

Ellen [16111R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2023R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2023R]

Ellen [16075R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2311]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2019 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Changes Highlighted From: 07/01/19
Updated: 10/02/19

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 7/29/19 Tue 7/30/19 Wed 7/31/19 Thu 8/1/19 Fri 8/2/19 Sat 8/3/19 Sun 8/4/19
start 
time

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1923] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

Meet the Press 8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1923] 3:00p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
8/3 

Voyager with Josh Garcia org 
sch 8/3 

3:30p

NBC4 News at 4p Vets Saving Pets org sch 8/3 
Earth Odyssey w/Dylan Dreyer 

org sch 8/3 4:00p

NBC Nightly News
The Champion Within org sch 

8/3 
Consumer 101 org sch 8/3 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#25283] Extra [#25284] Extra [#25285] Extra [#25287] Open House [#5461] 7:00p

Access [#5971] Access [#5972] Access [#5973] Access [#5975]
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Los Angeles [3378R] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Extra [#25286] 9:00p

Access [#5974] 9:30p

Dateline NBC (Deadly Secret) Bring the Funny (10:01p) The InBetween Dateline NBC (No Way Out) Dateline NBC (Unraveled) Bring the Funny 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Los Angeles [3378R]  (1:03a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) 2:00a

Stem Cell Thera (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Stem Cell Thera (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC jip  (4:03a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Mb 7 V. 3 / New (Paid 

Program) 
La Ota 8/19 (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#25288]

Meet the Press

Swimming U.S. 
Swimming National 

Championships 

NBC4 News

Hollywood Game Night

America's Got Talent

Access Weekend jip 
[W1195]  (1:34a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Golf Women's British 
Open 

NBC Sports Special 
Olympic Volleyball 

Qualifying 
Tournament 

Bring the Funny

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (The House on Pitch 

Pine Crescent) 

Saturday Night Live    
(Idris Elba & Khalid) 

Swimming U.S. Swimming 
National Championships 

NASCAR xFinity 
Series  (12:05p)

NASCAR xFinity 
Series  (2:09p)

NBC4 News

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2097R] (2:35a)

Access Weekend 
[W1195]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Golf Women's British 
Open 

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live 
[AL2320R]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2097R]

Ellen [16116R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2064R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

NFL Pre-Season 
Football NFL Hall of 
Fame Game: Denver 

@ Atlanta 

NBC4 News

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live 
[AL2319R]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2064R]

Ellen [16122R]

Ellen's Game of Games

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2063R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2063R]

Ellen [16154R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen's Game of Games

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2055R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live 
[AL2318R]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live 
[AL2317R]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2055R]

Ellen [16141R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2041R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2041R]

Ellen [16172GR]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live 
[AL2316R]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2019 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Changes Highlighted From: 07/01/19
Updated: 10/02/19

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 8/5/19 Tue 8/6/19 Wed 8/7/19 Thu 8/8/19 Fri 8/9/19 Sat 8/10/19 Sun 8/11/19
start 
time

Mb 7 V. 3 / New (Paid 
Program) 

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1924] 5:30a

6:00a

Saturday Today jip  (6:26a) 6:30a

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential Statement  (7:07a) 7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 
Dreyer

8:30a

Consumer 101
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201932]
9:00a

Ca - 2019 Aaa N (Paid 
Program) 

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live
Soccer Premier League 

Goal Zone 
11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin jip  (3:02p) 3:00p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
8/10 

3:30p

Vets Saving Pets org sch 
8/10 

Open House [#5430] 4:00p

The Champion Within org sch 
8/10 

On the Money [#1924] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#25289] Extra [#25290] Extra [#25291] Extra [#25292] Extra [#25293] Open House [#5430] 7:00p

Access [#5976] Access [#5977] Access [#5978] Access [#5979] Access [#5980]
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Alaska [3358R] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

Dateline NBC (At the Edge of 
Town) 

Bring the Funny (10:01p) The InBetween
Law & Order: Special Victims 

Unit
Dateline NBC (On the 

Outskirts of Town) 
Dateline Saturday Night Mystery 

(Deadly Circumstances) Bring the Funny 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Alaska [3358R]  (1:03a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) 2:00a

Stem Cell Thera (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Mb 7 V. 3 / New (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Emeril 360 (Paid 

Program) 
Stem Cell Thera (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Meet the Press

Hollywood Game Night

NBC Sports U.S. 
Gymnastics 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#25294]

NBC Sports Special 
Drone Racing League 

NBC Sports Special 
U.S. Gymnastics 

One Smile at a  (Paid 
Program) 

NBC4 News

Saturday Night Live    
(Steve Carell & Ella 

Mai) 

Access Weekend 
[W1196] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Access Weekend 
[W1196]

Motor Sports AMA 
Motorcross 

Horse Racing Breeders' 
Cup Challenge Series 

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2118R] (2:35a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Premier 
League 

Soccer PL Download: The 
Impossible Dream 

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2118R]

Ellen [16016R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2132R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2325]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

The Wall

Hollywood Game Night

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2324]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2132R]

Ellen [16162R]

Ellen's Game of Games

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2093R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2093R]

Ellen [16132R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen's Game of Games

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2092R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2323]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2322]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2092R]

Ellen [16121R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2088R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2088R]

Ellen [16150R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show jip  (7:19a)

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2321]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2019 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Changes Highlighted From: 07/01/19
Updated: 10/02/19

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 8/12/19 Tue 8/13/19 Wed 8/14/19 Thu 8/15/19 Fri 8/16/19 Sat 8/17/19 Sun 8/18/19
start 
time

Mb 7 V. 3 / New (Paid 
Program) 

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1925] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 
Dreyer

8:30a

Consumer 101
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201933]
9:00a

National Debt R (Paid 
Program) 

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live
Soccer Premier League Goal 

Zone  (11:40a)
11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Llck Dsp2V1A Cl (Paid 
Program)  (3:04p)

3:00p

Dr. Ho'S Circul (Paid 
Program)  (3:34p)

3:30p

Vets Saving Pets org sch 
8/17 

Open House [#5462] (4:04p) 4:00p

The Champion Within org sch 
8/17 

On the Money [#1925] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#25295] Extra [#25296] Extra [#25297] Extra [#25298] Extra [#25299] Open House [#5462] 7:00p

Access [#5981] Access [#5982] Access [#5983] Access [#5984] Access [#5985]
LXTV: First Look Florida: 

Beyond the Beach [3366R] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

Dateline NBC (Out of the 
Darkness) 

Bring the Funny (10:01p) The InBetween
Law & Order: Special Victims 

Unit
Dateline NBC (The Watcher) 

Dateline Saturday Night Mystery 
(The Creek) Bring the Funny 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Florida: 
Beyond the Beach [3366R]  

(1:03a)
1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) 2:00a

Llck Dsp2V1A Cl (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Plexaderm V.7 F (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
Llck Dsp2V1A Cl 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#25300]

Meet the Press

Golf BMW 
Championship 

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent

Access Weekend 
[W1197] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf Payne 

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent

Saturday Night Live    
(Jonah Hill & Maggie 

Rogers) 

Golf BMW 
Championship 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2139R] (2:35a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Premier 
League 

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2139R]

Ellen [16151R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2138R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2330]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

The Wall

Ellen's Game of Games

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2329]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2138R]

Ellen [16140R]

Songland

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2122R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2122R]

Ellen [16103R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2116R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2328]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2327]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2116R]

Ellen [16107R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2114R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Steve [2114R]

Ellen [16165R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2326]

Days of Our Lives
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2019 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Changes Highlighted From: 07/01/19
Updated: 10/02/19

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 8/19/19 Tue 8/20/19 Wed 8/21/19 Thu 8/22/19 Fri 8/23/19 Sat 8/24/19 Sun 8/25/19
start 
time

Df 1 V. 8 / New (Paid 
Program) 

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1926] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 
Dreyer

8:30a

Consumer 101
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201934]
9:00a

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
8/24 

9:30a

Golf PGA Tour Special 10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Pd 28:30 Bundle (Paid 
Program)  (3:05p)

3:00p

Cs 3 V.1 Cr (Paid Program)  
(3:35p)

3:30p

Vets Saving Pets org sch 
8/24 

Open House jip [#5463]  
(4:07p)

4:00p

The Champion Within org sch 
8/24 

NBC Nightly News 4:30p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
8/17 

5:00p

NBC4 News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#25301] Extra [#25302] Extra [#25303] Extra [#25304] Extra [#25305] Open House [#5463] 7:00p

Access [#5986] Access [#5987] Access [#5988] Access [#5989] Access [#5990] Clear the Shelters 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

Dateline NBC (Robert Durst: The 
Secret Tapes) 

Bring the Funny (10:01p) Hollywood Game Night
Law & Order: Special Victims 

Unit
Dateline NBC (Noises in the 

Night) 
Dateline Saturday Night Mystery 

(The Summer of Manson) America's Got Talent 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look South of 
France [3367R]  (1:03a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) 2:00a

Wy 1 V. 1A / Ne (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
9/19 La Ss4D (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Wy 1 V. 1A / Ne (Paid 

Program) 
9/19 La Ss4D (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News (8:03p)

Access Weekend 
[W1198]

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#25306]

Meet the Press

Golf The Tour 
Championship 

NFL Pre-Season Football 
Pittsburgh Steelers @ 

Tennessee Titans 

NFL Pre-Season Football 
Pittsburgh Steelers @ 

Tennessee Titans  (6:34p)

Access Weekend 
[W1198] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent

Saturday Night Live    
(Seth Meyers & Paul 

Simon) 

Golf The Tour 
Championship 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2150R] (2:35a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Premier 
League 

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2150R]

Ellen [16137R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2148R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2335]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

The Wall

Ellen's Game of Games

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2334]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2148R]

Ellen [16139R]

Songland

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2145R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2145R]

Ellen [16166R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2143R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2333]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News Special 
Report CHP Officer 

Funeral 

Access Live [AL2332]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2143R]

Ellen [16136R]

NBC4 News at 4p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2141R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2331]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2141R]

Ellen [16138R]

NBC4 News at 4p

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2019 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Changes Highlighted From: 07/01/19
Updated: 10/02/19

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 8/26/19 Tue 8/27/19 Wed 8/28/19 Thu 8/29/19 Fri 8/30/19 Sat 8/31/19 Sun 9/1/19
start 
time

9/19 La Ss4D (Paid 
Program) 

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1927] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 
Dreyer

8:30a

Consumer 101
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201935]
9:00a

Ca - 2019 Aaa N (Paid 
Program) 

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

Indy Car Pre Race 12:00p
NASCAR Countdown to the 

Green 
12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

Indy Car Post Race  (2:45p) 2:30p

Going Roggin
Ca - 2019 Aaa N (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
8/31 

Df 1 V.8 Cr  (Paid Program) 3:30p

Vets Saving Pets org sch 
8/31 

Open House [#5448] 4:00p

The Champion Within org sch 
8/31  (4:34p)

NBC Primetime Preview 
2019-2020 

4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#25307] Extra [#25308] Extra [#25309] Extra [#25310] Extra [#25311] Open House [#5448] 7:00p

Access [#5991] Access [#5992] Access [#5993] Access [#5994] Access [#5995]
LXTV: First Look Water 

World [3370R] 
7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

Dateline NBC (Hinckley: Diary of 
a Dangerous Mind) 

Bring the Funny (10:01p) Hollywood Game Night
Law & Order: Special Victims 

Unit
Dateline NBC (Everything 

She Knew) Bring the Funny 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Water World 
[3370R]  (1:03a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) 2:00a

Mb 7 V. 3 / New (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Plexaderm V.7 F (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Mb 7 V. 3 / New (Paid 

Program) 
Plexaderm V.7 F (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#25312]

Meet the Press

Indy Car Portland  
(12:42p)

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Track & Field IAAF 
Diamond League 

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (One Moment)  

(9:03p)

Saturday Night Live     
(Matt Damon & Miley 

Cyrus  &  Mark Ronson) 

Access Weekend 
[W1199] (1:32a)

Soccer Premier League 
Goal Zone  (11:36a)

NASCAR xFinity 
Series  (12:48p)

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent 
(8:03p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2115R] (2:35a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Premier 
League 

Steve [2115R]

Ellen [16148R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

Steve [2159R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2340]

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

The Wall

Hollywood Game Night

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2339]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2159R]

Ellen [16129R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2157R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Steve [2157R]

Ellen [16101R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Songland

Steve [2155R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2338]

Days of Our Lives

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Access Live [AL2337]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2155R]

Ellen [16156R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2152R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2336]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2152R]

Ellen [16106R]

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2019 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Changes Highlighted From: 07/01/19
Updated: 10/02/19

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 9/2/19 Tue 9/3/19 Wed 9/4/19 Thu 9/5/19 Fri 9/6/19 Sat 9/7/19 Sun 9/8/19
start 
time

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1928] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

Today Show 7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 
Dreyer

8:30a

Consumer 101
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201936]
9:00a

9:30a

NBC4 News Special Report Santa 
Cruz Island Boat Fire  (9:57a) 10:00a

Today with Hoda & Jenna jip  
(10:34a)

NASCAR Countdown to the 
Green 

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
NBC Primetime Preview 

2019-2020 
3:00p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
9/7 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC Nightly News Vets Saving Pets org sch 9/7 4:00p

NBC Sports NFL Kickoff 
2019 [16153R] 

The Champion Within org sch 
9/7 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#25313] Extra [#25314] Extra [#25315] Extra [#25317] Open House [#5464] 7:00p

Access [#5996] Access [#5997] Access [#5998] Access [#6000]
LXTV: First Look Football 

Special: The Whole 9 Yards 
[#3381] 

7:30p

8:00p

NBC4 News (8:43p) The Challenge (8:35p) 8:30p

Extra jip [#25316]  (9:12p) 9:00p

Access [#5999] 9:30p

Dateline NBC (Evil Was 
Waiting ) 

Bring the Funny (10:01p) Hollywood Game Night
Dateline NBC (Smoke and 

Mirrors) 
Dateline NBC (Life Inside) 

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon

10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 
Virat Kohli [#01] 

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Football 
Special: The Whole 9 Yards 

[#3381]  (1:03a)

Wy 1 V. 1A / Ne (Paid 
Program) 

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:38a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:38a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:38a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Voice, SVU, Good Place & New 
Amstrdm (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) 2:00a

Plexaderm No Al (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
Plexaderm No Al (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
9/19 La Ss4D (Paid 

Program) 
Cs 3 V.1 Cr (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News (9:06p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Meet the Press

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Pittsburgh 

Steelers @ New 
England Patriots  

(5:15p)

NASCAR Monster 
Energy Cup Series 

Football Night in 
America

Saturday Night Live    
(Halsey) 

Access Weekend 
[W1200] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Track & Field USA Track & 
Field: 5th Ave Mile 

Track & Field IAAF 
Diamond League 

Horse Racing 
Breeders' Cup 

Challenge Series 

NBC4 News

NBC Movie of the 
Week Harry Potter and 
the Deathly Hallows: 

Part 2 

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2175R] (2:35a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Extra Weekend 
[#25318]

NBC Sports Special 
Ironman World 

Championship (encore) 

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2345]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2175R]

Ellen [16180G]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2121R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Steve jip [2121R]  
(2:02p)

Ellen [16153R]

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Green Bay 
Packers @ Chicago 

Bears [16153R]  
(5:15p)

Steve [2169R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2344]

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Songland

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Live [AL2343]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2169R]

Ellen [16142R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2167R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Steve [2167R]

Ellen [16149R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve [2166R] (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Live [AL2342]

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11am

Access Live [AL2341]

Days of Our Lives

Steve [2166R]

Ellen [16091R]

NBC4 News at 4p

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show jip  (7:32a)

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2019 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Changes Highlighted From: 07/01/19
Updated: 10/02/19

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 9/9/19 Tue 9/10/19 Wed 9/11/19 Thu 9/12/19 Fri 9/13/19 Sat 9/14/19 Sun 9/15/19
start 
time

9/19 La Ss4D (Paid 
Program) 

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1929] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 
Dreyer

8:30a

Consumer 101
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201937]
9:00a

Jrofcleansleep  (Paid 
Program) 

9:30a

Emeril Paf 4X$4 (Paid 
Program) 

10:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 
Dwight Howard [#02] 10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin jip  (3:07p) On the Money [#1929] 3:00p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
9/14 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Vets Saving Pets org sch 
9/14 

4:00p

The Champion Within org sch 
9/14 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Access Hollywood [#6001] Access Hollywood [#6002] Access Hollywood [#6003] Access Hollywood [#6004] Access Hollywood [#6005] Open House [#5465] 7:00p

All Access All Access All Access All Access All Access
LXTV: First Look Layers of 
Johnny Bananas (Updated) 

[3364R] 
7:30p

Superstore 8:00p

Superstore 8:30p

The Good Place The Challenge (8:50p) 9:00p

The Good Place NBC4 News (9:22p) 9:30p

Dateline NBC (The 
Disappearance of Jennifer Dulos) 

Bring the Funny (10:01p) Hollywood Game Night
Law & Order: Special Victims 

Unit
Dateline NBC (Into the Dark) 

Dateline Saturday Night Mystery 
(The Threat) 

Dateline NBC (12 Minutes on 
Elm Street) 

10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 
Dwight Howard [#02] 

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Layers of 
Johnny Bananas (Updated) 

[3364R]  (1:03a)

Cs 3 V.1 / New  (Paid 
Program) 

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

This Is Us, Blacklist, Chicago PD, 
Superstore (1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) 2:00a

9/19 La Ss4D (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today
9/19 La Ss4D (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
9/19 La Ss4D (Paid 

Program) 
9/19 La Ss4D (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Philadelphia 

Eagles @ Atlanta 
Falcons  (5:15p)

Access Weekend 
[W1201] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
Mecum Auto Auctions 

Motor Sports IMSA: 
Laguna Seca 

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent

Saturday Night Live    
(John Mulaney & 
Thomas Rhett) 

Notre Dame Football 
New Mexico 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show (2:35a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Premier 
League 

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show

Ellen [#17005]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Daily [AL2350]

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show

Ellen [#17004]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Daily [AL2349]

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Songland

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Daily [AL2348]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show

Ellen [#17003]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (7:14a)

Today Show

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show

Ellen [#17002]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show (9:15a)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Daily [AL2347]

Days of Our Lives

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Access Daily [AL2346]

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show

Ellen [#17001]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2019 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Changes Highlighted From: 07/01/19
Updated: 10/02/19

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 9/16/19 Tue 9/17/19 Wed 9/18/19 Thu 9/19/19 Fri 9/20/19 Sat 9/21/19 Sun 9/22/19
start 
time

10/19 Nren La (Paid 
Program) 

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1930] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 
Dreyer

8:30a

Today Show Consumer 101
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201938]
9:00a

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News Conference  

(9:23a)
9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live California Live California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

NBC Sports Special Premier 
Lacrosse Post  (1:33p) 1:30p

2:00p

Indy Car Post Race 2:30p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
9/28 

On the Money [#1930] 3:00p

Naturally, Danny Seo org sch 
9/21 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Vets Saving Pets org sch 
9/21 

4:00p

The Champion Within org sch 
9/21 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Access Hollywood [#6006] Access Hollywood [#6007] Access Hollywood [#6008] Access Hollywood [#6009] Access Hollywood [#6010] Open House [#5466] 7:00p

All Access All Access All Access All Access All Access
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7906]
7:30p

8:00p

The Challenge (8:39p) 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

2019 NBC Primetime Preview 
Show

Bring the Funny (10:01p)
NBC Specials A Little Late with 

Lily Singh  (10:01p)
Law & Order: Special Victims 

Unit
Dateline NBC (Reckoning) 

Dateline Saturday Night Mystery 
(Suspicion in Silver City ) 

Dateline NBC (On the 
Outskirts of Town) 

10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 
Richard Petty [#03] 

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Uncommon 
Sense [3363R]  (1:03a)

Wy 1 V. 1A / Ne (Paid 
Program) 

1:00a

A Little Late with Lilly Singh 
(1:37a)

A Little Late with Lilly Singh 
(1:37a)

A Little Late with Lilly Singh 
(1:37a)

A Little Late with Lilly Singh 
(1:37a)

A Little Late with Lilly Singh 
(1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) 2:00a

Mb 7 V. 3 / New (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today La Ota 9/19 (Paid Program) Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Smile Healthy L (Paid 

Program) 
Plexaderm V.7 F (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Los Angeles 

Rams @ Cleveland 
Browns  (5:15p)

NBC4 News (9:06p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Meet the Press

Indy Car Pre Race 

Indy Car Laguna Seca 
(12:27p)

Football Night in 
America

Saturday Night Live    
(Adam Sandler & 
Shawn Mendes) 

Access Weekend 
[W1202] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
Rugby World Cup 

NBC Sports Special 
Premier Lacrosse  

(11:31a)

Horse Racing Breeders' 
Cup Challenge Series 

NBC4 News

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show (2:35a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Premier 
League 

Ellen [#17009]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Daily

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials Return to 
Downton Abbey: A Grand 

Event 

NBC Specials The Paley 
Center Salutes the Good 

Place 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Daily

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show

Ellen [17138G]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show

Ellen [#17008]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Daily

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Daily

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show

Ellen [#17007]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show

Ellen [#17006]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Daily
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2019 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Changes Highlighted From: 07/01/19
Updated: 10/02/19

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 9/23/19 Tue 9/24/19 Wed 9/25/19 Thu 9/26/19 Fri 9/27/19 Sat 9/28/19 Sun 9/29/19
start 
time

10/19 Nren La (Paid 
Program) 

Open House 5:00a

On the Money [#1931] 5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

NBC News Special Report 
Transcript released 7:00a

7:30a

Voyager with Josh Garcia 8:00a

Earth Odyssey w/Dylan 
Dreyer

8:30a

Consumer 101 9:00a

Today Show jip  (9:29a) 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live California Live
NBC News Special Report 

Presidential News Conference  
(11:19a)

California Live California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

Days of Our Lives 1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

The Kelly Clarkson Show 
jip  (2:17p)

2:30p

3:00p

Open House [#5444] (3:17p) 3:30p

Vets Saving Pets org sch 
9/28  (4:08p)

4:00p

The Champion Within org sch 
9/28 4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Access Hollywood [#6011] Access Hollywood [#6012] Access Hollywood [#6013] Access Hollywood [#6014] Access Hollywood [#6015]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7907]
7:00p

All Access All Access All Access All Access All Access 7:30p

Superstore 8:00p

Perfect Harmony The Challenge (8:33p) 8:30p

The Good Place 9:00p

Sunnyside (9:31p) 9:30p

Bluff City Law New Amsterdam (10:08p) Chicago P.D.
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit 

(10:01p)
Saturday Night Live    Dateline NBC (The Landing) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

In Depth w/Graham Bensinger 
Chad Johnson [#04] 

12:30a

LXTV: First Look The 90s 
[3379R]  (1:03a)

10/19 Nren La (Paid 
Program) 

1:00a

A Little Late with Lilly Singh 
(1:37a)

A Little Late with Lilly Singh 
(1:37a)

A Little Late with Lilly Singh 
(1:37a)

A Little Late with Lilly Singh 
(1:37a)

A Little Late with Lilly Singh 
(1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) NBC Nightly News (2:06a) 2:00a

La Ota 9/19 (Paid Program)  
(2:32a)

Early Today 2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) Early Today 3:00a

Early Today Early Today Early Today jip  (3:32a) Early Today
Plexaderm V.7 F (Paid 

Program) 
Open House NYC (3:32a) Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
La Ota 9/19 (Paid 

Program) 
10/19 Nren La (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Dallas 

Cowboys @ New 
Orleans Saints  

(5:15p)

NBC4 News (9:06p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Meet the Press

NASCAR Monster 
Energy Cup Series  

(11:28a)

Football Night in 
America

Access Weekend 
[W1203] (1:32a)

Sunday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Track & Field World 
Track & Field 

Championships 

NASCAR Countdown to 
the Green 

NBC4 News

NBC4 News

The Voice

Saturday Night Live     
(Woody Harrelson & Billie 

Eilish) new 

Saturday Night Live     
(Woody Harrelson & Billie 

Eilish) new 

Track & Field World Track & 
Field Championships  

(11:32a)

Notre Dame Football 
Virgina 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show (2:35a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Premier 
League 

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show

Ellen [#17013]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Bluff City Law

Dateline NBC (The 
Thing About Pam) 

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Daily

Days of Our Lives

Ellen [17139G]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC News Special 
Report Intelligence 

Chief Testifies  (5:50a)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Daily

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Days of Our Lives 
(2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Access Daily

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News 

Conference  (1:28p)

Ellen [#17012]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Chicago Med

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show (7:19a)

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show jip  (2:15p)

Ellen [#17011]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

This Is Us

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show (2:35a)

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

NBC News Special Report 
President at UN  (7:12a)

Today Show jip 

Today Show

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Daily

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Daily

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show

Ellen [#17010]

NBC4 News at 4p

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 3rd qtr 2019 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Changes Highlighted From: 07/01/19
Updated: 10/02/19

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 9/30/19
start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

6:30a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

NBC4 News at 11am 11:00a

California Live 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Access Hollywood [#6016] 7:00p

All Access 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

Bluff City Law (10:01p) 10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

A Little Late with Lilly Singh 
(1:37a) 1:30a

NBC Nightly News (2:06a) 2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

Early Today 3:30a

Today in LA 4am 4:00a

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show (2:35a)

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today with Hoda & 
Jenna

Access Daily

Days of Our Lives

The Kelly Clarkson 
Show

Ellen [#17014]

NBC4 News at 4p

Today in LA 5am

Today in LA 6am

Today Show

Today Show
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